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Introduction: the embeddedness of 
economic markets in economics 

\ .) Michel Calion 
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Even as the market seems triumphant everywhere and its laws pro
gressively and ineluctably impose themselves worldwide, we cannot 
fail to be struck by the lasting topicality of the following well
known quotation from D. North: 

'It is a peculiar fact that the literature on economics . . .  contains 
so little discussion of the central institution that underlies neo
classical economics-the market' (North, 1977).1 

How can this surprising shortcoming be explained? How can this 
self-proclaimed failure of economic theory be accounted for? By 
distinguishing the thing from the concept which refers to it, the 
marketplace from the market, the English language suggests a pos
sible answer. Wh" the market denotes the abstract mechanisms 
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occurs. This distinctiOn Is, moreover, merely a particular case oi'a 

-�;-general opposition, which the English language, once again, 
has the merit of conveying accurately: that between economics and 

• "• 1 economy, between theoretical and practical activity, in short, 
'..�:f between economics as a discipline and economy as a thing. If eco-

nomic theory knows so little about the marketplace, is it not simply 
because in striving to abstract and generalize it has ended up 

·, 1 becoming detached from its object? Thus, the weakness of market 
theory may well be explained by its lack of interest in the market
place. To remedy this shortcoming, economics would need only to 

.. return to its object, the economy, from which it never should have 
" strayed in the first place. 

The matter, however, is not so simple. The danger of abstraction 
and unrealism which is supposed to threaten every academic disci
pline-and which time and again has been exposed and stigmatized, 
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Michel Callan 

notably by economic sociology-is certainly real; it is the formulation 
of this danger that is suspect. It takes at face value a conception of 
science which the anthropology of science and techniques (AST) has 
undermined over the past few years. Saying that economics has failed 
by neglecting to develop a theory of real markets and their multiple 
modes of functioning, amounts to admitting that there does exist a 
thing-the economy-which a science--economics-has taken as its 
object of analysis. The point of view that I have adopted in this in tro-
duction, and which the book strives to defend, is radically different. 
It consist
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term, per orms, s apes an orma s e economy, ra er an o serv-
ing how it functions (Latour, 1987) (Calion, 1994). 

In order fully to assess the contribution of economics to the 
constitution of the economy we would need to write a history which 
has yet to be invented. What we do have are separate stories, of eco
nomic thought, presented according to a purely disciplinarian logic, 
on the one hand, and of economic activities, carefully separated 
from economics, on the other; on the one hand a history of ideas 
showing the progressive development of the theory and its concepts 
(reconstituting for example the genealogy of the market conceptf 
and on the other a social history of the economy (which relates, for 
example, the evolution of the different forms of market organiza
tion). That a degree of interdependence exists between these two his
tories is hardly questionable, even if this has not been systematically 
studied. That is why it would be fascinating to construct a social his
tory of economics which would show how abstract notions such as 
that of supply and demand, or those of interconnected markets3 (ala 
Walras (Walras, { 1926} 1 954)), imperfect competition (as proposed 
by Chamberlin (Chamberlin, 1933)) or incentives, have been formu-

• lated in constant relation to practical questions which, in turn, they 
help reformulate (Dumez, 1985). Karl Polanyi brilliantly demon
strates in The Great Transformation that this type of history is both 
possible and filled with lessons. His book is often used to criticise the 
myth of the self-regulating market. But it is also, and above all, one 
of the rare attempts to link up economics and economy, with a con
vincing analysis of the role of economic theories, such as that of 
Ricardo, in the establishment of a labour market. 

The aim of the present book is to contribute to the analysis and 
understanding of the subtle relationships between economics and 
the economy; not within an historical perspective, although some 
chapters do include historical material, but within a deliberately 
anthropological one. To give a broad outline of this perspective, the 
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most convenient starting point is the general definition of the 
market proposed by Robert Guesnerie in his attempt explicitly to 
raise the question of relations between the market and the market
place (Guesnerie, 1996). According to Guesnerie, a market is a co
ordination device in which: a) the agents pursue their own interests 
and to this end perform economic calculations which can be seen as 
an operation of optimization and/or maximization; b) the agents 
generally have divergent interests, which lead them to engage in c) 1 

transactions which resolve the conflict by defining a price. 
Consequently, to use .9M�-�!l�J;t�:� .. words, 'a market opposes buyers 
and sellers, and the prices which resolve this conflict are the input 
but also, in a sense, the outcome of the agents' economic calcula
tion.' 

This definition has the advantage of stressing the essential: 

• a market implies a peculiar anthropology, one which assumes a 
calculative agent or more precisely what we might call "calcula-

,,tive agenc� ;4 •-''1, .. 
�thi'''rrta;ket implies an organization, so that one has to talk of an 
organized market (and of the possible multiplicity of forms of ,. 
organization) in order to take into account the variety of calcula-
tive agencies and of their distribution;5 

,,,,,._,. 

the market is a process in which calculative agencies . .R:tii?..Q� one i 
another, without resorting to physica). violence, tti"·Yeach an i 
acceptable compromise in the forl'rl'of"� '

contract and/or a price.6 ' 
Hence, the importance of the historical dimension which helps us 
to understand the construction of markets and the competitive 
arrangements in which they are stabilized, for a time and in a 
place. 

· 

The point that needs to be borne in mind is that the agents enter 
and leave the exchange like strangers. Once the transaction has been 
concluded the agents are quits: they extract themselves from 
anonymity only momentarily, slipping· back into it immediately 
afterwards.7 This sudden metamorphosis is not self-evident; it is 
highly paradoxical. As Mitchel Abolafia points out in his contribu
tion, it is not easy to make this relationship of strangeness compati
ble with the unavoidable fact that the agents are in touch with each 
other during the transaction. 

The threefold characterization of the market proposed by 
Guesnerie leads us to the formulation of our first question: what is a 
calculative agency? 
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What calculative agencies are not 

Under which conditions is calculativeness possible? Under what 
conditions do calculative agents emerge? 

In order to write and conclude calculated contracts-that is to 
say, to go into the content of goods and their prices-the agents 
need to have information on the possible states of the world. More 
specifically, for calculative agents to be able to make decisions they 
need at least to be able to: (i) establish a list of the possible states of 
the world (each state of the world being defined by a certain list of 
actors and goods, and by a certain distribution of these goods 
amongst the actors); (ii) rank these states of the world (which gives 
a content and an object to the agent's preferences); (iii) identify and 
describe the actions which allow for the production of each of the 
possible states of the world. 

An essential point in this general definition needs to be noted. 
For an agent to be able to calculate-ie to rank-her decisions, she 
must at least be able to draw up a list of actions that she can under
take, and describe the effects of these actions on the world in which 
she is situated. This presupposes the existence in organized form of 
all the relevant information on the different states of the world and 
on the consequences of all conceivable courses of action and the 
access of all this information to the agent. Thus she will not only be 
able to get an idea of possible goals and rank them, but also mobi
lize the resources required to attain them. 8 

Before going on, in the following section, to address the condi
tions under which decisions are calculable, we need to discuss two 
classical points of view: that of cognitive psychology and that of 
cultural influences. 

Cognitive psychology presumes that individual economic agents 
are capable of mental calculation. Now, this hypothesis is far too 
demanding. One can not attribute to the agents the capacity of · 

mental calculation. This has been shown with regard to scientists 
who, since Locke and throughout' the history of classical economics, 
have served as models. Cognitive anthropology has, however, bril
liantly confirmed it and extended it to all ordinary agents 
(d' Andrade, 1995). Calculating-we shall limit ourselves here to 
this point-is a complex collective practice which involves far more 
than th<;: capacities granted to agents by epistemologists and certain 
economists. The material reality of calculation, involving figures, 
writing mediums and inscriptions-and I shall return to this 
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point-are decisive in performing calculations. From the fact that 
calculations are made in the quasi-laboratories of calculative agen
cies (the word agent places too much weight on the individual) we 
should not infer that there are calculative beings, no matter how 
well or poorly informed they may be. 9 From collective performance 
we cannot induce individual mental competence. 10 

, • eThe other explanation, symmetrical in relation to the first one, 
· (' consists of looking at cultural frames for the origin of the agents' 

calculative competence. Rather than postulating that the ability to 
calculate is an intrinsic property of homo sapiens, it is the culturally 
or socially constructed dimension of this competence which is 
emphasized. Irrespective of the mediations through which this influ-
ence is supposed to be exercised, it is asserted that in all cases cer
tain social structures or cultural forms favour calculation and selfish 
interests while others induce agents to be altruistic, disinterested, 
generous and even to give freely. The socio-cultural context func
tions as an injunction, sometimes silent but always effective: 'to sur
vive, to exist, thou shalt calculate! ' .  DiMaggio has synthesized this 
approach very well in addressing the question of the role of culture 
in the constitution of market societies. Culture, he explains, is fre
quently called upon to explain the appearance of rational actors, 
the atoms of the market economy, because agents, in their behav
iour and calculative capacities, differ from one society to the next: 
'Some person concepts (those entailing much agency and individu
ality) arguably render persons better equipped to operate in market 
contexts than others'. This difference of equipment-the word is 
well chosen-is frequently invoked, notably in studies of developing 
countries or of so-called transitional economies. If the agents resist 
calculative rationality and hence the market, it is because they are 
'embedded' in the social or cultural frames which turn them away 
from it (DiMaggio, 1 994). 

Bai Gao, in his contribution, draws upon the Japanese case to 
show that this culturali�!- �PP.t:<?§!:Ch, .. :w]J.ich. clail:n�J() explain why 
some-societies ·block· the. eme.rg�nc.e ... QL cl;ll9.llJI:tJiY<:L ��ucjes, .. js,..so_. 
weak that it fails to account for an even simpler�pxo.blem: that _of the 
shift frow o��:J;iaCfaifty:of�.J.cUI�ti�e·;;���r. I� th�-,��se 
of Japan it is not a question of explaining why, suddenly, economic 
agents started calculating, but of why they changed their ways of 
doing so. The transformation which gripped the Japanese economy 
at the end of the Second World War consisted essentially of the 
appearance of new criteria for evaluating economic efficiency and 
profitability, which favoured co-operation and the long term. What 
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Gao proves is the impossibility of placing the origins of this little 
shift, of this substitution of one type of calculation for another, in 
culture. Since culture cannot explain this minor evolution, it is even 
less apt to account for a major transformation such as the one 
which makes uncalculative agencies calculative. 

In order to become calculative, agencies do indeed need to be 
equipped. But this equipment is neither all in the brains of human 
beings nor all in their socio-cultural frames or their institutions. 
What is it then? How on earth does one become calculative, since L!�is competence is neither in human nature nor in institutions? 

In search of possible sources of calculativeness 

How can we clarify and then characterize this equipment which is 
so easily overlooked and yet without which no calculation is pos
sible? One strategy consists in considering situations of extreme 
uncertainty, those in which the limits of the solutions proposed by 
cognitive psychology and culturalism are most obvious. How does 
an atomized agent manage to start calculating when the informa
tion she needs to calculate is inexistent or contradictory, or when 
there are no institutional guidelines which are sufficiently stable and 
legitimate both to allow for shared expectations and to make an 
unknown future manageable? 

Modern economic theory has devoted significant efforts to 
explaining the possibility of calculation in situations of radical 
uncertainty or even ignorance. As a start, I shall recall the main 
solutions put forward (Eymard-Duvernay, 1996). I shall then point 
out their limits-owing to the closeness of these solutions to the 
cognitive psychological paradigm-and introduce social network 
analysis. This, in turn will lead me, after several reformulations, to 
the sought-after solution. 

Market co-ordination encounters problems when uncertainties on 
the states of the world, on the nature of the _actions which can be 
undertaken and on the expected consequences of these actions, 
increase. Problems are at their worst when the uncertainties leave 
room for pure and simple ignorance. 1 1  Now, such situations are the 
rule and not the exception. This is even more obvious with the 
uncertainties generated by technosciences. The general question is 
thus the following: how can agents calculate when no stable infor
mation or shared prediction on the future exists? 

In order to maintain the possibility of co-ordination, economists 
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have proposed several solutions which-they assure us-are, or 
ought to be, applied in concrete market situations. The most 'ortho
dox' solution is that of contingent contracts. Contingent contracts 
are revisable contracts; their renegotiation is planned, thus taking 
into account the occurrence of events specified beforehand (Hart 
and Moore, 1988). 12 The greater the uncertainties, the more difficult 
it is to implement this solution. It implies, to a certain extent, that 
the agents spend their time renegotiating their contracts, that is to 
say, interacting and exchanging information as it is produced. In 
this case market co-ordination as such disappears, leaving room for 
uninterrupted social interaction involving many different agents. 
These agents, no matter how much they wish to do so, are no longer 
able to become strangers; they are entangled. 13 I shall revert to this 
notion a little further. 

Another solution is that of a focal point. In this case we presume 
that the agents share common knowledge or have the same points 
of reference which guarantee the co-ordination. The nature of these 
references known to each agent is highly variable. It may pertain to 
a shared culture, rules, procedures, routines or conventions which 
guarantee the adjustments and predictability of behaviour. Socio
economics has studied in detail these intermediate realities to 
explain the co-ordination of market action. But it is easy to show 
that these different solutions suffer from the same limits. Whether 
we talk about a common culture or of shared rules or conventions, 
we encounter the same stumbling block: a rule, convention or 
cultural device does not govern behaviour completely since it entails 
irreducible margins of interpretation. These margins of interpreta
tion can be removed only during interaction, negotiation or discus
sion. 

All these solutions have the common feature of providing 
autonomous-over-autonomous-and isolated-over-isolated
agents with the social relations which, by opening them up to their 
environment, enable them to co-ordinate their action with those of 
other agents. Why not take this dependence of their environment as 
a starting point? W,hy __ !tQ.t _consider that·onesolutiorr to the question 
of co-ordir;tation,in- a"'situation--of-radica:l"�rrcerta:inty;-is-10 admit 
that beneath- the-conttacrs anatlie" rUies"tflere is"a "primiti-ve'-�reality 
without which--·cu��Fdiiiation"\Voulttll-or·be-f)�ble? An under
standing of this ultimate basis is the purpose of the notion of a 
social network or, more broadly, the notion of embeddedness as 
initially for��-l,!!-.�.<:.9 •. PJ:.f.Q.La.!2Yi�Pd later refined by Granovetter. "if 
agennr·c-an··calculate their decisions, irrespective of the degree of 
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uncertainty concerning the future, it is because they are entangled 
in a web of relations and connections; they do not have to open up 
to the world because they contain their world. Agents are actor
worlds (Calion, 1986a). 

At this point it is useful to recall Granovetter's solution, for it has 
been the source of many misinterpretations preventing us from see
ing its originality and its true limits as well as, more generally, those 
of social network analysis (Granovetter, 1985). The solution lies in 
his definition of the notion of a network. Granovetter first does 
away with the classical opposition between homo _s!!.Ei2l£gj£1!§.3nd 
h,Ql!J:J!. __ ?..r:.Q!JQIJ1iC:.YL He convincingly shows that beyond their oft
asserted differences, the two conceptions both assume the existence 
of individual agents with perfectly stabilized competencies. The the
sis of over-socialization, like that of under-socialization, rests on a 
common hypothesis: that of the existence of a person closed in on 
himself-a homo clausus, to use Elias' expression. This hypothesis 
precludes any solution to the problem of co-ordination in a situa
tion of radical uncertainty . For Granovetter the only possible solu
tion is that provided by the network; not a network connecting 
entities which are already there, but a network which configures 
ontologies. The agents, their dimension-s;·and·what·th(}y .are. and do, 
all depend on the. morphology. of.-the·relation.s in . .which .. the� are 
involved:· 

This crucial point warrants clarification. Tile network,__ in this 
sense,....do.es.notJmk agents with an established identity (th;rt is iO 
say, endowed with a set of fi��(finterestsan<r�t;bitpreferences) to 
form what would be a rigid social structure constituting the frame
work in which individual actions are situated. It is on this point that 
embeddedness in a network of social relations, as defined by 
Granovetter, is different from embeddedness according to Polanyi. 
The latter assumes the existence of an institutional frame constitut
ing the context in which economic activities take place. 14 Jn.-the 
social network �Ldefined.by _Qra.noYett�r, _ _  t,he agents'_ identities, 
in.terests_J;t.nd. ob)�ctives, . in. short, everything.whichmighLstabilize 
their des��iption and their being, a.re variable outcomes,.which-fiuc
tuate witl:lJlw-form and_ clY .. Ui'!,lllics ofrelationsbetween..these-ag€nts 

. . . . .. . . - . 

(Calion, 1986b), (Smith, 1 994). 
This means that the agent is neither immersed in the network nor 

framed by it; in other words, the/netwmk .. d.Q�..noL.£���-c:_op
� ·Both agent and network are, in a sense, two sides of the same 

· (;�in. Either one enters the network through the agents and one is 
immediately tempted to characterize them by the shape of their 
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relationships; or one focuses on the network itself, in which case one 
uses the associations of its constitutive agents to describe it. The 
best way to explain the radical nature of this approach-which 
amounts to replacing the two traditionally separate notions of agent 
and network by the single one of agent-network-is through exam
ples drawn from the now substantial literature on the subject. 

The equivalence between agency and form of network was clearly 
explained in one of Granovetter's seminal articles: 'The strength of 
the weak ties' (Granovetter, 1973). The capacity of an agent to 
make autonomous choices, that is to say, to make decisions which 
do not merely fall in line with the decisions made by other agents, is 
not inscribed in her nature; it coincides with the morphology of her 
relationships. When she finds herself at the intersection of two net
works which scarcely, if at all, overlap, the range of available 
options affords her with a large margin of manreuvre. She is even 
endowed with the possibility of considering action in terms of alter
native choices and her faculty for arbitration is enhanced. If, how
ever, the relations are redundant, the agent is deprived of all ability 
to make choices. This example shows that it is possible to character
ize the different types of agency through the distribution of relation
ships. Studies by Burt on structural holes uphold and generalizes 
this thesis. In a network, a structural hole corresponds to the points, 
and hence the agents, whose contacts are not related to one another. 
Burt shows that structural holes are associated with agencies capa
ble of strategic combinations and manipulation. Following the same 
approach, he suggests that entrepreneurial action is linked to cer
tain relational configurations. 'When you take the opportunity to be 
the tertius you are an entrepreneur in the literal sense of the word
a person who generates profit from being between others' (Burt, 
1 993). We could thus review the different types of configuration and 
show that each of them corresponds to a particular type of agency, 
that is to say, a particular mode of action. However, to make the 
point, it would be simplest to consider the elementary unit of the 
network: the triangular relationship. The bilateral relationship, so 
strongly emphasized by interactionism, teaches us nothing about 
the social dimension. Simmel said so long ago: relations between A 
and B are not enough to explain their actions and identities. These 
become intelligible only when embedded in the indirect and some
times invisible relations bearing on them. One need simply add a 
third party, C, and adopt its point of view, for the relationship 
between A and B to become analysable and comprehensible. Burt 
describes three possible strategies for C: that of the mediator where 
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in case of conflict between A and B, C acts as an intermediary and 
helps them to negotiate; that of tertius gaudens where C takes 
advantage of conflict between A and B whose forces balance out; 
and, finally, that of the despot (divide per impere) where C creates 
conflict to preclude coalition and align the interests of A and B with 
his own. As we can see, without bringing C into the picture, whatever 
happens between A and B remains incomprehensible (Hatchuel, 
1995). Inversely, the possibilities for action of C remain unintelligible 
if we fail to take into account both A and B. This elementary algebra 
of social relations, starting with the triad, becomes increasingly com
plex as other relations are added to it. The logic remains, however: it 
identifies the action with a sort of positional calculation. 

This similarity between network and action, rooted in the three
party game, knows no bounds. Granovetter shows, for example, by 
comparing two Philippine towns, that there is a correlation between 
the degree of personalization of credit and the size and density of 
the social networks. Baker, in a bold analysis of financial future 
markets, shows that the very status of money-why, for example, a 
financial asset should be considered as closest to money-in indus
trialized societies where numerous currencies proliferate, depends 
on the positions of the holders of these assets in their network 
(Baker, 1984). 1 5 David Stark (this monograph) provides a cogent 
illustration of this point: talking of ownership rights in the absolute, 
and thus of possibilities for agents to engage in certain courses of 
action, without taking into account the ties binding them, makes 
little sense. To understand what property rights consist of in a con
crete socio-economic context, in other words, to reconstitute the set 
of rights and obligations incumbent on each agent, there is no alter
native but to analyse relationships. This 'swing-wing' ontology of 
the agency, which changes with the changing shapes of the network, 
is shared by so-called evolutionary economics simply because 'in an 
organicist ontology relations between entities are internal rather 
than external and the essential characteristics of any element are 
seen as outcomes of relations with other entities' (Hodgson, 1 994). 
We would be hard pressed to find a better definition of agent
network. 

What bem�fil�. -��crue from SQ£ial ne.twork analysis? Answer: a 
simpl�-e�planation �Tthe.possibility that·a,geni's .. liave ofcafc:ulating, 
when .Caught ... up,{� situ�i:ionici( extreme uncertainty. They do not 
have. to open up to ·their enviro�meriT'ifC&der·toexchange or get 
information, or to negotiate and co-ordinate their decisions so as to 
lay the foundations of a possible order. They are open and con-
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nected; it is from these connections that they derive their ability to 
calculate. !f o�g_£l�!! 

.. �YL.P.L��.2!!2!Pi.� Jhe.ory .is .repl;ic�<i 'qy homo 

����:�
�k�

-1�tlfti��:
Q�� ·���!Y;�··t��gf��;Q��I.i��, �tt·· . .f9nps:·· Qf. �--�--� ................. .... . ·· · · P · ·  ....... , · . . . . . ,.. . . .. .\! ... <,\,t!P.XI,§QU?S. .. Whether the situation is uncertain or not,. the only thing that counts'·' 

for homo apertus, and which he takes into account, is the network of 
direct and indirect relations surrounding him. This calculative logic 
is clearly expressed in the triangular games mentioned above, where 
the elementary action consists of a calculation of alliances and con
flicts. Irrespective of whether the states of the world and the causal 
links between decisions and their effects are known or not, the 
agency follows its combinatorial logic, that of connection and dis
connection, which is entirely relational. 

This solution seems neat. It eliminates the insurmountable prob
lem posed by homo clausus who in situations of uncertainty has no 
alternative but to open up in order to re-establish the co-ordination. 
Is it not, however, a bit too easy? Before answering this question it 
would be relevant here briefly to mention and discuss the usual cri
tiques exposing the reductionist nature of social network analysis. 
DiMaggio, for example, very subtly points out that it is hardly con
vincing to deduce the strategy of an agent from her position in a 
network of relations (DiMaggio, 1994). Between a position and an 
action, is it not necessary, he asks, to interpose values, preferences 
and projects; in short, ev�rything which defines the agency and 
avoids reducing action to structural determinations? Is it not exces
sive, he adds, to consider that an agent in a structural hole has no 
objectives and projects other than constantly building up more non
redundant relationships with the aim of increasing her capacity for 
control? This criticism, which reintroduces the dualism of structures 
and agency, or positions and dispositions, is by no means ground
less. Many social network analysts lay themselves open to it by 
introducing the notion of social capital. Burt, for example, consid
ers that an agent's relationships with other agents, whether direct or 
indirect, are all comparable to a social capital which she mobilizes 
for the purpose of developing her own relational strategies. This 
social capital is greater when the agent finds herself in a very obvi
ous position of a structural hole. Each relationship, owing to its 
non-redundancy, provides her with information and opportunities 
for specific action. This concept, pervasive in sociology (Coleman, 
1988), (Bourdieu, 1979), thoroughly undermines the strength of 
social network analysis. By dissociating agency and network, it 
widens the gap between agency and structure. The agent, simply 
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because she mobilizes a capital-of which the form and volume do 
of course depend on the form of the network and on her position 
therein--escapes, at least in part, from the network. Cast aside, 
freed from the network to which she is attached only by the 
resources it provides, the agent regains her autonomy. The monism 
of social network analysis is thus substituted for the traditional 
dualism of agencies and structures. The notion of social capital is 
the Trojan horse of dualism since it severs the formal identity 
between agent and network; it splits the agent-network again by 
introducing the usual opposition between the action and the 
resources of that action. 

If we are to avoid the temptation of dualism, we need to banish 
any explanation separating the agency from the network and, in 
particular, avoid the usual concepts of resources or social capital so 
as to maintain, against all odds, what some denounce as impover
ishing reductionism. But is this intransigence sufficient? Does it 
enable us satisfactorily to explain the emergence of calculating agen
cies in situations of radical uncertainty? Should we settle for a pure 
social network analysis, cleansed of all dualistic influence? 

Gift giving and framing fo answer this question v:e need to reve�t t� the notion of calcula tion. We have seen that m order to mamtam the homo clausus of 
economic theory in a state of calculativeness when faced with uncer� tainty, we have to agree to open him out onto his environment and 
to grant him the ability to develop complex interactions with other 
agents. In order to be calculative the agent must be open and, 
according to social network analysis, once open and caught up in 
the tria»gular game he is de facto calculative. The assumption of 
openness of social network analysis thus transforms the problem 
into a solution: the �gent-n6t-werk-1'S'""'by--constrnctm:n-cal££�litive, 
siuc.e..a!LaGtion-is-nn:rlysed in-fei'mS"'Uf'"combinations, ·associations, 
 rel�!l2E.�!.R��g..§!!].��-9!,.p.ositilluiPg. The agent is .. calculative 
becaus.e..a.ction can only be calculative. 

Should .,;�·-�top .. there .. and say that social network analysis 
exhausts the que�tions of calculation and of the emergence of calcu
lative agencies, dismissing the usual distinction between certain and 
uncertain situations and, consequently, replacing the notion of 
information by the notion of relation? No, because ever since 
Mauss, social sciences have been confronted with the question of 
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the gift, that is to say, the existence of uncalculated, disinterested 
 actions (Mauss, [1 925] 1969). Social network analysis explains what 
 Mauss finds so self-evident that he does not even try to explain it: 
 the existence of calculative agencies. But how does social network 
 analysis account for the existence of disinterestedness to which 
 Mauss grants utmost importance? It is once again by examining this 
ever-relevant question of the gift and disinterested giving which will 
allow us to proceed further. ���he-errrergefrce'of 
ca������:���lL�!�£.!��.: ... �,��2�l?.!�iR.!.ll�.!�!.&�E£.�.?.L .. nnn-caJcUianve ones, wmch m turn wlll lead us to amend social 
n�twork'�·;;:;{;;;iy�i;· substantially, without, however, overlooking its 
contribution. 

The analysis of disinterestedness or, in other words, of the 
absence of calculativeness, generally wavers between two extreme 
interpretations. 1 6 The first emphasizes the subjective dimension of 
disinterestedness. The action is disinterested if the agent wittingly 
avoids introducing any element of calculation. The second, by con
trast, highlights the objective dimension: disinterestedness is an illu
sion. This illusion may, in turn, have two origins: (i) the agent is 
generous and, despite believing herself to be altruistic, she only 
inscribes her action in networks of reciprocity which transcend 
her-here disinterestedness is merely the driving force enabling each 
agent to play his or her part in a system of exchange, since a gift is 
always followed by a counter-gift which cancels out the asymmetry 
created by the gift/7 (ii) disinterestedness, often likened to trust, is 
considered as a consequence of a more primitive calculation of 
which the agent is not aware: 'If I abandon myself, if I trust without 
any c�lcu�atio?, that is bec�use it's the most rational solution 
when, m s1tuatwns of uncertamty, I try to maximise my gain expec
tations'. 1 8  

The first explanation depends on the subject's lived experience, 
whereas the second takes apart its mechanisms and springs to show 
that this experience is merely an illusion. Between these two extreme 
solutions (is it better to grant everything to the subject or to take 
everything away from it?), which one is to be preferred? The latter 
cannot be chosen because it dissolves the agency in the structures 
nnd resolves the problem before posing it. The former warrants 
closer examination, however, for we cannot reduce social science to 
1 mere recording of the states of the subject's conscience. To avoid 
these two extremes, the most moderate authors adopt a middle 
ourse. Williamson, for example, maintains that most actions 

und decisions are calculated, even when they resemble trust 
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(Williamson, 1993). Yet he recognizes the existence of behaviours 
associated with the family, love and friendship, from which calcula
tion is absent. As Pascal put it, man is neither all beast nor all 
angel, he is capable of switching from calculativeness to disinterest
edness depending on the circumstances. However, Williamson 
would add, the part that is beast, that of calculativeness, is by far 
the greater of the two. 

Moderation is praiseworthy. But is it satisfactory from a theoreti
cal point of view? Obviously not. Asting .. .that-·there--00. exist 
sph�res of activity and types of b�haviour. in wh.i<:.h.the ... ageilt"does 
�.ot '·calculate, and. qthers ip'w.hich he. becomes a calculator, j�_ too 
easy an answer to the. qu�stion we.posed-thaLciLthe.oon.tlitions· of 
�jle.emergenc�. of non�calculative a�encies. That agents refrain from 
calculating when ifie)iare' er}ga'geo in relations from which calcula
tion is absent is a solution that hardly helps to solve the problem. 

To my knowledge there exists on the social science market only 
one answer to the question asked which reconciles the subjective 
experience of disinterestedness with the practical observation that, 
in the absence of conscious calculation, the results of the action ini
tiated by the agent-that is to say, the return in the form of a 
counter-gift--can nevertheless reasonably be anticipated by the 
observer. This is the solution (which makes the actions that the 
agent does not calculate, calculable for the observer), proposed by 
�Q.W;di�u. It is based on two elements. The first is the j;n.te.t..vf!l 
bet�the . .gifLand the C.()P.t:t.��-��!K!., .. This_i!}terv:almakes.iL.possible 
to 'mask.the··eontradjction between thejntended truth.ofJhe .. gift as � generou

.
s, free . .and 

_
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.
ay
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·
·
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hat makes it .<! 

r�omentin a relationship_of exchange which tnll).sc.ends�the.s.ingular 
@.ets···of--ex�hange' .. (Bourdieu; "'I997). The ti�e which passes and 
which, in the moment of giving, the agent has in front of himself 
like an obscure space hiding the future counter-gift, remains unreal
ized, allows for the subjective experience of disinterestedness. 
Amnesia, socially structured by the time lag between the gift and its 
return gift, generates generosity as a subjective experience. But
and this is where the second element comes in-the return gift does 
end up coming, thus forming a true gift-and-counter-gift economy. 
The generous disposition of agents-that is to say, their propensity 
to give, receive and give back, to use the famous triple obligation 
described by Mauss-is encouraged by institutional incentives. 
These ensure that·· generosity. -is --recognized .as .. s.UGh··-aflEl.-is. .. socially 
via]Jle. Jhis solution has an immense advantage. It spares our argu
ment from all essentialism. There is nothing in human nature, there 
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a:e no �e�tors of activity, which impose, exclusively or successively, 
etther diSinterested or calculative actions. The fact that an agent cal
culates or does not has nothing to do with its inherent selfishness or 
altruism; nor is it due to the nature of the relationships in which it is 
engaged (a market transaction or, by contrast, love, friendship or 
the fam�ly). It is, and this is the solution suggested by Bourdieu, the 
formattmg of these relationships which will orientate the agent 
towards calculativeness or disinterestedness. 

The analysis which Bourdieu offers us of this formatting has the 
merit of putting us on the right track towards a solution to the more 
general question of the emergence of calculative agencies. The time 
lag, says Bourdieu, is the decisive factor behind the switch from one 
regime to another, from calculativeness to non-calculativeness. The 
lon¥��--�

��S. .. !�!��al, that is to say, the more time the return giff'or 
counter-gtft takes to arrive, moving further and further out of the 
giver's field of vision, the more the giver will experience herself as 
9j.sjnt�x.�.��ed. 1'h� .. �h9.t:t�th-e-:'im�:t:V:at:.:rtre:m�reth'e'�gifi'wi1f·:6i-t;ip{;
nenced as .... £�}culative. P. Bourdieu, to stress this point, cites the 
following adml.raole maxim by La Rochefoucauld: 'Being in too 
much of a hurry to pay a debt is a form of ingratitude'. When the 
beneficiary is in a hurry to release herself, she makes it clear that she 
has opted for a market transaction and therefore that she has calcu
lated_ her decision. When, on the other hand, she lets time pass, 
effacmg even the memory of the initial decision, she switches to the 
regime of non-calculative action. 

The emergence of a calculative agency, says Bourdieu, depends on 
a time frame. Either the return gift is in the frame, and the agency is 
calculative, or it is beyond the frame and she is not. In the first 
instance the decision takes into account the return gift, in the sec
ond it ignores it. This taking into account depends only on the 
framing, the tracing of a boundary between relationships and events 
which are internalized and included in a decision or, by contrast 
externalized and excluded from it. Tills an'!.lxsis...is...compatihl.e...with.
that.pr-ep0sed.,by-socia-hTetwotk··ana-lysis;--"Catculatitrtr'"aoes·mae'ed-
con��m .. r.�Ii!1ionships...and��Q.mb.inations. But it also enables one to 
explain what social network analysis cannot explain, ie uncalculated 
:1ction, by introducing the notion of framing. Framing demarcates, 
111 regards to the network of relationships, those which are taken 
into account and those which are ignored. The difference between 
calculated action and uncalculated action is thus reduced to its sim
plest expression: it is encompassed in the taking into account or not 
or the return gift. The analysis of this mechanism of inclusion or 
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exclusion, that is to say, the examination of the notion of framing, 
merits our further attention. 

Framing as a process of disentanglement 

To explain the absence of calculation, Bourdieu reduces framing to 
its time dimension. A calculates her action when she includes in her 
decision the most probable subsequent decisions of the other 
agents: B, C, etc. Either B's counter-gift is anticipated, placed in the 
frame, and A calculates; or, and this is the virtue of time, it is 
ignored, placed outside the frame, and the action switches over to 
disinterestedness. In this section I shall broaden this definition of 
· 

ming by stressing its multidimensionnality. 
I shall show that if �l].J,i.Qll.s ... ;;u:e..ta.Jle.�p.e�<�"'eom
te.d •• ilie-agents .. .aud,guo.ds..in.\(,QlY.ed .. in.these.calculations.mus.t be 

. ..�.I..ltl;!Jlg!��- ?:t�sl...fnP:ll��:. In short, a clear and precis� boun�ary 
i m"�st be drawn between the relations which the agents wtll take mto 
�ount and which will serve in their calculations and those which 
will be thrown out of the calculation as such. 

Th�--.e.A.tJ��-c,ase�.nf.�f.uun!.Q.g.,.,.��th�.L�hi&:h, as Bourdieu 
describes it, noA:e..lationsl>i-�f>"What:s0<Wtn: •• is...tak�R...tnt�·. The 
frame is empty-which is another way of saying that no framing 
has taken place-and the agent finds himself faced with his decision 
alone. He consequently switches to pure generosity for all possibili
ties of calculation, which implies that at least two terms relate to 
each other, are eliminated. However, to explain this extreme case we 
need to consider the question of framing mechanisms in all their 
generality. How can we account for the fact that the openness of the 
homo apertus of social networks can be made variable, so that it 
passes thropgh ·all the forms of agency from the most purely non
calculative to the most purely calculative? How is the delimiting, or 
framing, of relationships at a point in the network achieved? This is 
the question to which we will now turn. 

Economic theory has already addressed this question very specifi
cally through the notion of externality which allows the introduc
tion of the more general question of disentanglement (Calion, his 
contribution). 

Economists invented the notion of externality to denote all the 
connections, relations and effects which agents do not take into 
account in their calculations when entering into a market transac
tion. If, for example, a chemical plant pollutes the river into which it 
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discharges its toxic waste, it produces a negative externality. The 
interests of fishermen, bathers and other users are harmed and in 
order to pursue their activity they will have to make investments for 
which they will receive no compensation. The factory calculates its 
decisions without taking into account the effects on the fishermen's 
uctivities. Externalities are not necessarily negative, they may also 
be positive. Take the case of a pharmaceutical company which 
wants to develop a new drug. To protect itself it files a patent. 
l lowever, in so doing, it divulges information which becomes avail
uble to competitors and can be used by them to develop their own 
research and development.  T���L�.E.1�E!!si!1lil�_j·�-�e.ss.en.tial-ii¥<

. 
· ·�GaGm:ie.,.theory 

ecause 1 e . . . · ·· · • ·-·--'"' . ............. J ... nables,,us.Jg<�WRhi;!§!Ze. .. one...�f·the,posstble sht>r1commgs 
qt; !�.e .. mi!rket, .one .. of..theJ.imit�toilts.etT.eGt�veness. But it _is �lso very 

'• . . . , . •·
: . 

. 
.�"��vi":"':·...,J'�}-.:1..;.'��··�'"' useful. fQ:c .. un.derstanding·the' 'file'aniiig'of the. expression 'cO'ilsttuCf: 

ing a market\ This is where the joint notions of framing and over
lowing fit in, which I shall come back to shortly. 

Social network analysis as promoted by Granovetter reminds us 
hat any entity is caught up in a network of relations, in a flow of 
ntermediaries which circulate, connect, link and reconstitute identi
ties (Calion, 1991). What the notion of externality shows, in the nega
ive, is all the work that has to be done, all the investments that have 
o be made in order to make relations visible and calculable in the 

network. This consists of framing the actors and their .relations. 
Framing is an operation used to define agents (an individual person 
t· a group of persons) who are clearly distinct and dissociated from 
ne another. It also allows for the definition of objects, goods and 

merchandise which are perfectly identifiable and can be separated not 
nly from other goods, but also from the actors involved, for example 

n their conception, production, circulation or use. It is owing to this 
raming that the market can exist and that distinct agents and distinct 
oods can be brought into play. Without this framing the states of 
he world can not be described and listed and, consequently, the 
llects of the different conceivable actions can not be anticipated. 

What economists say when they study externalities is precisely 
hat this work of cleansing, of disconnection, in short, of framing, 
s never over and that in reality it is impossible to take it to a con
lusion. There are always relations which defy framing. It is for 
hese relations which remain outside the frame that economists 
eserve the term�ities. The latter denotes everything which 
l1e ag�n.ts ��---�?�_ .. t�-�;.�!!:!? li.C�<?�r!L�!l,q �-e®'6:W�to O)lC}QQ:e:Jlieu:.:ca.ICUl�!.tQns. But one needs to go further than that. 
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When, after having identified some of these externalities, the agents, 
in keeping with the predictions of Coase's famous theorem, decide 
to reframe them-in other words to internalize the externalities
other externalities appear. Calion, in his contribution, suggests the 
term 'overflowing' to denote this impossibility of total framing. Any 
frame is necessarily subject to overflowing. It is by framing its prop
erty rights by means of a public patent that a pharmaceutical firm 
produces externalities and creates overflowing. It is by purifying the 
products that it markets that a chemical firm creates the by-prod
ucts which escape its control. 

The impossibility of eliminating all overflowing has, in reality, a 
profound reason discussed by Calion in his chapter. To ensure that 
a contract is not broken, to delimit the actions than can be under
taken within the framework of this contract, the agents concerned 
have to mobilize a whole range of elements, called, to use Leigh 
Star's expression, boundary-objects (Star and Griesemer, 1989). 
These objects allow the framing and stabilization of actions, while 
simultaneously providing an opening on to other worlds, thus con
stituting leakage points where overflowing can occur. 

Let us take the most simple example, that of a market transaction 
concerning a motor car. The transaction is possible because rigorous 
framing has been performed. This framing has reduced the market 
transaction to three distinct components: the buyer, the producer
seller, and the car. The buyer and the seller are identified without any 
ambiguity, so that property rights can be exchanged. As for the car, it 
is because it is free from any ties with other objects or human agents, 
that it can change ownership. Yet even in this extreme, simple case, 
not all ties can be cut. Something passes from the seller to the buyer: 
the car, which conveys with it the know-how and technology of the 
producer. All the property rights in the world cannot prevent this 
overflowing, except by eliminating the transaction itself. If the buyer 
is a firm, reve.rse engineering becomes possible. This is a general point 
which can be expressed as follows: the simple fact of framip.g the 
transaction because it mobilizes or concerns objects or beings 
endowed with an irreducible autonomy, is a source of overflowing. ") Gs>mplete. .. fraroing .. is. ;:t_ �;ontr.adictiQn ... in_ .. tet:ms •.. _w.b.e..r.eas .. J;Qmplete 

lt)r .! · externalization is pos.sible, as- suggest�d, i�.Jhe-oase-e.hp.JJ.t_e gifts. 
The frami�glove�flowing duo suggests a move towards economic 

anthropology and more specifically towards the entangled objects 
of Thomas and the careers of objects of Appadurai (Appadurai, 
1986). The latter shows that the status of goods can change, that 
they can be commoditized, decommoditized and then recommodi-
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tized, etc. :  one is not born a commodity, one becomes it. Thomas's 
thesis expands on and enhances Appadurai's, describing precisely 
what constitutes this process of merchandization. Thomas gives the 
best theoretical explanation for this reconfiguring in his discussion 
of the distinction between market transactions and gifts. His argu
ment is fairly complex and subtle but I think that it can be summed�-. iiLthe following passage: 

--·�-·"' !\c�modities are here understood as objects, persons, or el;'""'""""':

,�\nents of persons which are p�aced in a cont�xt i� which the.y h�v�'.;(ex

. 

change value and can be alienated. The ahenatwn of a thmg

J
1s }}ts dissociation from producers, former users, or prior context 

·;J.f�homas, 1991) .  - �
The last sentence of this quotation is obviously the important

one. To construct a market transaction, that is to say, to transform §omethTni lnta·:a· camiiiod.il:Y::a.ua.IwO:::agt;liiS·::riiro:::a::·.s-etrer;:arra:::a:
'con�m�·is--Fleoossat:¥-to...cut.the.,ti�..b@tweerr the-.thing· .. ancl-tfl
otfiero15j'ecfsof1iurrnrrr"beings'"tme·by"on-e:"·If'mtrst.:be;de.contextual-
i.�ttP. .• ..dissociated .. and .. de..ti!£h�4. __ for the car to go from the producer-
seller to the customer-buyer, it has to be disentangled. It is on this
condition that the calculation can be looped and that the deal can
be closed; that the buyer and the seller, once the transaction has 
been concluded, can be quits. If the thing remains entangled, the 
one who receives it is never quit and cannot escape from the web of 
relations. The framing is never over. The debt cannot be settled. 19 

This notion of entanglement is very useful, for it is both theoreti
cal and practical. It enables us to think and describe the process of 
'marketization•, which, like a process of framing or disentangle
ment, implies investments and precise actions to cut certain ties and 
to internalize others. The advantage is that this analysis applies to 
anything and enables one to escape the risk of essentialism. To 
entangle and to disentangle are two opposite movements which 
explain how we move away from or closer to the market regime. No 
calculation is possible without this framing which allows one to 
provide a clear list of the entities, states of the world, possible 
actions and expected outcome of these actions. 

Strawberry story 

To my knowledge, few scholars have focused on analysing this work 
of framing which allows for calculation and consequently makes 
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possible the emergence of calculative agencies. One of the best stud
ies I know is that of Marie-France Garcia on the transformation of 
the table strawberry market in the Sologne region of France 
(Garcia, 1986). This transformation occurred in the early 1980s and 
resulted in the constitution of a market with characteristics corre
sponding to those described in political economy manuals: 
• existence of a perfectly qualified product; 
• existence of a clearly constituted supply and demand; 
• organization of transactions allowing for the establishment of an 

equilibrium price. 

Garcia analysed all the investments required to produce the 
frames allowing for the construction of this market. First material 
investments were needed. Uncoordinated transactions between pro
ducers and intermediaries engaged in interpersonal relationships 
were henceforth held in a warehouse built for this purpose. The pro
ducers took their product there daily, packed in baskets, and exhib
ited it in batches in the warehouse. Each batch had a corresponding 
data sheet which was immediately given to the auctioneer. The latte11 
entered the data into his computer and compiled a catalogue which 
was handed out to the buyers. Producers and shippers then went 
into the auction room which was designed in such a way that buyers 
and sellers could not see one another but nevertheless had a clear 
view of the auctioneer and the electronic board on which prices 
were displayed. The display of the strawberries in the hall and the 
catalogue enabled all parties concerned to have precise knowledge 
of the supply in terms of both quality and quantity. Moreover, the 
fact that the different batches were displayed side by side high
lighted differences in quality and quantity between producers. The 
latter could compare their own production with that of their com
petitors, something which had not been possible formerly when col
lections were made locally. As Garcia notes: 't�ad 
be�.n . . cJl,1!ghL!!P..Jn •. p.ersonal'"r�--with.inte.rme.diacii!S4nd 

· !J'�,el.+t0oo&ffi�J"�l"retationships'. 
�7\.ll of these different elements and devices contributed to the 

framing of transactions by allowing for the rejection of networks of 
relations, and thus by constructing an arena in which each entity 
was disconnected from the others. This arena created a space of cal
culability: the technique of degressive bidding, the display of trans
actions on the electronic board, the relative qualification of batches 
of strawberries on their data slips, and knowledge of the national 
market all made the transactions calculable. As this example clearly 
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shows, tl}_e._�!:ll:C.!1!1 po�nLis .. noU.h!!L,c>LJh�.Jntrinsic.·eompetencies .. of 
the agS(.nLhuUb.aJ:...e,f�,<6q�aad . .de¥ices (material: the ware
house, the batches displayed side by side; metrological: the meter; 
and procedural: degressive bidding) which give his or her actions a 
shane. (r(. .... ,, 

. -�-----····--' 
.. -'�:..t::.--·"' . .. �� ! 

TQ_Jhese..elements .. oLfram.ing, so often overlooked and without 
which no overflowing could be contained, must be added those the 
importance of which economic theory has constantly-and rightly 
so-stressed. The first in line are 12!912\!JtY�rights which define the 
right to use certain assets, to derive an income from them and to sell 
or transfer them definitively to a third party. With�uJJ the existen<;;e 
of . s1,1c.IL. rJ.ghts .. Jt. "w.�ll�,�itbQ.\ll�.ll.!lYing. .. JhaLcalc.ulat-i®::beco;;;,-es 
.meagi.!}g���s, . since .. the··aet1ooS<··mrd""tlfeif"fe'Suits�eanB@t..be-.imput.ed 
to anyone.at"&ll. For agencies to exist, there have to be procedures of 
attribution of actions and of their effects. Of course, in the establish
ment and evolution of these property rights, the state and the legal 
system have an irreplaceable role. 20 

The existence of one or several currencies also facilitates the 
emergence of calculative agencies. The most decisive contribution of 
money is not, however, where one would expect it to be. To be sure 
its main contribution was to provide a unit of account without 
which no calculation would be possible. However the essential is 
elsewhere. Money is required above all-even if this point is often 
overlooked-to delimit the circle of actions between which equiva
lence can be formulated. It makes commensurable that which was 
not so before. The case of negative externalities, for example the 
effects of pollution produced by a chemical plant, clearly illustrates 
this point. Once identified and acknowledged, overflowing, if it is to 
be framed and thus internalized, has to be measured (Calion, this 
volume). This measuring involves the establishment of a metrology, 
anchored in techno-scientific instruments, which enables the agents 
concerned to establish quantitative correspondences between a 
cause (eg, the discharge of dioxin) and an injury (eg, a probability 
or cancer). This correlation between a risk of death and the activity 
or a factory, established by means of laboratory experiments and 
epidemiological research, creates a link between two distinct series 
or events. But if this relationship (between a discharge and deaths) 
becomes calculable by the agents, it is not enough merely to prove 
i t s  existence; it has to be expressed in the same units. This is where 
money comes in. It provides the currency, the standard, the com
mon language which enables us to reduce heterogeneity, to con
Ntruct an equivalence and to create a translation between a few 
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molecules of a chemical substance and human lives. Money comes 
in last in a process of quantification and production of figures, 
measurements and correlations of all kinds. It is the final piece, the 
keystone in a metrological system that is already in place and of 
which it merely guarantees the unity and coherence. Alone it can do 
nothing; combined with all the measurements preceding it, it facili
tates a calculation which makes commensurable that which was not 
so before: grams of dioxin and a human life. Thanks to it the agents 
can measure the investments required to reduce the risk of death 
below a certain threshold. Money establishes an ultimate equiva
lence between the value of a human life and that of investment in 
pollution abatement. 

Furthermore what Garcia suggests, and what we shall be looking 
at in the following section, is that beyond the material, procedural, 
legal and monetary elements which facilitate the framing and con
struction of the space of calculability, there is a capital, yet rarely 
mentioned, element: economic theory itself. 

In the construction of the strawberry market, a young counsellor 
of the Regional Chamber of Agriculture played a central part. 
Remarkably his actions were largely inspired by his university train
ing in economics and his knowledge of neo-classical theory. The 
project which he managed to launch, through alliances and skill, 
can be summed up in a single sentence: the construction of a real 
market on the pure model of perfect competition proposed in eco
nomics handbooks. As Garcia says, it is no coincidence that the 
economic practices of the strawberry producers of Sologne corre
spond to those in economic theory. This economic theory served as 
a frame of reference to institute each element of the market (presen
tation on the market of batches which account for only a small por
tion of the supply; classification of strawberries in terms of criteria 
which are independent of the identity of their producers; unity of 
time and place which makes the market perfectly transparent; and, 
finally, the freedom of wholesalers and producers alike who are not 
obliged to buy or sell). 

This case provides an outstanding example in that it enables us to 
follow the birth of an organized market. Above all, it is the purest 
and most perfect example of market organization. The conclusion 
that can be drawn from it is extremely simple yet fundamental: � 
homo .economicus. do_es .. exist, -bl:lt· ·is not . .  af.l a-hist'0'f'iea-l-reality; he 
does .not .. d.es,9.db.�,J.Q£, . . hts!st�.!1 .B£!Jl![�}J.iJI,1£.J.l l!!P:�� .. ?.���g� liej�� 
re�y.lLoLa . process •. of eonfigmati0n;-· and.the .. histor:y •. ,o.t:. .. tbe-straw-
ber.cy.._,maFket��oows�"h0w•··this,JF.aming,.JiJ:l<:�s .. place. Of course it 
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mobilizes material and metrological investments, property rights 
and money, but we should not forget the essential contribution of 
economics in the performing of the economy. 

The embeddedness of economy in economics 

The groundwork is now complete for a presentation of the core 
argument of this volume: the role of economics as a discipline, in 
the broad sense of the term, in the formatting of calculative. agen
cies. In a sense this argument takes up and pursues the assertion of 
Max Weber for whom accounting methods were the key prerequi
sites of modern capitalism (Weber { 1 992} ,  1978) (Weber { 1 923} ,  
198 1).21 To show the capacity of economics in the performing (or 
what I call 'perf ormation') of the economy, we have to start between 
the two with the set of calculating tools without which calculative 
agency would not be possible. It is on this point that the chapter by 
Peter Miller provides a decisive contribution. 

Calculativeness couldn't exist without calculating tools. Conse
quently and in order to understand how they work, full significance 
has to be restored to that humble, disclaimed and misunderstood 
practice: accounting and the tools it elaborates. That notions such 
as cost and profit depend directly on accounting tools is obvious 
but not of prime importance here. The most interesting element is 
to be found in the relationship between what is to be measured and 
the tools used to measure it. The latter do not merely record a real
ity independent of themselves; they contribute powerfully to shap
ing, simply by measuring it, the reality that they measure. That is 
what Miller shows by analysing the role of accounting tools in the 
production of zones of calculability in the framing of decisions. 

In his demonstration, Miller considers the evolution and trans
formation in time of these tools and their related practices. His first 
observation concerns the collective nature of this process which is 
carried out by a host of professionals of all kinds, including the 
accountants themselves but also businessmen, professional associa
tions and even the foremost economists. During the past decades 
this collective work has grown to such an extent that a real perfor
mance measure industry has developed (Meyer, 1994). It is by 
lollowing the dynamics of the conception, reconception and diffu
sion of these tools that we are able to discover what makes them 
powerful and indispensable for internalizing overflowing. Miller 
shows, for example, how accounting tools progressively frame time 
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by allowing for calculations of equivalence between events occur
ring at different dates. He also describes recent developments in 
management accounting which increasingly call on 'a wide range of 
non-financial measures, including set-up times, inventory levels, 
defect and rework rates, material and product velocity within the 
factory, and much else besides'. In short, the tools are constantly 
reconfigured to take into account in more and more detail a set of 
entities and relationships which were hitherto excluded from the 
framework of calculation. The framing becomes more refined, 
richer, delving into the complexity of relationships, and in so doing 
it authorizes decisions which are more and more calculated or (to 
use the commonly-accepted word) more and more rational. 

The existence of calculative'agencies correlates closely with that of 
accounting tools. The relationship does not, however, end there, for 
the nature and content of calculations made by agencies depend 
largely on the characteristics of the tools used. Gao shows the vari
ety of the measurement tools and the diversity of their effects on 
economic dynamics. The choice of accounting tools prioritizing the 
short term caused Japan to embark on a trajectory which it could 
leave only by changing its measurement tools. Countless studies have 
demonstrated that accounting· tools and, more generally, manage
ment tools influence agents behaviours. These effects never appear so 
clearly as when tools induce strategies of adaptation. Meyer recalls, 
for example, the effect produced by the generalization of EPS (earn
ing per share) intended as an incentive for managers: 'managers 
adapted to it by finding ways to improve reported earnings, by defer
ring maintenance, depreciation, research and development, expendi
tures and the like' (Meyer, 1 994). Not only do accounting tools 
constitute spaces of calculability and define the way the calculation 
is made up, but also, through the reactions they provoke, new calcu
lative strategies emerge which lead to the changing of goals. An 
analysis that fails to take these tools into account would be unable to 
understand the emergence and logi� of calculative agencies, for all 
decisions are the outcomes of this complex calculating system. 

These different tools are not isolated; whether compatible or 
adjusted to one another or not, they are connected to one another 
and are collectively carried along by the dynamic so well described by 
Miller. It is hardly surprising that in these conditions the possibility 
of establishing a link between micro and macro calculations depends 
entirely on the existence and availability of tools allowing for this 
connection. The aggregation of behaviours and calculations is not a 
theoretical problem; it is a problem of accounting technology. 
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I n  this vast accounting system, a true metrological infrastructure 
in which economic activities are embedded, some areas are more 
robust and solid than others. Paradoxically, it is in those sectors 
which seem most subject to a calculative logic that the development 
of highly efficient accounting tools is most problematical. This is the 
case of the future markets studied by Abolafia in his contribution. 
l ie presents traders whose only obsession is to make calculated deci
Nions, yet who cannot resolve themselves to framing their decisions 
once and for all, because the relevant information-that which 
counts and which they have to take into account-generally comes 
from outside the frame, from an unpredictable place. What strange 
calculative agencies who, in order to calculate, constantly have to 
huve an eye on the incessant overflowing which redefines the frame
work of decisions.1'rhe problem of the trader is that of being able at 
nny moment to grasp the state of the overflowing, to identify those 
ugents whose decisions will have an effect on the one he intends to 
make or who, inversely, will react to his own decisions. In order not 
to be caught unawares, he must be capable of following the connec
t ions, the unexpected links, without however being submerged in the 

II muss of relations and events. How can one perform framing when 
one has to be attentive to all this overflowing? How is it possible to . 
h�come homo clausus when survival requires one to be homo apertus? .,

, 

This question is at the heart of the stock market and the speculative 
behaviour which it spawns. Nowhere is the tension between framing 
ud overflowing so intense and so difficult to control. 

1�· Measurement tools, designed to manage this tension, are neces-
1111 r i ly highly singular because they must be capable of tracking 
down the incessant overflowing without leaving their frame. When 
what counts is having an all-embracing view of the network, moni
t or ing all the relations and events, recording the movement of each 
point (for each point may count), the only suitable tool is a network 
nnalyser-one which provides a synthetic, summarized and framed 
Image of the network. Hence chartism, that strange calculative prac
t ice, that proto-instrument so to speak which, starting with the 
ll!£gregated curve which records prices, analyses its shape and 
Ill tempts at revealing the hidden dynamic of the different individual 
decisions behind it. The tool is an analyser of form intended to 
OMtnblish an intelligible link between a framed price (and the deci
llion stemming from it) and the set of countless connections and 
r·tllat ions which have been framed. 

We might be tempted to add that, from a Foucauldian perspective, 
t h is vast metrological accounting system, made of tools, calculation 
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procedures and incorporated competencies, contributes to the 'disci
plining', of behaviour and decisions.22 Miller clearly shows-and his 
surpassing of Foucault warrants emphasis-that this disciplining is 
in no way mechanical, irreversible or irrevocable. It evolves and 
transforms itself since the tools, those solid points in the system, are 
themselves plastic, open, reconfigurable and, moreover, constantly 
reconfigured. As framing and calculating tools they have the prop
erty, through transforming themselves, of varying the modalities of 
framing and calculation. They are exchangers which stabilize certain 
procedures but simultaneously help them to evolve. To explain both 
the effects of 'disciplining' and the constant reconfiguring of these 
effects, there is no need to involve agents who defy the implacable 
logic of institutional devices and arrangements. Tools are at the 
heart of this dynamic and are responsible for formatting the calcu
lating agencies. Due to their plasticity and their position as media
tors they simultaneously allow this formatting to be reconfigured. 

Stark (his contribution) takes another step forward by linking 
this accounting system to forms of justifying action: 'We are all 
bookkeepers and storytellers. We keep account and we give account, 
we can all be called to account for our action'. Not only do 
accounting tools contribute very largely to the performation of cal
culative agencies and modes of calculation, while allowing the con
stant reconfiguring of these agencies, they also contribute directly to 
the shaping of a discourse through which these agencies account for 
their action. A profit rate measures the result of the action calcu
lated by a manager and when it is redefined it induces transforma
tions of manager behaviour; it also provides the same manager with 
justification for his action vis-a-vis the shareholders. 

Marketing, the history of which is recounted by Franck Cochoy 
in his contribution, has contributed powerfully to the setting up and 
deployment of the framing devices of calculative agencies. Take for 
example the concept of a marketing mix. As we know, this concept 
substitutes a quadruple reality-the fundamental 4Ps-for a prod
uct considered as an indivisible entity: a product is a Price, it is the 
object of a Promotion, it is a Place where it is available and, lastly, it 
is the target of a Product strategy. The product is therefore a multi
dimensional reality, an entanglement of properties that the market
ing mix disentangles. The tool thus facilities a more detailed 
analysis of buying decisions, as well as the preferences which they 
express or reveal. The seller, instead of settling for a rough calcula
tion, has an instrument which enables him, by varying each of the 
four dimensions, to distinguish in detail all the relations involved 
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and to calculate each one independently. The framing of deallillll 
proves to be greatly enhanced, as it is by the use of econom•trlH 
mobilized by marketing management. The latter makes it po11lllt 
to construct sub-populations of consumers and to link them to otf• 
tain characteristics of products. And, thanks to econometrics,, the 
analytical work is thus amplified, which helps to identify the mort 
and more complex and differentiated causal links. When the con• 
cept of social marketing is introduced, a new step in increasing or 
the power of framing is taken. Marketing tools become capable of 
absorbing the actors and decisions which formerly defied them: 
those of the non-profit sector or even, in certain cases, the social 
protest movements themselves. By enhancing the inventory of rela
tions and events to be taken into account, marketing tools promote 
calculations which constantly involve more and more elements and 
relations. 

The formulation of these instruments which substantially increase 
the ability of producers and sellers to frame and internalize con
sumers and their preferences, helps to disrupt even trading prac
tices. Like accounting tools, marketing tools perform the economy. 
Cochoy describes the tireless work done by the founding fathers of 
marketing and how they painfully recorded and then transported, 
formatted and compiled the concealed knowledge of practitioners; 
he also describes how this knowledge, once formalized and general
ized, has been returned to these same practitioners through 
teaching. Marketing as a set of tools and practices taken from prac
titioners and reconfigured by 'academic' marketing specialists, fell, 
after numerous transformations and generalizations, on the head of 
the practitioners. This is how the progressive standardization of 
marketing people and the simultaneous constitution of the disci
pline of marketing can be explained. The same movement also 
establishes practices, particularly material ones, which have an 
impact on the consumers themselves. The consumer who, to calcu
late her preferences, distinguishes the four different dimensions 
behind the unity of a product (price, position, etc.), is the conse
quence of the marketing mix rather than the cause. Similarly, social 
marketing, by extending the spaces of calculability, contributes 
powerfully to the emergence of calculative agencies where they are 
least expected, ie in those areas where profit had till then been pro
hibited. 

Is it not excessive to refer to economic theory when discussing the 
role of accounting tools or marketing management in the performa
t ion of calculative agencies? Obviously not. These instruments are 
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mediators between economics and economy. Not only are they 
\ responsible for the cross-relations between the two but, like any ) 'mediator, they actively promote the construction and constitution 

of each of them (on mediation see: Hennion, 1 993). Without media
tors like accounting tools and marketing management it would be · 

impossible to distinguish between economics and an economy, just 
as it would be impossible to explain thei_r interdependency. 
Moreover, the history of accounting tools features some of the 
greatest economists. They launch into battle dialoguing with practi
tioners, debating on the best way to determine and measure costs 
and at other times to define the calculative agent-a radical innova
tion-as a 'decision-making' agent. But accounting and marketing 
do not content themselves merely with providing economics and 
economists with access to the economy. They feed back to econom
ics for, as Miller and Cochoy note, through all their collecting, com
paring, generalising and integrating, these humble practitioners, 
simultaneously involved in several worlds and institutions, end up 
compiling an entire body of knowledge. Although hybrid, this 
knowledge is both original and very general. It is thus able to influ
ence existing academic disciplines by mixing and combining them. 
By following this complicated history, we witness the birth and 
development of a homo economicus whose characteristics evolve and 
become increasingly complex. S/he inhabits two worlds simultane
ously: that of economics (inch.iding, amongst others, disciplines and 
practices like accounting or marketing) with its manuals, and that 
of the economy with its organizations-two worlds which are stake
holders in one and the same adventure. 

Among those mediators which bind economics to economy while 
constituting each as an independent entity, law, together with 
accounting metrology and marketing management, is well situated. 
Of course it provides a powerful tool for framing, or more precisely 
for enacting, calculative agencies23 but what we wish to emphasize 
here is that it is an essential link, an irreplaceable coupling device 
between theoretical work and economic practices, for it organizes 
real experiments. The contribution by Herve Dumez and Alain 
Jeunemaitre provides convincing evidence. It shows that we can 
directly transpose onto social science in general and economics in 
particular the main results of the anthropology of science and tech
niques (AST) which has hitherto been concentrated primarily on 
the natural and life sciences. The cement industry is to competition 
theory what the drosophila is to genetic theory: a model which, 
owing to its crystal-clear simplicity, enables economists to ask some 
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fundamental questions and to evaluate the different possible solu
t ions. As a true laboratory the cement industry has, over several 
decades, provided the material for testing a whole series of argu
ments on the effects of certain forms of pricing (such as the basing 
point system) or organization (such as vertical integration). On each 
of these points heated controversies have developed, involving emi
nent economists, professional syndicates, public administrations 
(FTC) and businessmen in complicated alliances. The by-products 
of these controversies have been numerous and diverse, for instance 
outstanding academic articles (eg, by J.M. Clark-who was 
Involved in the debate on accounting techniques and on the notion 
of workable competition), administrative regulations and pricing 
Hystems. Some concepts in the controversy, such as that of market 
closure, when put to the test were shown to lack robustness and 
were rapidly rejected because unable to mobilize allies and satisfac
tory proof. Remarkably, throughout this history real experiments 
were organized: hypotheses have been put forward, measures-in all 
Menses of the word-have been taken, and results have been evalu
nled. As in all experiments, the temporal dimension which leaves 
mechanisms the time to settle, has been essential. But these experi
ments have the peculiarity of taking place on a large scale, involving 
numerous actors while not being confined to a laboratory or 
r·cscarch center. The numerous characteristics of this experimenta
l ion include the following: 

as AST came to admit for the natural sciences, there is no reason 
lo imagine an end to these debates and controversies; no theory 
or concept can provide a final solution, simply because economic 
activities constantly spawn new problems, creating new overflow
ing. The frames which are conceived and enforced (for example 
the basing price system) to enable agents to calculate, are over
llowed by new transport techniques which require new reflection 
and new solutions to restore calculability. 
experimentation closely links economics as a discipline and the 
economy as a thing. It would thus be meaningless to distinguish 
between an existing reality (economy) and the analytical dis
course explaining it. Social science is no more outside the realityl 
it studies than are the natural and life sciences. Like natural sci
ence, it actively participates in shaping the thing it describes. The 1\ 
cement industry provides a striking example. The agents engaged 
in the sector are not the only ones to play a role in its evolution. 
Above all, their strategies are not of their own making since these 
depend largely on the work of economists and civil servants who 
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intervene directly in the debates and the choice of procedures and 
regulations. The cement market is more like an unfinished build� 
ing, an eternal work site which keeps changing and of which the 
plans and construction mobilize a multitude of actors participat
ing in the development, by trial and error, of analytical tools, of 
rules of the game, of forms of organization and pricing principles. 
It would be wrong to distinguish in this overall construction-the 
practice of its own theory and the theory of its own practice
between the thing and the theory of the thing. This can be 
summed up in the following noteworthy phrase: economy is 
embedded not in society but in economics, provided one incorpo
rates within economics all the knowledge and practices, so often 
denigrated, that make up for example accounting or marketing . . 
Gao illustrates this very well with the famous Japanese model 
which, he shows, owes more to Schumpeter than to a hypo
thetical national tradition whose authenticity is constantly re
evaluated by the actors. We see why we have to be wary of the 
catch-all that socio-economics likes to use as a rallying cry: the 
market is socially constructed. What is under construction is pre
cisely this heterogeneous collective, populated by calculating 
agencies. Society is not a starting point, a resource or a frame; it 
is, along with the market, the temporary outcome of a process in 
which social sciences-economics in this case-are the stake
holder. 

- the knowledge produced by these experiments, the elements of 
economic theory formulated by the different protagonists, are not 
the fruit of efforts to abstract and theorize by specialists in the 
calm of their cabinets. They are collective achievements in which 
non-specialists (businessmen, civil servants, etc.) play an essential 
role. Thus, the social field in which economic theory is produced 
resembles the hybrid forums Calion refers to in his chapter, 
hybrid forums in which non-experts actively participate in 
debates, tests and attempts at interpretation-in short, in experi- ' 
mentation and collective learning.24 

· This performation of the calculative agencies-ie, of the economy 
by economics-is largely carried out through the intervention of , 
professional . economists. The study of the strategies developed by 
this profession is thus indispensable for an understanding of the 
variety of mediations through which this gigantic enterprise of 
formatting takes place. Unfortunately very few studies exist on the 
subject. 
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The classical study by McCloskey on the rhetoric of economics is 
!Ill Vert he less worth mentioning, although its definition of rhetoric 
l'fll ln i ns so classical that it is obviously limited (McCloskey, 1985, 
I U1JO). As the sociology of science has shown, we cannot detach 
rhotor ic, its forms and effects, from the controversies, theoretical or 
t'nl l t ical, in which the protagonists are engaged. Dumez and 
.hmncmaitre illustrate this point so well. For an economist, convinc
llllo! H colleague during a conference organized by a scientific associ
Ill lou is a Pyrrhic victory if he can not convince an FTC 
Ulltumission or a court. Rhetoric, defined as the art of building 
11l l lnnces to establish a favourable balance of power whether in sci
ence or politics, cannot be reduced to an excess of mathematization 
Ill' generalizing abstraction intended to terrorize the opponent. 
Mn thematics has never terrorized anyone but those who have let 
t hllmselves be terrorized by it! On the other hand, the infinitely 

. lttorc classical and simple rhetoric of Fetter in his struggle against 
lhll hasing price system, is formidably effective. He denounces his 
npponents by accusing them of being bought off by the cement pro
,tuccrs, and therefore of blindly defending their interests. At the 
Mlllllc time he presents himself as a 'mere theorist' out only to 
dcl'cnd the general interest: 'my interest in this or any other subject 
of this kind is imply the same as any citizen would have' .  There is 
no need for equations or abstract concepts to reduce the opponent 
In silence; one need only manipulate interests, promote collusion 
lllld become the spokesperson of the general will. What good, 
t r·uc rhetoric it is, that becomes fully meaningful and significant 
only when attached to the debates and controversies in which 
I he actors-in this case the economists with their arguments and 
counter-arguments, their theories and counter-theories-are 
Involved. 

I n  the construction of trials . of strength which enable certain 
ll l'guments and tools and, thus, certain ways of framing calculative 
IIJJ.cncies to triumph-and consequently economics to perform the 
economy, the dissemination of students trained in economics is of 
JWime importance. These actors become the partners and intermedi
u rics enabling economic theory to dialogue with practitioners and 
t hus to shape them (Fligstein emphasizes, for example, the role of 
lill' lner economics students in business (Fligstein, 1990) ). 

More generally, the strength of economics derives largely from 
I t s  heterogeneity and the fact that it is constantly the scene of con
tlict and internal debate. There is probably not a single theoretical 
nrgument defended by any economist, which has not been severely 
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criticized by another economist. This internal diversity endows eco
nomics with an amazing ability to respond, adjust and react 
(Lebaron, 1 997). This ability seems even greater when we remember 
that the economists' profession constitutes a whole spectrum from 
the 'purest' theoreticians to the specialists closest to the business 
world. Everything is set up so that these incessant movements · 

through which economics and the economy inform and perform 
each other might be produced. 

Economization 

In our initial definition of the market, we indicated the prime 
importance of the existence and hence the formatting of calculative 
agencies. Without them no market transactions are possible. But, as 
we have seen, the market, although it needs calculative agencies, is 
also characterized by multiple forms of organization. Several types 
of organized market exist, depending in particular on the nature of 
the calculations of the calculative agencies. There are countless ways 
of calculating and we have already noted the diversity of their 
modalities, explicable to a large extent by the tools used and the 
frames created. A market in which the agencies are, for example, 
reluctant to introduce time equivalence, to consider products as 
homogeneous entities and to exclude from their calculation the pos
sibility of vertical integration, is profoundly different from a market 
in which all these operations are technically possible. Another 
important variable is the number and the distribution of calculative 
agencies. 
f/Finally, the market is a process in which the calculative agencies 
compete and/or co-operate with one another. This simply means 
th--;t once framed, each agency is able to integrate the already 
framed calculations of the other agencies into its own calculations. 
It is these cross-related calculations that contribute. to defining the 
market as a dynamic process.'t 

The examination of these two dimensions (the organization and 
the process) alone warrants far more attention. I shall however con
fine myself here to a few considerations intended solely to clarify the 
subject of this book. First, I shall consider the question of the 
extension of the market, examining in turn the problem of the mer
chandization of goods and of state-market relations. Secondly, I 
shall consider competition as a confrontation between agencies 
endowed with calculating tools of differing levels of efficiency. 
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Extension of the market 

Modernity is considered by some to be the twofold rise in impor
tance of technosciences and the market. The fall of the Berlin Wall 
the striking growth of the NICs and the rising pre-eminence of 
finance markets, in short, what is generally called globalization, 
seem to provide unquestionable proof of this inoxerable destiny. 
According to these commentators, and contrary to what Polanyi 
argued in The Great Transformation, the global market society is 
marching on. Archaic cultures and traditional societies are disap
pearing in the face of the unavoidable ascendancy of the modern 
world. 

This extreme view does of course have its detractors who deny the 
very existence of such globalization (Fligstein, forthcoming), 
(Callon and Cohendet, 1997) and emphasize the composite, hetero
geneous nature of the economies being established and becoming 
more closely linked to one another (Appadurai, 1996). 

Beyond this debate, and even before proposing elements of an 
answer to the questions underlying it, it may be useful to revert to 
what must be the anthropological starting point of this reflection: 
how, if at all, does the proliferation and dissemination of calculative 
agencies work? In other words, is it feasible to conceive of a disen
tangling process which, through being deepened and generalized, 
ends up creating this community of strangers and strangers only, 
the sociological possibility of which Polyani vehemently denied? 

To reply theoretically to this theoretical question, it is best to 
start with examples. The contribution by Viviana Zelizer provides 
the most striking and definitive one. We are all familiar with the 
attacks by Marx and Simmel against money and their denunciation 
of its destructive and alienating power. Marx saw money as the 
fetish par excellence of the modern world; one that concealed the 
l'eality of relationships between the people that lay behind relation-

' ships between things. In his famous text on the philosophy of 
( mo?ey, . Simmel took o:er where he had left off. Money dissolves 
· social ties, founds a society based on pure rationality and kills per
/ sonal relationships; responsible for the foreignness between agents, 
', i t  seals the triumph of gesellschaft over gemeinschaft. The deperson-
alizing power of money seems even stronger and more implacable 
with the constant struggle, since the beginning of the century, of 
public authorities to oust private and false currencies and to guar
antee the universality of an official one. This struggle seems easily 
won. Money is one of the goods without any usage value since its 
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main function is to provide equivalence. Does this simple pro perty, 
which enables it to circulate without being set anywhere and to be 
indefinitely substitutable, not make disentanglement easier? 

Disentangling a service relation, the realization of which 
frequently requires the effective co-presence of the supplier and the 
consumer, is obviously a brain-teaser. The interpersonal links, the 
attachment, are so to speak inscribed in the service relation, so that 
the framing is costly, necessitating very specific equipment. On the 
other hand framing money, that is to say disentangling it, seems to 
require little effort since money is by construction already framed: 
cold, circulating, constantly changing hands, going from account to 
account. Yet for a long time anthropologists have tried to show that 
this is not so. Money, contrary to widespread belief, is constantly 
diverted and thus re-entangled. For example, French money in New 
Caledonia may be treated in exactly the same way as the shells used 
in ritual exchange (Bensa and Freyss, 1994); or the monetary debts 
between bikers can be seen as the basis of highly complex personal 
relations (Portet, 1994). In the nineteenth century in the Landes in 
France, the various currencies in circulation were so similar that the 
craftsman who produced his own coins was not really considered in 
the village to be a forger (Traimond, 1994). Currencies are continu
ally being reinvented at a local, private level. But the true demon
stration of the impossible disentanglement of money is given by 
Zelizer who raises the only question that counts: can one give a gift 
in money? Or put another way: can one organize overflowing and 
multiply ties with money, that epitome of framing and forcing out? 
The answer is yes, and Zelizer multiplies the examples showing the 
generality and universality of this reply. 

At the center of the constantly renewed, never failing resistance 
of money to disentanglement, lies a crucial practice: that of ear
marking. This capital concept provides us with the key to under
standing entanglement. 

Money, whatever its degree of abstraction and dematerialization, 
by the mere fact that it circulates and that its circulation is calcu
lated by agencies engaged in transactions, leaves traces: those of its 
successive attachments, the points through which it passed, the 
agents in whose hands it landed at a given moment, only to move 
on again. When the money is a material object-a bank note, metal 
coin or shell-these traces merge with the different positions occu
pied by the object itself as it circulates from hand to hand-posi
tions which describe a trajectory a little like tracer bullets used by 
soldiers in training. When it is plastic money, these traces are 
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attached like a wake to the cant In  t he form of recelp\111 ftlll\i 
records, and so on. Finally, when It l11 rtlduced to transaction• iind 
operations directly between two bunk uccounts, these traces arc 
recorded on long listings-inscribed in  Ink  or in the silicon chip
which provide the identities of the bencllcinrles nnd issuers next to 
the amounts involved. Money has no use vul uc, but it is a trail, a 
wake, a visible, materializable, traceable trajectory. 

This means that money, as an operator of equivulcnce, cannot be 
dissociated from its trajectory or at least from a part of it; in other 
words, from its spaces of circulation. 25 If the trajectory were not leg
ible, money would lose its quality as money. Total disorder would 
settle in since, being able to identify neither issuers nor receivers, 
agencies would be unable to do accounts, make transfers, impute 
profits and losses, and so on. It is precisely because money can not 
exist as a currency without the inscriptions telling us who used it, 
and when, that makes entanglement not only possible but even 
probable. Earmarking denotes all the practices through which 
agents particularize these inscriptions, by fixing trajectories, assign
ing movements, and simultaneously embedding money in a specific 
space of circulation, ie, by attaching it to certain issuers and benefi
ciaries. 

In its most simple form earmarking consists of overloading bank 
notes, which in themselves are already saturated with inscriptions 
describing their official attachments, with new, private, messages. 
This practice, the object of interesting analyses/6 is facilitated by 
the fact that the bank note is an excellent medium for the exercise of 
rewriting. Zelizer goes beyond these known practices and shows the 
variety, multiplicity and, in fact, universality of these strategies of 
re-inscription or earmarking which characterize trajectories and 
privatize money. For open lists of positions-which means that 
money is attached to none of them since it can occupy them all
earmarking substitutes closed, bounded lists which force it to pass 
through certain points. Earmarking is deployed as much in the 
domestic sphere, with silver coins which a grandmother gifts to her 
grandchildren to put in their piggybanks in memory of her, as in 
systems of mass distribution, with vouchers, fidelity or credit cards 
and other such devices. Zelizer's conclusion is altogether logical 
when she exposes the misinterpretation popularized by Marx and 
Simmel. What she shows without difficulty is that advanced soci
eties proliferate earmarking and differentiation: 'To the extent that 
it (money) does become more prominent in social life, people will 
segregate, differentiate, label, decorate, and particularize it to meet 
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their complex social needs'. The fact that there are goods which are 
widely available without any particular attachments opens paradox
ically the possibility of an endless process of earmarking. 

We note in passing that in certain cases the process follows the 
inverse path consisting of departicularizing a currency entangled in 
its networks of circulation and bearing the marks of the attach
ments binding it. This is what happens with the laundering of 
money earned through illegal activities such as those developed by 
Mafia networks. This laundering, as the word suggests, consists of 
erasing all traces so as to make the reconstitution of singular trajec
tories impossible. It is, however, as difficult for a financier to laun
der money as it was for Lady Macbeth to remove the spot of blood 
which incriminated her in the murder she committed; it requires 
specialized know-how and heavy investments, particularly in cod
ing. The laundering, that is to say the disentanglement, of money is 
never complete because it remains possible to reconstitute lists even 
if they have errors or are incomplete. The affair of gold deposited by 
Jews in Swiss banks proves that when ordered to do so, it is possible 
to find the origin of the deposits and to publish the list (even if rid
dled with mistakes) of depositors. 

The fact that the possibility or even the necessity of its entangle
ment is built into money, and that real money is consequently a 
variable compromise between entanglement and disentanglement, 
leads us to predict that the same process can, a fortiori, be observed 
for any other good. 

A demonstration would be easy, given the number of studies sup
porting this argument. The case of organs is interesting because it is 
symmetrical to that of money. How is it possible to circulate a liver, 
a kidney or a heart, between a donor-generally dead-and a recip
ient-generally in danger of death-when the organ is entangled in 
the body of a potential donor and through him in his family or 
circle of friends? The transfer of the organ is a forcing out in the 
true sense of the term; its success depends on that of disentangle
ment. The difficulty of this disentanglement explains why the trans
fer is most often in the form of a gift which, as we have seen, 
reconciles circulation and entanglement. However, in some coun
tries we witness what Fox calls a process of 'degifting', that is to say, 
a concerted and systematic attempt to disentangle organs so as to 
transform them into something which makes them more like goods 
than gifts (Fox and Swazey, 1992). It is at this cost-that of a suc
cessful forcing out-that a true organ market becomes possible, 
even if this market does not necessarily mean the formulation of 
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prices. But how can an organ be definitively disentangled? The ques
tion is interesting because it is symmetrical to that proposed in 
respect of money: how does one entangle money? 

Hoyle provides valuable elements of an answer (Hoyle, 1 994). 
Faced with the increasing demand for transplants, an attempt is 
made to organize a market in which the organs that circulate are 
not only of high quality but may also be used by any recipient (bar
ring immunological incompatibility). In short, the organ has to be 
transformed into a good free of all attachments. The procedure to 
frame the organ and thus disentangle it, requires the constitution of 
a file on the donor. For this purpose a standardized form is filled 
out, where all relevant information is noted (circumstances of death, 
medical history, family context). A file is thus constituted in relation 
to the organ for the purpose of transforming it into a half-good. 
This file reviews the relations in which the organ was entangled 
before the death of the potential donor. It is, however, in this file 
intended for disentanglement and through it, that the forces of re
entanglement-and this is the paradox-are freed and exhibited. 
The co-ordinators responsible for the file, for framing the organ by 
listing all the relations that have to be taken into account in the 
decision to transplant, are required in carrying out their work to 
interact with the donor's friends and family. They may also have to 
interact with the medical providers who cared of the donor during 
the last minutes of her life. They will thus gradually build up a 'nar
rative' which will enrich and complicate the form, adding new layers 
of interpretation, transforming into a thick description what should 
only have been a cold statement. Because nothing eludes the investi
gation-a human life is a ball of entangled threads: drugs, alco
holism, sexuality, which are difficult to unravel-the co-ordinators 
end up becoming tangled in the biography of the donor. The lesson 
is clear: the more investments increase to disentangle the organ and 
frame it by listing the relations that attach it to the donor-the bet
ter to detach it-the more the ties proliferate and multiply. This 
dynamic is in no way abstract, it is inscribed in the heart of the 
framing process and is its obvious outcome. Here, as in the case of 
money, it is spawned by a long process of inscriptions and re
inscriptions. 

These two symmetrical examples amply serve our demonstra
tion. 27 They suggest the following conclusion: the disentanglement 
which in its material realization implies the establishment of lists of 
positions and relations that, once established, allow calculation, 
opens the way to entanglement. This generalizes the argument 
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defended by Calion in this book: framing requires the mobilization 
of entities, while their irreducible autonomy is a source of new over
flowing. 

Zelizer helps us to evaluate the inappropriateness of the reason
ing usually .employed to demonstrate the impossible generalization 
of the market.! It is not traditional society which resists the market; 
it is not values which serve as a bastion to the infinite extension of 
calculation; it is not the necessary development of relations of trust 
at the . heart of the market which sets the limits of the market. The 
mechanics are both simpler and more fundamental. Any framing 
produces overflowing, and any procedure of disentanglement pro
duces new attachments. It is one and the same movement which 
causes calculative agencies to proliferate, while reinscribing them 
into spaces of non-calculabilityi The fact that these spaces-of cal
culability and of non-calculability-are organized in impervious 
spheres as in the political philosophy proposed by Michael Walzer, 
is neither necessary nor evident (Walzer, 1983). The economy is not 
a universe whose expansion is contained by other universes. 

The idea that there exist orders of reality, social spaces organized 
according to incommensurable and antagonistic logics, is amusingly 
illustrated by Maupassant in a short story called Le condamne a 
mort (de Maupassant, 1987). Having sentenced a man to death, the 
Monacan state, possessing neither an executioner nor a guillotine, 
turned to the French state to sub-contract the execution. However, 
the Monacan authorities shrank back at the price: 'Sixteen thou
sand francs for a rascal! Oh no', and decided not to execute the sen
tence but rather to commute it to life imprisonment. But the cost of 
constructing the prison and maintaining the prisoner again seemed 
exorbitant. The state therefore offered the prisoner 'freedom' on the 
condition he be exiled. The prisoner, guessing the strength of his 
position, refused. 'So it was decided to offer the prisoner a rent of 
six hundred francs to go �:�.nd live abroad. He accepted'. Since each 
party's interests were served in the compromise, all was well that 
ended well. Maupassant showed, through the absurd and the comi
cal, that the order of the courts cannot rely on market calculation. 
He thus anticipated Walzer thesis and, indeed, of all those who 
maintain that the social link cannot be reduced to the market, that 
society is made of spheres or institutions, and that each one serves 
as a bastion against the expansion of the others. However charming 
the short story may be, it comes up against the same difficulty as the 
explanation proposed by Walzer. How can the existence of the sepa
rated areas of non-calculatability be explained? The hypothesis of 
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independent spheres or that of 'incompatible' logics (DiMaggio, 
1 994) leaves the question of the emergence and formatting of non
calculative or calculative agencies untouched.28 This is reassuring 
but explains nothing and ends up, moreover, causing concern: what 
institutional barriers are strong enough to contain the forces of a 
market which, although enclosed in its own sphere, is supposed to 
exist in its purest form? Won't the Monacan state (followed by many 
others) finish by choosing the market contract as the most conve
nient solution? 

This concern disappears when we agree that the opposing forces 
are created in the same movement and that they are disseminated, 
that all framing creates overflowing, and that all disentanglement 
provides the opportunity for new entanglement. To understand the 
differentiation there is no need to explain it by the spheres or logics 
which mutually limit its expansion. Differentiation is spawned by a 
single recurring process. Simmel, in his own way, saw that irre
ducible ambivalence: 'Innumerable times (competition) achieves 
what usually only love can do: the divination of the innermost 
wishes of the other, even before he himself becomes aware of them,' 
(Simmel, { 1 908} ,  1955). 

The anthropological solution proposed, which has the advantage 
of being extremely simple, also allows us easily to account for an 
observation repeated so often: there is no Great Divide between 
societies populated by calculative agencies and societies in which the 
agents do not calculate. Even Deleuze and Guattari were on the 
wrong track with their concept of deterritorialization, that extra
ordinary faculty bestowed on capitalism for breaking all ties and 
undoing solidarity (Deleuze and Guattari, 1972). So-called tradi
tional societies are populated�sometimes even over-populated
with calculative agencies. Thomas' entire book consists of a long 
and detailed demonstration of the impossibility, in Melanesian soci
eties, of separating a gift economy and a market economy since the 
two are entangled right to the heart of the Kula. Strathern, with her 
analysis of so-called compensation mechanisms in highlander soci
eties in New Guinea, reaches exactly the same conclusions: the 
highlanders spend their time calculating and establishing equiva
lences (Strathern, forthcoming). This explains their amazing faculty 
for understanding the theme of biodiversity and for taking part in 
scholastic debates on Intellectual Property Rights. When collecting 
rare species in New Guinea, multinationals encounter peoples who 
are more used than they are to framing, calculating and playing on 
the formal abstraction of property rights. These are conceived, and 
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Strathern stresses this point, not in the traditional perspective of 
Roman law (which implies that thing is physically shared between 
its different owners) but from a viewpoint of common law which 
associates, in an abstract way, a thing with a bundle of rights that 
can easily be distributed between several agents, making easier 
sophisticated calculations. 

As for so-called modern· societies, they are endowed with as many 
non-calculative agencies as calculative ones. This inextricable mix
ture can be found where we least expect it: at the very heart of 
financial institutions. 29 Abolafia shows us traders obsessed by net
working, multiplying entanglements to put themselves in a position 
to calculate. Moreover, in our modern societies technosciences add 
their peculiar capacity for amplification, to the general movement in 
which entanglement arises from disentanglement. As Callon recalls 
in his chapter, technosciences multiply unexpected connections and 
overflowing, constantly making the work of reframing more neces
sary, more difficult, more expensive and more uncertain. Like 
Sisyphus in his futile attempt to push a boulder to the top of a hill, 
they continuously find themselves back at square one. Finance and 
technoscience form an alliance to open the way to the forces of 
entanglement. 

The advantage of this anthropology of entanglement is that it 
frees us from the irritating and sterile distinctions between state and 
market, or between global economy and national economies. 

How can relations between these two entities, the state and the 
market, politics and economics, be described? Block suggests the 
distinction between two paradigms (Block, 1994). In the first one 
the state and the market are considered to be two analytically sepa
rable realities, placed at the two ends of a continuum. A particular 
form of economy can be defined as mixed, a combination of two 
pure types. This paradigm has, to a large extent, proved to lack real
ism both historically and theoretically. The state does not intervene 
in the market; according to the second paradigm it participates
and its role is always essential-in the constitution of the economy. 
A way of showing this is to provide a list, obviously partial and 
purely indicative, of these constituent activities: rules governing the 
use of productive assets, legal frameworks governing recurring rela
tions such as those between employers and employees, means of 
payment, managing the boundary with the rest of the world. It is 
easy to verify that each of these activities contributes directly to the 
framing of calculative agencies. They do not organize the actions 
and economic behaviours which already exist, outside of state 
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action; they format these actions. Could we say that the waffle exists 
independently of the waffle-iron? Of course not. Similarly, we can
not say of an organized market activity that it exists without the 
state. The true question concerning the state is this: how and with 
what methods and efficiency does it contribute to the performation 
of calculative agencies and the organization of their relations? This 
simple question shows the existence of a wide range of possible con
tributions; a range which is as wide as that of forms of market orga
nization. Before rushing for definitive classifications/0 it seems 
wiser and more fruitful to make detailed individual case studies of 
observable configurations (Dobbin, 1 994). The reconstruction in 
East European countries and China constitute, from this point of 
view, valuable laboratories and experiments from which Stark draws 
some conclusions. That the term transitional economy could be 
used in their case shows the weight of the old paradigm, and the 
extent to which market mechanisms are misunderstood, even 
among economists. There is nothing of a transition in the develop
ments observed nor in their diversity which mark an extreme con
trast between countries such as Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria or China 
(Nee, 1996). In each case reconfigurations, recombinations and 
rearrangements are at play and mix material peculiar to the history 
of each country. In these rearrangements the state often plays a cru
cial part and the dynamics in place impact, in turn, on its own posi
tion and contribution to the economy. Stark clearly shows that 
these recombinations have the effect of remodelling the calculative 
agencies and their relations. Based on a study of the process of 
redistribution of property rights and its networking effects, and 
after a detailed statistical analysis, he easily shows that the resulting 
type of organization, which he aptly calls recombinant property, is 
built on a threefold process of blurring: blurring of public and pri
vate, blurring of firms' boundaries, and blurring of the boundedness 
of legitimation principles. The mixed Hungarian economy, that of 
the second half of the 1 990s, which recombines and blurs, certainly 
has a limited lifespan. This is a transitory economy, mixed like any 
economy, butnot a transitional one. It corresponds to a stage on a 
singular trajectory; it was shaped by framings, related to state 
action in particular, which produce a unique situation in which 
losses are socialized and profits privatized. 

That the state constitutes, rather than intervenes in, the economy, 
leads us to relativize the thesis of globalization which is, moreover, a 
subject of heated debate among economists. Fligstein shows con
vincingly that this worldwide extension of the market may simply be 
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interpreted as the growing domination of a form of organized mar
ket, that of the United States, over other forms of organization 
(Fligstein, 1 996). The organized American market favours the con
ception that the only people who have the right to inspect the activi- , , ties of a firm are the shareholders, and the only preoccupation of .. , 

firms must be to maximize the shareholder-value. That this form of ' 

domination is only partial and is constantly opposed, is a direct 
result of what has just been said on the constituent role of the state 
in economic life. The phenomena of path dependency recalled by 
Stark are so strong that there is no reason for the States of the dom
inated economies to align themselves with the role of the American 
state in the American economy. But other factors explain the exis
tence of limits to any domination of any form of organization, 
whatever may be. The analysis of the Japanese economy by Gao 
shows this. A particular form of organized market (which obviously 
includes the public policies contributing to its constitution), 
although well-suited to solving certain problems and supporting 
certain forms of calculated action, may prove to be particularly inef
fective when the circumstances change. The American model is 
efficient when situations are unstable, owing notably to the sophisti
cation of financial techniques and the quick short-term calculations 
they allow. But when the significance (scope) of change increases 
and the actions to be undertaken have a more long-term perspec
tive, other types of market and other calculating tools may be 
required. 

Competition 

The organized market cannot be reduced to a mere system of trade 
and transaction. It is also, above all, a process in which agents who 
design and produce goods enter into competition to capture a 
demand which they help to (re)define. 

Max Weber is certainly among those who has grasped this ago-
nistic dimension of the market most fully: 
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A market may be said to exist wherever there is a competition 
even if only unilateral, for opportunities of exchange among a 
plurality of potential parties. Their physical assemblage in one 
place, as in the local market square, the fair (the 'long distance' 
market) or the exchange (the merchant's market), only constitutes 
the most constant kind of market formation. It is, however, only 
this physical assemblage which allows the full emergence of the 
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market's most distinctive feature, viz, dickering (Weber, { 1 922} 
1978 quoted in: Swedberg, 1 994). 

This definition is reflected in our theory of the formatting of cal
culative agencies, and in the significance granted by it to material 
and metrological equipment. It has, moreover, the merit of recalling 
that the market is a pacific arena in which agents enter into compe
tition with one another to secure positions of monopoly and domi
nation. This tradition in which the market is a competitive process 
and device has obviously been developed by the neo-Austrian 
school and is illustrated in the work of authors such as Chamberlin, 
Schumpeter and Galbraith. Let me not be misunderstood. It is not 
enough to talk of imperfect competition to do justice to this dimen
sion of the market. We have to go-as Chamberlin, among others, 
dared to-so far as to agree to consider that one of the weapons of 
competition, in fact its main weapon, is precisely for an economic 
agent to refuse disentanglement-that process which frees actors 
and produces agencies free of commitments-so that it can, by con
trast, produce entanglement. Any self-respecting economic agent 
reweaves again during the night the framework undone by the mar
ket during the day. 

Chamberlin put it marvellously in his definition of imperfect 
competition: 'It is to be recognized that the whole is not a single 
market, but a network of related markets, one for each seller' 
(Chamberlin, 1 933, p.69). Schumpeter repeats the same lesson when 
he defines the entrepreneur-in · a perspective similar to that of 
social networks-as the one who unexpectedly connects two hith
erto unrelated populations of agents: on the one hand the engineers 
or researchers who work on the design and creation of ne\Y goods 
and, on the other, the customers and consumers who express a 
demand related to these goods. 

This enables us to surpass Weber's indications, without rejecting 
them. The market is not a two-step process with a competition 
phase followed by an exchange phase. The type of representation 
puts the creation process of products and demand for these prod
ucts in parenthesis, a process which we know involves a web of close 
connections between designers, producers, distributors and con
sumers. Preparing the final transaction, that is to say, capturing a 
customer and engaging her in an exchange from which each party 
leaves as a stranger involves-and this is obviously one of the para
doxes that has to be noted-a long process of networking. 

It is to the understanding of this counter-intuitive mechanism (in 
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order to prepare the market relationship, it is first necessary to 
relate, connect and associate) that Patrick McGuire and Mark 
Granovetter's chapter provides a powerful contribution. Their aim 
is to follow the early evolution of the electricity industry. Each deci
sion on which the structure of the fledgling market will depend, the 
content of the goods offered and the modalities of competition are 
all analysed simply in terms of connections and networking. 
Whether it concerns the choice between central stations and isolated 
systems, between AC and DC or between 25 and 60 cycles, the same 
logic is always present, that of existing networks into which the '' 
industry fits and which, in turn, it rearranges. The agents who man
age to occupy key positions draw the boundaries of competition, 
eliminate competitors, select technologies and thus capture the · 

demand. We witness the creation of what ANT (Actor-Network 
Theory) called a socio-technical network which, by dint of exclu
sion, managed to organize highly regulated competition allowing a 
few agents to derive sustainable profits. In this struggle-in which 
the structure of the industry, the forms of competition and the tech
nologies were shaped simultaneously-anything goes when it comes 
to strengthening ties: creation of professional associations, enrol
ment of the trade press, leadership of occupational or professional 
clubs, corporate welfare and employee clubs, lobbying the public 
authorities and even-ANT prepared us for this-the constitution 
of a collective laboratory which imposes technical standards for the 
production of lamps. We cannot show more clearly that the very 
nature of competition is to rarefy competition. One can refer here 
to the work of Burt ('the substantive richness of competition lies in 
its imperfection') and the subtle analysis of firms niche strategies by 
White (White, 1 98 1 ,  1 988). Defining imperfect competition by com
paring it to a model of perfect competition (as for example in neo
classical theory), is totally justifiable when we view economics as a 
device intended to perform the economy, that is to say, to establish 
calculative agencies detached from one another. However, this posi
tion is misleading when our aim is to construct an anthropology of 
the markets. What McGuire and Granovetter show, in the case of 
electricity although there is no reason not to believe in the general
ity of the statement, is that perfect or imperfect competition
defined as a situation in which 'a set of firms produce the same or 
related products' -can emerge only in a highly structured industry. 
The more or less imperfect competition prevailing in organized 
markets is a latecomer in a long-lasting process. Competition, 
whether perfect or imperfect, is not a starting point but a finishing 
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point. It can exist and really does exist-and that is what Jn&lKel U 
NO valuable. However, it occurs only when the boundaries, tht teah• 
n ical options, have been selected and stabilized, ie in a world that Ill 
ulready highly structured and shaped. Now-and this is whtrt 
McGuire and Granovetter are so important-this structuring is tho 
lust step in a long process dominated from the beginning to the end 
hy rivalry between calculative agencies. 

How are the dynamics of this rivalry to be described? Why are 
certain calculative agencies able to impose the events, actions and 
relations that other calculative agencies have to take into account in 
making their decision? One answer is that the power and modalities 
or calculation are not equally distributed among all the agencies: 
there is no reason why the metrological instruments and equipment 
uvailable to each one should be identical. The calculative power of 
1111 agency depends on that of its calculating tools. These are charac
terized above all by the number and variety of relations and agents 
which they are able to take into account.31 We showed this for 
uccounting tools and marketing management: a tool which breaks 
down the unity of the product, which integrates the preferences of 
diverse sub-populations of consumers, and which takes into account 
t he quality of the service provided, the volume of stocks and the 
changes of opinion in favour of or against a particular controversial 
technology, is more likely to result in successful actions. The more 
un agency is able to complicate and broaden the network of 
entities and relations to be taken into account, the greater is its 
capacity to create asymmetries between itself and other agencies. 
Competition between calculative agencies, focused on their ability 
to have their decisions recognized and accepted (for example to pro
pose a given product on a given market segment), is largely deter
mined by the respective qualities of the calculating devices. The 
probability of gain is on the side of the agency with the greatest 
powers of calculation, that is to say, whose tools enable it to per
form, to make visible and to take into account the greatest number 
or relations and entities. 

The struggle between two agencies is therefore rarely equal; it is 
reminiscent of the match between Kasparov and the IBM Deeper 
Blue. Calculative agencies engage in power struggles which are mea
sured by the tools with which they are equipped. In certain cases 
these power struggles may lead to a situation of dependency. The 
most obvious form of this dependency corresponds to the 'parasit
ing' of one calculative agency by another which imposes (a part of) 
i ts calculation tools and rules, and consequently forces the host 
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agency to engage in its own calculation. It is almost as if. 
Kasparov-and this is not far from what happened-had to start 
calculating his moves not by playing like Kasparov but by imagin-! 
ing himself in the computer's position, that is to say, by borrowing 
from it its algorithms and calculation rules. The game would then 
no longer be between Kasparov, an autonomous and independent . 
agency, a player in his own right formulating his own strategies, and 

11 

the computer, also an independent and autonomous agent. It would 
be a game in which Kasparov was transformed into an appendix, a . 
mere branch of the computer, as if the latter had delegated the exe- , :i' 
cution of a part of its own calculation to the former. Engaging in · ' 
one's opponent's game by entering into his calculating power means 
accepting dependency. 

This type of situation is frequent in economy. Imposing the rules 
of the game, that is to say, the rules used to calculate decisions, by 
imposing the tools in which these rules are incorporated, is the 
starting point of relationships of domination which allow certain .. 
calculating agencies to decide on the location and distribution of ·. •. 
surpluses. That is how the predominance of some forms of organi
zation-for example the American form-is explained. The exten
sion of a certain form of organized market, an extension which 
ensures the domination of agents who calculate according to the 
prevailing rules of that particular market, always corresponds to the 
imposition of certain calculating tools. 

Market laws 

As we reach the end of this long detour it is time to return to the 
original question. 

By ridding ourselves of the cumbersome distinction between eco
nomics (as a discipline) and the economy (as a thing) and showing 
the role of the former in the formatting of markets, we find our-

.., selves free from a positivist or, worse still, a constructivist concep
tion of law. Market laws are neither in the nature of humans and 
societies-waiting for the scientist, like a prince charming, to wake 
and reveal them-nor are they constructions or artefacts invented 
by social sciences in an effort to improvise simple frameworks for 
explaining an opaque and complex reality. They account for regu
larities progressively enforced by the joint movement of the econ
omy and economics, a movement that we have attempted to 
describe in this introduction. These regularities perform behaviours 
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11 1 1d  therefore have the obduracy of the real; yet in turn they are per
lill'med by these behaviours and therefore have the contingency of 
11 1 1  artefact. 

These regularities, related to the stabilization of particular forms 
11 1 '  organization of market relations, remain limited in time and 
Mpuce. It is therefore wrong to talk of laws or, worse still, of the law 
ol' I he market. There exist only temporary, changing laws associated 
wi th  specific markets. 

The examples of the Hungarian and Japanese economies per
fectly illustrate this point. Each of these economies is a particular 
h istorical and contingent-yet perfectly explicable-form of market 
organization. There is no other way of describing the Hungarian 
economy than that proposed by Stark: 'Parallel to the decentralized 
l'corganization of assets . . .  the centralized management of liabili
l lt:s'. This arrangement shapes a network of assets and liabilities as 
well as a network of calculating agencies which develop hedging 
MI I'Utegies.32 These strategies in turn contribute to the emergence of 
regularities which, by allowing calculations and what economists 
would call expectations, lead to their own reinforcement. Not only 
nrc these regularities local and genuinely Hungarian, what is mor.e, 
no general underlying or meta law-for example, a presumed opti
mizing behaviour of agents, whether Hungarian or Persian--can 
nccount for it. This is because the behaviour of the agents and their 
en lculations are so embedded in the local reality that the mere trans
position of financial tools imported without any other process leads 
N l raight to economic and political collapse. Gao confirms this 
nhsence of a founding, underlying law which, in its fine simplicity, 
would explain the diversity of forms and organizations. There exists 
1 10 infrastructure which as a last resort might explain the social 
order. In the cosmos of the Japanese archipelago, in the space of a 
l'cw decades, the laws governing the economy have changed com
pletely. No simple explanation-and it is on this point that the 
demonstration revolves--can account for this phenomenon. The 
market laws of the first period, laws which themselves were local 
nnd historical, can at a pinch be considered as the driving forces 
behind the change, without however explaining the content of this 
l'hange. The economic agents of the first period calculated their 
decisions, but in so doing they did not engender the market of the 
Mccond period. We can see here the significance of the thesis of vari
abil ity of forms of calculation and calculative agencies. It is not 
l�nough to have calculative agencies to explain a given evolution. 
The reason is simple: calculation can not take into account all the 
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relations and actions since it exists only when framed, that is to say, 
closed off to overflowing which it tolerates and which acts 
obscurely, so contributing to the emergence of an unexpected real
ity. We cannot explain one form of market by another; however, 
what we do explain without anthropology is how we shift from a 
certain formatting of calculative agencies to another. 

This point of view is at one with the old and sound intuition of 
anthropology supported by Sahlins among others (Sahlins, 1 976) 
and recalled in this respect by Abolafia: rationality is always situ
ated and the anthropologist strives to explore decision-making in 
natural settings. It is also akin to the classical analysis of Polanyi 
and his classification of economic institutions (reciprocity, redistrib
ution, market). But beyond these (too) general classifications and 
petitio principii, the anthropology that we have proposed has the 
immense advantage of opening the field to empirical studies in 
order to reconstruct the diversity of formatting. 

The recognition of the existence of local and transitory regulari
ties is not unrelated to one of the mechanisms carefully studied by 
economic theory: that of lock-in and path dependency (David, 
1984). Lock-in denotes all the mechanisms through which the evo
lution of a market or an institution becomes more and more irre
versible. The choices and decisions made during the first period play 
a part in limiting the range of possible choices and decisions during 
the second period. Progressively the range of possible options nar
rows down, closes and locks, so that the agents have no alternative 
but to renew the choices made earlier. They are prisoners, trapped 
in networks from which they have neither the resources nor the 
desire to escape; they are submerged in the very structures they 
helped to set up. The role of technology in the construction of these 
interdependancies, these cases of lock-in, is capital. The simple deci
sion to invest in a given technology sets off a dynamic of learning 
and accumulation which rapidly leads to unequal development. The , . 
chosen technology becomes increasingly attractive and profitable, 
not by virtue of its intrinsic qualities, but because substantial invest
ments have been devoted to its improvement. This theory of lock-in 
has been the subject of an abundant literature, aimed in particular 
at accounting for the permanently open possibility of lock-out. 
The notion of lock-in is rich but ambiguous; ambiguous because it 

takes as a reference the model of the flexibility of decisions and the 
openness of choices and scope of action. Lock-in is a deteriorated 
form of the market yet, as we have already mentioned, from an 
anthropological point of view the opposite is true. Organization of 
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the market and the openness of choices vary inversely. McGuire and 
Granovetter show that the opening of options, particularly techni
cal, is maximal at the outset when the market does not yet exist or, 
rather, is at its zero degree of organization. This opening, an out
come of the non-existence of the market, is situated not at the level 
of the agents but at the level of a virtual collective. Some agents opt 
for decentralized systems, others continue to fight for gas and yet 
others are keen on direct current, but each one sticks to his own 
course. To reconstitute the options as alternative ones, we need to 
imagine a social planner gathering all the relevant information and 
embarking on opportunity calculations. We thus get a glimpse of 
one of the possible reasons to justify planned economies: they are 
the only ones to make concurrent decisions comparable and calcu
lable, at least on paper, when the options are still open. It is only 
when certain options have been eliminated and that the range of 
options has been drastically reduced, that the market is finally orga
nized (firms are similarly structured, occupational categories are 
standardized and extra-organizational structures are created to 
manage competition and articulate common goals), and that indi
vidual agents can calculate the comparative merits of the options 
which remain open. Lock-in is not a deteriorated form of the mar
ket, it is its compulsory companion, a necessary symptom of it. 
However, the lock�in in question and the interdependancies it 
implies should not be likened to the abstract lock-in of North which 
reduces it to the mere institutional rigidification of initial game rules 
(North, 1990), or even to the more material lock-in of David who 
took into account the role of technology. It is deployed and unfolds · 

in heterogeneous arrangements (which are solid because heteroge
neous) where one finds, knit together-McGuire and Granovetter 
provide their quasi-exhaustive inventory-not only technology but 
also forms of organization and governance, relations between firms 
and public authorities, both local and national, associations and 
clubs, research centres, bribes, accommodating journalists, and so 
on. 

It is thus under the condition of a double reversal that the notion 
of lock-in manifests its richness. Firstly lock-in is not the progres
sively deteriorated form of perfect flexibility; it is, on the contrary, 
the condition of a manageable flexibility which, if it exists, can only 
be limited. Secondly lock-in consists of a hetereogeneous arrange
ment which frames the calculative agencies against a background 
of visible interdependancies. It is thus as varied and multiple as the 
l'orms of market organization. 
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Once organized and hence locked-in, the market becomes calcula
ble by the agents. Once the work of standardization (at least partial) 
of calculating tools is well on its way, each agency is in a position not 
only to calculate her decision but also, by construction, to include, at 
least partially, in her calculations the calculations of the other agen
cies. This integration, which is the material side of what we call 
anticipation, is far easier when, during the process of market organi
zation, a calculative agency manages to impose directly her instru
ments and mode of calculation (here, the anticipation is perfectly 
rational because each agency makes the same calculations and fol
lows the same procedures). In this case the calculated decisions pro
duce the anticipated effects, aside from opportunistic behaviour, 
which is another way of saying that the market considered obeys cer
tain laws which may be formulated in mathematical language. If 
mathematical economics can be realistic under certain conditions, it 
is not because human behaviour is naturally 'mathematizable"; it is 
because the calculative agencies are there to introduce interrelated 
calculations in decisions and in the formulation of actions. 33 

For an anthropology of markets 

With this theory of the formatting of calculative agents we also 
avoid another difficulty, that of the impossible choice between the 
denunciation and the celebration of the market. This concerns 
social sciences to the highest degree. We have seen the positive and 
performative role of economics and its contribution to organizing 
markets. Sociology is implicated as well on the condition it avoids 
two pitfalls. The first corresponds to a strategy of enriching the eco
nomic theory of the agent. Economic sociology has rarely been able 
to resist this temptation. Underscoring the complexity of economic 
phenomena, a complexity to which economic theory with its cold 
and disincarnated view of homo economicus cannot do justice, soci
ology strives to give this abstract agent a bit more soul-the life and 
warmth he lacks-by mobilizing notions such as those of value, cul
ture, rules or passions. Pareto dreamed it, economic sociology 
makes it. Yet, as we suggested, economic agents do not need be 
enriched. If they manage to become richer it is because, on the con
trary, they were cooled, reduced and framed, particularly by eco
nomics! What we expect from sociology is not a more complex 
homo economicus but the comprehension of his simplicity and 
poverty. 
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The second pitfall for the sociology of markets is that of denunci
ation, which is not unrelated to the previous one. Let us heed 
Durkheim's warning: 

Political economy . . .  is an abstract and deductive science which is 
occupied not so much with observing reality as with constructing a 
more or less durable ideal: because the man (sic) that the econo
mists talk about, this systematic egoist, is little but an artificial 
man of reason. The man that we know, the real man, is so much 
more complex, he belongs to a time and a country, he lives some
where, he has a family, a religious faith, and political ideas 
(Durkheim, { 1 988} 1 970 quoted in: Smelser and Swedberg, 1994). 

The fuel of this denunciation is again the acknowledgement of the 
impoverished and abstract character of homo economicus, that being 
of reason, severed of all ties. But this acknowledgement does not 
lead Durkheim to propose enriching economic theory. The sociolo
gist denounces this reductionism in order to disqualify economic 
theory and propose replacing it by another theory, a sociology of 
real man, one taken in a bundle of links which constitute his social
ity and hence his humanity. To paraphrase Galileo facing his judges, 
we could retort: eppure calcolano! (and yet they calculate!). This 
strategy is therefore no more convincing than that of enrichment. 
Both carefully avoid the only question worth posing: how can the 
emergence and formatting of calculative agencies be explained? 

Whether we choose to enhance the economic theory of the agent 
or to denounce it, in both cases we formulate the same critique: 
homo economicus is pure fiction. This introduction as well as the 
entire book in fact, maintain the contrary. Yes, homo economicus -� 
really does exist. Of course, he exists in the form of many species '; 
and his lineage is multiple and ramified. But if he exists he is obvi- I 
ously not be found in a natural state-this expression has little 1 
meaning. He is formatted, framed and equipped with prostheses l l which help him in his calculations and which are, for the most part, 1 
produced by economics. Suddenly new horizons open up to anthro- j 
pology. It is not a matter of giving a soul back to a dehumanized 
ngent, nor of rejecting the very idea of his existence. The objective 
may be to explore the diversity of calculative agencies forms and 
d istributions, and hence of organized markets. The market is no 
longer that cold, implacable and impersonal monster which imposes 
I t s  laws and procedures while extending them ever further. It is a 
many-sided, diversified, evolving device which the social sciences as 
well as the actors themselves contribute to reconfigure. 
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Notes 

Specialists in the history of economic thinking point out, as an exception to this 

lack of interest, the two chapters by Marshall (Marshall, { 1920} 1 961) and 

Robinson (Robinson, { 1 974} 1979). Coase confirms this: economic theory is 

interested in the theory of market prices but 'discussion of the marketplace itself 

has entirely disappeared' (Coase, 1988). The sociology of the market has not 

received any more attention (the reader is nevertheless referred to: Baker, 1 984; ' .  

White, 1981;  White, 1988. 

2 It was certainly the French economist Coumot who was the first explicitly to for

mulate the (abstract) market: 'economists understand by the term market, not 

any particular marketplace in which things are brought and sold but the whole 

region in which buyers and sellers are in such free intercourse with one another 

that the prices of the same goods tend to equality easily and quickly' (Cournot, 

{ 1 838} 1 927). It was Mill who implicitly introduced the notion of supply and 

demand. J.-B. Say is credited with the formulation of the term 'the law of the 

market'. 

3 The whole world may be looked upon as a vast general market made up of 

diverse special markets where social wealth is bought and sold. 

4 This assumption is clearly made by Williamson in his discussion of the notion of 

trust: 'Calculativeness is the general condition that I associate with the economic 

approach and with the progressive extension of economics into the related social 

sciences' (Williamson, 1993). In order to emphasize the link with this notion of 

calculativeness I prefer to qualify agents as calculative rather as calculating. 

5 Decentralization, among other things, is a form, itself multiple, of distribution. 

6 This essential dimension is often overlooked. It is constantly present in economic 

or socio-economic theory. Weber stresses it at great length, summarizing his posi

tion in the striking, oft-cited phrase: the market is a 'battle of man against man: a 

peaceful conflict'. This view of the market as a process is obviously at the heart of 

the neo-Austrian conception (Menger, von Mises, von Hayek). Chamberlin, 

Schumpeter and later the Evolutionists are part of this tradition. White also 

emphasizes this point by showing that markets are the juxtaposition of niches 

that competition causes firms to construct. 

7 This point is essential. In an excellent book commented on below (Thomas, N., , 

1991), Nicholas Thomas expresses it clearly in his comparative analysis of com

mercial transactions and gifts. 

8 This definition of calculation is obviously compatible with what is commonly 

called rational action or formal (substantive) rationality. It is nevertheless more 

general, in so far as it defines, in a sense, the conditions in which rational action 

can emerge. It makes the emergence of calculation analysable rather than taken 

for granted. 

9 H. Simon with his notion of bounded rationality is not entirely spared from this 

critique: he limits the agent's capacity for mental calculation rather than distrib- . 

uting it. 
10 This sums up the revolution introduced in cognitive science by Hutchins 

(Hutchins, 1 995). 
· 

I I  Such situations of radical uncertainty, which should rather be called situations of 

ignorance, correspond to cases where the list of possible states of the world is 

unknown and where no probability can thus be assigned to their occurrence. 
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12 Without wanting to go into u critique of the content of this text, we would like to 
highlight one of its purudoxes. Since the (revisable) contract must retain the possi
bility of annulation (so us not to lose its quality of a contract) it is necessary to 
imagine a super contract, ab initio, which contains all the possible development 
of the contractual relationship. Renegotiation will imply not the rewriting of a 
new contract, but the application of the initial super-contract. The life of a con
tract thus retains its classical form of the execution of an established plan-a con
tradiction with the situation of radical uncertainty in which the contract is 
signed. 

13 And if the solution opted for by the agent, rather than being that of successive 
renegotiations, was to accept the incomplete stage of the agreement, it would 
mean, without any ambiguity whatsoever, that s/he was engaging in a long-term 
interpersonal relationship. 

14 'The human economy is embedded and enmeshed in institutions, economic and 
non-economic' (Polanyi, { 1 957} 1 971). 

1 5  This analysis enables us to requalify the actors who supply money: the Federal 
Reserve may at best share this ability with important private actors, the most 
dominant of which are financial institutions, albeit non bank ones. 

16 For a sharp analysis of disinterestness see: Karpik, 1 995. 
1 7  It is the viewpoint argued by Levi-Strauss in his famous critique of Mauss whom 

he accuses of being misled by his native informant (Levi-Strauss, 1 960). The 
analysis of the mechanisms whereby the agent misleads himself is not unrelated 
to the old Kantian question of duty and the possibility of revealing a secret urge 
for self-esteem behind the greatest sacrifice, that which we believe we accomplish 
purely through duty whereas it is only accomplished in conformity with duty. 
Similarly, an act of generosity can always be analysed as conforming to generos
ity and at the same time denied as an authentic act of generosity. On this point 
see Bourdieu, (Bourdieu, 1 997) p.303. 

18 This solution is usually preferred by economists. It explains, according to 
Coleman, why in situations of extreme uncertainty it is rational for an agent to del
egate his or her own will to a third party (the case of speculation) (Coleman, 1994). 

19 In the case of the ·gift, as analysed by Bourdieu, the absence of framing of the 
counter-gift allows for the proliferation of entanglement from which the receiver 
can no longer extricate him/herself: 'The obligation which starts at the moment 
when the initial act of generosity is accomplished and which can only increase as 
the recognition of this debt, always liable to be settled, turns into incorporated 
recognition, into the inscription in bodies-in the form of passion, submission or 
respect-, of an insolvable debt said to be eternal' (Bourdieu, 1 997). In other 
words, without framing, ie without a minimum of disentanglement, the ties grad
ually become irreversible insofar as they become incorporated. Instead of two 
distinct agents we have two agents bound together eternally. 

20 In this respect the case of labour laws is illuminating. The respective rights of 
employers and employees are constantly reconfigured, thus extending the range 
of imputable and calculable actions. Until recently sexual harassment or racial 
discrimination were part of the expensive and offensive overflowing which the law 
did not contain and which, not being framed, was not taken into account in the 
calculation of decisions and relations. 

2 1  See also: Swetz, 1 987. 
22 Moreover, we talk of the disciplining of the market. 
23 Law, for example competition law as analyzed by Dumez and Jeunemaitre in the 
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case of cement industry, obviously promotes the calculability of decisions by 

framing authorized actions and relations. 

24 In passing, Miller gives an example of these theoretical debates which take place ' 

in hybrid forums and which oppose those who are supposed to be theoreticians 

and those who are supposed to be practitioners. Rowland, for example, referred 

to discounting techniques as dangerous non sense and sheer insanity because the 
accountant should not lift the veil concealing the future. That Rowland ends up 
being wrong is not important. What is striking is that the theoretical �eflection 
encompasses all the actors. 

25 What the English word currency denotes so well. 

26 See: Mugnaini, 1994. 'We find here the variety of messages transmitted by bank 

notes and the power of these inscriptions to repersonalize what was a relationship 

between strangers.' Like a prostitute who admitted: 'That evening I loved you 

naturally. Not you though; you did it . . .  and when you switched on the light , 

again you gave me the usual hundred lire note. I wrote the day and the date on it' 

(Eduardo de Filippo, Filumena Marturano (I Capolavoir di Eduardo), Turin, 

Einaudi, 1973, t. 1 P 332). 
27 For a complete demonstration see: Thomas, 199 1 .  

2 8  DiMaggio talks of framing rules t o  account for the different logics: those which 

calculate and those which do not calculate. He discovers half the solution with his 

notion of framing, but immediately loses it with the notion of rules. Yes, it is a 

matter of framing, but of framing heterogeneous arrangements. 

29 Or in scientific institutions. For a complete demonstration see: Law, 1994. 
30 We recall here the analyses proposed by R. Boyer who distinguishes four types of 

capitalist economies corresponding to four different modes of state regulation of 
the economy: market capitalism (eg, the UK), meso-corporatist capitalism (eg, 
Japan), social-democratic capitalism (eg, Sweden) and latin capitalism (eg, Italy 
and France). 

31 We have seen how the zero degree of calculation-the gift--corresponds tot the 
total externalization of relations. Everything is entanglement. 

32 It is striking to note that hedging, which is the word used by the actors them

selves (eg, hedging a bet) is a perfect synonym for framing. 

33 As indicated, the movement is circular. By making use of mathematics, econom

ics provides the economy with calculating tools. This, in turn, enables economics 

to calculate the laws resulting from the composition of calculations made by cal

culating agencies. On the explanation of the mathematization of economics by 

economic agents' use of mathematical tools, see Porter (Porter, 1995). 
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The proliferation of social currencies1 

Viviana A. Zelizer 

In 1 9 1 3, the Secretary of Agriculture wrote to some 35,000 farm . 
women asking them how his department could 'better meet the 
needs of farm housewives' .  It was not so much the hard work that 
bothered them, responded many wives, but rather as one Michigan 
woman explained, 'when the hard-earned chicken money saved little 
by little goes to buy farm seed, pay the hired men or pay for fertil- . 
izer, that is what wears her out'. As a New York wife reported, the 
members of her church society had agreed that 'the first need of the 
rural wife is a stated income ( . . .  ) This would enable her to install 
up-to-date labour-saving devices ( . . .  ) and obtain clothes when 
needed, thereby saving the humiliation of asking for the money we 
have earned but don't get'. If a husband wanted a plough, a 
Washington farm wife complained, 'he would not think of asking 
his wife if he might buy it, while if his wife wants anything for use in :' 
the house she can ask and very often be told, "I cannot afford it." ' �' 
(Economic Needs of Farm Women, 1 9 1 5, pp. 1 1 ,  1 7  1 6). 

Within American farm households, husbands and wives thus dif
ferentiated their household monies and contested control over its 
various segments. The contest did not simply concern power; it con
cerned the definition of social relations within the household. 

What explains these differentiated and contested domestic monies? . .  : 
After all, the 19th-century American state had worked vigorously to ' 

eliminate distinctions among currencies by creating a single, standard- I 

ized national money. Consider for instance the 5,000 or more distinct.1, 
varieties of state bank notes circulating in the 19th century. Or the pri- . 1; 
vately issued tradesmen's and political tokens used as substitute cur" � 

rency in everyday transactions during the Civil War. Private gold: , 
coins were produced in California, Georgia, and other states. ' �. 

The government stepped in to make this private production 
monies illegal. It taxed thousands of state-issued paper currencies • 
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out of existence and suppressed the private issue of tokens, paper 
notes or coins by stores, businesses, churches, and other organiza
tions. The government moved as well against the personalization of 
money by individuals; it broadened definitions of counterfeiting 
and mutilation, pursuing for instance the popular 1 9th-century 
trompe l'oeil paintings of dollar bills. It even forbade the common 
practice of inscribing coins with sentimental messages. 

Social theorists and critics were convinced that the state had suc
ceeded in enforcing a single, homogeneous national currency. 
I ndeed, it is a powerful ideology of our time that money is a uni
tary, fungible, absolutely impersonal instrument; the very essence of 
our rationalizing modern civilization. Money's 'colourlessness' as 
Georg Simmel, ([1908] 1950, p.414) saw it at the turn of the 20th 
century, repainted the modern world into an 'evenly flat and gray 
tone'. All meaningful nuances were stamped out by the new quanti
tative logic that asked only 'how much' but not 'what and how' 
(Simmel, [ 1990] 1978, p.259). Or as Gertrude Stein ( 1936, p.88) put 
it more succinctly a few decades later: 'Whether you like it or 
whether you do not money is money and that is all there is about it'. 

Simmel and Stein saw only part of what was going on. The 19th 
century state was engaged in a losing battle. Although it did achieve a 
significant degree of standardization and monopolization in the physi
cal form of legal tender, its victory was temporary and partial. People 
continually disrupted monetary uniformity, furiously differentiating, 
earmarking, and even inventing new forms of monies. The modern 
consumer society turned the spending of money not only into a cen
t rat economic practice, but a dynamic, complex cultural and social 
uctivity. What should money buy, when, how often? Did the source of 
money matter? Who could spend properly and freely, who needed 
llUidelines, supervision, restrictions? New forms of earmarking money 
proliferated in many different settings, both within households and in 
public locations. Even prisons, for instance, debated the right kind of 
money for inmates. In general Americans differentiated their monies 
by the social relations in which they were involved. 

Thus, the forms of monetary earmarking multiplied just as offi
cial money became more uniform and generalized. This is the irony: 
while the state and the law worked to obtain a single national cur
rency, people actively created all sorts of monetary distinctions. 
Outside the world of printing and minting, however, people spent 
less energy on the adoption of different objects as currencies than 
on the creation of distinctions among the uses and meanings of 
existing currencies-that is, on earmarking. 
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This, I claim, is how money works: in order to make sense of their
complex and often chaotic social ties, people constantly innovate
and differentiate currencies, bringing different meanings to 
various exchanges. To make my argument on the earmarking 
monies, I examine changes in the public and private uses of m•>nf"v
in the United States between the 1 870s and 1930s, focusing on 
areas of social life which might seem most vulnerable to the dollar's
rationalization: domestic transactions, the bestowing of gifts, and
charity. Here of all places we should find the standardizing effects 
state money. Yet instead of homogeneity we discover a rich 
complex social economy. 

Money at home 

Let us consider domestic transfers. At the turn of the century,
money concerns increasingly permeated the American household,
As the consumer economy multiplied the number and attractiveness
of goods while at the same time the discretionary income o
American households rose, the proper allocation and disposition 
family income became an urgent and contested matter. 

Within their homes, families worked hard at earmarking their
monies. They bought the account ledgers and budget books rec:onll-
mended by experts to register their expenses carefully, or else
invented all sorts of strategies to differentiate the household's 
ple monies. Take for instance Mrs. M's system as she told it 
Woman's Home Companion in the early 1920s: 'I collected eight
little cans, all the same size, and pasted on them the following
words, in big letters: groceries, carfare, gas, laundry, rent, tithe;
savings, miscellaneous ( . . .  ) we speak of those cans now, as the 
eery can, carfare can, etc.' (Bradley, 1 923, p.7). Other families 
jars, china pitchers, envelopes, or boxes to distinguish their monies
physically, while some stashed the monies in stockings or 
mattresses and floorboards. In a parallel way, immigrants . .......... v._.,,. 
marked a portion of their hard-earned wages for transmission 
relatives back in their home villages. 

Or else families relied on a variety of outside institutions to 
keep and differentiate their monies, from regular or postal "'"'"''n '�.,
banks, school banks, to insurance companies, mutual aid so<;tet:tes.,
budget clubs, buildings and loans associations, war bonds, and 
installment payments. In many cases, this was not just "-'-''•u•uu•al.IVI .•
of homogeneous capital but differentiated savings, most rh··�.-n.<:>t.·�
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cally in the case of the 'summer vacation money' or 'Christmas 
money' deposited in the popular Christmas clubs or vacation clubs, 
which served as collective 'piggy banks'. 

Observers contended that organized budgeting would neatly 
rationalize household finances. But the domestic earmarking of 
monies was hardly a smooth accounting process. There was too 
much at stake in how the money was divided, for what, and by 
whom. As families increasingly depended on the cash wages 
brought in by the husband, it became more urgent and complex to 
negotiate husbands, wives' and children's claims to that money. To 
what extent did the husband's wage become a collective possession? 
Once his money entered the household who had the right to control 
it? Should husbands hand over all their salary to their wives, or how 
much could they keep for themselves? How much money should a 
wife receive and for which expenses? Was that money a gift from her 
husband or was a wife entitled to a particular share of the income? 
What about children: should they be given their own money to 
spend or was it their duty to earn it through household chores? 
How should children spend their money? 

This new 'tightened competition for the family income', as 
Robert Lynd ( 1932, p.90) described it, prompted a general revision 
of economic transfers within households, a search for appropriate 
domestic currencies for wives, husbands and children. But it was the 
housewife's money which became the most paradoxical, contested, 
und uncertain currency-precisely because relations between wives 
nnd other household members were in transition and at issue. As 
the tasks of shopping for household needs expanded, women took 
over most of them. Yet this increased financial role came without a 
salary and most often without even a fixed and dependable income. 
Indeed, turn-of-the-century wives, even those married to wealthy 
men, often found themselves without a dollar of their own. 

Worse still, women had lost most claims to the economic resources 
or the family. While the labour contributions of colonial wives were 
l'ccognized, the 19th-century domestication of housewives placed 
married women outside the productive economy (eg, see Folbre, 
1 991). No matter how hard they worked or how much their families 
depended on their labours, women's housework was defined-and 
vnlued-as a task of affect but hardly of material import. Thus when 
it came to the household's economic welfare, it was the husband's 
wage-work not the wife's housework that mattered. His money 
became hers only as his gift, not as her earned share of the income. 
Tcll ingly, her money even had a special vocabulary that set it apart 
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from ordinary cash: allowance, pin money, 'ogg money', 'butter 
money', spending money, pocket money, or 'dole' .  

Women's stratagems to extract some cash from their unforth
coming husbands fed jokes and vaudeville routines. But the domes
tic fiscal problem turned serious, forcing a difficult and controversial 
reevaluation of women's household money as well as of their earned 
income. To better understand what was at issue, we need to distin
guish among three possible ways of organizing monetary transfers 
of any kind; as compensation (direct exchange), as entitlement (the 
right to a share) and as gift (one person's voluntary bestowal on 
another). Each implies a different quality of social relations among . �  
the parties. With compensation, the parties are involved in an equal 
exchange of values, while money as an entitlement suggests legiti
mate claims to power and autonomy by the recipient. Money as a ' 
gift denotes intimacy but also the possibility of subordination and ' 
arbitrariness. For a long time women and advocates of women · . 
rights wrestled over which was supposed to be women's proper 
share of the family income. Until recently, these distinctions had ' 
attracted little attention from historians and economists of the fam� 
ily. Largely due to the predominant model of what Amartya Sen 
(1983) calls the 'glued-together family', questions about how money 
is divided among family members are seldom even asked. 

Family members thus struggled to redefine the relevant social 
relations, creating distinctive currencies for that purpose and 
employing a series of ingenious techniques for distinguishing cur- , 
rencies from each other. Implicitly they faced three issues: What 
were they distinguishing? On what grounds were they distinguish
ing? How did they make the distinctions? 

What were they distinguishing? Basically, they distinguished sig- . I  
nificantly different stocks and flows of  money: stocks in  the form of 
separate funds, inflows from different sources of income, outflows to 
different kinds of expenditure. On what grounds were they distin
guishing stocks and flows? Basically, they distinguished meaning
fully different social relations: relations to various providers of 1 
income, relations within households, relations to various recipients , 
of payments or beneficiaries of those payments. How did they make ' · 

the distinctions? They separated stocks and flows in two different · 
ways: by methods of allocation and by objects of expenditures. 
Methods included social routines within households that gave dif
ferent family members the power to offer, receive, store, conceal, 
transfer, or expend household funds, while objects of expenditure 
established the range of acceptable uses for domestic funds. 
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As to methods of allocation, in the hierarchically structlli'Od 
l 'umi ly, husbands gave wives part of their income. Upper and 
middle-class wives received an irregular dole, or more rarely, a regu-
111 1' allowance from their husbands for housekeeping expenses, 
Including household goods and clothing. Working-class wives, on 
t he other hand, were given their husbands' paychecks and were 
expected to administer and distribute the family money. The 
ll lllOUnt of money wives received was not determined by the effi
ciency or even the quantity of their domestic contributions but by 
pl'cvalent beliefs of what was a proper amount. Therefore, a larger 
pnycheck for the husband need not translate into a rise in the 
housekeeping allowance. On the basis of gender economics, it might 
In fact simply increase a husband's personal money. 

Legally, domestic money was a husband's property. Even if a 
woman managed to save some money from her housekeeping 
expenses the law ultimately considered that money as her husband's 
pmperty. For instance, in 19 14, when Charles Montgomery sued his 
wife, Emma, for the $618 . 12  she had saved from household expenses 
during their 25 years of marriage, Justice Blackman of Brooklyn's 
Supreme Court ruled for the husband, arguing that 'not matter how 
careful and prudent has been the wife, if the money ( . . .  ) belonged 
lo the husband it is still his property' (New York Times, Dec. 1 6, 
1 914, p.22). Thus a wife's channels to additional cash were limited 
to a variety of persuasion techniques: asking, cajoling, downright 
begging, or even practicing sexual blackmail. If these techniques 
failed, there was also a repertoire of underground financial strate
gies, ranging from home pocket picking to padding bills. 

Changes in gender relations influenced the method of allocation 
of married women's money. As women's consumer role expanded at 
the beginning of the 20th century, the traditional 'dole' or asking 
method became not only inefficient but also inappropriate in 
increasingly egalitarian marriages. Yet monetary compensation of a 
housewife's domestic labour was an unacceptable alternative. Late 
1 9th- and early 20th-century earnings statutes which first granted 
women rights to their own labour, also opened up the legal possibil
ity of wages for housework. Did women's right to their earnings 
include money earned from housekeeping? Some feminists were say
ing yes, but the courts responded with an emphatic no: the law 
awarded wives' a right to income from their 'personal laqour' for 
third parties, but not for household labour performed for spouse or 
family. Courts, Reva Siegel ( 1994A: 2 18 1 )  tells us in a pathbreaking 
account of legal resistance to monetizing domestic work, 'were uni-
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form in their conviction that the statutes, not matter how phrased, 
could not be construed to allow interspousal contracts regarding a 
wife's household labour'. Monetary compensation for domestic 
work, courts feared, would 'transform the marriage relationship 
into a market relationship', and the wife into a servant or worse 
still, a prostitute (Siegel, 1994A: 2140, 2 19 1 ,  see also Siegel, 
1994B).2 

The weekly or monthly allowance-an entitlement to a portion of' 
the domestic income-was praised by social commentators as a 
more equitable method of allocation for wives' income than a gift or 
compensation. Yet allowances were in turn later condemned by the 
home-efficiency experts of the 1920s and 30s as an unsatisfactory 
payment for modern wives. The joint account emerged as the new 
cultural ideal. As social relations between husbands and wives 
changed, so did the forms of domestic payment. 

A wife's money was further earmarked by its objects of expendi
ture. Wives' money meant housekeeping money, a necessary allot
ment restricted to family expenses and excluding personal spending 
money. Pocket money was a budgetary expectation for husbands 
and children, but not for wives. Gender marked the uses of women's 
money even when their income was earned. Women's income was 
still earmarked as separate and treated differently. Among farm 
families, for instance, women's egg money and butter money were 
distinguished from husbands' wheat money or corn money, and 
used for different purposes. In the 1920s and 30s, as more married 
women entered the labour force, their earnings, regardless of the 
sums involved, were treated as 'pin money' categorized as supple
mentary income, used for the family's extra expenses, or earmarked 
by more affiuent couples as discretionary 'fun' money. A wife's pin 
money, regardless of its quantity, remained a more frivolous, less 
serious earning than her husband's wages. 

The same sort of earmarking appeared elsewhere in household 
social relations, indeed in the relations between households and the 
world outside. Ties to third parties-employers, relatives, authori
ties, and, of course, children-strongly affected the ways that house
hold members organized their uses of money. 

Families thus constructed distinct forms of monies shaped by a 
powerful domestic culture and by changing social relations between 
husbands and wives, parents and children. As a matter of fact, simi
lar changes in currencies appeared outside the family, for instance in 
gift exchanges and charitable donations, as individuals and organi
zations invented an extensive array of currencies, ranging from 
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money gifts, gift certificates, remittances, to tips, penny provident 
savings, mother's pensions, and food stamps. People sorted ostensi
bly homogeneous legal tender into distinct categories, and they 
created other currencies that lacked backing from the state. 

Future currencies 

As we reach the turn of the 2 1 st century, the transformation of 
money persists. To be sure the forms of legal tender have changed 
and the uses of money multiplied. Yet there is no sign that people 
are relinquishing the earmarking of their multiple monies. In the 
case of contemporary households, a wide range of evidence indi
cates that monetary differentiations areas prevalent as ever. For 
example, cognitive anthropologist Jean Lave (1988, pp. 1 32-3) tells 
us how Orange County, California residents segregate their monies 
for special uses by keeping a variety of household 'cash stashes': 
'generally one in the billfold of each adult, children's allowances and 
piggy banks, a "petty cash" fund in a teapot-equivalent'-or with 
'banked stashes of money', including Christmas club savings and 
accounts designated for special expenditures such as property or 
other taxes, vacations, home and car insurance payments. 

True, with new internationalized and electronic currencies, the 
scope of earmarking may increase and techniques for earmarking 
will vary, but differentiation persists. Agencies far outside of the 
range of government-banks, universities, transportation compa
nies, commercial firms, utilities, and even Club Med-are creating 
their own forms of electronically mediated money. From the view
point of the creators of money, important distinctions are emerging 
among four types of electronic currency: first, Internet currencies 
such as Digicash and Cybercash which transfer value from one 
financial agency to another; second, cards that establish a debt on 
the part of the user, such as the standard credit cards; third, cards 
that transfer a given person's money from one category to another 
for example from a bank account into cash, such as automated 
teller cards and what are coming to be known as debit cards; and 
fourth, those stored-value cards that users purchase for special pur
poses, such as . cards for telephones or public transportation. 
Agencies such as universities, to be sure, are producing a combina
tion of these categories as in the cards that students now use to pay 
for a wide variety of services-access to the library, computer facili
ties, vending machines, meals, and including tuition-as well as to 
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receive scholarship money and other income. (For information on 
recent electronic banking innovations, see Mayer, 1997.) 

Indeed, with the explosion of personal computers people's capac
ity to create and segregate new currencies is expanding even faster 
than any standardization of international money. From the view 
point of users, however, the major distinctions still concern the cate
gory of social relation involved with the payment and its meaning; 
for example, the distinction between remittances of currencies ·by 
migrants to their relatives back home and their payment of a home 
mortgage to a bank. 

If my analysis is correct, people and organizations will take 
advantage of the new forms not to make all monetary transactions 
uniform but to innovate earmarking strategies. Significantly, even 
the bills of Europe's projected European Currency Unit (ECU), 
carefully designed to avoid 'national bias' -they will feature. no 
people or words, only images of non-existent, anonymous bridges 
and monuments-will still retain a small space for each country to 
print its own national symbol (Andrews, 1 996:35-6). 

The vision of a fully commoditized society is no more than a 
mirage. Money has not become the free, neutral, and dangerous 
destroyer of social relations. As the world becomes more complex, 
some things do of course standardize and globalize, but as long
distance connections proliferate, for individuals everywhere life and 
its choices become more, rather than less intricate. As the case of 
domestic money illustrates, earmarking currencies is one of the 
ways in which people make sense of their complicated social ties, 
bringing different meanings to their varied exchanges. That is why 
we can expect new forms of earmarking to multiply with social 
change. To the extent that money does become more prominent in 
social life, people will segregate, differentiate, label, decorate, and 
particularize it to meet their complex social needs. 

Notes 

1 This is a revised version of 'The Creation of Domestic Currencies', American 
Economic Review Papers and Proceedings 84 (May 1994): 1 38-142. For more 
extensive documentation concerning the multiple uses of money, see my The Social 
Meaning of Money (Basic Books, 1994); 'Payments and Social Ties', ( 1996); and 
'How Do We Know Whether a Monetary Transaction is a Gift, an Entitlement, or 
Compensation?' ( 1998). For some recent treatments of the relationship between 
money and social processes see: Bloch, 1994; Dodd, 1994; Guyer, 1995; Helleiner, 
1996; Mizruchi and Stearns, 1994; Radin, 1996; Shell, 1995; Thirft and Leyshon, 
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1994; Wuthnow, 1994. On the domestic economy, Lundberg and Pollak, 1 996; 
Schwartz, 1994; Singh, 1996, 1998. For related work on categorical distinctions 
and symbolic boundaries, see Bourdieu, 1984; Zerubavel, 1991 ;  Lamont, 1992; 
Tilly, 1998. 

2 For a provocative critical overview of the persistent and widespread legal resis
tance to monetary compensation of wives' domestic labour, see Silbaugh, 1996. 
See also Williams (1994) on how courts' 'commodification anxiety' affects current 
divorce settlements. 
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Markets as cultures: an ethnographic 
approach 

Mitchel Y. Abolafia 

The microeconomics textbook that I used as an undergraduate 
defined a market as 'a group of firms or individuals that are in 
touch with each other in order to buy or sell some good' 
(Mansfield, 1 972). The book went on to explain the abstract magic 
of the pricing mechanism under conditions of perfect and imperfect 
competition. Looking back, it's the 'in touch with each other' that 
catches my eye. Although my textbook was encyclopedic on the 
forces of supply and demand, it was rather vague in its description 
of the process of economic exchange. But when people are 'in touch 
with each other' they are socially embedded in a network of impor
tant social relations and culturally embedded in a meaning system 
of norms, rules and cognitive scripts. The transaction is not a simple 
dyadic exchange. Its outcome is a reflection of the social and cul
tural as well as economic, forces shaping it. These forces determine 
who may transact with whom, how bids and offers will be co
ordinated, when and where they may transact, how the commodity 
is defined and a variety of other conditions of transaction that 
affect buyers and sellers. 

In this chapter I will focus on markets as cultures. 1 The phrase 'mar
kets as cultures' is meant to denote that as loci of repeated interaction/ 
transaction, markets exhibit their own distinct set of mutual under
standings. These understandings are both enabling and restraining; ie, 
market participants use them both to pursue their interests and to 
limit the range of alternatives available to each other. These under
standings emerge in interaction but become institutionalized. As such, 
they tend toward persistence and become resources in market partici
pant's capacity to act. Nevertheless, market culture is not fixed. It is 
because market culture must be continually reproduced through 
exchange relations that it is vulnerable to change. We will examine 
some of the forces precipitating change in market culture. 
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The markets as cultures approach focuses on three areas of 
research: constitutive rules and roles, local rationality, and the 
dynamics of power and change. I will explore each of these in the 
next three sections of the chapter. In a fourth section I will discuss 
methodological issues involved in studying markets as cultures 
using an ethnographic approach. Throughout the chapter I will use 
examples from my own ethnographic studies in the stock, bond, 
and futures markets on Wall Street (see Abolafia, 1 996a). 

Constitutive rules and roles 

The greatest advantage in conceiving markets as cultures is that it 
enables one to overcome the atomized view of markets in which 
masses of individuals engage in frictionless2 transaction. It allows 
the analyst to explore the consequence of repeated transaction, ie, 
the construction of institutionalized relationships and systems of 
meaning. Through repeated interaction market participants develop 
expectations about appropriate behaviour and scripts for the perfor
mance of roles. It is through these rules and roles that participants 
constitute the market. 

In this view markets are not created at the moment of interaction, 
nor are existing rules and roles the only ones that could have devel
oped in efficient markets. Rather, these constitutive rules and roles 
are produced by the repeated interaction of powerful interests com
peting for control. The market i� a reflection of this ongoing compe
tition. Shifts in the balance of power within a market determine 
who may design or redesign the rules and role relationships. Going 
further, this competition is shaped by the political, economic and 
regulatory environments of the market. Thus, although market 
participants may all be self-interested rational maximizers, they 
enact differing market cultures depending on internal and external 
pressures. 

Constitutive rules 

The cultural analyst of markets will find that market makers, those 
actors who buy and sell in a market on a continuous and frequent 
basis, are guided by numerous informal and formal rules. Many of 
these rules are regulative rules designed to govern the pursuit of 
self-interest. 3 For example, on the trading floor of the New York 
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Stock Exchange (NYSE) I found that traders operate under the 
'rule of agency' ie, that the customer's order always get executed 
before the market maker's at any given price. It is a straightfor
ward prescription involving monitoring and sanctions. It is a rule 
that is strictly enforced because incentive to violate is high. In fact, 
this enforcement was externally imposed by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission in the 1 960s because of widespread earlier 
violations. 

On the other hand, the NYSE traders frequently talked about 
price integrity. This is a constitutive rule that says that price must be 
determined by open competition in which all bids and offers are 
exposed to the market. This rule explains how a market should be 
constructed. Its consequence is that market makers maintain a sys
tem in which all bids and offers in a particular stock are sent to a 
centralized spot where they can be matched. The traders' assump
tion that this is the only appropriate (fair) way to constitute a mar
ket is reflected in the following quotes from market makers on the 
floor. 'Fair pricing is exposing all bids and offers to the market. The 
method of price discovery, which is what we do for a living, has cre
ated a price that has more integrity than those prices created any
where else in the world. '  Another said, 'The value that the Stock 
Excha.nge brings is to have all the fairness of execution, where all 
the orders are competing with each other. The best price.' The nor
mative, proud, and righteous tone is unmistakable. 'You have an 
actual two-legged buyer meeting an actual two-legged legitimate 
seller. And that has to be fair by the nature of the beast.' Traders 
are often indignant that this constitutive rule is not shared by 
traders in competing over-the-counter markets. 

Although many constitutive rules, like the rule of price integrity, 
are based on norms and values about what is appropriate, there is a 
second, more tacit kind of constitutive rule that is based on institu
tionalized scripts that are taken for granted. Traders on the floor of 
the New York Stock Exchange take for granted that all trading 
occurs on 'the floor', that all bids and offers not at the current price 
will be placed in 'the book',4 and that transactions go 'on the tape'5 
as soon as humanly possible. These rules are part of the orthodoxy 
of the Exchange community. New recruits learn them by imitating 
what is already common practice. These are the scripts by which the 
market is reproduced on a daily basis. To members of the culture, 
these assumptions are beyond question. There is little fear of rule 
violation because everyone agrees that this is how the market is 
made. 
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Constitutive roles 

In addition to the rultts that constitute the market, the cultural ana
lyst will find that market makers have constructed rich social identi
ties that have come to define the behaviour and interaction of role 
incumbents. Rather than the calculative unit actor described by 
economists, we see an astute participant suing a toolkit of strategies 
that is culturally available in the market. These strategies are learned. 
by recruits for successful role performance. As new recruits are 
socialized by veterans, the scripts begin to define what is valued and 
to have a taken-for-granted character. Like police, physicians, and 
gangsters, market-makers employ these identity tools to reduce 
uncertainty and risk in their environment and to maximize survival. 

In my research in the bond market between 1987 and 1 989, I 
studied traders at four of the ten largest investment banks on Wall 
Street. Very early in my fieldwork I was struck by the repeated use 
among traders of the words 'entrepreneur' and 'entrepreneurial' to 
describe themselves. My first reaction was that I was standing in a 
room with two or three hundred traders and salesmen employed by 
a large, publicly traded corporation. In what sense were these 
people entrepreneurs? Over the ensuing weeks I came to understand 
that 'entrepreneur' was an identity through which they constituted 
their role performance. It defined how traders related to each other 
in their transactions and how they thought of themselves. The iden
tity consists of strategies that are a caricature of the spirit of capital
ism described by Weber. These strategies include self-reliance, 
emotional control, risk taking, heightened materialism and oppor
tunism. 

Traders are very clear that they are expected to be self-reliant. 
'It's a very entrepreneurial business. No one is going to help you 
make money. They're too busy helping themselves.' Traders sit in a 
room full of other traders transacting with the market through the 
telephone and computer networks. Said another trader, 'I don't 
really feel like I can rely on anybody here. That's the way this busi
ness is. You've got to rely on yourself.' Such statements define both 
actors and action. They describe an impersonal environment in 
which trust and co-operation are nearly absent. This is in noted 
contrast to traders at the New York Stock Exchange where traders 
transact face to face and talk about trust and building relationships 
with customers. 

A second component of the bond trader's toolkit is emotional 
control. The bond traders' ideal is the trader who is disciplined, 
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cool-headed, and focused. Traders engage in a continuous stream of 
fateful decisions involving millions of dollars. They characterize 
their work as exciting, risky and stressful. 'There's depnitely a high 
degree of excitement. The pace is very fast. The stakes are high.' The 
culturally approved response to these conditions is an unflappable 
demeanour. As one explained, 'I have a first rule of survival: not to 
become too personally involved in the market. Otherwise you can 
get caught up in fighting this thing and you can't win.' Such expres
sions of emotional distance are made to confirm the trader's own 
sense of control as well as reflect it to whomever may be watching. 

Risk-seeking is a third major component of the trader identity. 
The risk-seeking identity is a complex one to manage. At the same 
time that traders see themselves as disciplined and cool-headed, 
they see themselves as game for action. It suggests that market
making combines elements of both nerve and fear. 'You've got to 
keep your position balanced. You've got to be in a situation so that 
no one trade can take you out. You've got to be viable to play 
tomorrow.' Market makers in different industries are bound to 
enact different levels of risk-seeking. In the traders' identity, risk 
seeking is what GotTman (1967) called 'a practical gamble'. 

A fourth component in the identity is the strategic use of guile. 
Traders referred to this kind of behaviour as 'aggressive'. It con
notes action in which the trader uses his advantage to deceiv.e a 
trading partner. My informants told stories about 'laying off bonds' 
on customers and 'showing a bid in the street' when you had no 
intention of buying at that price. These and other strategies were 
scripts learned by the role incumbents that reproduced the kind of 
opportunistic bond markets that were prevalent in the 1 980s. 

The purpose of these strategies is the pursuit of unabashed materi
alism as a status indicator. Bond traders are very clear about what 
constitutes a skilled role performance. 'Money is everything in this 
business. Whatever money you make is what you're worth.' Unlike 
high tech markets where market makers tie their identity to innova
tion, or service industries, such as restaurants, where it is tied to cus
tomer satisfaction, bond traders sanctify heightened materialism. 
Money, and what it can be used to acquire, provide an identity that 
prevails over charisma, physical attractiveness, or sociability as the 
arbiter of success and power on the bond trading floor. But it is not 
the money itself that is important, rather it is the status and approval 
it brings among peers that is at the heart of the identity. As a result, 
the unfettered pursuit of wealth is deemed appropriate and scruples 
which might deter market makers in other industries are unnecessary. 
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Constitutive rules and roles will vary from market to market. 
There will be different rules for auction markets, wholesale markets, 
and retail markets. The roles of brokers and dealers, buyers and sell
ers will differ. We expect that in some markets participants will be 
more self-reliant, in others more co-operative. Some will be highly 
opportunistic, others more trusting. Using the markets as cultures 
approach, the analyst discovers the different rules and roles by 
which participants construct their market and the conditions under- . 
lying these differences. 

Local rationality 

Economists, and in particular financial economists, treat rationality 
as a cultural universal. As such it is explained as part of human 
nature. The markets-as-cultures perspective treats rationality as a 
community-based, context-dependent cultural form. Rationality on 
the trading floor is different from the rationality of cattle dealers or 
auto dealers. A cultural approach endeavours to identify context 
specific cognitive limits and socially constructed local forms of 
rationality. The ethnographer explores the market participants' con
struction of the decision making process and the individual as well 
as social means of establishing value in the marketplace. 

Market makers in financial markets might seem to fit the econo
mist's ideal type of decision-maker, using an extraordinarily rich 
flow of information in the unbridled pursuit of gain. Bond, stock, 
and futures traders come closer than expected to the self-interested, 
perfectly informed, rational maximizer portrayed in the finance liter
ature on market makers; nevertheless they are cognitive and social 
beings, and as a result, imperfect information processors who are 
susceptible to habit, custom, and the institutionalized myths of trad
ing. Observation and interviews reveal that market makers in stock, 
bond, and futures markets construct local forms of rationality out of 
the resources and conditions in which they are embedded. Even in 
the highly rationalized world of financial markets, conditions of 
uncertainty, ambiguity, and institutionalization elicit adaptations. 

Local rationality in a market culture can be understood by 
exploring the decision tools used by the market makers. Decision 
tools are the scripts created by decision makers for coping with the 
uncertainty and ambiguity in their environment (see Abolafia, 
1996b, for a more detailed discussion). These tools become institu
tionalized so that they are available to all participants in a particu-
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lar market context. Individuals learn to depend on these tools when 
faced with market decisions of consequence. In my study of bond 
traders, decision tools were manifest as habits or ritualized customs 
that are tacitly but continuously invoked throughout the trading 
day. The most important decision tools in the bond market involve 
stylized versions of vigilance and intuitive judgment. 

Vigilance involves the ability to search and assimilate a broad 
range of information that one expects may be useful in decision mak
ing. In bond trading, vigilance consists of several related elements: 
sorting, networking, and establishing value. The first step in  vigilance 
is sorting. The volume of information available is so overwhelming 
that a subsidiary industry has grown up to supply information and 
analysis of market trends to traders. Every trader must sort through 
both the numbers and their multiple interpretations. Traders often 
favour a particular brand or fashion in interpretation and become 
'chartists',6 'fundamentalists'7 or followers of some other interpreta
tion. Most develop a routinized sorting procedure to cover their 
favoured sources of information. This procedure is enacted daily 
prior to the start of trading and continues throughout the day. 

Once information has been gathered and sorted, traders employ a 
networking routine to see how others are perceiving the same or dif
ferent information. They are in contact with a network of brokers, 
traders, salespeople, economists, and informants in government agen
cies. Traders are generally aware that it is not the correctness of the 
interpretation that counts, but rather the degree to which others will 
read the same information the same way. Establishing value is the 
final step in the script for vigilance. It is the local term for making an 
estimate of where a bond 'ought to be' in terms of price. As Smith 
(1989) notes, in this kind ofhighly liquid market, recent transactions 
are among the most important sources of information for establish
ing value. There are also norms and myths about appropriate price 
movement over time and the influence of movement in one instru
ment on another that shape process of establishing value. 

The scripts for vigilance reflect the analytic inclinations of market 
makers. Sorting, networking, and establishing value are common 
strategies which each market maker can describe in some detail 
because of their habitual repetition. In practice, these tools orient 
the traders toward each other creating competing or shared inter
pretations of where the market has been and where it is going. On 
the basis of their understanding of these interpretations, individual 
traders decide when and how to transact in the market. Sometimes 
this leads to herd-like behaviour or a contrarian reaction to the 
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herd, but more often the data are equivocal and the interpretations' 
predictive ability uncertain. As a result, analytic routines do not 
complete the repertoire of decision tools used by market makers. As 
my subjects were quick to tell me, '(trading) is not a science, it's an 
art'. No prescription exists. Rather it is learned, usually during a 
lengthy apprenticeship. As another subject said, 'Traders cannot put 
into words what they've done . . .  They have a knack'. That knack is 
intuitive judgment. The market-maker develops an abstract sense of· 
how the market reacts under various conditions. These abstractions 
or images are developed through watching others transact by trans
acting and by reliance on market folklore. 

Intuitive judgment is most likely to be found under conditions of 
high uncertainty. In the end, indicators, reports, and networking 
cannot predict the direction of prices with certainty. Final decisions 
are ultimately based on intuitive judgment about a particular trans
action. The environment in which market-makers operate is both 
uncertain and ambiguous. The uncertainty comes from both the 
cognitive limits of the individual and the time constraints set by the 
flow of transactions in the market. The flow of information about 
the market cannot be fully assimilated. Recruits learn that they 
must develop 'the knack' or fail. Although researchers, unless they 
are participants, may never fully understand intuitive judgment, 
they can map market-makers' images and the conditions shaping 
them. In this way, the craft of market making can be made less mys
terious. The economists' assumption of rational maximizing can be 
replaced by the empirical description of local rationality. 

Decision tools are moulded from the context in which the mar
ket-makers work. Different forms of vigilance and intuitive judg
ment, as well as different decision tools, are too be expected in other 
markets. The manner in which different industries organize infor
mation, even what they deem to be useful information, is highly 
variable. The age of an industry, its technology, the education level 
of its market-makers and its degree of competitiveness all help to 
shape the decision tools it uses. Computerization and globalization 
are important forces for change here, but because market-making is 
a craft, historic methods of establishing value are likely to persist. 

Dynamics of power and change 

Constitutive rules and local rationalities are created by market
makers and, in turn, come to shape their behaviour. In the process, 
stable and orderly markets are enacted. But rules, roles, and even 
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rationalities are not immutable. Existing market culture reflects the 
efforts of powerful market actors to shape and control their envi
ronment even as it is shaping and controlling them. These efforts do 
not go unopposed. Groups within the market, based on such fac
tors as market segment, region, or the buy or sell side of the market, 
compete for the ability to define the culture. Those groups with the 
most power will have the greatest influence in reconfiguring of rules, 
roles, and rationalities. The probability that any group's strategic 
change effort will succeed is strongly influenced by the action or 
inaction of control agents in the environment such as industry orga
nizations and government regulatory agencies. 

The dynamics of power and change in market cultures occur in 
the context of institutional pressures. At the lowest level is the indi
vidual trader. As we have seen, although individual traders are dri
ven by self-interest, they are also culturally embedded in a system of 
rules and roles that is the product of their interaction. The toolkit 
from which these rules and roles are drawn defines the range of cul
turally sanctioned behaviours in the market. Competition and con
flict amongst groups in the market may create pressure for change in 
rules and roles. 
Just above this level is the kind of informal and formal self-regulation 
imposed by membership in the market's reputational networks and 
its industry and trade groups. In many markets, participants have 
organized to interact regularly over standards, lobbying, and other 
collective goods. Finally, governments have a role in culture change. 
As we can see in the events surrounding the tobacco industry in the 
last years of the 20th century, government can have a strong influence 
on changes in the rules, roles, and local rationalities of a market. 

But none of these levels of institutional pressure can be perfectly 
predictive of when and how culture will change. Market-makers are 
likely to resist outside efforts and the market power of the resistor 
will be an important determinant of the success of the resistance. 
Cultural change may result from internal power dynamics or as an 
adaptation to environmental change. One type of culture change 
involves the redefinition of opportunism, those gray areas at the 
boundaries of acceptable behaviour. My research in stock, bond, 
and futures markets suggest that these markets go through cycles of 
opportunism, periods when the definition of how much guile will be 
tolerated rises and falls. The cycles are tied to changing economic 
and political conditions, but these changes are not perfectly predic
tive. At times, powerful coalitions have successfully resisted culture 
change despite strong environmental pressures. 
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A rather dramatic example of culture change comes from the mar
ket makers at the New York Stock Exchange. We will divide our story 
into two periods: pre- and post-change. The pre-change period runs 
from the 1930s to the 1960s. During this period, specialists, ie, mar
ket-makers on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, continued 
the floor culture that had existed prior to the crash of 1929. Even 
after the establishment of the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) in 1934, specialists still frequently traded ahead of their cus-. 
tomers and used the information available to them for personal 
advantage. When the chair of the SEC, William 0. Douglas, declared 
that specialists could no longer be both brokers and dealers the 
Exchange threatened to close and the SEC backed off. Specialists 
enjoyed unchallenged power on the floor from the 1930s to the 1950s 
and the culture reflected their unimpeded self-interest. 

The post-change period begins with a major market decline. The 
decline in 1962 was not as substantial as the crash of 1 929, but the 
controversy over specialists' power was rekindled. The SEC found 
that specialists had not performed their market-stabilizing function. 
As a result, explicit rules for specialists were developed. Over the 
course of the 1 960s and 1970s the specialists power at the Exchange 
eroded as institutional investors came to dominate trading. As 
specialists lost their power at the transactional level, they were no 
longer able to fight rules and regulation. Securities firms and the 
institutional investors who were their customers demanded better 
service from the market makers. By the early 1 990s, when I was on 
the floor, the market culture had dramatically shifted to rule rever
ence and customer service. 

Ethnography in market settings 

Gaining access 

Ethnographic research on the production and reproduction of mar
ket culture is inherently difficult. In most sectors of advanced capi
talist economies, market-making is the province of corporate elites. 
They make the highly consequential buy and sell decisions that 
determine the success of their organizations. They generally have 
power and status that derive from their position in these organiza
tions. Like other elites, they are insulated from observation and pro
tective of their time. The researcher must often pass through 
several levels of gate-keepers to gain access and may be rebuffed at 
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any level.8 Market-makers can let you in or keep you out and once 
you're in, you can still be asked to leave at any time. It is easy to see 
why elites are rarely the target of ethnography. Most ethnography is 
done among the poor, the powerless, the deviant, and in the less 
developed societies. 

My three studies in stock, bond and futures markets reflect three 
different modes of access and the three different types of data that 
these mode of access yield. My initial interest in and access to the 
futures market was through a childhood friend who happened to be 
a lawyer at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission in 
Washington. As a result, this study was initially limited to the 
analysis of legal documents from court and regulatory proceedings 
and interviews with the regulators and defense lawyers involved in 
the cases. The thousands of pages of documents opened up a world 
of descriptive information about the arcane business of futures trad
ing. I soon learned that regulatory agency libraries and court filings 
were treasure troves of untapped documentary evidence on the 
behaviour of economic actors. When I approached the futures 
exchanges at which the events in these cases had transpired, hoping 
for access to the floor, I was rebuffed. At this point, in 1979, futures 
markets were hypersensitive from negative publicity and newly 
enhanced regulation. Several years later, after I began publishing in 
the area of futures markets, one of the exchanges became more hos
pitable. I was given access to the floor and interviews were arranged 
with a broad cross section of traders.9 

Access for my study of bond markets proved significantly easier. 
In 1983 I moved to the business school at Cornell University. By 
1987 the bond market was the fastest growing market on Wall Street 
and masters of business administration (MBA) students were clam
ouring to get jobs at the investment banks where bonds were traded. 
I was able to use contacts with my current and former students to 
gain entrance to bond trading floors at four major banks. In each 
case a managing director approved my project after a short inter
view. Only one firm refused me access, although they kept calling 
for a copy of my findings. At each bank the understanding was that 
I would arrange 1 5  to 20 interviews with traders of my own choice. 
The traders could, of course, decline to participate. The traders 
were chosen in consultation with my former students based on 
criteria of age, tenure, years trading, and area of specialization. 
Interviews were generally done on the trading floor after hours and 
during slow periods in the trading day. Less formal conversations 
continued in restaurants and bars. 
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It was only at the New York Stock Exchange that I gained the 
kind of unlimited access for which ethnographers yearn and that 
extended observation requires. The initial contact was provided by 
an alumni that I met at a business school cocktail party. He was 
introduced as a specialist (market-maker) at the New York Stock 
Exchange. After learning about my previous research, he graciously 
invited me to the floor of NYSE. After a morning on the floor with 
him and his staff, he introduced me to the man who would become 
my key informant and supporter. This man believed that the culture 
of the floor was changing and wanted someone to document it: He 
had been at the Exchange for over 20 years, served on many gover
nance committees, and was able to introduce me to a cross-section 
of the floor community. I was his guest on the floor for several 
months, observing from his post, until a trader who served on the 
Board of Trustees became aware of my presence, objected to it, and 
brought it to the attention of the Board. They voted to allow me to 
stay providing a permanent floor pass and a large office in the eco
nomic research department on the seventeenth floor. I was 'in' or as 
one anthropologist described it, the natives had built me a hut. 
With this degree of access my fieldnotes soon supplanted interviews 
as the major source of data. 

For me, the key to success in gaining access to market-makers has 
been in making and aggressively using connections. Market-makers 
wanted to know that I was credible and trustworthy. They needed . 
assurance that I wasn't there to steal proprietary information or to 
write a sensationalistic account that would reflect poorly on them, 
their occupation, or their market. My university affiliation was not 
sufficient. A personal connection was needed to open the door. My 
MBA students, alumni, and a personal friend served this function. 
Informants often questioned me about these connections on first 
meeting and made reference to them thereafter. I was often 
described as being a friend or professor of 'X'. My list of previous 
contacts signalled that I was connected. At NYSE everyone knew 
who my key informant was and it was his credibility that took me a 
long way until the Exchange approved my presence. 

Establishing rapport 

Although the researcher may have gained access, a successful pro
ject is not assured. As mentioned above, market-makers possess a 
wealth of information that they deem proprietary. They and their 
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organizations have spent considerable resources to gather market 
data, formulate a strategy, and implement it. They are likely to be 
highly protective of that information and somewhat suspicious of 
your motives. The researcher must convince the market-maker that 
his or her motives are innocent (scientific rather than commercial or 
muck-raking), that the project is important enough to be worth 
their time, and ultimately that the researcher is capable of 'getting it 
right' .  The quality of the ethnography is contingent on the extent to 
which rapport is established. 

I found that people on the trading floor generally knew about me 
before I met them. I discovered that my prospective informant usu
ally knew my institutional affiliation, who my connection was, and 
the theme of my study. It was extremely important then that the 
theme of the study, as they understood it, was something they found 
interesting and worthy of their time. In presenting the study I 
always looked for a broad frame that would be considered useful or 
important. Within that frame I was able to pursue a wide variety of 
questions. Since market-makers feel grossly misunderstood, it was 
not that hard to convince them a serious study was a good thing. 
More difficult was getting them to trust that I could get it right. A 
significant number of my informants initially expressed doubt that I 
could. 'I've seen too many journalists come down here looking for a 
story and getting it all wrong.' Accounts in the press frequently mis
interpret their job and its functions. A popular book written in the 
70s, Wall Street Jungle was premised on a misinterpretation of their 
function and its consequences for the market. My response to this 
was both direct and indirect. I told them that I planned to make 
repeated visits to the floor over several years and to interview 
widely. I also showed through my questions that I had taken the 
time to learn technical aspects of their work and that I was familiar 
with current issues in their occupational community. 

I went to great lengths to give a convincing performance that 
would build trust. I began by taking a course to become a futures 
trader. At the end of the course I took a national exam and received 
certification. I also sat in on courses in finance from my colleagues, 
scoured the financial press every morning for stories about the mar
ket I was studying, and spent time with key informants off the floor. 
At the beginning of each study I started by working with a small 
group of market-makers that generally included my students and 
their friends until I became confident and conversant enough to go 
out on my own. This cautious approach also had the benefit of 
introducing me to behavioural and linguistic norms in a relatively 
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safe environment. It also made me a more welcome figure on the 
trading floor and improved the quality of the data I gathered. 

Getting good data 

In the process of gaining access and establishing rapport with busi
ness elites the researcher feels cautious and at a certain disadvan
tage. Elites can refuse or revoke access. Moreover, market-makers 
typically have greater power, wealth, and prestige than social science 
researchers. They are used to deference. But once the researcher 
begins to gather data, that imbalance begins to adjust. I found that 
market-makers had tremendous verbal facility and were used to 
controlling the definition of the situation they were in. Yet, playing 
the scientist gives one interpretive power. My informants were quite 
sensitive to this. While it made a small portion of my informants 
initially defensive, most easily assumed the role of a research sub
ject. They showed real concern that their own performance was use
ful to me and interviews often went well over the time we had 
scheduled to talk. After an initial warm-up period, the more that I 
directed the interview and pursued questions I cared about, the 
more responsive my informants became. 

Nevertheless, the ethnographic interview is a subtle form of 
strategic interaction. The market-makers in my study often had a 
well-developed perspective on the sociology and psychology of the 
trading floor. As an ethnographer I endeavoured to cast the broad
est possible net searching for detailed descriptions of everyday life. 
To fill this net I asked market-makers to describe their day, to 
describe their career, to tell stories about key incidents and to 
explain a wide variety of social institutions associated with trading. 
I allowed them to talk about their pet issues, but I often had to 
direct them back to the issues that were emerging in my data. The 
market-makers communicated a combination of behaviours, emo
tions, opinions, and ideologies, all of them data to be analysed. 

Perhaps the hardest thing about gathering data in this setting for 
me was subverting my critical stance. In all my research I start with 
a critical stance, questioning the norms, procedures, structures, and 
values of my subjects. These are things a student of markets should 
never take for granted. But the market-makers themselves are suspi
cious of such a stance. They want you to share their assumption 
that their world is as it should or must be. They want you to believe 
in the importance and rationality of what they do from the start 
and not to question it. A critical stance would present me as an out-
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sider not to be trusted. This puts the researcher in a difficult posi
tion. I decided that my stance would be that I was open to anything. 
That was hard to do because some of the things I heard from bond 
traders were shocking. But I learned to keep a dispassionate 
'straight' face, shaking my head and taking it in. The subtle threat 
here is the temptation to go native, ie, to buy into their interpreta
tion of the world or simply to join that world. 10 It's very easy to get 
caught up in their interpretation of their world because it's a power
ful one. The economic ideology that dominates Wall Street is a clear 
and comprehensive system for understanding everything from indi
vidual behaviour to the government's role in the market. Everything 
that happens on a daily basis is sifted through this ideology. It may 
be easy to maintain your ethnographic distance when your subjects 
are illiterate, impoverished or stigmatized. If the belief system is one 
that is part of your own society, it is harder. But here your method 
protects you. In the field you are open to recording anything, but at 
home, with the data, the critical facility must return. All the norms, 
procedures, and values of market-makers become culturally embed
ded social institutions to be understood. 

Getting the native view of market culture can be a daunting chal
lenge. Gaining access may require connections to someone at the site, 
although persistence may substitute for connections in some cases. 
Establishing rapport calls for a presentation of self that is knowledge
able and trustworthy from the native's viewpoint and a project ratio
nale that is deemed both legitimate and non-threatening. Finally, 
getting good data requires a subtle balance of deference and being 
directive. The power and wealth of market-makers creates unique 
challenges for the ethnographer, but the value of gathering data that 
reflect the market makers' understanding of their world makes it 
worth the effort. 

Conclusion 

What, then, are the advantages and disadvantage of the markets-as
cultures approach? First, by treating markets as cultures we don't 
take rationality for granted. It is because most neoclassical economic 
studies treat rationality as undifferentiated that we need to explore 
decision-making in natural settings. The kind of decision tools 
discussed here and the biases and heuristics identified by Kahneman 
and Tversky (1982) and their colleagues are best discovered by 
inductive research. Second, the markets-as-cultures approach does 
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not fall into the functionalist fallacy, common to agency theory and 
transaction costs theory, that market rules and roles are reflections 
of the efficiency demands of the market. Rather, these are social 
arrangements that reflect power, status, and historical contingency 
(path dependence) in the market. This approach allows us to see how 
market culture is socially constructed. 

A third advantage of this approach is that its focus on the subjec
tive experience of market makers as they enact their rules and roles 
draws attention to the fact that these rules and roles are not static. 
Informants reveal institutional history. When augmented by archival 
material, the ethnographer may explore the dynamics involved in 
cultural change. Even with these strengths, the markets-as-cultures 
approach has one clear disadvantage. It requires ethnographic field
work. As discussed above, access is often difficult, gaining infor
mants' trust takes time. Good data sets are unwieldy and costly to 
analyse. Nevertheless, the markets-as-cultures approach challenges 
the taken-for-granted understanding of what goes on in markets that 
is so much a part of Western culture. It offers empirical access to the 
diversity of economic behaviour. and its forces us to examine our 
assumptions about existing arrangements. 

Notes 

Earlier sociological work focused on financial markets as networks (Baker, 1984), 
Markets as Politics (Fligstein, 1 996). and financial markets as cognitive structures 
(Smith, 1 98 1). 

2 See Granovetter ( 1985) for a discussion of the frictionless imagery in economic 
thinking. 

3 See Scott (1995) for a discussion of the distinction between regulative and cogni
tive (constitutive) rules. My use of the term differs from Scott's in that the mecha
nism of compliance in constitutive rule sis not just cognitive, but may also be 
normative. 

4 The 'book' is a record of all bids and offers that have come to the floor but have 
not yet been matched. 

5 The 'tape' is a real time record of all transaction on the floor. It makes market 
information public to the world. 

6 Chartists are traders who map the price fluctuations of the market and predict 
future movements based on the past. 

7 Fundamentalists base their trading on information about a firm and its market 
position. 

8 Jackall (1988 and Thomas (1993) discuss the frustration, expense and lost time 
involved in gaining access to business elites. 

9 If this hospitality was meant to be co-optive, they certainly never made any 
demands. Nevertheless, I was aware of the threat and made an extra effort not to 
pull my punches. 
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I 0 I did receive one job offer during my year of research. When I declined, my 
prospective employer asked me why. I told him that I was going to write a doc
toral dissertation. He asked if I would get paid for that. I told him how much my 
assistantship was worth. He responded, 'Maybe I misjudged you'. 
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Efficiency, culture, and politics: the 
transformation of Japanese management in 
1946-66 

Bai Gao 

What determines the outcome of institutional transformation of 
economic governance? Social scientists have posited three distinc
tive perspectives. The economic perspective emphasizes efficiency. It 
argues that property-right structures are very important in promot
ing efficiency. While some economists recognize that the market 
does not always work and firms have to solve the problems of co
operation, they limit their discussion within the scope of transac
tion cost (North, 1990; Williamson, 1985). The cultural perspective 
asserts either the regulatory effect of culture on the economy, trac
ing economic governance to an inherited pattern of behaviour and 
value systems, or the constitutive effect of culture on the economy, 
demonstrating how different environments shape the strategy of 
economic actors (DiMaggio, 1 994; Zelizer, 1988). The political 
perspective focuses on power and domination. One version of this 
perspective highlights the joint forces of interests in constituting the 
foundation of economic institutions. It asserts that economic insti
tutions play an important role in balancing the competing interests 
for economic welfare (Hirschman, 1970, Olson, 1 982; and Sabel, 
1994). 

In this chapter, I assess the relative efficacy of each of these per
spectives in explaining the transformation of Japanese management 
during 1946-1966. Rather than rejecting any particular perspective, 
I explore the validity and limit of each perspective. I argue that the 
search for efficiency often serves to discredit the present governance 
mechanisms and initiates change, but it contributes more to provid
ing stimulus for change than shaping the outcome of this change. I 
argue that the transformation of economic governance is deter
mined more by how economic actors perceive what is rational, how 
they define their interest, and the political process in which they 
reach agreement on how to distribute economic welfare in the new 
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institution. First, I describe the transformation of Japanese man
agement in the years from 1946 to 1 966. Then, I employ each of 
these three perspectives, illustrating how each of them can enrich 
our understanding of the transformation of economic governance. 
Finally, I critique and discuss the explanatory power of each per
spective and specify its limits. 

The transformation of Japanese management 

Japanese management in this chapter refers to the practices of 
lifetime employment, a seniority-based wage system and company
based labour unions. Lifetime employment means that an individ
ual, once employed, can work for the same firm until retirement. 
The seniority-based wage system refers to the practice of determin
ing an employee's status and wage in the firm according to his years 
of service and his age. This practice supplements lifetime employ
ment. Many studies have pointed out that the term lifetime employ
ment needs further clarification. First, it is practised mainly in big 
firms, not in all firms; only about one-third of the Japanese labour 
force is covered by this practice. Second, lifetime employment does 
not mean employment until death or even until the end of one's 
likely participation in the labour force; in this system, employees 
retire from the firm at age 55. Third, this practice applies primarily 
to male full-time permanent employees, including managers, white
collar personnel, and highly skilled blue-collar workers, but not to 
all employees in the firm (Brinton, 1992; Cole, 1972; Lincoln and 
McBride, 1987). The primary concern of this study is neither 
whether or how Japanese management differs rom its Western coun
terparts, nor to what extent Japanese management can be character
ized by the practice of lifetime employment, a seniority-based wage 
system, and company-based labour unions, but how these practices, 
defined within the scope established by previous studies, were insti
tutionalized, and what factors contributed to this process. 

Although the origins of Japanese management can be traced back 
to early this century when the development of heavy industries 
necessitated the retention of highly-skilled workers by firms, the 
system was not widely institutionalized until the 1 960s. Japanese 
management was first patterned during World War II. As part of 
the war mobilization, the state tightly controlled the relationship 
between management and labour. After the China War broke out in 
1937, both layoffs and strikes were prohibited, all workers began to 
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receive a fixed annual increase in salary, and they were all organized 
into company-based labour unions (Gao, 1 997). 

In the early postwar period ( 1946-1949), the occupation author
ity regarded the support and labour unions as an effective measure 
for eliminating the social foundation of Japanese militarism. The 
increasing strength of labour unions in national politics and the 
dissolution of zaibatsu considerably weakened the power of 
Japanese managers. After the end of wartime thought control, 
Marxism revived and became the leading ideology of labour move
ments; class struggle was the most appropriate concept for inter
preting Japanese labour relations in those days (Masamura, 1 985). 
As the United States changed its policy toward Japan in the late 
1 940s, the power relations between managers and workers changed 
dramatically: firms returned to the offensive, while labour unions 
had to take a defensive position (Ouchi, 1 949). In 1948 the Japan 
Federation of Employers Associations announced that in order to 
reduce production costs, Japanese firms had to conduct large-scale 
layoffs. The Federation demanded · that the government help 
Japanese firms to re-establish management's power (Nikeiren, 
1948). This confrontational strategy toward labour taken by 
Japanese firms and supported by state policy in the 1949-1955 
period represented a U-turn in the political struggle for power 
between the two sides, and labour relations were characterized by 
constant confrontations. 

In the mid 1950s, progressive business leaders who formed the 
Japan Committee of Economic Development initiated the produc
tivity movement with the support of the state, aimed at including 
labour unions in their programme of promoting exports. In order to 
pursue comparative advantage in production technology, some big 
firms made a historical tradeoff. They started giving up allocative 
efficiency, as measured in short-term cost-benefit analysis, which 
had been their primary concern in the 1 950s. In exchange they 
wanted labour's co-operation in technological innovation and qual
ity control; to do this, they were required by the labour unions to 
provide job security and to increase salaries. This solution to the 
labour conflicts, however, was not widely accepted by both sides 
until the 1960s. In 1960, management and labour were involved in a 
major confrontation at the national level (Gao, 1 997). 

In the 1 960s the attitudes of management and labour toward each 
other changed dramatically. A document issued at the national 
meeting of the Japan Federation of Employers Associations in 1 963 
argued that: 
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in the past 1 8  years of the postwar era, management and 
· · · . h h t moil the class labour have expenenced together ow muc ur . . 1 confrontation between management and labour, the pohtt�a 
struggle, and the prejudice toward labour unions could bnng to 
labour relations and social order . . .  In order to pursue the 
mission of promoting stability and social welfare, we must re
examine frankly the mistakes we have made . . .  We should co
operate with each other to pursue peace between managemen; 

h and labour, the prosperity of the firm, and the development 0 t e 
national economy in order to meet the demands of the era 
(Nikeiren, [1963] 1 966a:461) .  

. . f 1.r · loyment the seniority-As a result the practices o 11ettme emp ' . t't ' 'd Iy ms 1 u-based wage and the firm-based labour union became Wl. e 
d tionalized in big companies, and Japanese labour relatiOn� ente;: 

an era of corporatism. This system attracted global atte�tlO� a 
h
er 

. · 1 d 'th two oil cnses m t e Japanese compames effective y cope Wl . . the 1970s. Given more than a decade's conflicts and tenswns m 
n e period 1945-1960, why did Japanese managers and wor�e�s ch

fi
a g 

. ? Wh t the dnvmg orce from confrontation to co-operatwn . a was 
t? behind the institutional transformation of Japanese managemen · 

Below, I test the validity of three competing theories. 

The economic explanations 

. . . ffi · Douglass North The economtc perspecttve emphas1zes e c1ency. . 
( 198 1 :24) points out that a major role played by the state �s to s��c� 
ify the fundamental rules of competition and co-operatton w lC

t . · · · the ren s will provide a structure of property nghts for maxtm1zmg 
. t · order to foster accruing to the ruler, to reduce transactiOn cos s m . . d h r to mcrease tax maximum output of the soc1ety an , t ere1ore, . 

revenues accruing to the state. Although the economic perspective 
ffi · t fi rm of gov-generally assumes that the market is the most e c1en ° 

d ernance it also holds that when the market fails to maintain or er, 
' d 1 Nevertheless, as nonmarket governance structures may eve op. 

Williamson (1985 1 990) asserts, corporate hierarchies emerge to co-
. .' 

· h t f such exchanges ordmate economtc transactiOns when t e cos s 0 
h ' h through the market are perceived by economic actors as too 1g · 

In other words when economic actors can no longer efficiently co;i 
summate tra;sactions through existing mechanisms, they Wl 

· He acknow-develop other more efficient, governance mechamsms. . h t ledges the di�ersity of governance mechanisms but beheves t a 
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they are derived for promoting efficiency and reducing transaction 
cost. According to the economic perspective, the structure of eco
nomic governance is a calculated expression of economically ratio
nal persons pursuing profit. 

The economic perspective in studies on Japanese management 
focuses on the x-efficiency, which is characterized by effort and the 
pursuit of rationality, and individuals' determination of how much 
of each to give to their job. It also holds that the Japanese employ
ment system is driven by internal labour markets in which employ
ees are recruited with lifetime commitment, receive on-the-job 
training, and compete with one another for promotion into higher 
positions, which sharply contrasts to the external labour markets in 
the Western countries where employees often pursue promotions by 
changing the company they work for. The internal labour market, it 
is argued, induces commitment by increasing emplayees' chances 
for tenure and promotion (Hatvany and Pucik, 1981 ); skills that 
employees learn are company-specific and cannot be realized at full 
value outside the company (Koike, 1984); the seniority benefits and 
the lack of alternative employment opportunities at comparable 
wage levels for workers with previous experience, as well as the 
insufficiency of public welfare, combine to make an employee both 
unwilling and unable to move (Hatvany and Pucik, 1981 ;  
Tachibanaki, 1 984);_ the articulated and unique philosophies held by 
Japanese firms foster team spirit and co-operation, which reconcile 
the firm's objectives of pursuing profits and of perpetuating the firm 
as a group; even the intensive socialization functions to immerse 
employees in the firm (Hatvany and Pucik, 1 981) .  

The search for efficiency under structural changes was certainly 
the driving force that triggered the transformation of Japanese man
agement in the late 1 940s after the Japanese economy reengaged in 
the international competition. 

During the war, the Japanese economy had been sustained by 
cheap materials and labour, and by huge captive markets in its 
colonies and occupied areas, including China, Manchuria, Korea, 
Taiwan and the Southeast Asian countries. After defeat, Japanese 
firms no longer had access to these countries. Also, Japan was virtu
ally prohibited from international trade until 1948. As a result, 
Japan's position, as measured by the amount of exports, declined 
from fifth in the world in 1934 to thirty-third in 1947. If the average 
level of Japanese exports between 1 930 and 1934 was 100, it was 
only 8.8 in 1946, 1 1 .7 in 1947, and 16.2 in 1948 (Tsusan Daijin 
Kanb6 Ch6saka, 1954:93). The low quality of Japanese products 
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was a major problem to Japanese firms. Japanese products had been 
well known for low price but poor quality. Among 634 claims 
received by MITI from foreign consumers between the end of World 
War II and April 1 950, 327 concerned the poor quality of products, 
and 366 of these came from the United States, Japan's largest trad
ing partner (Gao 1997: 179). 

The operation of the Japanese economy during 1946-1949 relied 
on 'two stilts': the financing of Japanese firms was heavily subsi
dized by the government, which adopted an easy money policy, 
while the budget of the Japanese government depended, to a consid
erable degree, on financial aid from the United States. During that 
period, 40 per cent of the capital of Japanese firms was provided by 
the government (Arisawa, 1960). Meanwhile, the Japanese govern
ment received about $5 million annually from the U.S. government 
(Economic Planning Agency, 1991). In order to allocate the limited 
domestic resources effectively so as to survive the economic hard 
times and initiate the postwar reconstruction, the Japanese govern
ment launched the 'priority production program' in 1946. At that 
time policy makers believed that the market would not be able by 
itself to achieve an equilibrium between supply and demand; thus 
the state had to intervene (Arisawa, 1 976:28 1) . This managed econ
omy was similar in many respects to a planned economy, in which 
the function of the market in resource allocation was largely 
replaced by the state. In the priority production program, the state 
controlled the distribution of production materials and products for 
daily life according to quotas that it set up; these quotas favoured 
several strategic industries including coal, iron and steel, and fertil
izers (Gao, 1 994; 1997). State policy focused on the supply effective
ness of the economy at the macro level rather than on the 
production efficiency of individual firms at the micro level (Okita, 
1949). In this managed economy, the operation of firms was sus
tained by a huge amount of government loans through the 
Reconstruction Finance Bank (Arisawa, 1960:65-66). 

Against this background, the change in the U.S. policy toward 
Japan and the implementation of the Doge plan in the late 1 940s 
was the most important structural factor that forced the Japanese to 
face the issue of efficiency. Because the Communists were to take 
over China, the U.S. government in 1948 changed its policy toward 
Japan from ensuring that 'Japan will not again become a menace to 
the United States or to the peace and security of the world' 
(SWNCC-1 50/3, [1945] 1982), to sustaining Japan as 'a self
sufficient democracy, strong enough and stable enough to support 
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itself and at the same time to serve as deterrent against any other 
totalitarian war threats which might hereafter arise in the Far East', 
and to 'cease to be a financial burden to the United States' (Royall, 
[ 1948] 1 982). At the end of 1 948, Joseph M. Doge, the president of
the Bank of Detroit, travelled to Japan as the envoy of the U.S. gov
ernment. He presented a systematic policy package to the Japanese 
government, which later became widely known as the Dodge Plan. 
Dodge informed the Japanese that the U.S. government would end
its financial aid to Japan in the near future; the Japanese govern
ment must 'achieve a true balance in the consolidated budget',
'assure rigorous limitation in the extension of credit', and 'pursue
maximum expansion in total government revenues' in an effort to
eliminate inflation immediately. At the same time, the Dodge Plan
established a fixed exchange rate of I dollar to 360 yen, which
enabled Japan to regain access to the international market. The
Dodge Plan had two major goals: first, Japan must achieve its eco
nomic independence by participating in the international division of
labour and promoting exports rather than by depending on the
United States; second, Japanese firms must survive by themselves
through market competition, rather than relying on government
subsidies. 

At the time, efficiency was socially constructed as a real challenge.
Because Japan had few natural resources, it was argued, 'imports
and exports could be the two pillars to support Japan's industrial
ization and huge population', and to 'solve economic problems o
one country at the global level' (Nakayama, 1949:3-6). At that
time, Japanese managers held that 'The reconstruction and indepen
dence of the Japanese economy rely upon the promotion of exports.
The promotion of exports is impossible without the rationalization
of firms . . .  the goal of the rationalization of firms is to produce, a
much as possible, low-priced products with good quality . . .  th
rationalization of firms in the managed economy was controlled b
the policy and administration of the state. As a result, irrationalit
and inefficiency were the biggest obstacles to the rationalization 
firms. In order to make Japanese firms competitive · · 

we need to eliminate bureaucratic control and its major pr,obllents
such as unrealistic equality, and introduce the principles of 
competition and efficiency (Nikeiren, [1949] 1966 : 1 83). Both 
ernment officials and business leaders believed that 'the best 
cine for the Japanese economy would be to open it up to the 
economy and the discipline of international competition' 
Johnson, 1 982: 189). To promote efficiency, the 
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movement was launched in the early 1950s and allocative efficiency 
as. measured by production cost and short-term profits, was per� 
ceived as the top issue by management. 

At t�e time, cheap labour policy and downsizing were two major 
strategies adopted by Japanese firms to promote efficiency. In May 
1949 t�e av�ra�e hourly wage in Japanese industries was 62.74 yen; 
wages m Bntam and the United States were 22 1 .20 yen and 494.28 
yen respectively, or 3.5 and 7.9 times higher than in Japan. Cheap 
labour was concentrated particularly in the textile industry whose 
proportion of total Japanese exports was 75.5 per cent in 1947 and 
6 1 . 1  per cent in 1948 . . The hou�ly wage in Japanese textile industry 
w�s ?nly 21 .55 yen m 1949, m comparison with 1 83.49 yen in 
Bntam and 428 . 1 5  yen in the United States. In the spinning indus
tr�, the Japanese hourly wage was only 13 .50 yen, in comparison 
With 1 56.24 yen in Britain and 387.36 yen in the United States 
(Ekonomisuto, 1950). Japanese firms also conducted massive lay
offs. From February 19�9 to May 1950, 1 0,375 private firms leg go 
400,000 employees, while government and public agencies laid off 
4 1 9,000 persons (Rekishigaku Kenkyiikai, 1990: 1 37). Meanwhile 
most firms froze new recruitment and began the intensive use of 
temporary and nonskilled workers, who earned much lower salaries 
than regular workers (Takajima, 1953). As late in 1954, Japanese 
Nteel, coal, and chemical firms still used layoffs and increased working hour.s as the major means of rationalizing production, which 
resulted m a record high of 840,000 unemployed in March of that 
year (Ekonomisuto, 1955, July 9). Between 1947 and 1956 manu
fhcturing production increased by 650 per cent, while employment 
Increased by only 12 per cent. In the mineral industry, production 
increased by nearly 200 per cent while employment decreased by 30 J'cr cent (Sato, 1 958). 

This efficiency-oriented strategy adopted by Japanese firms in the 
tll l'ly 1 950s indicates that there was nothing in Japanese culture to 
JWcclude Western individualistic economics and that Japanese firms 
Uuuld adopt the same strategies as their Western counterparts. The 
uhcup labour policy and downsizing driven by efficiency considera
Uun. however, contradict sharply with the characteristics of 
IIIJli i i H:se management described earlier. Thus, while the economic 
PII'Hpcct!ve rings true . about the stimulus in the early stage of . ll111 11gc, 1t cannot explam the final outcome of the transformation of 
.. Jlltncse management because, as I discuss below, this efficiency
Drhmtcd strategy did not work well after the Korea War ended and 
WIIN l't'jccted by Japanese companies. 
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The cultural explanation 

The cultural perspective holds that 'economic processes have an 
irreducible "cultural" component' (DiMaggio, 1 994:27). It can be 
divided into two different views: one emphasizes culture's regulatory 
impact on the economy. It treats economic behaviour as analytically 
distinct from culture and stresses the ways in which norms and con
ventions constrain the individual's unrestrained pursuit of self-inter
est. The regulatory view of cultural perspective is very influential in 
studies on Japanese management. It traces the contemporary 
Japanese practices of lifetime employment, a seniority-based wage 
system, and company-based labour unions to Japan's indigenous 
value of harmony. It maintains that the operation of Japanese 
industrial organizations conforms to the Confucian ethics embod
ied in pre-modern organizations, the ie (household) or the mura (vil
lage) (Abegglen, 1958; Ouchi, 198 1 ;  Rohlen, 1974). At the core of 
Japanese economic relations lies 'good will'-'the sentiments of 
friendship and the sense of diffuse personal obligation which accrue 
between individuals engaged in recurring contractual economic 
exchange' (Dore, [1 983] 1 992: 160). 

The other view, in contrast, focuses on culture's constitutive impact 
on economic institutions. It views culture and economic behaviour as 
mutually generative and holds that culture provides the categories 
and understandings that enable us to engage in economic action 
(DiMaggio, 1994:24). A new practice is often institutionalized as a 
response to structural changes. Since actors urgently seek new solu
tions when the established practice is discredited and the new solu
tions must be legitimated before they can be institutionalized 
(Dobbin, 1993; Hall, 1992; Krasner, 1984; Weir and Skocpol, 1985), 
ideas often stand out as a major source in the explanations of institu
tional change (North, 1990). In particular, 'the availability of the 
ideas that provide the rationale' is an important condition for institu
tional innovation (Weir, 1989:54). The constitutive view of the cul
tural perspective does not exclude itself from efficiency or interest. 
Rather, it argues the institutionalized beliefs on how the economy 
works and how efficiency and competitiveness are promoted strongly 
influence how economic actors perceive the situation, define their 
interests, formulate their strategy, fight for legitimacy and determine 
what kind of economic institution eventually will be established 
(Gao, 1997). 

On the one hand, these ideas and ideologies are 'subjective' rather 
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t han 'correct', 'true', or 'valid' (Weber, 1968). They are neither sim
ply a collection of analytic abstractions and transcriptions on an 
already given reality nor a set of principles for purely utilitarian cal
culations. Rather, they serve as a symbolic instrument, a 'cultural 
tool', and a 'construction of the world' of economic actors for dis
covering, elaborating, and expressing the meanings about what is a 
rational way to define their relationship in modern economic activi
ties, in an effort to create an order for this temporal world (Block, 
1 990; Gudeman, 1986; Swidler, 1986). On the other hand, they have 
not yet been institutionalized, and do not have much ritual power. 
In comparison with their later state as 'highly rationalized myth', 
they (institutionalized rules in their infant state) are real and con
crete in the sense that economic actors regard them as the source for 
searching for the most effective way to handle tbeir relationship in 
economic reality. They reflect the economic actors' realistic reason
ing rather than ceremonial conformity to any existing rituals of cul
ture. After they have been accepted by all parties concerned, 
rational meanings become institutionalized rules (Gao, 1997). 

Cultural effects, both regulatory and constitutive, played a very 
important role in demonstrating the new direction of institutional 
transformation after the strategy of cheap labour policy and down
sizing failed in Japan by reinterpreting what is comparative advan
tage and what needs to be done to acquire such a comparative 
advantage. Below I examine successively the applications of these 
two views in the Japanese case. I strongly reject the pervasive inter
pretation of the Japanese style of management as simply a natural 
inheritance of indigenous values. 

The strategies of cheap labour policy and downsizing were 
shaken in the mid-1 950s by two structural reasons. One is that while 
Japanese firms made massive layoffs in the late 1940s and the early 
1950s, their access to the international market was sustained pri
marily not by efficiency but by a huge amount of special procure
ment from the U.S. government during the Korean War, which 
soared as high as $ 1 .6 billion between June 1950 and May 1 955 
(Masamura, 1 991  :61 1). In the early 1950s, the conservative politi
cians and business leaders assured Japanese companies' access to 
the international market by connecting the Japanese economy with 
the cold war system. They regarded international tension as an 
opportunity for Japan and argued that Japan should achieve its eco
nomic independence by depending on the United States politically 
and militarily in exchange for economic advantages. Meanwhile, 
Japan should hold its defence expenditures to a minimum in order 
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to concentrate all its resources on the economy (Keidanren, 1 953; 
Yoshida, 1 957; also see Gao, 1997; Pyle, 1 992; Samuels, 1994). In 
this sense the Korean War presented Japanese companies with a 
great opportunity to make profits without genuine competition in 
the international market. Nevertheless, this situation did not last 
long. When the war ended, ensuring a share of Japanese products in 
the international market once again became a major issue. Facing 
competition from developing countries, low price alone could not 
help much and without labour's co-operation, quality control pro
grammes could not be well supported. 

The other structural reason is that the strategy of cheap labour 
policy and downsizing caused strong reactions from labour unions 
in the early 1950s. The 'collective struggle', which involved labour 
unions' participation in both single and multiple industries, became 
a popular form of labour strategy (Ota, 1953). Stopping layoffs and 
reducing the intensification of work were the two major goals of 
labour movements at the time. In August 1 953 the Association of 
Labour Unions (the national organization of Japanese labour 
unions) adopted the slogan 'fighting against the layoff of even one 
person, the wage reduction of even one cent, and the intensification 
of work by even one piece.' To protect labour's interests, the 
Association asserted that Japanese workers should organize · indus
try-based and regionally based collective strikes to fight the capital
ists (Takajima, 1 953). In its outline of action, opposition to low 
wages and layoffs was the most important issue. According to statis- .. 
tics, job security was the major reason for labour disputes in the 
first half of the 1950s and the massive layoffs even resulted in 
violence. 

After the mid 1950s, some Japanese managers began to promote 
harmony, aiming to regulate the behaviours of manager and work
ers by traditional values. This so-called cultural effect, however, was 
not naturally inherited from Japan's past; it was stimulated by cross
national learning and was promoted for strategic reasons. In 1953 a 
group of Japanese managers, who were the core members of the . 
Japan Committee of Economic Development (Nihon Keizai 
Doyukai), visited West Germany. They discovered that German · 
management depended heavily on the concept of a 'blood tie' 
between managers and workers, which came from the idea of 'race' 
or 'nationality' . This 'blood tie' not only made German managers 
and workers co-operate voluntarily for the sake of the nation during 
the postwar reconstruction; it also made the German worker� 
believe that their living standard could not be improved without an 
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increase in productivity, and made the German managers strongly 
appreciate the active participation of German labour unions in the 
reconstruction of the late 1940s-the most difficult period in mod
ern German history. Koshi Kohei, one of these Japanese managers, 
asserted that this 'blood tie' between management and labour could 
be a medium of continuous communication, which could constitute 
the foundation of healthy labour relations in Japan (see Nihon 
Seisansei Honbu, 1985, pp.30-32). Soon after his trip to West 
Germany, Kohei founded the Headquarters of Productivity, and 
put his belief into practice. As Granovetter ( 1985:486) points out, 
'culture is not a once-for-all influence but an ongoing process, con
tinuously constructed and reconstructed during interaction. It not 
only shapes its members but also is shaped by them, in part for their 
own strategic reasons'. 

Although these Japanese managers intended to rely upon the reg
ulatory effect of culture on the economy to induce labour's co
operation, this strategy did not generate enough support from the 
labour unions because, without addressing the issues of unemploy
ment and low salaries (the two issues that concerned workers most 
deeply), a cultural declaration of harmony did not appeal to the 
Japanese labour unions. Providing more economic benefits to 
labour, however, was in conflict with the leading economy theory at 
the time, that stressed the allocative efficiency. Thus, the question of 
whether these Japanese managers could find legitimacy for their cul
tural perspective became critical for the further development of the 
Japanese management system. 

The constitutive effect of culture on the economy, measured by 
the institutionalized beliefs of how the economy works and how 
efficiency is promoted, played a very important role in shaping the 
direction of further transformation of Japanese management. The 
diffusion of Joseph Schumpeter's theory of innovation changed not 
only the Japanese definition of comparative advantage in inter
national competition, but also the managers' perception of their 
self-interests. This new theory completely discredited the strategy of 
cheap labour policy and downsizing, demonstrating an alternative 
way of promoting competitiveness. 

Schumpeter has been influential in Japan since the prewar period, 
and he played an important role in shaping the development of 
.Japan's non-Marxist economics. He trained several Japanese stu
dents, at both Bonn University in Germany and Harvard University 
in the United States, who became prominent economists in postwar 
.Japan. One of these students, as I discuss later in this paper, is 
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Nakayama Ichiro who was the vice-president of the Headquarters 
of Productivity and played a decisive role in shaping the direction of 
Japanese labour relations. After Schumpeter died in 1 950, all of his 
major works were translated into Japanese (for details, see, Gao, 
1997:207). 

Drawing directly on Schumpeter's theory of innovation, the 1956 
White Paper on the Economy published by the Japanese govern
ment, argued that the global economy had developed through three 
waves of industrial revolution: the first took place between 1788 and 
1 8 1 5  and was represented by the invention of the steam engine; the 
second occurred between 1843 and 1 873 and was sustained by the 
spread of railroads; the third appeared between 1897 and 1920 and 
was caused by the emergence of the electronics, chemical, automo
bile, and airplane industries; and now the fourth industrial revolu
tion was under way; this was stimulated by the use of atomic power 
and automation. More important, each industrial revolution had 
generated long-term growth in the global economy. Even'if a short
term recession occurred, it would simply be a minor episode 
between waves of economic growth (Keizai Kikakuch6, 1 956, 
pp. 33-35). The comparative advantage in international trade in 
such a new era, according to the White Paper, would be based on 
production technology. Innovation would be a powerful instrument 
for promoting production technology, production relationships, pat
terns of consumption, the structure of trade, and a position in the 
division of labour among industries, professions, and nations (Go to, 
1 956). In the era of the new industrial revolution, the winners and 
losers in market competition would be determined by their strength 
in production technology. On the basis of this understanding, the 
White Paper argued that 'it is no longer the postwar era. The 
growth sustained by economic recovery has ended. Further eco
nomic growth must be based on modernization' (Keizei Kikakuch6, 
1956). 

Under this new definition of comparative advantage based on 
production technology, labour was bestowed with new significance. 
Because innovation referred to 'a more effective combination of 
production elements', labour was a matter of great importance in 
production. Criticising the strategy of cheap labour for its exclusive 
attention to wage and production costs and its general neglect of 
the human element, economists began to argue that labour relations 
deserved ample attention because the conflicts and confrontations 
between the firms and labour would be the greatest obstacle to 
innovation and the promotion of increased productivity. Unless the 
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problems in wage and employment were solved, productivity could 
not be promoted (Nakayama, [1956] 1972). According to this new 
perception, labour was no longer considered simply as one type of 
production material, but rather as human capital, important for 
absorbing the new production technology and improving the qual
ity of products. In the words of a group of progressive managers 
who gathered at the Headquarters of Productivity, 'the promotion 
of productivity cannot be done effectively without the co-operation 
of managers and workers, who conduct the production, and a 
deeper understanding from the general public' (Nihon Seisansei 
Honbu, [1 955] 1966:305). It is clear that only after Schumpeter's 
theory of innovation changed the managers' perception of labour, 
that the value of x-efficiency to the promotion of productivity 
caught their attention. 

The new definition of comparative advantage based on produc
tion technology also changed the way Japanese firms perceived their 
interests. It was clear to Japanese firms that without an institutional 
framework to generate and sustain mutual trust, workers would 
always be sceptical about managers' intentions. Resistance by orga
nized labour forced Japanese managers to re-examine their manage
rial philosophy. Some managers came to believe that before Japan 
could achieve economic independence, managers must learn that 
the interest of the firm was not in short-term profits but in long
term international competitiveness. Even if the firm could win the 
struggle with labour, what the firm could gain was still too little in 
comparison with what it could gain from the international market. 
In these circumstances, they should 'get rid of the arbitrariness of 
the old capitalism that follows the instinct of pursuing profits' 
(Nihon Seisansei Honbu, 1 985:35). According to the new wisdom, 
managers needed to establish freedom from shareholders; the 'arbi
trariness of capital' should be restricted and revised; the social func
tion, mission, and responsibility of the firm should be stressed; 
management should transcend a self-centred approach and should 
recognize labour as one of the most important components of the 
firm; 'the esteem of human beings' must be recognized during the 
process of economic growth and technological progress. These man
agers argued that 'scientific management' in the Japanese context 
was different from Taylorism in the United States because any busi
ness strategy that neglected human relations in management was 
not 'scientific' in the first place. Instead of asking workers to sacri
fice their own interests for firms, managers should co-operate with 
workers on equal terms in order to promote production technology 
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and enhance the competitiveness of the firm (Nihon Seisansei 
Honbu, 1985:39-40). 

Influenced by Schumpeter's idea of innovation, many Japanese 
firms shifted their strategy regarding labour from confrontation to 
co-operation. With the help of the U.S. and Japanese governments, 
the Headquarters of Productivity was established. It gathered repre
sentatives from management, labour unions, state bureaucracies 
and academia to seek better labour relations. The Headquarters of 
Productivity sent delegations overseas, invited many experts to 
Japan to give lectures, conducted studies and investigations on man
agement issues, and disseminated technologies regarding produc
tion, marketing, and personnel management through training and 
consulting. The Headquarters systematically introduced the latest 
developments in managerial science from the West, especially the 
United States (Nihon Seisansei Honbu, 1985). 

Organized labour, however, gave a divided response to the call for 
co-operation from management. The General Council' of Trade 
Unions (S6hy6) refused to co-operate with management, as it 
regarded the proposal as new way for management to exercise its 
control; the General Federation of Labour (S6d6mei), in contrast, 
decided to gain its interests by making a conditional promise to co
operate (see S6d6mei, [ 1955] 1966; S6hy6, [1 955] 1966). Through 
the 1950s, the majority of both management and labour still 
remained very sceptical about each other and the transformation of 
Japanese management was not accomplished until the 1960s after a 
major confrontation at the national level. 

Cultural effects indeed played an important role in identifying the 
new direction of development and they changed the framework by 
which Japanese managers perceived what was rational and what was 
in their interest. However, they cannot explain why these new ideas 
still faced strong resistance from both management and labour. 

The political explanation 

The political perspective emphasizes interest, power, and control. It 
argues that 'actors in key institutions realize considerable gains 
from the maintenance of those institutions' (DiMaggio, 1 992; 
Fligstein, 1992), and goal-oriented elites intervene at each critical 
point in the institutional evolution in order to define their interest in 
the new governance mechanisms (Brint and Karabel, 1992; 
DiMaggio, 1992; Galaskiewicz, 1 992). Drawing on the Weberian 
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tradition, Hamilton and Biggard (1988:75) argue that 'all organiza
tions, no matter what their purpose or historical setting (although 
related to both), have an internal pattern of command and compli
ance'. Organizations only exist insofar as there is a probability that 
certain persons will act in such a way as to carry out the order gov
erning the organization. Lindberg, Campbell and Hollingsworth 
(199 1 : 1 0) argue that if the arrangement of governance mechanisms 
systematically restricts the actor's control over the terms of 
exchange under which he attempts to obtain resources and informa
tion, they may press for governance transformation. Perrow (198 1 ,  
1986) further argues that firms are profitable not merely because 
they are efficient but because they are successful instruments of 
domination. 

Another stream of research stresses the nature of a productive 
institution as an equilibrium of political forces. Different from the 
view that emphasizes the importance of a dominant actor in the 
governance arrangement, this view highlights the correlation 
between fair distribution of economic welfare and efficiency and 
productivity. According to this view, control and domination are 
only means of organization. The goal of a business organization is 
to promote and sustain competitiveness. To achieve this goal, man
agement must establish an incentive structure for labour to co-oper
ate. When the voice, in this case the demand for a fair distribution 
of economic welfare, is not taken seriously, Albert Hirschman 
(1970) maintains that actors may choose to 'exit', and refuse to 
engage in co-operation. This will make business enterprises vulnera
ble in market competition. Charles Sable ( 1994: 1 37) argues that the 
central dilemma of economic growth is to achieve a balance 
between 'learning-acquiring the knowledge to make things valued 
in the markets', and 'monitoring-the determination by the trans
acting parties that the gains from learning be distributed according 
to the standards agreed to between them, as interpreted by each'. 
When organizations encompass a substantial portion of the soci
eties of which they are a part, Mancur Olson ( 1982) points out, they 
have more incentive to make the society more prosperous. 
According to this version, the political struggle among economic 
actors for a fair distribution of economic welfare often results in the 
transformation of economic governance. 

The political perspective illustrates well the dynamics behind the 
institutionalization of Japanese management. DiMaggio ( 1988: 1 3) 
points out that 'Institutionalization is a product of the political 
efforts of actors to accomplish their ends and . . .  the success of an 
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institutionalization project and the form that the resulting institu
tion takes depend on the relative power of the actors who support, 
oppose, or otherwise strive to influence.' Facing a proposal from 
management for the productivity movement, the labour unions' 
major concern was the negative impact of this movement on 
employment and on wages. Marxists argued that even if science and 
technology could transcend class struggle, they would have to be 
applied in a capitalist society: �utomation itself may provide some 
benefits and happiness; its capitalist application, however, will cause 
many negative effects and much unhappiness to human society' 
(Kanbayashi, 1958:53). Automation, they believed, would not only 
exert an even greater threat to workers' job security, which already 
was a major concern because of the pressure of overpopulation in 
the 1950s, it would also cause a wage decrease for male workers 
because it would simplify the working process so that firms could 
?epend more heavily on female and young workers (Arisawa, 1956; 
Okochi 1957). Besides, technological innovation through automa- · 

tion would further increase the workload, creating more alienation 
among workers. As a whole, said the Marxists, technological 
innovation would only strengthen the power of capital and weaken 
the power of labour in the class struggle (Rorie, 1955; Kanbayashi, 
1 958). 

To establish an 'agreed pattern of monitoring', economist 
Nakayama Ichiro, then vice-president of the Headquarters of 
Productivity, proposed the famous three principles for the produc
tivity movement. First, the ultimate purpose of promoting produc
tivity was to increase employment. Government and business must 
make every effort at preventing unemployment. Second, manage
ment must consult with labour on how to promote productivity 
according to actual conditions at each firm. Third, the benefits cre
ated by the promotion of productivity must be distributed fairly 
between the firm and labour (Nakayama, [ 1956} 1972). In accor
dance with these three principles, some Japanese companies began 
to address the issue of fair distribution of economic welfare by mak
ing efforts of maintaining job security. New technologies were intro
duced during the productivity movement, primarily in the frontier 
industries, so as not to cause large-scale layoffs. Even when the 
reduction of the labour force became inevitable in a sunset industry, 
many firms transferred workers to other fields rather than letting 
them go. According to a survey conducted at the end of the 1 950s, 
among the 91 per cent of 409 firms that made technological innova
tions, only two firms actually laid off workers; 7 1  per cent of these 
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firms avoided layoffs through job transfers (Nihon Seisansei 
Honbu, 1 960). 

The agreed pattern of monitoring, however, came only after 
actors knew the limits of their political strength and the importance · 
of compromise. Although the productivity movement began to 
address the issue of fair distribution of economic welfare, the major
ity of both management and labour still remained highly sceptical 
toward each other's intentions, influenced by the memories of con
frontations in the recent past. In such an atmosphere, both sides 
clashed on the issue of how to retain workers in the sunset indus
tries. In response to the structural change from coal-based to oil
based energy, the Mitsui Company intended to lay off 6,000 workers 
at the Miike coal mine. This was the first step in a series of large
scale layoffs, estimated at 1 10,000 industry-wide. This initiative was 
backed by the government and business leaders. Labour unions 
showed strong resistance, however, and engaged in violent conflicts 
with the police in 1960. The strike lasted for 3 1 3  days. 

The process of transformation of Japanese management in 
1946-1966 indicates that only when a balance of power among 
actors was achieved, did the new institution begin to be stabi
lized. Although the Mitsui confrontation ended with labour's fail
ure, it forced the state, management, and labour unions to 
re-examine the confrontational strategy they had adopted. In the 
past, the state had adopted a pro-business policy, treating labour 
disputes as an issue of public security. It had helped the private 
companies to strengthen their power in labour relations; made 
the establishment of new labour unions more difficult; outlawed 
strikes against layoffs; and withdrew the labour unions' right to 
negotiate (Sanbetsu Kaigi, 1 949).In 1951  the Japanese govern
ment even conducted the 'red purge', arresting many leaders of 
labour unions. After the Miike strike, however, the Liberal 
Democratic Party began to perceive labour relation as an issue of 
social policy. It changed from a pro-business labour policy to a 
preference for stable labour relations. In 1 963 the chairman of the 
National Organizational Committee of the LDP argued that the 
party should 'take a neutral position on the issues concerning 
labour relations and represent the interest of the nation by medi
ating competing interests' (Rekishigaku Kenkyiikai, 1 990: 1 3-14; 
Gao, 1 997). 

Management also recognized the huge cost of a confrontational 
strategy. When the Minister of Labour negotiated the resolution 
with the president of Mitsui, all the major business leaders who 
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were invited to be present showed their concern about labour rela
tions. Besides in 1963 demand outperformed supply in the Japanese 
labour market for the first time in history. Beginning at that time, 
the shortage of labour became a major problem to Japanese firms; 
starting salaries for young workers increased at an annual average of 
more than 1 3  per cent in the early 1960s, in comparison with less 
than 5 per cent in 1 954-1958. In such circumstances, the introduc
tion of lifetime employment and the seniority-based wage system in 
large Japanese firms was no longer simply a way to balance eco
nomic welfare between the firm and labour, but also a necessary 
strategy for preserving a skilled labour force. In the meantime, 
labour unions also realized that national-level and industry-level 
confrontations could not effectively protect their interests and 
decided to participate fully in the productivity movement. Even the 
Communist Party and the Socialist Party began to shift their plat
forms in national politics from 'revolution' to 'structural reform' 
within the framework of capitalist institutions (Gao, 1997). 

In 1 963, the deputy director of the Japan Federation of 
Employers Associations spoke at the national meeting about life
time employment and the seniority-based wage. He argued that 
there were only two ways to bring about peace between manage
ment and labour. One was a long-term, stable wage policy; the other 
was continuous communication between management and labour 
within the firm. He also pointed out that 'We have had the practice 
of lifetime employment in Japan and the seniority-based wage 
which supports it . . .  They were born and nurtured in the Japanese 
culture. This is an advantage. We should make good use of this 
Japanese tradition. Japan's lifetime employment is completely oppo
site to the short-term contracts practiced in Europe and North 
America . . .  Speaking of Japanese management, we must devise a 
Japanese style of wage system and employment system' (Nikeiren, 
[ 1963] 1966b:462). In the 1960s, the practices of lifetime employ
ment, the seniority-based wage, and the firm-based labour union, 
were widely institutionalized, at least among big companies, in the 
productivity movement. Starting at the end of the 1 940s with effi
ciency oriented downsizing and cheap labour policy, this movement 
experienced several twists, and eventually achieved a distinctive pat
tern of economic governance. The productivity movement had the 
power to penetrate the daily operation of the firm and to induce 
mass participation in innovation. The major reason for this success, 
according to a MITI official, is that the introduction of lifetime 
employment and seniority-based wage demonstrated a great vision: 
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it concerned not only the interests of the firm, but also the interests 
of labour (see Nihon Seisansei Honbu, 1985 : 124). 

It is clear that this political perspective is powerful in explaining 
the mechanism in which the confrontational labour relations were 
eventually settled in postwar Japan. Nevertheless, it also has its lim
its. The political perspective alone can hardly explain why economic 
actors decide to break the existing agreed-pattern of monitoring. It 
also has difficulties in explaining why economic actors agreed in any 
particular way on the pattern of monitoring and what kind of sym
bolic instruments economic actors used in constructing a new order 
for themselves. 

Discussion 

This study shows that efficiency, measured by low production cost, 
was indeed the primary concern at the end of the 1 940s and the 
beginning of the 1 950s and Japanese firms indeed intended to pro
mote efficiency by cheap labour policy and downsizing. This is very 
important to our understanding of the pressure of structural 
changes on the existing governance structure and the source of the 
dynamics of change. Promoting efficiency by layoffs and low 
salaries was later regarded as the major barrier to the goal of build
ing comparative advantage in production technology. Moreover, 
Japanese firms made a historical tradeoff: they shifted from alloca
tive efficiency to x-efficiency by giving up short-term profits in 
exchange for labour's co-operation in technological innovation. 
Here, efficiency, though a different type, still mattered. The eco
nomic perspective, however, cannot explain why Japanese firms 
decided to shift their focus in managerial practice from allocative 
efficiency to x-efficiency. In this sense, the economic perspective 
contributes more to revealing the stimulus of change, rather than 
interpreting the particular pattern of outcome in the transformation 
of economic governance. 

The regulatory view of the cultural perspective is supported by 
this study to some extent. The indigenous value of harmony indeed 
played an important role in reorienting the direction of Japanese 
managers in the mid 1950s. It also served to sustain the emergence of 
corporatism in the 1960s. After Japanese management was institu
tionalized, it contributed even more greatly to institutional repro
duction. Nevertheless, this view in studies of Japanese management 
often assumes implicitly that the economic actors in Japanese society 
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internalize indigenous values unconsciously and obey the norms of 
institutional settings voluntarily. In other words, Japanese culture 
shapes Japanese behaviour in economic activities mechanically by 
insinuating itself into the minds and bodies of individual Japanese. 
As a result, economic actors are overwhelmed by societal forces and 
have no 'engine of action' (Coleman 1 988, 1 990; Granovetter, 1 985; 
Wrong, 1 960). But current Japanese management did not acquire its 
present pattern until the 1960s and the institutionalization of this 
system was full of interruptive, nonlinear changes (Gao, 1997; 
Garon, 1986; Gordon, -1985; Masamura, 1 985). Indigenous value 
matters only when economic actors assert it strategically. The regula
tory view of culture in studies of Japanese management has largely 
failed to explain under what conditions and through what processes 
orientations toward harmony and co-operation were eventually 
institutionalized in Japanese firms. 

In the existing literature on Japanese management, both the eco
nomic perspective and the regulatory view of the cultural perspec
tive tend to disregard the time-space contingency of economic 
institution. As a result, 'theory is not historicized, and history, par
ticularly its "time-conditionedness" and temporal contingencies, is 
not theorized' (Isaac and Griffin, 1989:875). As Berger and 
Luckmann (1966:54-55) point out, 'institutions always have a his
tory, of which they are products. It is impossible to understand an 
institution adequately without an understanding of the historical 
process in which it was produced'. 

In this study, I found the constitutive view of the cultural perspec
tive on the economy and the political perspective that highlights the 
concurrence of political interests illuminating because they allow us to 
investigate the historical contingencies that shaped the outcome of the 
transformation of economic governance. In this historical process, the 
constitutive view of the cultural perspective emphasizes the intellec
tual environment, linking the alternatives of new patterns of economic 
governance to the availability of specific economic ideas. It also shows 
that both economic laws and cultural traditions are never fixed. They 
are the changing outcome of a many-sided process in which the 
identities, interests, modalities of calculation are constantly redefined 
and renegotiated. In this sense,- unless economic actors believe that 
efficiency or harmony serve their strategic purposes, neither factor can 
influence the pattern of the transformation of economic institutions. 
This view is powerful in explaining why Japanese firms shifted their 
focus from allocative efficiency to x-efficiency and changed their strat
egy toward labour from confrontation to co-operation. 
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The political perspective that highlights power and domination is 
indeed suggestive when we analyze the process of transformation of 
Japanese management in the 1950s. Labour unions fought hard to 
establish their power in the firm in the 1940s while management 
made a comeback in reinstalling their control over production in 
the 1950s. What happened in the 1960s, however, indicates that this 
power view of the political perspective may have caught only one 
side of the story. Japanese management was institutionalized by the 
concurrence of political forces under which actors reached an 
agreed pattern of monitoring. Both lifetime employment and the 
seniority-based wage are business customs, not legal contracts 
(Cole, 1972). They are what North (1990) calls 'self-imposed codes 
of conduct' in Japanese firms, enforced by the potential retaliation 
of labour. Their nature as an institution is to set rules for behaviour 
by providing different incentives to each party. Not until after the 
Miike strike of 1 960 in which both management and labour recog
nized the limits on the strength of their political power, did most 
large Japanese firms introduce the system of lifetime employment 
and the seniority-based wage as a way of delivering economic wel
fare to workers. Only then did most of the Japanese labour unions 
begin to co-operate fully with management in an effort to promote 
production technology. 

This study demonstrates that each of the three leading perspec
tives in studies of the institutional transformation of economic gov
ernance has certain merits and they are complementary to each 
other. The economic perspective _helps us understand the impor
tance of structural changes in the economy as the driving force in 
initiating institutional transformation. The political perspective 
teaches us that an institutional transformation is a political process 
and its accomplishment is sustained by a mechanism which bal
ances the competing interests among the major players. The cultural 
perspective shows us the strategies adopted by economic actors in 
the institutional transformation are never predetermined and are 
strongly influenced by their intellectual environments. 
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Recombinant property in East European 
capitalism 

David Stark· 

Introduction: The science of the not yet 

Sociology began as a science of transition, founded at our century's 
turn on studies of the epochal shifts from tradition to modernity, 
rural to urban society, Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft, feudalism to . 
capitalism, and mechanical to organic solidarity. For the founders · 
of sociology, the crisis besetting European societies at the end of 
the 19th century was diagnosed as a normative and institutional 
vacuum. The old order, regulated by tradition, had passed but a I: 
new moral order had not yet been established. 

During our own fin de siecle, not the crumbling of traditional 
structures but the collapse of communism gives new life to the transi- '; 
tion problematic (see Alexander, 1994, for an extended critical discus
sion). As the science of the not yet, transitology studies the present as 
an approximation of a designated future (Blanchard, Froot and . 
Sachs, 1994), risking an underlying telelogy in which concepts are 
driven by hypostasized end-states. 1 In that framework, the transi
tional present is a period of dislocation as society undergoes the pas
sage through a liminal state suspended between one social order and 
another (Bunce and Csanadi, 1992), each conceived as a stable equi
librium organized around a coherent and more or less unitary logic. 

But is ours still the century of transition? And is that model of 
social change, so formative in the launching of sociology, still ade
quate for understanding the momentous changes in contemporary 
Eastern Europe? 

Difficult to assimilate within the transition problematic are the 
numerous studies from Eastern Europe documenting parallel and 
contradictory logics in which ordinary citizens were already experi
encing, for a decade prior to 1989, a social world in which various 
domains were not integrated coherently (Gabor, 1979, 1 986; 
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Szelenyi, 1988; Stark, 1986, 1989).2 Through survey research and 
ethnographic studies, researchers have identified a multiplicity of 
social relations that did not conform to officially prescribed hierar
chical patterns. These relations of reciprocity and marketlike trans
actions were widespread inside the socialist sector as well as in the 
'second economy' and stemmed from the contradictions of attempt
ing to 'scientifically manage' an entire national economy. At the 
shop-floor level, shortages and supply bottlenecks led to bargaining 
between supervisors and informal groups; at the managerial level, 
the task of meeting plan targets required a dense network of infor
mal ties that cut across enterprises and local organizations; and the 
allocative distortions of central planning produced the conditions 
for the predominantly part-time entrepreneurship of the second 
economies that differed in scope, density of network connections, 
and conditions of legality across the region (Gabor, 1979; Kornai, 
1980; Sabel and Stark, 1982; Szelenyi, 1 988). 

The existence of parallel structures (however contradictory and 
fragmentary) in these informal and interfirm networks that 'got the 
job done' means that the collapse of the formal structures of the 
socialist regime does not result in an institutional vacuum. Instead, 
we find the persistence of routines and practices, organizational 
forms and social ties, that can become assets, resources, and the 
basis for credible commitments and co-ordinated actions in the post
socialist period (Nelson and Winter, 1 982). In short, in place of dis
orientation, we find the metamorphosis of sub-rose organizational 
forms and the activation of preexisting networks of affiliation. 

If, by the 1980s, the societies of Eastern Europe were decidedly 
not systems organized around a single logic, they are not likely in 
the post-socialist epoch to become, any more or less than our own, 
societies with a single system identity. Change, even fundamental 
change, of the social world is not the passage from one order to 
another but rearrangements in the patterns of how multiple orders 
are interwoven. Organizational innovation in this view is not 
replacement but recombination (Schumpeter, 1 934). 

Thus, we examine how actors in the post-socialist context are 
rebuilding organizations and institutions not on the ruins but with 
the ruins of communism as they redeploy available resources in 
response to their immediate practical dilemmas. With such a con
ception of path dependence we explain not the persistence of the 
past but how multiple futures are being contested in the present 
Instead of paralysis and disorientation or of condemnation to repe
tition or retrogression, 3 we see ongoing processes of organizational 
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innovation-for it is through adjusting to new uncertamttes by: 
improvising on practiced routines that new organizational forms 
emerge (Nelson and Winter, 1982; White, 1993; Kogut and Zander, 
1 992; Sabel and Zeitlin, 1996). The analysis that follows emphasizes 
the organizational reflexivity that is possible when actors man� 
oeuvre across a multiplicity of legitimating principles and strategi- · 
cally exploit ambiguities in the polyphony of accounts of work, 
value, and justice that compose modern society (Boltanski and 
Thevenot, 1 99 1 ;  White, 1992; Stark, 1990; Padgett and Ansell, 1 993). · 

A new type of mixed economy? 

This chapter examines the recombinatory logic of organizational 
innovation in the restructuring of property relations in Hungary. It · · 

asks, 'Are recombinant processes resulting in a new type of mixed : 
economy as a distinctively East European capitalism?' 

For more than 30 years' policy analysts in Eastern Europe 
debated the 'correct mix of plan and market' (Stark and Nee, 1 989). 
By the mid-1980s in Hungary, the debate had shifted to the correct . ... 
mix of 'public and private property' as the earlier sacrosanct status 
of collective property eroded with the growth of the second econ- · ,  
omy. It was thus, in the waning years of state socialism, that Gabor 
( 1986) and Szelenyi ( 1988) coined the term 'socialist mixed econ
omy' to designate the new economic configuration.4 Meanwhile, 
Stark (1989, p. 1 68), amplifying Gabor's call to acknowledge a 
mixed economy 'as a viable hybrid form and not as inherently 
unstable and necessarily transitional', wondered nonetheless 
whether the concept of mixed economy was adequate to grasp the 
emergent phenomena of late socialism. On the basis of field 
research on 'intrapreneurial' subcontracting units in Hungarian ' 
firms, he argued that aspects of emergent private property were not 
respecting the boundaries of the second economy but were being 
fused with public ownership inside the socialist firm, resulting in a 
'diversification of property forms'. Identifying 'hybrid mixtures of 
public ownership and private initiative', Stark (1989, pp. 167-8) 
argued that, instead of a mixed economy with well-bounded public · 
and private sectors, analysis should begin to address the growing 
plurality of 'mixed property forms' that transgressed and blurred 
traditional property boundaries. 

Scholars of economic reforms in China subsequently developed 
related concepts to analyse the fiscal reforms reshaping incentives 
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among local governments that gives rise to 'township and village 
enterprises'. Oi's (1992) concept of 'local corporatism', Nee's (1992) 
' hybrid property', and Cui's (in press) notion of 'moebius-strip own
ership' each illuminated a particular facet of Chinese property 
reforms that supported the general conclusion that China's is not a 
simple mixed economy but a kaleidoscope of mixed public and 
private property forms. 

Of special relevance to my concerns is Walder's ( 1994) insight that 
property reform should not be equated with privatization. Walder 
argues that 'clarification of property rights' in the Chinese fiscal 
reforms can yield performance enhancing incentives even while 
maintaining 'public ownership' without privatization. Our analysis 
of the Hungarian case also demonstrates that property transforma
tion can occur without conventional privatization. 5 The difference, 
however, is that property transformation in Hungary does not nec
essarily clarify property rights. As we shall see, the emerging new 
property forms in Hungary blur ( 1)  the boundaries of public and 
private, (2) the organizational boundaries of enterprises, and (3) the 
boundedness of justificatory principles. To denote these processes of 
triple boundary blurring I adopt the term recombinant property. 

Recombinant property is a form of organizational hedging, or 
portfolio management, in which actors respond to uncertainty in the 
organizational environment by diversifying their assets, redefining 
and recombining resources. It is an attempt to hold resources that 
can be justified or assessed by more than one standard of measure. 

The distinctive variant of organizational hedging that is recombi
nant property in Hungary is produced in two simultaneous 
processes: Parallel to the decentralized reorganization of assets is the 
centralized management of liabilities. On the one hand, decentral
ized reorganization produces the crisscrossing lines of inter
enterprise ownership networks; on the other, debt consolidation 
transforms private debt into public liability. Although these two 
dimensions are discussed separately, their simultaneity gives distinc
tive shape to Hungarian property. The clash of competing ordering 
principles produces organizational diversity that can form a basis 
for greater adaptability but, at the same time, creates acute prob
lems of accountability. 

Data 

My arguments are based on data collected during an 1 1 -month stay 
in Budapest in 1 993-94. That research includes (1)  field research in 
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six Hungarian enterprise,6 (2) compilation of a data set on the own
ership structure of Hungary's 200 largest corporations and top 2
banks/ and (3) interviews with leading actors in banks, propert
agencies, political parties, and government ministries. 8 

The decentralized reorganization of assets 

Although they fail to correspond to the policy prescriptions o
either big bang or evolutionary economics, significant property
transformations are taking place in Hungary. Since 1 989, there has
been an explosion of new economic units. In Table 1 we see that: 
• the number of state enterprises declined by about 60 percent from

the end of 1988 to the middle of 1994; 
• the number of incorporated shareholding companies 

sasag, or RT) increased by more than twenty-fold (from · l 1 6  
2,679); and 

• the number of limited liability companies (korlatolt '"""" '0 00<7"
tarsasag, or KFT) increased most dramatically from 
units in 1988 to over 79,000 by the middle of 1994. 

Table 1: Main enterprise forms in Hungary, 1988-94 

Organization Form 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

State enterprises 2,378 2,400 2,363 2,233 1 ,733 1 ,1 30 
Shareho1ding 

companies (RTs) 1 16 307 646 1,072 1,712 2,375 
Limited liability 

companies (KFTs) 450 4,464 

1994 

Source: National Bank of Hungary, Monthly Report 199412, and Hungarian 
Statistical Office, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, 1995/5 
Note: The data represent the number of firms counted in December of each 
except for 1994, which uses the count from May 

Table 1 clearly indicates the sudden proliferation of new units 
the Hungarian economy. But does the table provide a reliable 
of property relations in contemporary Hungary? No, at least not 
the data are forced into the dichotomous public/private cm:egon�l 
that structure the discussion about property transformation in 
post-socialist countries. As we shall see, actors within the 
formerly state firms are transforming property relations at the 
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prise level. The results, however, are not well-defined rights of pri
vate property, yet neither are they a continuation or reproduction of 
old forms of state ownership. 

New forms of state ownership 

Take first the shareholding companies (RTs) on line two of the table. 
Some of these corporations are private ventures newly established 
after the 'system change'. But many are the legal successors of the 
state-owned enterprises that would have been enumerated in the 
previous year on line one of the table. Through a mandatory process 
of 'corporatization', the former state-owned enterprise transforms 
its legal organizational form into a shareholding company. The 
question, of course, is who is holding the shares? In most of these 
corporatized firms the majority of shares are held by the State 
Property Agency or the newly created State Holding Corporation 
(A V-Rt). That is, as 'public' and 'private' actors co-participate in 
the new recombinant property forms, the nature and instruments of 
the 'public' dimension change: Whereas 'state ownership' in social
ism meant unmediated and indivisible ownership by a state ministry 
(e.g., Ministry of Industry), corporatization in post-communism 
entails share ownership by one or another government agency 
responsible for state property. 

Such corporatization mandated by a privatization agency in the 
current context has some distinctive features of renationalization. In 
lhe 1980s, managers in Hungary (and workers in Poland) exercised 
tie facto property rights. Although they enjoyed no rights over dis
posal of property, they did exercise rights of residual control as well 
us rights over residual income streams. In the 1990s, corporatization 
paradoxically involves efforts by the state to reclaim the actual exer
cise of the property rights that had devolved to enterprise-level 
uctors. Ironically, the agencies responsible for privatization are act
ing as agents of etatization (Voszka, 1 992). 

The 'trap of centralization' (Bruszt, 1 988), already well known in 
I he region, stands as a warning, however, that the effective exercise 
or such centralized control varies inversely with the scope and the 
degree of direct intervention. One encounters, therefore, proposals 
lhr privatizing the asset management function. In such programmes, 
l he state retains the right to dispose of property but delegates its 
l'igh ts as shareholder to private consulting firms and portfolio man
ltl(ement teams who oversee daily operations and strategic decisions 
on a subcontracting or commission basis. 
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Inter-enterprise ownership 

The state is seldom, however, the sole shareholder of the corpora·
tized firms. Who are the other shareholders of the RTs enumerated
on line two of Table 1? To answer this question, I compiled a 
set on the ownership structure of the largest 200 Hungarian corpo·
rations (ranked by sales).9 These firms compose the 'Top 200' of the
1 993 listing of Figyelo, a leading Hungarian business weekly. 
their Fortune 500 counterparts in the United States, the Figyelo 
firms are major players in the Hungarian economy employing 
estimated 2 1  percent of the labour force and accounting for 37 
cent of total net sales and 42 percent of export revenues 
1 993). The data also include the top 25 Hungarian banks 
by assets). Ownership data were obtained directly from 
Hungarian Courts of Registry where corporate files contain 
only information on the company's officers and board of rtit·.,.,.tnr·Q
but also a complete list of the company's owners as of the 

'
1 

annual shareholders' meeting. The data analysed here are limited · 
the top twenty shareholders of each corporation. 10  In the .uu.ua."''""
Court of Registry and the 1 9  County Registries we were able 
locate ownership files for 1 95 of the 200 corporations and for all 
the 25 banks, referred to below as the 'Top 220' firms. 

Who holds the shares of these 220 largest enterprises and banks?
I found some form of state ownership-with shares held by the A V� 
Rt (the State Holding Corporation), the SPA (the State Prr>nPThl
Agency), or the institutions of local government (who had 
exchanged their real estate holdings for enterprise 
in the overwhelming majority (71 percent) of these enterprises 
banks. More surprisingly, given the relatively short time since 
'system change' in 1989-90, we found 36 companies (i.e., more thaQ
1 6  percent of this population) in majority foreign 
Hungarian private individuals (summed down the top 20 nn<'TIPir" 
hold at least 25 percent of the shares of only 1 2  of these ..... 5 ... , •
enterprises and banks. 

Most interesting from the perspective of this paper is the 
of 87 cases in which another Hungarian company is among the 
largest shareholders. In 42 of these cases the other Hungarian 
panies together hold a clear majority (50 percent plus one share)'
Thus, by the most restrictive definition, almost 20 percent of 

· 

Top 220 companies are unambiguous cases of inter-enterprise 
ership; and we find some degree of inter-enterprise ownership 
almost 40 percent of these large companies. 
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Figure 1 presents two discrete networks formed through such 
inter-enterprise ownership. (Numbers refer to specific firms; lines 
indicate the direct ownership ties among them.) Weak ties (share
holdings with other firms that do not have at least one other tie, 
whether as owner or owned, to any other firm in the network) are 
not displayed. 1 1  The relations depicted in the figure, we emphasize, 
are the direct horizontal ties among the very largest enterprises
the superhighways, so to speak, of Hungarian corporate networks. 
The diagrams presented in Figure 1 indicate a different way of map
ping the social space of property transformation than that sug
gested in Table 1 .  Whereas Table 1 grouped entities according to 
their legal corporate status, here we trace not the distribution of 
attributes but the patterns of social ties. 

In analysing the relational dynamics of recombinant property, we 
now shift our focus from the corporate thoroughfares linking the 
large enterprises to examine the local byways linking spin-off prop
erties within the gravitational field of large enterprises. 

Corporate satellites 

We turn thus to the form with the most dramatic growth during the 
post-socialist period, the newly established limited liability company 
( KFT), enumerated on line three of Table 1 .  Some of these KFTs 
are genuinely private entrepreneurial ventures. But many of these 
limited liability companies are not entirely distinct from the trans
f()rmed shareholding companies examined above. In fact, the for
merly socialist enterprises have been active founders and continue as 
current owners of the newly incorporated units. 

The basic process of this property transformation is one of decen
tralized reorganization: Under the pressure of enormous debt, 
declining sales, and threats of bankruptcy (or, in cases of more pros
perous enterprises, to forestall takeovers as well as to increase 
nutonomy from state ministries) directors of many large enterprises 
n rc breaking up their firms (along divisional, factory, departmental, 
or even workshop lines) into numerous joint stock and limited lia
bi lity companies. It is not uncommon to find virtually all of the 
nctivities of a large public enterprise distributed among 1 5-20 such 
Nnlcllites orbiting around the corporate headquarters. 

As newly incorporated entities with legal identities, these new 
units are nominally independent-registered separately, with their 
own directors and separate balance sheets. But on closer inspection, 
t heir status in practice is semi-autonomous. An examination of the 
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Figure 1 Two inter-enterprise ownership networks in Hungary 

computerized records of the Budapest Court of Registry in<ilc;ates
for example, that the controlling shares of these corporate 
are typically held by the public enterprises themselves. This 
is exemplified �y the case of one of Hungary's largest -•-"· ··--·
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firms represented in Figure 2. As we see in that figure, 'Heavy 
Metal', an enormous shareholding company in the portfolio of the 
State Holding Corporation, is the majority shareholder of 26 of its 
40 corporate satellites. 

Like Saturn's rings, Heavy Metal's satellites revolve around the 
giant corporate planet in concentric orbits. Near the centre are the 
core metallurgy units, hot-rolling mills, energy, maintenance, and 
strategic planning units held in a kind of geo-synchronous orbit by 
100 percent ownership. In the next ring, where the corporate head
quarters holds roughly 50-99 percent of the shares, are the cold
rolling mills, wire and cable production, oxygen facility, galvanizing 
and other finishing treatments, specialized castings, quality control 
and marketing units. As this listing suggests, these satellites are 

Rt • Shareholding Company 
Kft • Limited Liability Company 
Bt • Partnerships 
Numerals in italics indicate Heavy Metal's ownership stake in a given 
satellite. 

Figure 2 Corporate satellites at Heavy Metal (based on data from 
internal company documents) 
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linked to each other and to the core units by ties of technological
dependence. Relations between the middle-ring satellites and the
company centre are marked by the centre's recurrent efforts to 
duce stricter accounting procedures and tighter financial controls:
These attempts are countered by the units' efforts to increase their
autonomy-co-ordinated through personal ties and formalized in
the bi-weekly meetings of the 'Club of KFT Managing Directors'. 

The satellites of the outer ring are even more heterogenous in their
production profiles (construction, industrial services, computing;
ceramics, machining) and are usually of lower levels of 
Units of this outer ring are less fixed in Heavy Metal's gravitational
field: some have recently entered and some seem about to leave.
Among the new entrants are some of Heavy Metal's domestic cus�
tomers. Unable to collect receivables, Heavy Metal exchanged inter
enterprise debt for equity in its clients, preferring that these meteors
be swept into an orbit rather than be lost in liquidation. Among,these
satellites launched from the old state enterprise are some for which
Heavy Metal augments its less than majority ownership with leasing
arrangements to keep centrifugal forces in check. 

The corporate satellites among the limited liability companies
enumerated on line 3 of Table 1 are, thus, far from unambiguously
'private' ventures; yet neither are they unmistakably 'statist' residues
of the socialist past. Property shares in most corporate satellites are
not limited to the founding enterprise. Top- and mid-level 
agers, professionals, and other staff can be found on the lists of
founding partners and current owners. Such private persons rarely
acquire complete ownership of the corporate satellite, preferring 
use their insider knowledge to exploit the ambiguities of institu-
tional co-ownership. The corporate satellites are thus partially a
result of the hedging and risk-sharing strategies of individual man 
agers. We might ask why a given manger would not want to acquire
100 percent ownership in order to obtain 100 percent of the profit,
but from the perspective of a given manager the calculus instead · 

'Why acquire 100 percent of the risk if some can be shared with 
corporate centre?' With ambiguous interests and divided 
these risk-sharing (or risk-shedding) owner/managers are v•i;<u ...... ,.
tionally hedging (Sabel, 1 990). 12 

Not uncommonly, these individuals are joined in mixed owner�
ship by joint stock companies and limited liability · 

sometimes by independent companies, often by other KFTs in 
similar orbit around the same enterprise, and frequently by · 

holding companies or KFTs spinning around some other enterprise:
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with lines of purchase or supply to the corporate unit (Voszka, 
1 99 1). Banks also participate in this form of recombinant property. 
In many cases, the establishment of KFTs and other new corporate 
forms is triggered by enterprise debt. In the reorganization of the 
insolvent firms, the commercial banks (whose shares as joint stock 
companies are still predominantly stated owned) become sharehold
ers of the corporate satellites by exchanging debt for equity. 

We have used the term 'corporate satellite' to designate this 
instance of recombinant property. An exact (but cumbersome) ter
minology reflects the complex, intertwined character of property 
relations in Hungary: a limited liability company owned by private 
persons; by private ventures, and by other limited liability compa
nies owned by joint stock companies, banks, and large public enter
prises owned by the state. The new property forms thus find 
horizontal ties of cross-ownership intertwined with vertical ties of 
nested holdings. 

Recombinets 

The recombinant character of Hungarian property is a function not 
only of the direct (horizontal) ownership ties among the largest 
firms and of their direct (vertical) ties to their corporate satellites 
but also of the network properties of the full ensemble of direct and 
indirect ties linking entities, irrespective of their attributes (large, 
small, or of various legal forms) in a given configuration. The avail
able data do not allow us to present a comprehensive map of these 
complex relations. Records in the Courts of Registry include docu
ments on the owners of a particular firm, but enterprises are not 
required to report the companies in which they hold a stake. 
However, on the basis of enterprise level field research, examination 
of public records at the State Property Agency, and interviews with 
bankers and executives of consulting firms we have been able to 
reconstruct at least partial networks represented in Figure 3.  

For orientation in this graphic space, we position Figure 3 in rela
tion to Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 presented inter-enterprise owner
ship networks formed through horizontal ties directly linking large 
enterprises. Figure 2 zoomed in on the corporate satellites of a sin
gle large enterprise. With Figure 3 we pull back to examine a frag
ment of a broader inter-enterprise ownership network bringing into 
focus the ties that link corporate satellites to each other and that 
form the indirect ties among heterogenous units in a more loosely 
coupled network. 
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Figure 3 A metamorphic network (based on data from Heavy Metal
internal documents, SPA.files, corporate files, and the Budapest Court

of Registry) 

We label this emergent form a recombine!, a term designating 
network of recombinant property. Here we see that the limited 
ity companies that began as corporate spin-offs are oriented
through ownership ties either to more than one shareholding 
pany and/or to other limited liability companies. In the recombinet�
actors recognize the network properties of their · 
assets and regroup them across formal organizational vv, ..... , .... ,,,.,,
These creative regroupings fail to respect the organizational nnlllnr•-
aries between enterprises as well as the boundaries between pu 
and private. 

With few exceptions (Sabel and Prokop, 1994), the literature 
post-socialist property transformation (most of it confined to 
vatization') assumes that the economic unit to be restructured is 
individual enterprise. But the identification of interfirm nPhxr.,..r�·a
suggests that policies and practices aimed at restructuring 
target not the isolated firm but networks of firms. Such an � '•�--
tive strategy of restructuring recognizes that assets and 
have distinctive network properties (Stark and Bruszt, 1 998). 

The industrial structure of the socialist economy 
grouped, within a single enterprise, assets that were un,V>.UIJ<I:>UIV!Iil
(except within the logic of central planning). Merely separating 
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simply regrouping such assets within existing enterprises alone (on 
firm-by-firm basis) cannot equal the more fruitful recombinations 
of complementary assets across a set of firms. Restructuring via the 
recombinet thus opens the possibilities of increasing the value of 
existing assets through their recombination. This regrouping does 
not necessarily imply bringing interdependent assets under the com
mon ownership umbrella of a hierarchically organized enterprise. 
As such, Hungarian recombinant property provides examples of 
intercorporate networks as alternatives to a dichotomously forced 
choice between markets and hierarchies. 

The centralized management of liabilities 

ln the previous section, we examined the decentralized reorganiza
tion of assets. Property transformation, however, involves not only 
assets and rights but also liabilities and obligations. In this section, 
we analyse what happens in a post-socialist economy when actors 
are called to account for enterprise debt. 

Taking the last small steps 

The liabilities management story begins in 1991  when the Hungarian 
government fundamentally modified three important laws regulating 
the accounting of assets and liabilities in an attempt to maintain its 
lead in regional competition for foreign investments and inter
national credits. Hungary's comparative advantage, it appeared, was 
i ts gradualism, which, across the decades of the 1970s and 1 980s, 
had yielded a full range of market-like institutions. Admittedly, these 
were not the institutions of a market economy, but they were close; 
and so, the government reasoned, why not take the last small steps? 
As the pioneer attempt to bring post-socialist practice in full confor
mity with Western accounting and banking standards, the new mea
sures could be cast as a bold move when appealing to international 
lending agencies. But because they were not big steps, the new mea
sures could gain external legitimation without creating a domestic 
shock. Thus, the new Accounting Law of 199 1  (which took effect on 
.January 1 ,  1992) required enterprises to switch to Western-style 
accounting principles. A simultaneously enacted, tough new 
Western-style Bankruptcy Act similarly contained stiff personal 
penalties for directors of enterprises that failed to file for bankruptcy 
n l'ter the accountants (using the new accounting principles) sounded 
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the alarm. At the same time, the new Act on Financial Institutions 
introduced in December 1 991  was designed to put Hungary's 
commercial banks on a Western footing. In particular, the reserve •
requirements for measuring capital-adequacy ratios were modified 
and the securities and other financial instruments for provisioning 
against qualified loans were respecified. 

The last small steps proved to be a leap into the abyss. Already 
reeling from the collapse of the CMEA markets, enterprise directors 
now learned from their accountants that the new accountant prac� 
tices were colouring the companies' books even redder than 
expected. By the end of 1992, over 10,000 bankruptcies and liquida
tion proceedings had been initiated-a figure ten times higher than 
during the previous year when enterprises had experienced the 
worst shock of the collapsed Eastern markets (Bokros, 1 994). With 
one-third to one-half of enterprises in the red, the loss-making firms ·
began to stop payment on their bank credits. By the end of 1 �92, 
the overdue loan stock of the banking system was 127 billion forints 
(Ft), ( 1 . 5  billion in U.S. dollars) up 90 percent from the previous 
year (National Bank of Hungary, 1992, p. 109). 

With thousands of firms filing for bankruptcy, the banks were 
forced by the new banking law to reclassify loans. The subsequent,
dramatic increase in the new legally-required provisionings against 
poorly performing loans cut deeply into bank profits, slashed 
dividends and tax revenues from the banking sector to the state 
treasury, and turned the banks' capital-adequacy ratios from posi
tive to negative. The banking system was in crisis-first announced, 
no less, in The Financial Times (Denton, 1 993). 

From small steps to big bailouts 

The same government that had launched an unintended financial 
shock now initiated a bold plan to save the banks. In its 1992 loan 
consolidation programme the government bought 1 04.9 billion '

forints (about $ 1  billion) of qualified debt (almost all in the 'bad' 
debt classification) involving 14 banks and 1 ,885 companies. In a 
related move in early 1 993, the government also purchased the bank 
debt of 1 1  giant enterprises (the so-called dirty dozen) for roughly
$300 million. But the loan consolidation and enterprise recapitaliza-
tion programmes did not restore stability in the banking sector. By ·
September 1 993, only nine months later, financial experts were esti• 
mating that loans in arrears had once again soared to 20 percent of
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total loan portfolios. And the 10  largest banks were again hovering 
at or below the zero percent capital-adequacy ratio (a condition of 
technical insolvency). 

For the government, the new banking rules did not exclude bail
ing out banks and enterprises again and again. But the big bailout 
of 1993 had a new twist. Instead of buying the debt from the banks, 
this time the government adopted a two-stage strategy of first recap
italizing the banks and then using the banks to work out the enter
prise debt. By injecting enormous sums of fresh capital into the 
banks, the Ministry of Finance became the dominant shareholder 
of the large commercial banks. The first stage of the strategy, then, 
could be summarized in a phrase: Don't acquire the debt; acquire 
the banks. 

The second stage of the strategy was designed to harness the 
expertise of the banks to the service of the state. Because it was the 
banks, and not the state, that would be left holding the qualified 
debt, the banks would have an incentive to collect that debt, or at 
least the part they had not already written off their books. And they 
would do so, this time, not with the state as their sometime partner 
but with the state as their majority owner. But efforts to exercise 
control through direct ownership do not equal more effective state 
capacity. The conservative-nationalist government seemed deter
mined to learn the lesson of the 'trap of centralization' from its own 
experience. Banks have shown almost no willingness to use the con
solidation funds for actively restructuring firms; and despite the 
assumption that the Ministry of Finance's ownership would yield 
control of the banks, the government has been almost entirely inef
fective in monitoring how the banks use the recapitalization funds. 

The massive bailout programmes were not, of course, without 
effects: At 300 billion forints ($3 billion)-amounting to 10  percent 
of Hungarian GDP and 1 8.3 percent of the 1 994 national 
budget13-the bailouts created a long queue of banks and firms 
with their hands out, reaching for the state's pocketbook. 

Thus, at the same time that the corporate networks were engaged 
in the decentralized reorganization of assets, the Hungarian state 
attempted the centralized management of liabilities. That centraliza
tion has not left the decentralized processes untouched. From the 
perspective of the enterprises, 'debt consolidation' triggers the 
organizational separation of debts from assets. The Hungarian gov
ernment's attempt at the centralized management of liabilities stim
ulates the networks to complement their strategies of risk spreading 
with new strategies of risk shedding. Two types of strategies can be 
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identified, each based on the organizational separation of assets and
liabilities. In one type, assets are distributed to the satellites and
debts are centralized, increasing the enterprises' chances of inclu-
sion in the government-funded debt consolidation. In the other,
assets are closely held by the enterprise centre and liabilities are
distribute:d to the satellites where network ties and political connec
tions manipulate proceedings in a Hungarian version of 'bank
ruptcy for profit' (Akerlof and Romer [ 1 993] coin the term in their
study of state-managed liabilities in the U.S. savings and loan 
bailout). 

We thus see a new paternalism in Hungary: Whereas in the state 
socialist economy paternalism was based on the state's attempts to 
centrally manage assets (Kornai, 1993a), in the first years of the 
post-socialist economy paternalism is based on the state's attempts 
to centrally manage liabilities. Centralized management of liabilities 
will not continue indefinitely, but the organizational dynamics of
enterprises formed under the new paternalistic conditions are likely 
to have strong path dependent effects. 

The multiple accounts of recombinant property 

In the highly uncertain organizational environment that is the post
socialist economy, relatively few actors (apart from institutional
designers) set out with the aim to create a market economy. Many, 
indeed, would welcome such an outcome. But their immediate goals 
are more pragmatic: at best to thrive, at least to survive. And so they 
strive to use whatever resources are available. That task is not so 
simple because one must first identify the relevant system of 
accounting in which something can exist as a resource. At the 
extreme, it is sometimes even difficult to distinguish a liability from 
an asset. If the liabilities of your organization (enterprise or bank) 
are big enough, perhaps they can be translated into qualifications 
for more resources. And what could be more worthless than a bank-' 
rupted limited liability company-except, of course, if you have .
shed the risk to the banks (and then to the state) and put the assets 
in another form. Assets and liabilities have value not in themselves 
but in relation to legitimating principles. . 

To examine how economic actors in the post-socialist setting
, 

manoeuvre not only through an ecology of organizations but also 
through a complex ecology of ordering principles we need to under
stand the doubly associative character of assets. There are no free 
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floating resources. To exist as an asset a potential resource must 
be mobilizable through ties of association among persons 
(Granovetter, 1 985). And to be of value a potential resource must 
also have relative worth according to a standard of measure. To be 
able to circulate through the ties that bind (and thus contribute to 
that binding) an asset must be justified within a relatively stabilized 
network of categories that make up a legitimating principle 
(Thevenot, 1 985; Boltanski and Thevenot, 199 1 ;  Latour, 1988; 
White, 1 992). 14 Regrouping assets thus involves making new associ
ations-not only by rearranging social ties among persons and 
things but also by drawing on diverse repertoires of justificatory 
principles. 

To emphasize the patterned and the performative aspects of this 
process, I exploit a notion of accounts. Etymologically rich, the 
term simultaneously connotes bookkeeping and narration. Both 
dimensions entail evaluative judgments, and each implies the other: 
Accountants prepare story lines according to established formulae, 
and in the accountings of a good storyteller we know what counts. 
In everyday life, we are all bookkeepers and storytellers. We keep 
accounts and we give accounts, and most importantly, we can all be 
called to account for our actions. When we make such an account
ing, we draw on and reproduce social orders. We can competently 
produce justifications only in terms of established and recognized 
ordering principles, standards, and measures of evaluation Because 
we do not simply give reasons but also have reasons for doing 
things, accounts are not simply retrospective; the imperative of justi
fication (Boltanski and Thevenot, 1991) structures what we do and 
not simply how we explain. We can never simply 'calculate' because 
we must do so with units and instruments of measurement that are 
deeply structured by accounts of what can be of value. We repro
duce these units of measurement and we recalibrate the measuring 
instruments when we assert our worthiness, when we defer to the 
'more worthy', or when we denounce their status according to some 
other standard of evaluation. When we give an account, we affirm 
or challenge the ordering criteria according to which our actions 
(and/or those of others) have been or will be evaluated. And it is 
always within accounts that we 'size up the situation', for not every 
l"orm of worth can be made to apply and not every asset is in a form 
mobilizable for the situation. We evaluate the situation by manoeu
vering to use scales that measure some types of worth and not 
others thereby acting to validate some accounts and discredit 
others. 
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The multiple accounts of recombinant property respond to and 
exploit the fundamental, though diffused uncertainty about the 
organizational environment. In transformative economies, firms .
have to worry not simply about whether there is demand for their 
products, or about the rate of return on their investment, or about 
the level of profitability but also about the very principle of selec" ·

tion itself. Thus, the question is not only 'Will I survive the market 
test?' -but also, under what conditions is proof of worth on market 
principles neither sufficient nor necessary to survive? Because there 
are multiply operative, mutually coexistent principles of justification 
according to which you can be called on to give accounts of your 
actions, you cannot be sure what counts. By what proof and accord� 
ing to which principles of justification are you worthy to steward 
such and such resources? Because of this uncertainty, actors will 
seek to diversify their assets, to hold resources in multiple accounts. 

This ability to glide among principles and to produce multiple ,
accountings is an organizational hedging. It differs, however, from 
the kind of hedging to minimize risk exposure that we would find 
within a purely market logic-as, for example, when the shopkeeper 
who sells swimwear and sun lotion also devotes some floor space to 
umbrellas. Instead of acting within a single regime of evaluation, 
this is organizational hedging that crosses and combines disparate 
evaluative principles. Recombinant property is a particular kind of'
portfolio management. It is an attempt to have a resource that can 
be justified or assessed by more than one standard of measure (as, 
for example, the rabbit breeder whose roadside stand advertises 
'Pets and Meat' in the documentary film, Roger and Me). In manag
ing one's portfolio of justifications, one starts from the dictum: 
diversify your accounts. The adroit recombinant agent in the trans-
formative economies of East Central Europe diversifies holdings in 
response to fundamental uncertainties about what can constitute a 
resource. Under conditions not simply of market uncertainty but of 
organizational uncertainty, there can be multiple (and intertwined) 
strategies for survival-based in some cases on profitability but in 
others on eligibility. Where your success is judged, and the resources. 
placed at your disposal determined, sometimes by your market 
share and sometimes by the number of workers you employ in a 
region; sometimes by your price-earnings ratio and sometimes by 
your 'strategic importance'; and, when even the absolute size of 
your losses can be transformed into an asset yielding an income 
stream, you might be wise to diversify your portfolio, to be able to ,
shift your accounts, to be equally skilled in applying for loans as in 
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applying for job creation subsidies, to have a multilingual command 
of the grammar of credit worthiness and the syntax of debt forgive
ness. To hold recombinant property is to have such a diversified 
portfolio. 

To gain room for manoeuvre, actors court and even create ambi
guity. They measure in multiple units, they speak in many tongues. 
They will be less controlled by others if they can be accountable 
(able to make credible accounts) to many. 15 In so doing, they pro
duce the polyphonic discourse of worth that is post-socialism. 

We can hear that polyphonic chorus in the diverse ways that firms 
justify their claims for participation in the debt-relief programme. 
The following litany of justifications are stylized versions of claims 
encountered in discussions with bankers, property agency officials, 
and enterprise directors: Our firm should be included in the debt 
relief programme 

because we will forgive our debtors (i.e., our firm occupies a 
strategic place in a network of inter-enterprise debt) 

because we are truly credit worthy ( i.e, if our liabilities are sepa
rated from our assets, we will again be eligible for more bank 
financing. Similar translations could be provided for each of 
the following justifications) 

because we employ thousands 
because our suppliers depend on us for a market 
because we are in your election district 
because our customers depend on our product inputs 
because we can then be privatized 
because we can never be privatized 
because we took big risks 
because we were prudent and did not take risks 
because we were planned in the past 
because we have a plan for the future 
because we export to the West 
because we export to the East 
because our product has been awarded an International Standards 

Quality Control Certificate 
because our product is part of the Hungarian national heritage 
because we are an employee buy-out 
because we are a management buy-in 
because we are partly state-owned 
because we are partly privately-held 
because our creditors drove us into bankruptcy when they loaned 
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to us at higher than market rates to artificially raise bank its in order to pay dividends into a state treasury whose had dwindled when corporations like ourselves 
stopped paying taxes. 

And so we must ask, into whose account and by which account · 
debt forgiveness flow? Or, in such a situation, is anyone ac<:ountable? 

An East European capitalism? 

How are we to understand these unorthodox forms these or�:aniZa�.tional 'monsters' regrouping the seemingly inco;gruous? concluding section, we reconsider the three aspects of property (blurring of public and private, blurring of enterpriseboun?aries, and blurring the boundedness of legitimating principles) m terms of three underlying concepts-mixture, diversity, andcomplexity. 

Mixture 

Imagine two economies, each of equal parts public and private. In one, half the firms are fully private, half are fully public. In the other, every firm is half public, half private. Each is a 'mixed economy'. Yet it is likely that their dynamics will be the same?16 No two economies closely approximate the thought experiment's ideal types; but it nonetheless puts in sharp relief the question: What is the mix of the post-socialist mixed economy? 
My findings of corporate spin-offs and recombinet reorganization a� the e�ter�rise level, and of widespread public ownership combmed With m�er-enterprise ownership networks among the very l�rgest enterpnses, challenges the assumption, widely held on all sides of the privatization debate, that post-socialist economies can be adequately represented in a two-sector model. That analytic shortcoming cannot be remedied by more precise specification of the boundary between public and private: the old property divide has �een

. 
so eroded that what might once have been a distinct boundary lme IS now a recombinant zone. Hungary is a post-socialist mi:ted economy not because of a simple dualism of well-bounded state owned firms in one sector and privately owned firms in another but because many firms themselves exploit aspects of public and private property relations. What we find are new forms of property in which 
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t he properties of private and public are dissolved, interwoven, and 
recombined. Property in East European capitalism is recombinant 
property, and its analysis suggests the emergence of a distinctively 
1\ust European capitalism that will differ as much from West 
1\uropean capitalisms as do contemporary East Asian variants. 

The concept of a post-socialist mixed economy is a useful first 
npproximation of an East European capitalism. But its essentialist 
cutegories of 'public' and 'private' (and the related dualisms of 
'market' and 'redistribution')-even when opened up to the possi
bil ity of being mixed together in the same organizational setting
may be more limiting than illuminating. 

For decades, capitalism was defined vis-a-vis socialism, and vice 
versa. Their systematic comparison enriched our understanding of 
both, but the 'methods of mirrored opposition' and similar con
structs (Stark, 1 986; Szelenyi, 1978, 1988) that worked with these 
dualisms are no longer fruitful. The demise of socialism challenges 
t hat analytically forced choice, and it offers an opportunity for 
enriching comparative institutional analysis. When we stop defining 
capitalism in terms of socialism, we see that, in our epoch, capital
ism as a construct is only analytically interesting in the plural: capi
ta/isms must be defined and compared vis-a-vis each other. 

Diversity 

Our first analytic shift, therefore, must be from the conceptual tools 
around the concept of mixture to those around that of diversity. 
Capitalisms are diverse, and that diversity is manifested in forms 
that cannot be adequately conceptualized as mixtures of capitalism 
and socialism. 17  By analyzing recombinant property not only as the 
dissolution and interweaving of elements of public and private but 
also as a blurring of organizational boundaries in networks of inter
locking ownership, we can escape, for example, the terms of the 
debate about whether the 'lessons of East Asia for Eastern Europe' 
are the virtues of neoliberalism or of neostatism (World Bank, 1 993; 
Amsden, 1994). Instead we join economic sociologists who are 
studying the East Asian economies from a network-centred 
approach in which not markets, nor states, nor isolated firms, but 
social networks are the basic units of analysis (Gereffi, 1 994; 
Hamilton, Zeile and Kim, 1990; Hamilton and Feenstra, 1995). In 
this perspective, the ability of the East Asian economies to adapt 
flexibly to changes in world markets rests in the interlocking ties 
characteristic of corporate groups (Orru, Biggart, and Hamilton, 
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1 99 1 ;  Granovetter, 1995), whether these be the patterns of mutual
shareholding within the Japanese keiretsu (Gerlach and Lincoln,
1 992; Hoshi, 1 994); the ties of family ownership within the mor�
vertically integrated South Korean chaebol (Kim, 199 1 ;  Hamilton
and Feenstra, 1995); the social ties of the more horizontally inte�
grated Taiwanese quanxiqiye 'related enterprises' (Numazaki, 1 99 1 );
or the dense ties that transgress organizational boundaries in the
'buyer-driven' and 'producer-driven' networks in Hong Kong,
Singapore, and elsewhere in Southeast Asia (Gereffi, 1994). 

These recent studies of the social embeddedness and local organ!-
zational innovation characteristic of East Asian corporate networks
suggest that the strategic choice is not plans or markets, or even
clans or markets but clans for markets. Market orientation must be
distinguished, from market co-ordination: a broad variety of institu-
tions of nonmarket co-ordination are compatible with high perfor-
mance market orientation (Schmitter, 1 988; Boyer, 1 99 1 ;  Bresser,
1 993). Many of the most successful forms of network 
in East Asia, moreover, appeared to early observers as highly
improbable forms whose atavistic features could not possibly sur-
vive beyond the period of post-war reconstruction from which the
arose. 1 8  Our point of departure, it should be clear, however, is not 
look to Eastern Europe to find Hungarian keiretsu or 
chaebol. Instead of searching for direct counterparts, 
Asian/East European comparisons will yield new concepts when 
grasp the specificity of the regional variants by explaining the differ-
ences among the various countries within a region. 19  

Complexity 

In restructuring assets, we might say that actors are 'identifying'
new resources, but this would suggest that the resource was simply
hidden or underutilized and only needed to be uncovered. In fact,
before recombining resources, they must first redefine them. We call
this ability to re-cognize the properties of persons and things organi-
zational reflexivity. It cannot be derived from the ambiguity of
property claims but is a function instead of the ambiguity of orga-
nizing principles (Grabber and Stark, 1 997; Stark, forthcoming).
The key to adaptability in this view is not simply the diversity 
types of organizations but the possibilities for cross-fertilization
inside and across organizations where multiply operative legitimat-
ing principles collide-or in Harrison White's ( 1993) phrase, 'values
mate to change'. 20 
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Some might argue, of course, that multiple orders are fine
provided that each occupies a distinctly bounded domain. Such is 
the model of modernity in 'modernization' theory: through differen
tiation, each domain of society would develop as a separate 
autonomous subsystem with its own distinctive logic. Complexity in 
this view requires diversity but only as the juxtaposition of clearly 
bounded rationalities. Marxism, of course, has its own conception 
of complexity: the temporary overlap of mutually contradictory 
principles. Both modernization theory and Marxism are deeply 
grounded in the transition problematic. The noisy clash of orders is 
only temporary: the revolutionary moment for one, the passage to 
differentiated domains in the other. 

If we break with this transition problem, we can escape from the 
impoverished conceptions of complexity in both Marxism and 
modernization theory. In the alternative conception offered here, 
complexity is the interweaving of multiple justificatory principles on 
the same domain space. That view, of course, shares with modern
ization theory the notion of distinctive domains-relatively 
autonomous fields of action. And it shares with Marxism the 
notion of the collision of ordering principles. But unlike moderniza
tion theory, each domain is a site of heterogeneity; and unlike 
Marxism, that tension is not consolidated and then released in an 
all-encompassing revolutionary moment. The noisy clash of orders 
occurs throughout the social world, and it is not transient but ongo
ing-punctuated by relative, localized stabilizations but never equi
librium (Latour, 1 988). 

Post-socialist societies are entering this discordant world. To still 
that noisy clash by the ascendancy of one accounting, with prof
itability as the sole metric and markets as the only co-ordinating 
mechanism, would be to duplicate the attempt of Communism, with 
its imposition of a unitary justificatory principle, a strict hierarchy 
of property forms, and a single co-ordinating mechanism. To repli
cate the monochrome with a different colouring would be to destroy 
the heterogeneity of organizing principles that is the basis of adapt
ability. 

As this account of recombinant property has demonstrated, post
socialist societies are not lacking in heterogeneous organizing prin
ciples. The problem therefore is not a simple lack of accountability 
but an overabundance of accountability: An actor who, within the 
same domain space, is accountable to every principle is accountable 
to none. The adaptability of modern capitalisms rests not simply in 
the diversity of organizations but in the organization of diversity: 
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enough overlap of legitimating principles across domains to 
rivalry of competing accounts within domains and enough 
edness of rationalities to foster accountability. It is not in finding 
right mix of public and private but in finding the right oq�anJIZaltlO
of diversity to yield both adaptability and accountability that 
socialist societies face their greatest challenge. 

Notes 

As such it shares many of the shortcoming of 'presentist' history-reading 
past as approximations of later outcomes (Somers and Gibson, 1994). In 
related critique in the sociology of science, Collins (1982), Latour (1988), 
Pickering (1992) turn from outcomes to controversies. 

2 East European scholars have long argued that social change is a tra.nsltorm<tticm
reshaping of enduring structures exhibiting multiplicity rather than nnifnrmit
(Konrad and Szelenyi, 1979; Szucs, 1985; Staniszkis, 1993; Szelenyi, 1994). 

3 See, by contrast, Burawoy and Krotov's account of change as retrogression: 
case study suggests that with the withering away of the party state the 
economy, far from collapsing or transforming itself, has assumed an ex2t!m1erate
version of its former self' (1992: p. 34). 

4 Szelenyi (1978) argued that 'mixture' characterized both East and West: wherea
a redistributive welfare state mitigates inequalities produced by markets unde
advanced capitalism, in state socialism subordinated marketlike institutions miti
gate inequalities produced by the dominant redistributive mechanism. Elsewher
(Stark, 1986) I labelled this analytic method 'mirrored opposition' and used it t
analyze differences between capitalist and socialist internal labour markets. 

5 In her analysis of 'political capitalism' in Poland, Staniszkis (1991) similarly iden
tifies 'hybrid forms' of 'undefined dual status' in a variety of leasing forms an
cost shifting arrangements through which nomenclatura companies enjoy th
benefits of property transformation without privatization. 

6 Three of these firms are among the 20 largest firms in Hungary and are at th
core of Hungarian manufacturing in metallurgy, electronics, and rubber products
Three are small and medium-size firms in plastics, machining, and industria
engineering. This field research was conducted in collaboration with Laszl
Neumann, and involved longitudinal analysis of the same firms in which we had
earlier studied an organizational innovation of internal subcontracting inside th
socialist enterprise (Stark, 1986, 1989, 1990; Neumann, 1989). 

7 These data were augmented by ownership data drawn from the files of some 80
firms under the portfolio management of the State Property Agency. 

8 A partial list of interviewees includes; the former president of the National Bank
the former deputy-minister of the Ministry of Finance; executives of the four
largest commercial banks and two leading investment banks; the former president
of the State Holding Corporation; directors, advisors, and officials of the Stat
Property Agency; senior officials of the World Bank's Hungarian Mis�ion; th
chief economic advisors of the two major liberal parties; the president of the
Federation of Hungarian Trade Unions; and leading officials of the Hungarian
Socialist Party (who later ascended to high-level positions in the new Socialist-
Liberal coalition government). 
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•1 Such data collection is not a simple matter where capital markets are poorly 
developed. There is no Hungarian Moody's and certainly no corporate directory 
equivalent to Industrial Groupings in Japan or Keiretsu no Kenkyu (see, for exam
ple, Gerlach and Lincoln, 1992). The labour-intensive solution has been to 
gather that data directly from the Hungarian Courts of Registry. My thanks to 
Lajos Vekas, Professor of Law, ELTE, and Rector of the Institute for Advanced 
Study, Collegium Budapest, for his interventions to secure access to these 
data and to Szabolcs Kemeny and Jonathan Uphoff for assistance in data col
lection. 

10 This 20-owner limitation is a convention adopted in research on inter-corporate 
ownership in East Asia (Gerlach and Lincoln, 1992; Hoshi, 1994). In the 
Hungarian economy where only 37 firms are traded on the Budapest stock 
exchange and where corporate shareholding is not widely dispersed among hun
dreds of small investors, the 20-owner restriction allows us to account for at least 
90 percent of the shares held in virtually every company. 

I I  See Stark and Kemeny (1997) for a detailed analysis of these data on interorgani
zational ownership ties. Instead of regarding an ownership portfolio as the prop
erty of an isolated firm, that paper views portfolios as the properties of networks 
of firms. Exploiting the double meaning of 'network properties' (as property 
holdings, on the one hand, and as characteristics such as density, centrality, and 
extensivity, on the other), it uses a combination of correspondence analysis, 
cliquing models, and block modelling techniques to identify eight distinctive 
strategies of network portfolio management by business groups in the contempo
rary Hungarian economy. 

1 2  Many of these mid-level managers had experiences in the 1980s with an organiza
tional precursor of the present recombinant forms-the intra-enterprise partner
ships-in which semiautonomous subcontracting units used enterprise 
equipment to produce goods or services during the 'off hours' (Stark, 1986, 
1989). Like 'second economy' producers who continued to hold a job in state 
enterprises, these intrapreneurial units were a widespread result of hedging strate
gies in the Hungarian economy. Some of these partnerships were scarcely dis
guised rent-seeking schemes that privatized profit streams and left expenses with 
the state-owned enterprise. Others creatively redeployed resources from diverse 
parts of the shopfloor and regrouped, as well, the informal norms of reciprocity 
with the technical norms of the professionals. 

1 3  To put these figures in perspective, for the United States the $105 billion savings 
and loan bailout represents 1 .6 percent of GNP and 7 percent of the projected 
1995 federal budget. Venezuela's recent $6. 1 billion bank bailout is on a magni
tude with the Hungarian programme representing I I  percent of Venezuela's gross 
national product and 75 percent of the government' 1994 national budget 
(Brooke, 1994). 

14 Those analysts who tend to focus on strong ties in an ideational network-that is, 
where the constituent idea-blocks of a form are tightly coupled and linked in 
dense patterns-call these forms 'ideologies' (for the classic statement, see Bendix 
(1956) ). Those analysts who emphasize the comprehensible, as opposed to com
prehensive, quality of forms focus on the weak ties in an ideational network, as 
stressed in their employment of the term 'stories' and their attention to narrative 
structure (White, 1992; Sabel and Zeitlin, 1996). Ideologies are like roadmaps, 
demonstrating the comprehensive connections; stories are like sketched pathways, 
telling how one got from there to here through a particular chain of connections. 
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1 5  See Padgett and Ansell (1993) for an analysis of such multivocality in another 
historical setting. 

1 6  In a related path dependent thought experiment: Imagine two mixed economies 
each with half the firms fully public and half the firms fully private. The first 
arrived at that sectoral mix from a starting point of only public firms. The other, 
from a starting point of only private firms. Are their dynamics likely to be the
same? 

1 7  My argument, thus, bears no resemblance to 'third road' solutions (i.e., the mis
taken notion that there could be some combination of the best features of capital-
ism with the best features of socialism), and it follows that I am not arguing that 
recombinant property is a 'best way'. As people living in East Central Europe
have known for decades if not centuries, all the best roads to capitalism started
somewhere else. I am reminded of the joke in which an Irishman in the far coun
tryside is asked, 'What's the best way to get to Dublin?' He thinks for a minute,
and responds, 'Don't start from here'. 

18  Incongruity, in itself, neither insures survival nor condemns an organization form
to an early death. Kim's (1991) discussion of the combinatory logic of the forma-
tion of the chaebol in Korea immediately following World War II invites compari-
son with the formation of recombinant structures during the contemporary
period of East European reconstruction. 

• 

19 Stark and Bruszt ( 1998), for example, compare corporate networks in Hungary
and the Czech Republic. They find that Hungarian networks are formed predom-
inantly through enterprise-to-enterprise links, sometimes involving banks yet
absent ties between banks and intermediate-level institutions such as investment
companies. In the Czech Republic, by contrast, ownership networks are formed
predominantly through ties at the meso-level in the cross ownership of banks and
large investment funds, but direct ownership connections among enterprises
themselves are rare. Whereas Hungarian networks are tightly coupled at the level
of enterprises but loosely coupled at the meso level, Czech networks are loosely
coupled at the level of enterprises and tightly coupled at the meso level. 

20 See especially Grabher (1994) for a discussion of how rivalry of coexisting organi
zational forms contributes to reflexivity and adaptability. For related views on
adaptability and complexity, see Landau ( 1969), Morin (1974), and Conrad
(1983). 
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The making of an industry: electricity in 
the United States 

Mark Granovetter and Patrick McGuire 

1 Introduction: economic sociology and the sociology of 
industry 

Although economic sociology has enjoyed a strong resurgence in 
recent years, it has focused on relatively low or high levels of aggrega
tion. One central concern has been what determines the actions of 
individuals and firms, and another the role of government and large
scale interest groups in the governance and evolution of the economy. 
With some notable exceptions (eg, Hirsch, 1 972; Campbell, Lindberg 
and Hollingsworth, 1 992; Dobbin, 1 994; Roy, 1 997), few have paid 
close attention to middle levels of aggregation such as industries. 
Problems of industrial organization have largely been left to econo
mists, who treat industry boundaries as resulting unproblematically 
from the nature of the product, the state of technology at a given time 
(as summed up by production functions), consumer demand, and the 
attempt to reduce production and transaction costs. 

Sociologists have reacted to some general arguments on the sub
ject of organizational form, especially those of Chandler (1 962, 
1975, 1 990) and Williamson (1 975, 1 985), and to some of the other 
standard assumptions. But these critiques, whatever their merits, 
have been largely defensive; they have followed and responded to 
economic arguments rather than setting the agenda with a distinc
tively sociological position about industry and organizational form. 
A substantial sociology of industry must be a persuasive alternative 
based on serious research about particular industries and their evo
lution, rooted in a coherent view of how people and organizations 
form and co-operate in such a way as to produce those goods and 
services that consumers demand. 

We do not dispute the convenience of defining industries as sets 
of firms that produce the same or related products. But we argue 
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that such classifications are deceptively simple and not obvious 
the outset; instead it is up for grabs, early on, exactly which 
ucts will fall inside and outside an industry's boundaries, and 
what will be defined as a product. To understand the outcome, 
must analyse socio-economic and institutional links among self
designated competitors, since an industry only becomes a 
reality when firms are similarly structured, occupational .... , ... 5._.. 
are standardized and extra-organizational structures are created 
manage competition and articulate common goals (cf. White, 1981)
Thus, which firms are considered to be involved in 'related activi
ties' is a social construction that evolves in ways that cannot b
understood only in technical terms, but requires also attention 
social processes and interactions among firms. 

We stress the role of human agency and social structure in deter
mining which firms become associated into an industry and i
defining the scope and structure of the resulting 
Standard economic discussions of industrial organization Beglec
human agency since they assume that industrial structure is a
inevitable and efficient consequence of existing technology and mar
ket conditions. At the opposite extreme from this functionalism, i
which the activity of individuals is irrelevant because outcome
automatically meet the needs of the economic system, is the argu
ment that certain industries take the form they do on account of 
activity of a few 'great' men or women. Such a position is taken b
some philosophers and historians (eg, Hook, 1 943; McDonalq
1 962). We argue that human agency is vastly underestimated in th
former argument but overestimated in the latter and that individua
and collective action, while critical, operate only within sharpl
defined historical and structural constraints. 

A sociology of industry ought to account for the social structur
of an industry, in which we include: 1 )  the internal structure 
organizations comprising the industry; 2) the structuring of rela
tions between firms and their upstream and downstream tradin
partners, where 'upstream' means not only suppliers of equipmen
and raw materials, but also of inputs such as labour and capital-
eg, unions, professional groups, agencies creating accreditation stan
dards, and financial institutions; 3) relations among industry firm
(including formal and informal relations, cross-stockholding and
interlocking directorates, trade associations and vertical relation
such as those expressed in holding companies); 4) relations between
the industry firms and outside institutions or groups that play cru
cial auxiliary roles-such as political parties, voluntary association
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(eg, the National Civic Federation) and, in the case of electricity, 
the crucial role of the electrical engineering profession; 5) relations 
between the industry and government at all levels. 

The present chapter is part of a larger project on the history of 
electricity as an industry in the United States, which will attempt to 
cover all these bases from the beginning of the industry in about 
1 880 to its stable form, around 1925. 

We believe that the way the electricity industry developed was 
only one of several possible outcomes and not necessarily the most 
technically or economically efficient. Its particular form arose 
because a set of powerful actors accessed certain techniques and 
applied them in a highly visible and profitable way. Those tech
niques resulted from the shared personal understandings, social 
connections, organizational conditions and historical opportunities 
available to these actors. The instruments of this success, in turn, 
used their personal and organizational resources to trigger pressures 
for uniformity across regions, even when this excluded viable alter
native technologies and organizational forms. By the 1 920s, the 
diversity of organizational and technological forms was much lower 
than one might expect, given the highly heterogeneous environ
ments in which electricity was produced. We believe that this sup
pression of diversity hampered the adaptability of the industry in 
ways that became clear only in the late 20th century. 

We attempt to identify the forces that moved the industry in cer
tain directions, and the advantages that those directions achieved 
simply by being in place; these advantages then helped perpetuate 
forms that might not have been abstractly optimal, while excluding 
possibilities that had previously seemed entirely plausible. These 
new forms then themselves modified the environment in ways com
patible with their needs. Later observers, who look only at a snap
shot of technology and organization, may note the fit between 
industry and environment and conclude that the industry has arisen 
in its present form in order to meet environmental needs. Only a 
dynamic, historical account can break through the functionalist 
misconceptions resulting from confining analysis to comparative 
statics. Our argument resembles that made by economists Paul 
David and Brian Arthur on the 'lock-in' of inefficient technologies 
(such as the QWERTY keyboard on which this paper is typed
more slowly than it would be on one of better and well-known 
design), but draws on the sociology of knowledge and of social 
structure, leading to a generalization from the case of technology to 
that of institutional and organizational form. 
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One implication of our approach is that at several historical 
tures, quite different outcomes might have emerged and had 
occurred it would likely have been argued, as it has for actual 
comes, that those were the most economically or technically 
cient. Our goal is systematically to analyse the particular 
within each historical setting and consider the options and 
influencing path selection at each point of decision-making. 
method allows us to differentiate between selected and 
opportunities, between intentional and unintentional outcomes, 
provide a more nuanced and realistic depiction of how 
institutions are formed. It removes the need to infer the intentions
of firm leaders from known outcomes, or to rely on • .,.,.,v,,vJ::,•'-'<u
categories such as technical and economic efficiency to explain 
outcomes. 

2 Electricity: the initial boundaries of an industry · 

In 1 880 Thomas Edison had only begun to develop the incandes-
cent electric light, and most homes and factories were lit by naturaL
gas. On-site' electric lighting systems had been sold and installed as
early as 1 878 and by 1 885 were a booming business involving over
1 ,500 arc and incandescent systems, operating in homes and facto-
ries (American Electrical Directory, 1 886). Alongside these 'isolated
plants' (as these systems were known), a fledgling industry of pri
vately-owned central electric stations blossomed from less than two
dozen firms in 1 882 to almost 500 in 1 885 and almost 2,000 inde
pendent local firms by 1 89 1 ,  using different technologies and orga-
nizational structures. 1 These firms were hobbled by local
governments and large equipment manufacturers, and wracked by
destructive competition. Yet by 1 929, isolated generation was reced
ing in importance, and the industry was dominated by a few large
holding companies overseeing central station firms using standard-
ized methods of production, sales, and marketing, common organi-
zational structures, and protected by government agencies that
regulated them, guaranteeing profits under the concept that electric
ity provision was a 'natural monopoly' (Bonbright and Means,
1 969; Rudolph and Ridley, 1 986; FTC, 1 935; McGuire, 1 986:
526-529; American Electrical Directory, 1 892). 

We have reviewed the histories of 80 central station firms and the 
careers of over 200 one-time employees of Thomas Edison, 
analysed the participation of 1 ,500 executives in for-profit firms in
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industry trade associations, and studied several hundred other sec
ondary and archival sources. We find that the boundaries, composi
tion, and dynamics of the U.S. electric utility industry were 
constructed by identifiable social networks. We will use the content 
of several industry contests to demonstrate how and why these net
works acted to construct and shape industry development and 
boundaries in particular ways, and not in others of apparently equal 
viability. 

Central station electric systems were a major commitment for 
Thomas Edison, who mobilized his personal financial and patent
based resources and those of his subordinate co-workers and their 
families to create and manage the Edison (later General Electric) 
electrical equipment manufacturing firms (McGuire, Granovetter, 
and Schwartz, 1 993). He strongly argued that electricity should be 
the primary commodity, and that electric equipment should be built 
for and sold to central stations, rather than to each building owner 
who would generate his own electricity (in a process similar to sys
tems producing heat for a single building)? Edison also mobilized 
long-standing associates to sell and/or invest in several central 
station firms. They secured funding for several additional central 
station firms by exploiting antagonisms and fears among financiers. 
And by exchanging equipment for securities of local firms, Edison 
created shared ownership between the patent-owners, equipment 
manufacturing firms, and central station firms. 

Edison was establishing the initial boundaries among electric 
industries. Again drawing upon the collective resources of himself 
and associates and their families, and upon a production monopoly 
secured by exclusive contracts, they separated electric light current 
business from the manufacture of electric devices, electric trolleys, 
electro-plating, telephone, etc. each of which preceded the incandes
cent lighting system and involved millions in invested capital and 
sales by 1 88 1  (Bright, 1 972:33). Edison also worked to retain the 
separation between incandescent lighting (mostly indoor) systems 
such as his own, and the well-established arc lighting (mostly street 
and public spaces) systems, keeping them separate industries and 
markets. 

Through 1 884 Edison also argued the need to differentiate 
between firms selling electric current for lighting and those supply
ing it for motors (Conot, 1 979:207), given his own lack o f  personal 
investment in devices run by electric power, and his strained per
sonal relations with innovators of such applications (Conot, 
1 979:Ch. 1 8).3 But for a series of reasons, he was unsuccessful at 
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and soon drew back from insisting on this separation. First, sam�
of his friends and investors in his manufacturing and central 
firms came to own crucial patents related to power, tailored 
equipment derived from these patents so as to operate on his "'"'"'LLa1
station system, and signed exclusive production contracts with 
Edison manufacturing firms (Passer, 1962, 1 953:238-239, 
1 990, McGuire, Granovetter, and Schwartz, 1 993). As a 
many local utilities began to simultaneously serve both arc 
incandescent lighting systems as well as power customers. Given 
different but compatible applications of these technologies, and 
technical possibility of serving all customers from common eq 
ment, it became difficult for Edison to argue that separation 
efficient. 

Moreover, Edison was preoccupied with struggles against his 
financiers for the control of his firms and patents, and was 
tracted from this issue. Thus, in this period, friendships, family 
nections, personal fears, mobilized collect!ve knowledge 
resources, scarcity of capital as well as vested interests and LI0'-'11111'-'""
possibilities, all shaped the inclusion of various 
within what became the electric utility industry. 

While Edison had created the basis for central station firms, 
was not inevitable that they would survive or become the '"''"""'·'"'·��
form of electric service. Isolated systems (in individual homes 
factories) were viable and would be the most common supplier 
electricity to consumers through 19 15  in most cities (cf. 
1991 :209). While economic arguments were mounted on behalf 
each type of service, it appears that isolated systems in a factory 
apartment building were at least as viable as other de,certtn:tli•�e 
amenities, including home furnaces, water wells, and personal 
mobiles, each of which became a norm (Gilchrist, 1940:1, 
Adams, 1900). Isolated systems had significant first mover 
tages: thousands had been sold before Edison ever opened his 
central station-(Brush, 1 882, Stout, 1909) and they had the 
port of major financial houses, such as that of J.P. Morgan. We 
found examples of co-ordinated distribution systems 
many isolated stations (Marvin, 1988: 1 70).4 

Two other industry boundaries-the selection of the nr••fPT'rPrl
form of current, and the standardization of current frequency at 
and 60 cycles (for power and light, respectively)-also resulted 
personal insights, compound historical accidents, 
friendships, and corporate interlocks (McGuire, 1990). AC and 
current each had advantages and disadvantages (Passer 1 
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164-166) but neither was intrinsically preferable or dominant. AC 
became the principal U.S. current form because both General 
Electric and Westinghouse, the two major manufacturers, had AC 
equipment and their leaders had no personal stake in promoting an 
exclusively DC system, and because J.P. Morgan had a lingering 
antagonism toward Edison who held and could have reaped a hand
some profit from continued use of crucial DC patents (David, 1987). 

There was no overwhelming technical or economic imperative dri
ving the selection of AC or of 25 and 60 cycles as the industry norm. 
The 'rotary converter' that transformed AC into DC current also 
worked in reverse. Systems in which current was generated and 
transmitted in AC and then converted to DC for distribution were 
feasible, and indeed were typical in Europe through most of the 20th 
century and in most U.S. central city areas through the 1920s. 
Motors and appliances for each current type were manufactured and 
sold here, and so each current type could have had its own niche. 
Further, the initial selection of two frequencies of current as a norm 
(rather than one as occurred in Germany and in parts of Britain and 
of California-Hughes 1 983: 1 29) embedded a technical and eco
nomic inefficiency that lingered generally through 1950 when most 
of the remaining 25 cycle engines were rewired at utility expense 
(McAfee, 1947: 19, Bush, 1973:501).5 Social factors including 
involvement of decision-makers in multiple firms (corporate inter
locks), personal friendships and animosities guided these decisions 
and helped to lock in these technical and economic inefficiencies. 

3 The stabilization of boundaries and practices in private 
central station firms 

Through 1890 the definition of the electricity industry included 
both the equipment manufacturing firms and all the local operating 
utilities. In 1 885 the owners of non-Edison electric current sales 
firms met and formed a trade association, the National Electric 
Light Association (NELA). The NELA included firms making, 
selling, operating, and repairing (especially arc) light and power 
systems. By 1888, it was dominated by the leaders of the Electric 
Club, a New York organization with a national roster (Nye, 
1 990: 1 73, NELA, 1 888) that constituted a primarily non-Edison 
social network. In response, Samuel Insull, secretary to Thomas 
Edison and an executive who helped Edison sell and open central 
station firms, formed the Association of Edison Illuminating 
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Companies (AEIC) in 1 885. Early AEIC members were mostly pet·
sonal friends of Edison and/or Insull who were also executives of
small Edison central station incandescent lighting systems. 

Beginning in about 1 890 both trade associations began to rede
fine the boundaries of the electricity industry by denouncing city�
owned electric firms, even though such firms used the same
equipment, sold the same commodity, and operated in a similar way
(NELA, 1 890: 164-1 79, 1 898, 1 900: 1 :412, Rudolph and Ridley,
1 896:23-34, and Toledo Edison 2:83 2/14/1897). The associations
tried to exclude them from their organizational meetings, proposed
boycotts of manufacturers who supplied them, and mobilized to
oppose and impede their creation. They also sought and secureq
state legislation that limited not-for-profit systems to street lights in 
some cities, such as Detroit (Wilcox, 1 908). This new industry
boundary was being built based on form of ownership, contrary to
the logic of the Bureau of the Census and its SIC codes which offi-
cially define industries (McGuire, 1 986). 

· 

A second boundary was being constructed simultaneously during 
the early 1 890s as local utilities sought to separate themselves from
the electric equipment manufacturing firms. NELA members 
included firms selling and operating all types of electric devices 
involving several proto-industries, such as electric arc light and 
electro-plating, telephone, electrical medicine, and electric motot 
devices. In fact the first major electric light company in Chicago
Chicago Arc Light-emerged from a combination of electric medi" 
cine and central station service (Platt, 1991 :268). Many of these 
industries were in place and had millions of dollars in investments 
and/or sales before Edison even invented the incandescent light bulb 
(Bright, 1972:33). The NELA's concept of electric light service (and 
by extension the composition of the industry) involved vertically 
integrated firm components, including manufacturers, operating 
utilities, contractors, and repairmen, similar to Bell Telephone.6 

AEIC membership was limited to people from the Edison
affiliated central station electric lighting firms and their associated 
Edison manufacturing firms (first Edison Manufacturing, then 
Edison General Electric). Through 1 893 the AEIC promoted a lim
ited notion of industry involving a two-level vertically integrated 
industry of equipment manufacturers (GE) and Edison incandes
cent central station firms. The central stations had exclusive con
tracts with the manufacturing firms, and depended on them for 
financing, supplies, and innovations, factors that in effect left them 
as subordinate cheerleaders in the AEIC. This changed when, in 
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1 892, J.P. Morgan and his allies wrested full control of Edison 
General Electric from Edison and his supporters, in a leveraged 
buyout through competitor Thomson-Houston; the resulting firm 
was renamed General Electric. Beginning in 1 893, the owners of 
early but small Edison central station firms became less prominent 
in the AEIC, and the organization was increasingly dominated by a 
small group of former Edison employees. Samuel Insull left General 
Electric after the buyout to become a utility executive in Chicago; 
he and other urban executives mobilized to counterpoise their cen
tral station firm interests to those of General Electric, redefining the 
electric utility industry boundary to exclude manufacturers. 

There were numerous conflicts of interest between the equipment 
suppliers and the central stations. Exclusive contracts locked the 
central stations into purchase from one supplier. In return, the sup
pliers were supposed to refrain from selling isolated generation 
equipment within the franchised territory of the utility companies. 
That they often ignored this provision is evidenced by sharp 
exchanges at AEIC meetings. Rival central station firms still oper
ated within the same areas, and expected their suppliers to pursue 
patent infringement suits against other such firms using different 
equipment; but this was a low priority for the manufacturers. The 
exclusivity of contracts gave equipment suppliers market power 
which they used to keep prices higher than seemed reasonable to 
central stations. Service issues, such as delivery time, were frequent 
bones of contention. Manufacturers, for their part, considered the 
central stations unreliable customers, whose often strained financial 
condition made them delay payment for equipment or issue new 
securities, to meet this obligation, which might then be drastically 
devalued in the next recession. 

Personal distrust between these groups, in part resulting from 
past history of conflict and resulting animosity between the J.P. 
Morgan interests who dominated General Electric after 1 892 and 
the Edison/Insull group, might, in a transaction-cost account, have 
presented a need for vertical integration between manufacturers and 
central stations, so as to achieve consummate rather than perfunc
tory co-operation (Williamson, 1985). But central station executives 
were pulling forcefully in the opposite direction, to preserve their 
independence and assert their own interests, through collective 
action. 

The crucial group in this emerging industry is what we will call 
the 'Insull circle', consisting initially of men who had worked in the 
drafting room of the Edison Electric Light Company's Goerck 
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Street (Manhattan, New York) equipment manufacturing 
between 1 882 and 1885, at a time when Samuel Insull was 
most trusted confidant and head of the Edison manufacturing 
ations (cf. McDonald, 1962). While hundreds of others worked 
Edison during this era, a small group of four who had both urorli"Prl
in the Goerck Street plant in the early 1 880s, and had attended 
cial classes together, were especially influential. They had also 
among the men sent out by Insull and Edison to help set up and 
tially operate central station light systems. The four were ................
Insull, John Lieb, Charles Edgar, and Louis Ferguson. They, 
with another set of-gradually shifting but probably never 
than eight-close associates of Samuel Insull, would become 
key to industry development for the next 40 years. One of their 
efforts was to distance themselves from GE domination in 
AEIC, and to create a certifying board-the Electrical 
Laboratory-to assure GE quality and innovatiop.-and in 
assert their (and central station in general) control over the AEIC1
The board of ETL consisted of Lieb, Edgar, lnsull and · 

Barstow, who began working for the Edison manufacturing opera�
tions after they moved to Schenectady in 1 887. 

We refer to this as the lnsull circle because of its domination 
Insull, and in our ongoing research, we examine Insull's --···,...·-··J 
Chicago Edison and detail his access to U.S. and European 
We explain how his personal knowledge, his connections to 
European technical and financial community, and a group of 
talented friends and associates created both autonomy and w. •uvva.-
tive opportunity for Chicago Edison. 

Insull brought European innovations (including the Wright rate
system, load building, and turbines) to the U.S., and actively 
moted emulation of and adoption of these techniques and rt"''''r"'"'
among the other principal firms within the AEIC (Hughes,
1983:21 7-233). His circle identified, deliberated upon, and mobi-
lized to promote these and other technical and oq�anLI·: laliOrtar
changes among AEIC members and then the rest of the central 
tion utility industry. The over-arching theme linking their 
was the pursuit of what we have called a 'growth 
approach-scrap and replace old technology with new, create 
expand a territorial monopoly, increase total and per capita 
and establish load balance-as an industry-wide development 
egy. 7 They used their personal and trade organization relationships
to promote adoption of this strategy and associated technology. 
we . will detail, alternatives that involved more decentralized and 
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smaller-scale provlSlon of electricity, separation of generation, 
transmission and distribution, provision combined with the produc
tion and sale of other products (such as heat in co-generation 
arrangements), or provision by not-for-profit companies, were effec
tively attacked and discouraged by the Insull group. 

Crucial to the embedding of their collective template of industry 
development was domination of the AEIC as a method of transfer
ring technical and organizational norms. Insull's circle held over 90 
per cent of the AEIC officer and committee positions, and from 
1892 to 1 897, in combination with the technical experts from what 
we will call the 'Six Cities' firms they led (New York, Philadelphia, 
Brooklyn, Detroit, Boston, and Chicago Edison) delivered almost 
all the paper presentations at AEIC annual meetings. Leaders 
of firms in other large cities-Buffalo, Providence, St. Louis, 
Baltimore, and Pittsburgh-did not participate in the AEIC leader
ship, despite their having large populations and loads. Regardless of 
firm or load size, we find that through 1910  most firms only joined 
and/or became active in the AEIC after hiring other former Goerck 
St. employees and/or family members of the inner circle's executives. 

Our analysis of the composition of AEIC committees from 1897 
to 1910  shows that personal networks and firm domination of the 
AEIC became institutionalized as executives from Insull's circle 
were replaced. Twenty-three out of 28 times that one of these left a 
committee position, he was replaced by a subordinate executive 
from his own firm, an 80 per cent rate of re-constitution of 'broken 
ties' (cf. Palmer, 1 983). Men from the Six Cities firms occupied 275 
of the 287 committee positions on AEIC committees and presented 
71  per cent of all papers between 1901 and 19 10. Direct, almost 
monolithic, control over the AEIC by this group continued, albeit 
through firm subordinates. 

But important as the AEIC was on its own it was not sufficient to 
dominate the industry; it was a highly self-selected group associated 
with large urban firms and it worked closely with General Electric. 
The other industry trade association, the National Electric Light 
Association (NELA) was broader, bringing together many smaller 
firms, those not dependent on General Electric equipment, and in 
close contact with contractors, jobbers and workers. It held the 
potential for industry .dominance that could not be assured from an 
AEIC base. 

Correspondingly, an informal system of industry-wide self
governance emerged after several Six Cities firms joined the NELA. 
While several AEIC firms joined the NELA in the early 1 890s, they 
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were rarely involved in the NELA leadership before 1 896. 
in 1 897 Insull's circle, aided by leaders from a few other wnt!!-s;rarla
ing AEIC firms, became a major bloc in the NELA. Rather 
having a straightforward system of unilateral domination as in 
AEIC, their modus operandi in this trade association was different. .·

Analysts such as McMahon (1 985) and McDonald (1 962) 
suggested that the AEIC acted as the directing and .. v-·v . .. uuauJll
committee for the remainder of the industry. A brief examination 
the committee assignments of the NELA from 190 1  to 19 10  
ports that insight. Insull's circle, their firm subordinates, and 
tives of other urban firms involved in the AEIC, occupied 
majority of seats in two-thirds of the 75 NELA committees ...,,_.· .., .. , .. 
during the 1 901-1910  period. 

However, something much more significant was 
beneath this process. Samuel Insull (President of both the 
and NELA in 1 898), and his circle gained a substantial minority (I 
of 40 positions 1901-1910) in the NELA officerships and 
committees. They, their firm subordinates, and long-standing 
supporters together occupied 32 of the 40 seats. In effect they 
lished an important system of significant and strategic influenc
over the NELA, rather than overt domination. 

These leaders, their subordinates and those AEIC firms that 
long-standing membership and a former Goerck Street employee 
a top executive were a majority in only 1 9  of the 7 5 committees 
to ten per year) operating between 1901 and 1 91 0. While rare, 
majorities were important, occurring mostly when the .. v ........ 
was new or when its policy focus was initially being ..,,,.auJ'""'"'u 
After policy was initially set, the inner circle and its supporters lef
the committee, leaving behind a significant minority presence o
their subordinate Six Cities executives. In effect, they and their long
standing AEIC supporters created precedent. Afterward, they 
their subordinates to scan or monitor the committee 
for continued compliance with their initial policy precedents 
sistent with the theory of Useem, 1985). When the standing 
committees did stray from the original policy decisions, ..,v••uuu 
membership changed soon after and several AEIC 
returned to that committee, re-establishing AEIC-supported policy .
Following-up upon this initial insight, Chi-nien Chung ( 1997) ha
developed a social network analysis that supports these 
patterns, showing the high centrality of Insull's circle in the AEIC
and their emergence in the NELA after 1895. 

Consequently, preferred technologies-including turbines, �o·•o�,,
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organizational entities (such as the Contract, Statistical, and 
Appliance Departments-Insull, 1934: 5 1 ;  Gilchrist, 1940:8-18; 
Platt, 1991 :89) organizational relations, strategic goals, and even 
dirty tricks (Gilchrist, 1940: 14-16, 50, 32), were identified, imple
mented, promoted, and transferred uniformly throughout the indus
try. Acting through their informal/formal governance structures, the 
inner circle mobilized their own firms to adopt similar technology, 
organizational format, or goal (Gilchrist, 1927:472-473). They 
and/or their Six Cities executive experts then promoted this before 
the AEIC (Gilchrist, 1940: 18; AEIC, 1901 : 197-209), and in turn they 
(and/or other AEIC members) did the same before the NELA 
(NELA, 1905: 1 1 6-1 35). they invited executives from other cities to 
their facilities and taught them about new technologies (Flynn, 
1932b:36). They loaned their firm executives (NELA, 1900:412-41 3; 
Seymour, 1935 : 126-127) and consultants9 to smaller firms so as to 
enable them to reproduce these policies and/or install new technolo
gies. These efforts and outcomes were then trumpeted in the trade 
association papers and discussions as trends or rational necessities 
and subsequently adopted by other central station firms. Signifi
cantly, this emerging isomorphism coincided with a decline in indus
try earnings through 1907 (USDCL, 1910:50). This is not surprising 
since Insull and other industry leaders acknowledged that their 
expansion crated some diseconomies (Platt, 199 1 : 1 78, 342 ft. #37). 

This system of industry self-governance had been actively con
structed based on friendships, family relations, and social network 
participation, which were subsequently augmented by actions of 
formal organizations. Such relations and decisions reverberated 
throughout the industry via the medium of existing formal organi
zations that came to be dominated by the inner circle's social 
network supported by their firm subordinates and former Goerck 
Street associates. Elements of the preferred template of industry 
relations became institutionally-embedded through replacement by 
firm subordinates and/or leaders of other AEIC firms who sup
ported both the organizational and technical policies of the leaders 
and the system of industry self-governance. 

4 Deflecting alternatives to the preferred template of industry 
development 

The success of industry self-governance under the leadership of 
Insull's circle was most apparent in the containment of alternative 
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forms. There were several viable alternatives to the dominance 
urban central station systems and to the 'growth dynamic' strate:gy,
during the 1 890-1910 era. Isolated systems in individual 
buildings and/or factories continued to grow in size and in 
until by 1902 they produced half of all the horsepower from electric;
ity in the U.S. (USDCL, 1905:3, 19 10: 14). They were so successful
that more U.S. customers (homes and factories) were served by iso�
lated than by central station systems through 19 18  ( 
1946:21) .  As late as 19 12, more than half of all electricity prod 
and distributed in the United States was attributable to · ..
rather than to electric utilities (DuBoff, 1979:4 1 ,  2 19). Even in an 
urban centre such as Chicago central stations only produced 70 per 

· cent of the electricity consumed in 1922 (Platt, 1 99 1 :2 1 3). In much
of rural America, isolated stations were the only form of electric 
service available before 1930 (Nye, 1990:296-297). .'

There were also neighbourhood systems serving small geographic 
territories. Some were dedicated co-generation systems · supplying 
neighbourhood with both electricity and steam for heat. Entre� 
preneur Homer Yaryan, for example, built and operated dedicated 
steam and electric neighbourhood plants in 35 cities stretching from
Cleveland to LaCrosse Wisconsin, including Chicago, Detroit1 
Toledo; and Fremont Ohio (Scribner, 1910; Cyclopedia of American 
Biography; Meyer, 1972: 102-103; Porter, 1986). Prominent financier
and electricity/natural gas magnate Henry Doherty argued that these 
multi-use systems involving steam were the hardest to displace 
because of their efficiency: waste heat from electricity generation 
could be cycled back into the heating operation, rather than requir� 
ing additional energy for cooling the equipment as in traditional gen" 
eration (cf. Hirsh, 1989), or being dissipated into streams and thus
upsetting the local ecosystem by raising temperatures. Investor-
owned utilities were in fact so determined to dispose of this competi" 
tion that they often built otherwise unneeded steam plants to meet
the full need of the customer, and ran them at a loss, just to eliminate 
the competition for electricity (Doherty, 1923:1, 125, 140). 

Other neighbourhood systems originated in a 'base' factory; 
hotel, or trolley firm, and then sold 'surplus' current to other 
nearby customers (Greer, 1952: 14). Some of these were dedicated 
electric systems while others involved selling electricity in combina-. 
tion with ice, irrigation, pneumatic air, water pumping, and trolleys. 
For example, 47.4 per cent of all electricity sold to the U.S. public in .
1902 and 44.9 per cent in 1907, were sold by 251 and 330 street rail· 
roads respectively (USDCL, 191 0: 14). Such multi-purpose and/or 
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decentralized systems were common in the U.S. through 19 10  and 
they became the norm in Scandinavia, Canada and most of north
ern Europe and Russia (Nye, 1 990: 384; Armstrong and Nelles, 
1986: 101-104; USDCL, 19 10: 1 3-27. 

Some such systems sold off current continuously and others sold 
surplus current during off-peak periods. This type of firm was espe
cially common in areas with hydro-electric potential and/or geo
graphically diffused, energy-intensive factories such as the Carolinas, 
Georgia, the Rockies, New York, Minnesota, and Michigan. 
Through the 1920s these factories served their own needs and after 
normal closing time, when the electrical equipment would have 
otherwise been idle, they sold their spare current to utilities that 
engaged only in transmission and distribution. This practice, revived 
in the late 20th century under the rubric of wholesale 'wheeling', 
promoted more efficient capital utilization and load balance. 

Another common decentralized schema during this era involved 
separation of the functions of the typical vertically-integrated central 
station firms. Generation, transmission, and distribution activity 
could each (or in combinations of two) be performed by distinct 
firms and by extension could be distinct industries. For example, 
Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Electric Company in New York State 
was only a transmission firm (USDCL, 1910: 103). The factory-based 
generation systems noted above sold to a separate (but often co
owned) electric firm that re-sold current during the evening (Horn, 
1973). There are even examples of a city-owned generating and trans
mitting firm that sold current only to street railroads and factories 
during this early period (BOC, 1912: 1 98). Bulk sales (ie, of current 
from one utility to another, some of which were sales among inte
grated firms and others of which were sales to and/or from non-inte
grated firms) became so common that by 1907 they were described as 
'a special branch of the electric industry' (USDCL, 1910:84). Similar 
separations between generating, transmitting, and distribution firms 
in various combinations developed subsequently among U.S. Rural 
Electrification Administration co-ops from 1930 to now, and in 
Canada and Britain (Doyle and Reinemer, 1979:253-263, Nelles and 
Armstrong, 1986; Hannah, 1979). Most equipment sales to these 
'alternative' neighbourhood, railroads, and city-owned firms between 
1895 and 1906 were by Westinghouse rather than by General Electric 
(Westinghouse, 1898, 1906: 1 5-16, Coffin, 1909). 

The technical merits and limits of such alternative constructs are 
variable, locally-specific, and debatable. In some cases they were 
technically- and energy-efficient (especially if combined with new 
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investment in generating technology) and, given sunk capital costs1 
were often cost-effective. 10 In fact, Moody's ( 1995) and Sparks
(1995) recently predicted that only firms that unbundle their genera.l
tion from a transmission and/or distribution firm, and firms that co-
generate and sell to dedicated transmission/distribution firms, will
survive deregulation. 

Yet by 1 9 1 5  most of these decentralized and multi-purpose firms
were subsumed, or undermined by technical licenses and patent
monopolies (Passer, 1953:56-57, 1 58-1 68; Bright, 1972:82-89)
and these alternative constructs for the boundaries of the electric 
current industries had begun to wither. A cross-licensing agreement 
between General Electric and Westinghouse, for example, severely
limited competition in electrical equipment, leading to their 1 9 1 1· .
prosecution for anti-trust violations (Bright, 1972: 103). Moreover, 
regulatory bodies weighed in against these decentralized 
with prejudicial rulings. The Massachusetts Gas and Electric 
Commission, for example, prohibited firms from sending current·
across streets or alleys unless they were regulated utilities; this pre� 
vented neighbourhood or surplus sales. 

If technology and organizational form actually followed from 
efficiency considerations, we should have seen considerable varia'
tion by area, since what was efficient varied dramatically according 
to local circumstances. One key puzzle we seek to explain is how .
such variation was suppressed in favour of a uniform set of tech� 
nologies and organizational forms. It appears that the usual mode 
of suppression and homogenization was that the inner circle mobi� 
lized its own firms (as exemplars), discussed the 'problem' at the 
AEIC and after reaching consensus presented their opinion to the 
NELA. For example, 72 per cent of NELA papers presented 
between 190 1  and 19 10  were from Six Cities firms and 4 per cent by 
other AEIC central station firms. The leaders used their control of 
the NELA conference paper topics and committees to marginalize 
advocates of and information about decentralized energy systems. 
After dominating NELA presentations from 1 890-1896, Westing� 
house and other decentralized advocates occupied only two officer 
and three executive committee positions (of 40 and 80 respectively) 
between 190 1  and 1 910, presented only 1 5  per cent of all papers, 
and only once for one year had two of their advocates on a commit-
tee (public policy committee, 1 906). Even in this later case they did 
not hold a majority. They were joined by three men whose firms 
were AEIC members-one from a Big Six urban firm and the other 
two long-time supporters of Insull's policies and agenda. 
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Insull's circle, their firm associates, and their AEIC supporters 
presented papers advocating the elimination of isolated systems and 
the integration, centralization and state-level regulation of produc
tion. They influenced the content, agenda, and goals of (both sets 
of) trade association committees toward load building and balanc
ing and other 'growth dynamic' attributes. They also actively pro
moted the reconfiguration of suppliers and dependent downstream 
constituencies to match those 'emerging trends' . 

Our research identifies friendships, family connections, shared 
travel, co-authorship, and site visits among the executives of the 
inner circle affecting the timing and selection of the various ele
ments of this preferred template of industry development. Absence 
of individuals not affiliated with them on trade association commit
tees and paper presentations might be argued to be merely a matter 
of friends selecting other friends for committee assignments. But 
our review and analysis demonstrates instead that their omission 
corresponds also to a conspicuous absence of voices advocating 
alternative (decentralized) paths of firm and industry development, 
despite the continued and increasing material success of such alter
native systems (USDCL, 19 10: 1 3; Gould, 1946:21 ;  Bergman, 
1982:67 table #7, 68 table #9). 1 1 

Many of the more energy and cost-efficient technologies intro
duced in the 1 890-1910  era by central station firms could have ren
dered comparable advantages to non-central station systems, as for 
example did the installation of turbines in neighbourhood and rail
based systems. (Indeed, the average size of an isolated generator 
quadrupled between 1904-1914 as they sought and gained economy 
of scale advantages-USDCL, 1 95:36). Yet discussions of such 
alternatives are essentially absent from trade association discussions 
and publications; similarly omitted was the strong growth, and 
increasing importance of municipally-owned firms (USDCL, 1910, 
1 9 15). 

Critics could argue that the dominant market position of the 
inner circle, which included their leadership of six large urban firms, 
was the key factor motivating convergence of the industry and stan
dardization of technology. But in fact, isolated systems purchased 
from 35 per cent to 50 per cent of all electrical equipment, and were 
thus hardly a negligible market factor. Of the remaining electric 
production for public sale, railroad firms produced over 45 per cent 
of all electric current in the U.S. and thus were major purchasers of 
generating equipment roughly equal to the combined purchases of 
all investor-owned electric firms (USDCL, 191 0: 14). The six largest 
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urban central station electric firms in the U.S. (two of which were 
not among Big Six firms) constituted only 20 per cent of the central 
station equipment purchases (itself less than half of public sales-a 
category involving barely more than half of all electric sales) and 
generated 25 per cent of all central station profits (USDCL 
1905 : 10-1 1 ).  In fact, the largest 73 central station firms held only 56 
per cent of installed central station capacity (USDCL, 1 9 1  0:67-68). 
Thus the market position of the Six Cities firms was important but 
it certainly did not represent an overwhelming portion of customer ·
demand for equipment such that it could result in their having lever
age on manufacturers for this reason alone. 

5 Restructuring the market: institutionalizing the growth 
dynamic model 

Insull's circle often had to mobilize and re-organize the market to 
help lock in their preferred template. We detail how they altered the 
internal dynamics, standards and content of the trade press, unions, 
college officials, and professional associations. We repeatedly find 
that several of them were also officers in these groups, and/or that 
individuals from the larger Goerck Street group, and/or AEIC com
mittees were the principal advocates of change in the direction of a 
growth dynamic, and/or sat on committees charged with securing ·
such change. These extra-industry groups and others including sup.: 
pliers and organized customer groups (again often involving 
Goerck Street alumni) typically established legal/contractual obliga- .
tions and created vested interests that influenced firms involved in 
sales of electric current. 

Groups also emerged that promoted organizational and occupa
tion-related changes among relatively autonomous and diffused 
industry firms. These included NELA sub-groups, occupational/ 
fraternal clubs (that included initiation, parades, and picnics), cor
porate welfare and employee clubs (that promoted loyalty through 
ritual social activity), and/or professional associations (with annual · 
conferences emphasizing social and professional obligation). Here · 
again we note the participation and leadership of the inner circle 
and of AEIC -associated firms. 

In one case, four key figures (Lieb, Edgar, Insull and Barstow) 
constituted the board of a collectively-owned lab, the Electric 
Testing Laboratory, that created the technical criterion and stan
dards for production of bulbs and other end-use devices (cf. 
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McMahon, 1985: 1 7-20). This allowed them to monitor, license (nor 
not), and potentially to discipline major manufacturers including 
GE. It also allowed them physically to create the basis for technical 
continuity and integration among the central station firms of the 
industry. Their friendships with GE manufacturing executives and 
important consulting firms (several members of whom had also been 
at Goerck St.), their personal and/or firms' subsequent ownership of 
smaller investor-owned firms after 1905, and their long-established 
and institutionalized policy of loaning of executives to other firms 
(often through the aegis of the NELA), helped to promote the trans
fer of preferred policies that rendered disproportionate benefit to 
their capital-rich, integrated, urban central station firms. 

The most important external issue was the passage of state regu
lation as a method for diffusing the growing challenge of public 
takeover and ownership of central station urban electric firms. 
Unable to mobilize support among industry firms for state regula
tion, or to impose it through informal governance or social peer 
pressure, Insull's circle turned to friends outside the industry with 
whom they shared membership in men's clubs, business groups, 
and/or corporate interlocks. 

Several of the circle, Board members from their Six Cities firms, 
and General Electric, encouraged the National Civic Federation to 
study this issue and individuals including Samuel Insull and Charles 
Edgar became members of the study committee. After the introduc
tion of multiple anti-public ownership biases into the study process, 
and despite mixed findings generally more favourable to public- than 
privately-owned firms, the NCF adopted the specific provisions that 
had been proposed by Insull and promoted by his circle for almost a 
decade-provisions favouring state regulation that protected 
investors and (to some limited extent) the public specifically by 
rewarding the pursuit of a 'growth dynamic' strategy and not decen
tralized alternatives, and rewarded firms with the greatest access to 
investment capital. These provisions transformed bankers (depen
dent upon the knowledge of and often sharing interlocks with 
Insull's circle) and holding company executives (which included sev
eral of the circle, and others of whom were former Goerck St. 
employees) into agents of industry standardization. The bankers and 
the NELA policy committee (dominated by Insull's circle) then 
secured support from other investor-owned electric firms for state 
regulation that had previously been resisted (McGuire, 1989). 

The NCF promoted 'its' plan to state governments, several of 
which were directly lobbied by Insull's circle. Analyses then and now 
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uniformly show that regulation, in the form adopted, promoted 
merger and rewarded urban, capital-rich IOUs, while disadvantag- . 
ing publicly-owned firms by locking in their territorial limitations . , 
and prohibiting their operating rules. As a result, the Wisconsin · ' 

utility commission approved 50 of 52 IOU rate increases, while . .  
denying 28 of 39 rate reductions sought by public firms between · 
1908-1914  (Jones, 19 14). These criteria also impinged upon the 
operations of decentralized systems, creating bureaucratic and other 
conditions that burdened their profitability. 

Critics of our argument might perceive Insull's circle as Chandler� 
esque ( 1977) characters-uniformly insightful, proactively exercis- ' ·  

ing initiative, pursuing efficiency, and achieving rational outcomes. 1 
In fact, technical, organizational and/or economic inefficiencies' ' 
were created and often locked in due to their efforts. We find that 
they were overwhelmingly reactive in their efforts: reactive to the ' 
potential alternative systems, to public ownership and to challenges · 
to specific elements of the growth dynamic strategy. They were 
backing into the future as much as or more than striding into it. 

Acting through informal governance processes, for example, they . . ·�· 
had pressured firms to select inefficient paths (such as boycotting ·. · 
Nernst and fluorescent bulbs, over-extending their territories, ignor- ', 
ing street light service, investing in DC equipment, and entering the �,,1 
stand-alone steam heating business) and repeatedly to select the less . ·� 
efficient between two paths of potential development. For example, ) 
because of the threat of electric railroads as sellers of surplus cur- .,.1 
rent, industry firms sought contracts to supply electricity and/or ,, · 
merger with trolleys, which in fact were in decline and would actu-. : . 
ally force numerous central station companies into bankruptcy , , 
between 19 15  and 1 935. Correspondingly, after 1902 they essentially ' 
ignored electric cars (then 60 per cent of all cars in operation- , 1  
Volti, 1 990), that drew almost all their current at night and could ': i 
have drastically improved the IOUs load balance. The making of . 
policy through defensive reaction was so pervasive that several of ' 
Insull's circle even ignored their personal investments in electric car · ·· 
companies while pursuing trolley loads, hurting their industry, their 
firms, and themselves. 

6 Summary: the social construction of the Electricity industry 

We conclude that the electric utility industry was born not of · · 
Benthamite Equations or optimizing rationality, but longstanding · 
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friendships, similar experiences, common dependencies, corporate 
interlocks, and active creation of new social relations. Samuel Insull 
and his circle of collaborators socially constructed their firms in 
similar ways, and then promoted a system of industry governance 
and template diffusion. They drew upon their local and national 
contacts to re-frame the market and the political system in ways 
that pressured utility firms toward technical, organizational, eco
nomic, and legal conformity. Yet, isomorphism among firms was 
never fully achieved because this was a system of influence and not 
of direct control, and because of the varying resources and market 
attributes in each firm's locale. 

This study directly examines only one industry, and one with an 
unusual combination of highly diffused production and highly 
intensive capitalization. The largest firms did not directly compete, 
and there are virtually no international market or trade concerns. 
Further, we have only examined industry development occurring 
from 1 880 to 1 925. These attributes limit generalization of our find
ings to other industries. Nevertheless, most major industries are 
similar in having important trade associations, interacting with gov
ernment and regulatory bodies, and seeking capital from bankers 
and the public through debt and equity markets. More specialized 
aspects of electricity have commonalities with the products of other 
important industries; telephone, telecommunications, transporta
tion and computing service firms, for example, face comparable 
issues of peak-load pricing, load-balancing, and issues of expansion 
in relation to optimal utilization of capital. Communications, trans
portation and entertainment industries are similar in having highly 
decentralized consumers, and are currently going through consoli
dations reminiscent of those in the early period of electricity. 

More generally, we believe our approach allows us to identify 
industries whose outcomes are typically attributed to economic and 
technical rationality, individual achievement and omniscience. 
When the case is carefully examined within its historical context, all 
these may turn out to be socially constructed by the mobilization of 
resources and influence through social networks. Industries are con
stantly re-negotiated, re-framed, and re-mobilized in response to 
their environment. 

Finally, our story, is empirically and theoretically incomplete. 
While we find a tight web of friendship, shared experience, club 
activity, and domination through an industry governance structure 
in the process of industry formation, we do not believe that such 
concentrated patterns necessarily continue indefinitely; a fuller the-
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ory of industry would specify under what conditions all this shifting 
of boundaries would solidify. Were we to follow the industry past its 
formative years chronicled here, we would find that processes and 
relationships once shaped by individuals became institutionalized in 
more formal organizations, institutional alliances, standardized 
practices, and industry norms. As in other industries, we argue, such 
patterns become embedded as norms, unless and until an industry" 
wide crisis occurs. 12 At that point, a new social network of firm 
leaders has the potential to re-define and re-construct a new indus
try based upon various elements of the old. 
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Notes 

Of the central station firms existing in 1882, only a handful powered incandescent 
lights, the rest providing arc lighting for outdoor illumination, or for hotels, facto
ries or large public buildings. The first incandescent station was brought on line by 
Edison himself, on October I ,  at Pearl Street, in New York's financial district; it 
served no more than about a square mile. Arc lighting stations existed from 1879 
on, but it was only incandescent stations that provided residential service and 
which eventually displaced arc lighting stations entirely. Thus it is common, if not 
literally correct, to describe Pearl Street as the 'first' central station installation. 

In the early period of the industry, arc and incandescent systems ran on differ
ent cycles and frequencies, and each product line or system of lighting had its 
own distinctive current and frequency for operating its devices. 

2 Ironically, however, in this period, an Edison firm was also the main provider of 
generators to homes and businesses. Despite Edison's distaste for this option, its 
substantial profits and consequent approval by investors discouraged him from 
curbing it. 

3 The first central stations were oriented almost entirely to lighting, and Edison, 
like most others, underestimated the subsequent demand for current used to 
power motors. The capacity of central stations in the 1880s was rated by the num
ber of lamps they could support. 
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4 In fact, until the early 20th century, it was not even inevitable that electricity 
would displace natural gas as the dominant lighting medium for home use. Many 
homes in which electricity was installed through 1900, had dual systems: using 
gas for daily light and the more expensive option, electricity, only when entertain
ing guests (Platt, 1991 :80,1 54-155). 

5 Inefficiencies continue. For example, Toledo (Ohio) Edison, until 1996, operated 
a generator producing 25 cycle current in an otherwise abandoned power plant in 
order to serve a single customer, which, consequently, did not have to rewire its 
motors (Sharp, 1995). 

6 One NELA member-Western Electric-manufactured telephones and sold 
them to Bell as its main business, but also produced, installed, and repaired elec
tric arc and incandescent equipment (Smith, 1985). 

7 By 'growth dynamic' we mean something essentially similar to what Richard 
Hirsh (1989), in his important account of the impact of technology on the utility 
industry, calls the 'grow-and-build' strategy. 

8 A good example of this is the NELA Public Policy Committee, 1904-8. 
9 Many of these consultants were themselves Goerck St. alumni such as Frederick 

Sargent, (Sargent and Lundy, 196 1 : 1 5-18; Toledo Edison, 1 : 19 9/1011894) or 
members of Insull's own circle, such as William Barstow (1900-1905 National 
Cyclopedia of Biography). 

I 0 A good indicator of viability of cogeneration is found in the success of such sys
tems in the aftermath of the 1978 PURPA Act which required central station 
firms to purchase current from such producers at a rate equal to their own (low) 
production costs. It spurred the rise of over 3,000 independent power genera
tors-many of them co-generators. This has accounted for over half of all new 
privately-owned electrical generation in the U.S. since 1986 (Hoffman, 
1994: 10-13). Also, most of the 1 ,900 public firms in the U.S.A are transmission 
and distribution, or distribution-only firms: 91 per cent buy part and 75 per cent 
buy all of their power from generating and/or transmitting firms. 

1 1  Indeed before the advocates of the growth dynamic had won decisively, the differ
ences could even lead to public quarrels. In 1902, Henry Doherty, then president 
of NELA, and a sceptic about the virtues of unlimited growth, physically tussled 
on the dais of the meeting with the vice-president, Insull's deputy, Louis 
Ferguson from Chicago Edison, about who would have the chalk and chalkboard 
and who would assume the (silent) Chair role at the meeting. Doherty (1924:III, 
136-137) had hard feelings for years afterward, and complained about Ferguson's 
constant promotion of his agenda. 

12 Hirsh (1989) provides an excellent account of what precipitated such a crisis for 
the electricity industry in the 1960s and 1970s: combination of technical stasis
the industry having reached some basic physical limitations in increased 
economies of scale, inflation, supply shocks for fuel, and a changing political cli
mate that reduced tolerance for pollution while increasing consumers' resistance 
to rate increases. 
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The margins of accounting 

Peter Miller 

Accounting is most interesting at its margins. For it is at the mar� 
gins that we see new calculative practices added to the repertoire oe::1! 
accounting. It is at the margins that accounting as a body of legiti- · 

· 

mated practices is formed and re-formed by the adding of devices ; 
and ideas of various kinds. It is at the margins that accounting , 
intersects with, and comes into conflict with, other bodies of exper� : 
tise. And it is at the margins that accounting comes to be linked up .>, , 
to the demands, expectations and ideals of diverse social and insti- , ,  
tutional agencies. 

The term margins is used here to refer to that part of the terrain ,:. 
or surface of accounting that, at a particular point in time, is imme- .

· ·• 
diately within its boundaries. Categories of fixed and variable costs, • 
principles of discounting, and practices of standard costing, were all 
initially located at the very boundary of accounting practice, and · 
only gradually moved towards its centre. To attend to the margins .1 
of accounting is to attend to the ways in which these calculative 
practices and their related rationales have, in certain countries, ini
tially permeated accounting at its boundaries, and gradually come 
to occupy a dominant position. 

To attend to the margins of accounting is to emphasize that there 
are different margins at different points in time, and in different · . 
places (Hopwood and Miller, 1994). The margins of accounting · . . change as the boundaries of accounting are redrawn. The margins. '1. 
are fluid and mobile, rather than static. What is on the margins at 'I 
one point in time can become central or taken-for-granted, rela• . '! 
tively fixed and durable, at a later date. Moreover, the margins of ' · 
accounting vary from one national setting to another. 1 In all these 
different respects, there is a multiplicity of margins to be considered. 

This adding of practices to accounting at its margins typically 
takes place through a process of problematizing (Rose and Miller: '• 

' ·  
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1992). Existing practices are criticised. Claims are advanced that 
other practices not only remedy these defects, but go substantially 
beyond them, offer something more, something different, something 
better. Not all such criticisms result in accounting being trans
formed and its boundaries redrawn. But from time to time the crit
ics and reformers win. The questioning of a particular technique, 
the hopes of those seeking to 'modernize' accounting practice, the 
aspirations of those with new promises and products to sell, result 
in a relatively enduring alteration in the contours and boundaries of 
accounting. This problematizing of existing practices is itself an 
accomplishment. 'Problems' have to be made recognizable, a partic
ular perception has to form, people have to be convinced that prob
lems are intrinsic to a particular device rather than contingent, a 
measure of agreement has to be reached as to the nature of the 
problems identified, a consensus has to form that something needs 
to be done, and another way of calculating that fits the problem 
identified has to be made available. Then, and only then, do things 
change. 

Sometimes, this · problematizing of existing practices is done by 
accountants themselves. Indeed, over the last decade and more, and 
particularly within management accounting, there has emerged an 
industry of self-criticism. This may turn out to be little more than 
an intensification of a perpetual process of critique and reform, of 
dream and disenchantment, a process that no doubt is not limited 
to accounting. None the less, it is in particularly sharp relief at pre
sent within accounting. Accountants are busy denouncing existing 
ways of calculating, and identifying limitations in long-established 
practices (Hopwood, 1985). A range of 'new' calculative practices 
and concepts, drawn from beyond the existing boundaries of 
accounting, and owing more to manufacturing and engineering tra
ditions than to existing ways of calculating, are being celebrated. 
Devices that had apparently served firms successfully for many 
years are now seen to be inherently flawed. The boundaries of 
accounting are being redrawn, and new ways of calculating called 
for that are currently at the 'margins' of accounting. 

Sometimes this problematizing of existing ways of calculating is 
done by outsiders. People working within a variety of other disci
plines or at least drawing extensively from them, including econom
ics, business strategy, engineering and marketing, have, at different 
times, argued that accounting is lacking in specific respects, that 
accounting needs to be supplemented or modified in particular 
areas, or that it needs something wholly new. 
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Sometimes this problematizing of existing practices is done by 
regulatory bodies, government agencies, and other institutionalized 
actors who argue that there is 'a problem',  that something needs to 
be done, and that accounting is the way to do this. Frequently, these 
alleged problems have nothing immediately or self-evidently to do · 
with accounting. But, with some guidance, people can often be 
helped or persuaded to recognize hitherto unidentified connections, 
and to appreciate that an altered way of accounting might help fos· 
ter or improve such things as national efficiency, economic growth ' . 
rates, international competitiveness, employee empowerment, the , 

. 

efficiency or value for money of public services, and much else ' 
besides. Accounting can be problematized in these ways, and in the · 
process linked up to the big ideas, characters, and macro-actors that 
have populated political culture and sociological narratives for so 
long. 

All this has not gone unnoticed. Accounting has long been seen, . 
even by accountants, as linked to the attempts by various actors and . · 

agencies to promote themselves, to sell their wm:es, to argue for any� 
thing that benefits them, and to get others to follow them or think i 
in their terms. A notion of 'interests' has been invoked as a way of , ·, 
seeking to explain this activity. 2 For is it not self-evident that indi
viduals and organizations will always act and argue in ways that 

. 

improve their welfare, that they will always be ready to take advan
tage of situations that will expand their terrain, improve their ' 

opportunities, and increase their economic returns? Indeed, is this 
not the essence of rational decisions and utility-maximizing behav� 
iour? 

Notwithstanding the appeal of this model for those who believe 
that the world is inhabited by such actors and defined by such acts, 
this search for parsimony has limitations. Most importantly, it can 
lead to a neglect of 'how' type questions. Studies of the processes by 
which particular accounting practices emerge in specific contexts 
can be seen in a less favourable light than studies that draw upon a 
predictive model. Researchers, we are told, are 'sceptical of anecdo
tal evidence' and 'prefer large samples that they can use to test their 
hypotheses for statistical significance' (Watts and Zimmerman, 
1986, p. 1 1 ). Yet analyses of the claims and counter-claims made in 
relation to a particular accounting practice, the ideals and aspira
tions that articulate a role for it, together with analyses of the condi
tions of emergence of such arguments, can help us to understand · 

and explain why it is that a particular practice comes to appear 
problematic, and is eventually seen to be in need of modification or 
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replacement. For it is through this activity of problematizing that 
the definition of what might count as a possible 'solution' emerges. 
Moreover, this specification of a solution that may come to be 
deemed acceptable by the participants helps to structure and delimit 
the field of possible interests, in important part by defining the 
terms in which debate can take place. 'Interests' emerge, are articu
lated and modified through the process of problematizing a particu
lar practice. The interests in question do not necessarily pre-exist 
the activity of problematizing. The problematizing of existing ways 
of managing is often fostered by a variety of actors and agencies, 
not necessarily acting in concert or with the same objectives. Relays 
and linkages have to be formed between a multiplicity of disparate 
components and ambitions, and temporarily stabilized. A level of 
agreement has to obtain between distinct and often unrelated 
actors. It is the emergence of such temporarily stabilized ensembles 
or assemblages at the margins of accounting that we need to attend 
to (Miller, 1997). For it is through such processes that accounting as 
a body of expertise is formed and re-formed. And it is through the 
accretion of such processes that accounting gradually acquires a 
'centre', one that comes to be regarded widely as self-evident, and 
which in turn becomes the target of criticism during subsequent 
attempts to bring new calculative practices within the boundaries of 
accounting. 

A concern with the margins of accounting is thus a concern with 
the conditions and consequences of accounting practices. It is a 
concern with processes and outcomes. It is a concern with emer
gence and stabilization. The margins of accounting are produced, 
rather than given. This puts to the fore the analysis of the ways in 
which present calculative practices have been formed historically, 
what conditions made them possible, what ideals and aspirations 
they embody, and how they seek to programme the world so as to 
fit these ideals. Such a focus on the multiplicity of conditions that 
have helped form accounting practices has the advantage that it can 
deprive existing techniques of their self-evidence. For if a particular 
calculative technology emerged only recently and under specific 
conditions, it is reasonable to expect that it may be modified or 
replaced in due course. In demonstrating that accounting is itself an 
ensemble of devices and ideas formed at particular times and in par
ticular locales, rather than an immutable and universal starting 
point, a focus on the margins of accounting can help in the inven
tion of new ways of organizing and administering. More generally, 
by examining the margins of accounting and the conditions under 
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which these are altered, we can begin to unravel the intrinsic links.
between accounting and changing modes of governing the 
prise (Burchell et a!. , 1980; Miller and Rose, 1 990). 

A concern with the conditions and consequences of ac,;otmtm��
practices directs attention to the historically and culturally •v .. ,uuL."'�"

events that have helped define the territory of accounting. 
accountants could think about costs in particular ways, before 
could conceptualize income in a specific sense, before they 
calculate investment opportunities in certain terms, the 
of accounting had to be defined and redefined. It is through 
process of creating and recreating boundaries that accounting 
actually constituted as a body of expertise. A number of Pv<> m·n• 
will serve to illustrate the point. Let us begin by considering 
most basic and apparently self-evident of categories, the notion 
costs. 

Linking costs to decisions 

Cost-volume-profit calculations, break-even graphs, the , .. �·uu.vuvu;

between fixed and variable costs, and the notion of marginal 
are central to contemporary management accounting. It is "'u""'"'v'
to think of these concepts and calculations as existing at the 
gins of accounting. It is even more difficult to think of them as 
tices and ideas that once fell outside the boundaries of accoun 
But if we look back only as far as the early 1 920s, starting at 
University of Chicago, we can begin to appreciate how the cost 
cepts of accountancy were constituted by the extension and .. w.vv' ""···
tion of economic reasoning. 

Students at the School of Commerce at the University of '-'H'"u.;:;v;o,

along with students in the department of Political Economy, 
shown what J.M. Clark described as 'an experiment in a type 
economic theory which is largely inductive' (Clark, 1 923, p. · 
Unused capacity, or costs which do not vary with output, were 
central features of Clark's concerns. Indeed, he went so far as 
speculate whether 'the whole body of economic thought 
become an "economics of overhead costs" ' (Clark, 1923, p. ix). 
economic theory was not only for graduate students in ""''u"'•uu,n·

theory. Such students should study the accountant's conception 
costs. Equally, 'the accountant should know the meaning of 
from the standpoint of disinterested economic science', for it 
this concept of cost that 'embodies, in a sense, that impossible 
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to which his practical devices serve as approximations' (Clark, 1 923, 
p. x). 

Clark was not an accountant but thought that 'the unconven
tional standpoint of an outsider' might help 'throw a useful light 
upon the question of what cost accounting can and cannot be 
expected to do' (Clark, 1923, p. 234). Clark argued that costs should 
be analysed separately from the formal books of account, rather 
than being constrained by the rules that govern financial account
ing. One might include certain items in cost accounting that would 
be excluded for purposes of making up the income statement. 

According to Clark, it was the railways that brought clearly into 
view the question of the behaviour of costs and the importance of 
the notion of overhead costs in particular. For it was soon realized 
that additional traffic could be carried ori the railways at little or no 
additional cost. Price discrimination could be justified on the 
grounds that added traffic was not responsible for those costs which 
did not increase as traffic increased. In any case, it was held impos
sible to determine the proper share of costs traceable to an individ
ual shipment or unit of business (Clark, 1923, p. 10). While it was 
initially argued that railways were different from other industries 
because the large part of their costs were 'constant', or independent 
of the volume of traffic, it was not long before this argument came 
to be applied to other industries. The distinction between 'constant' 
and 'variable' costs was soon to become a general principle for the 
classification of costs. 

Clark was concerned with the 'underlying functions' (Clark, 
1923, p. 234) of cost accounting. He argued that these were multi
ple, and that they required 'an elastic technique' which he described 
as 'cost analysis' or 'cost statistics' .  The functions of cost account
ing, according to Clark, were: to help determine a normal or satis
factory price for goods sold; to help fix a minimum limit on 
price-cutting; to determine which goods are most profitable and 
which are unprofitable; to control inventory; to set a value on inven
tory; to test the efficiency of different processes; to test the efficiency 
of different departments; to detect losses, waste and pilfering; to 
separate the 'cost of idleness' from the cost of producing goods; and 
to 'tie in' with the financial accounts (Clark, 1923, p. 236). These 
different functions of cost· accounting called for different concepts 
of costs. These included: the 'total economic sacrifice of produc
tion', including interest on all investment; differential costs; 
complete records of actual costs and also standards of efficient per
formance against which to compare them; residual costs; and total 
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operating expenses. Summarizing his views on the purposes of cost
analysis, Clark argued that 'the purposes of cost analysis require a
number of different conceptions and measures of cost' (Clark, 1923,
p. 257). The contemporary idea of different costs for different pur
poses can be regarded as the end point of such a proposal. 

On the other side of the Atlantic, a little over a decade later,
others argued in similar terms. Again, concepts drawn from eco
nomics were appealed to as a way of seeking to alter the accoun-
tants' perception of cost behaviour. Here, the key figures were
Ronald Edwards and Ronald Coase. 

Edwards, a 'Lecturer in Business Administration with special ref
erence to Accounting' at the London School of Economics, had
some ten years' experience as a professional accountant. But this
did not prevent him from making strong appeals to the language
and concepts of economics to formulate what he called the 'busi
nessman's entrepreneurial problem'. The most important issue
about costs, Edwards argued, was 'the extent t_o which they chang�
with output' (Edwards, 198 1 ,  p. 75). It was the avoidability or
unavoidability of costs that should be the principal concern. He
argued that the additional expense to be incurred by producing 
unit to be cos ted should be called the 'variable cost', and the 
expenses the 'fixed cost'. Cost accounting, that is to say, should 
based on 'differential' or 'marginal' costs, for it is those costs 
vary with output (Edwards, 198 1 ,  p. 8 1). Whereas cost ., ,..,.,.,...,.., t .... ..

typically analysed past costs, it should henceforth direct its atten�
tion to future variable costs. Cost accountants should ignore
expenses which are unchangeable and not spend their time calculat�
ing arbitrary allocations to departmental expenses which fail 
address marginal variations in cost and revenue. Cost accounting
should address the entrepreneurial problem, which meant a 
on marginal revenue and marginal cost, supplemented by 
to the avoidance of waste. 3 

A further decisive step was to link cost accounting explicitly to
the concept of decisions. This was in large part the achievement 
Ronald Coase. For while both Clark and Edwards had sought 
alter cost accounting by appealing to the concept of marginal 
neither had explicitly linked these concepts to the notion of deci·-
sion. As Coase remarked, in setting out what he regarded as the
basic concepts of cost accounting: 

The first point that needs to be made and strongly emphasized is 
that attention must be concentrated on the variations which will 
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result if a particular decision is taken, and the variations that are 
relevant to business decisions are those in cost and/or receipts. 
This reasoning applies to every business decision, whether it is 
concerned with the opening or closing of a department, the 
manufacture of a new product, the introduction of more frequent 
style changes or an alteration in the volume of production. 
Whatever the character of the decision, one has to inquire into the 
variations in costs and receipts which will follow. Costs and 
receipts which will remain unchanged whatever decision is taken 
can be ignored . .(Coase, 198 1 ,  p. 98; emphases added.) 

The repetition of the term decision is an indication of its perceived 
novelty. Even Coase was aware that he may have over-used the term, 
commenting that 'it may seem to certain readers that I am flogging 
a dead horse' (ibid., p. 98). Business decisions, Coase went on to 
argue, should depend on 'estimates of the future' (ibid., p. 1 00). But 
he parted company with Edwards in stating that there was no need 
to distinguish rigidly between 'fixed' and 'variable' costs. This fol
lowed from Coase's insistence on the centrality to be accorded to 
the notion of decision. For the question of whether a particular cat
egory of cost is likely to vary 'depends solely on the decision which 
is being taken' (ibid., p. 1 28). By concentrating on the cost varia
tions that result from different decisions, one avoided the necessity 
of making further distinctions. While costs might vary with some 
changes in output, they would not necessarily vary with all changes 
in output. 

In putting forward these proposals, Coase had none of the apolo
getic tone that Clark and Edwards had used in their respective writ
ings. Clark, for instance, suggested that 'business men' might omit 
chapter 23 of his book, which dealt with the theory of marginal pro
ductivity. He hoped, however, that 'they will find the bulk of the 
argument worthy of their attention' (Clark, 1923, p. xi). Edwards 
commented that, whilst his arguments might appear 'to be more 
academic than businesslike', he hoped they would 'not be con
demned on those grounds alone . , .' (Edwards, 198 1 ,  p. 73). In con
trast Coase, reflecting many years later on the views he had 
expressed in the late 1930s, remarked that he thought of them 'sim
ply as an exposition of views which were generally accepted by 
economists' (Coase, 1 98 1 ,  p. 97).4 Coase reiterated many of the 
same themes as those of Clark and Edwards. That is to say, he set 
out the 'general rule' that a firm should expand production so long 
as marginal revenue is expected to be greater than marginal cost, 
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and the avoidable costs of the total output less than the tota
receipts. Even if it was 'utopian' to think that such a position might
be reached in practice, he hoped that 'the cost accountant may SO
refine his technique to take account of variations in costs and thus
facilitate the task of the businessman' (Coase, 1 98 1 ,  p. 1 02). 

In addition, Coase argued that the notion of opportunity 
should be the central category of cost accounting. This 
concept of costs, he argued, was the only one that focused auvwLJuJ
'on the alternative courses of action which are open to the 
man' (Coase, 1 98 1 ,  p. 1 08). Edwards had argued for attention 
'future variable costs', and Coase reiterated this, stating that 'It 
useless to look back at the past, except as an object lesson'. 
Coase went one step further, in proposing the notion of ""'"'"'·tmni 

costs as a way of encapsulating in a single concept the •tr.ruT<>rtir ..
looking' character of 'business decisions'. 

It was to be some years before these concepts appeared rolltiltlel'i/
in the pedagogy of accounting. Moreover, the concept of ,....., . .._,...,.tn:
nity cost remains even today at the margins of accounting "'"''"t''"'"

Yet the proposals of Clark, Edwards, and Coase in the. l 920s 
1930s to modernize cost accounting by means of concepts 
from economics had far-reaching effects. The boundaries 
accounting were redrawn. Cost accounting was provided with 
of its most basic devices, such as the cost-volume-profit graph 
break-even analysis. Also, and equally importantly, cost 
was provided with a route through which it might move up the 
porate hierarchy. 5 By linking costs to the idea of choices, by 
these choices decisions, and by establishing linkages between 
concepts and the notion of executive decision-making,6 
accounting was given a significance in terms of managerial ��-·�·•·W

which it hitherto lacked. A new terminology brought with it 
ways of calculating and new ways of thinking. This event at the 
gins of accounting laid the groundwork for the post-World War 
transformation of 'cost accounting' into 'management accounting' . .  · .•

Making the future calculable 

The permeability of accounting to the concepts and calculations 
economics has contributed to the making of management ac1c:mmt:�
ing in a further respect. The evaluation of major capital , .

• '""'�t .... , .. t�
is perhaps one of the most self-evidently 'managerial' aspects 
accounting, and has been the focus of considerable and often uvc1Lc,,.
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debate over the last half century. Three separate points in time dur
ing this period will serve to illustrate the ways in which this aspect 
of accounting has been modified at the margins: the year 1 938; the 
year 1965; and the decade of the 1 980s.7 

In 1 938, in a long series of articles in the pages of The 
Accountant, Ronald Edwards argued that it was essential to use dis
counting techniques when considering alternative investments. 8 
Only in this way could all financial values be translated into present 
values. The influence of time should, he argued, be eliminated so as 
to make comparisons possible. A series of seminal articles by 
Ronald Coase entitled 'Business Organization and the Accountant' 
in the same journal reinforced the point, and articulated the idea 
that the time value of money, and principles of discounting, were 
essential when seeking to express costs and revenues in money 
terms. 

In response, Stanley Rowland, a colleague of Edwards at the 
London School of Economics, referred to discounting techniques as 
'dangerous nonsense' and 'sheer insanity'.9 Rowland drew up battle 
lines between economists and accountants. The arguments of 
Edwards, he argued, had 'the unanimity which is so characteristic of 
economists'. Edwards, he stated, was 'enjoying for its own sake the 
sport of bludgeoning the heads of accountants with intent that they 
shall be both bloody and bowed' . 1 0 According to Rowland, the 
domain of the accountant was that of the ledger, 'a world in which 
cool sanity reigns ( . . .  ) the bed rock on which his whole scheme 
rests' . 1 1  The accountant should be content to 'record the present as 
it flows into the past' and should leave to others 'the risky business 
of tearing aside the veil which conceals the future' . 1 2 

By 1 965, things had changed fundamentally. The calculus of dis
counting had become part of accounting. A new mentality reigned. 
An editorial in The Accountant in 1965 provides a convenient 
marker. This stated confidently that 'No one would deny the utility 
of the DCF technique relative to other less precise methods'. 1 3  
Much had happened since the fierce debate in the pages of The 
Accountant in 1 938. In 1954, Joel Dean had published his massively 
influential article in the Harvard Business Review (Dean, 1 954). This 
appealed to discounting techniques as 'demonstrably superior to 
existing alternatives in accuracy, realism, relevance, and sensitivity 
(Dean, 1954, p. 1 29). Dean argued that management relied to a 
worrying degree on 'intuition and authority', and that it lacked the 
'skilled analysis and the scientific control' needed for intricate, vital 
capital investment decisions (Dean, 1 954, p. 1 29). An avalanche of 
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words had reinforced this appeal to discounting techniques, and to
economic reason as the basis for managerial decisions. 14 'Science'
and 'objectivity' had become the battle cry for accountants and
managers. 

Discounting techniques and the concept of the time value o
money were disseminated throughout the 1950s and 1 960s in a
number of different locales. They provided a knowledge base for the
new business schools in the UK, offering both a calculus and a con-
ceptual foundation that could be taught to managers. Diverse
actors, working within the academy, within firms, and often cross�
ing the boundaries between these distinct terrains, extolled the , 

its of the discounted cash flow technique for making 
decisions. Professional bodies organized talks for those eager 
learn this new calculus. Government agencies such as the 
Economic Development Council promoted the technique, for 
individual investment decisions of managers were seen to be 
to macro-level economic growth. Even a television series in the 
showed DCF techniques in action. 

In these different settings, and with a different tempo in the 
and the UK, management accounting was to be transformed at 
margins in the two decades following World War II. Particularly 
the field of investment appraisal, an economic-financial ... "'"'"'" 
began to replace the existing accounting mentality. hconorruc
expertise was to supplant intuition and rule of thumb criteria, as 
concept of the time value of money was incorporated in ·..,.,,,chn"•�r
decisions. Personal judgement would henceforth be based, or so 
was hoped, on the claimed neutrality and objectivity of a .,._,·,., .. , .... ��·
evaluation of investment opportunities. 

But things were to change yet again. Across the 1980s, and 
the 1990s, a number of commentators inside and outside a .. ,,v .. ua.•u•
have criticised the use of discounting techniques for 
investment opportunities. They have argued that the use of 
counting techniques to evaluate investment opportunities 'is 
ously shortchanging the futures of corporations' (Hayes 
Garvin, 1982, p. 72). The 'old financial models' based on the 
value of money have been held to give 'little consideration to 
strategic opportunities and threats presented by 
advance' (Avishai, 1989, p. 1 12). More generally, the 'entire 
investment system', including shareholders, lenders, inves 
managers, corporate directors, managers, and employees has 
held to have failed. The effect of this alleged failure, according 
one influential commentator, is that the most efficient capital , 
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kets in the world, coupled with highly sophisticated investors, pro
duces suboptimal investment behaviour (Porter, 1 992, p. 68). 

It is too early to predict the outcome of these contemporary criti
cisms of discounting methods for evaluating investment opportuni
ties. One influential textbook advocates greater caution in the use of 
discounting methods, yet refrains from advocating their abandon
ment (Kaplan and Atkinson, 1 989). Meanwhile, the number of 
voices criticising the financial mentality that underlays discounting 
techniques continues to increase. 1 5  But it is less a question here of 
seeking to predict the direction such debates will take in the coming 
years, than of registering the extent to which they have already 
problematized the dominant role of financial models for the evalua
tion of investment opportunities. 16 This demonstrates that the mod
ification of accounting at the margins is not a linear process. It is a 
process that can be stalled, redirected, and even reversed. In the 
next section, this redrawing of the boundaries of accounting is 
explored further, this time in relation to engineering and other non
financial expertises. 

Governing the factory 

The factory has provided one of the principal sites for the emer
gence and elaboration of cost and management accounting. The 
factory has also been a key locale in which accounting has been 
problematized and transformed at its margins, and in relation to 
other bodies of expertise. Two instances will serve to illustrate: the 
development of standard costing in the early decades of the 20th 
century; and the articulation of a 'politics of the product' in the 
1980s. 

Between 1900 and 1930, cost accounting was transformed, and its 
domain massively expanded, by the invention of standard costing 
and budgeting (Miller and O'Leary, 1994). Henceforth, cost 
accounting would be concerned with the future as well as the past. 
Cost accounting would no longer be limited to ascertaining only the 
actual costs of production or activities. Questions of waste and effi
ciency could be routinely addressed within the enterprise, whether 
at the level of the profit of the total firm, the level of material or 
labour use in production, or at the level of every accountable person 
within the firm. In the first instance, though, it was the government 
of economic life within the factory that was of principal concern. 

Standard costing made possible a new form of government of the 
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factory. It supplemented the traditional concerns of accounting
with the fidelity or honesty of the person. No longer would 
accounting limit itself to the calculation of actual costs. Cost
accounting would now embrace individuals, and make them
accountable by reference to prescribed standards of performance; 
Cost accounting would be based on predetermined costs, and would
seek to quantify the variance of actual form standard. By 
means, cost accounting would seek to bring to the attention of 
agement 'preventable inefficiencies' (Harrison, 1 930, p. 8) so 
these might be eliminated. The individual would be set standards 
performance, and variations from these standards would make 
ble the existence of inefficiencies. Thus might efficiency be made 
individual as well as a collective phenomena. 

As a way of seeking to foster the calculated government of 
within the factory, standard costing was allied to that vast project 
standardization and normalization that has been called ,..,�·-.u :cu1,.,..
management. Standard costing and budgeting emerged in a 
cal relationship with scientific management. Indeed, F. W. 
paper on Shop Management contains many of the elements of 
dard costing. And the work of Harrington Emerson explicitly 
aged something akin to a standard costing (Emerson, 1 9 1  1' 
Scientific management sought to make visible the wastes that it 
as arising from the actions of individuals. A 'scientific' 
of the exact extent of such wastes would be the first step. The 
ond would be the systematic elimination of such wastes. Those 
as the Gilbreths would join with Taylor in seeking to dissect 
analyse the minute components of which diverse productive 
ties were composed. The actions of the worker, each and ever
movement of the worker's body, would be studied so as to ontin:tizc,
the efficiency of each individual action. No matter how minute 
apparently trivial the activity, scientific management promised 
government of the factory that would be based on the objectivity 
expertise. 

These new proposals for governing the factory did not emerge in
a vacuum. They were linked to a variety of practices beyond the fac·
tory and beyond the enterprise that took the promotion of 
ciency as the objective of government. Indeed, the notion 
efficiency helped establish a reciprocal relationship between the 
tory and the nation as distinct sites for the promotion of · 

and collective efficiency. Efficiency was to be problematized 
made quantifiable in a multiplicity of arenas, and by means of a:
plethora of devices, including statistics, industrial psychology, intel·
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ligence testing, and much else besides. The notion of efficiency pro
vided a 'convenient label' under which could be grouped a range of 
activities, assumptions and interventions by diverse · actors and 
agencies. 

A discourse of 'national efficiency' articulated a concern with effi
ciency at a macro-level. But if such concerns were articulated at the 
level of the nation as a whole, it was held to be in 'private' locales, 
such as the factory, the school, and the home that the efficiency of 
the individual could be acted upon and optimised. Such locales 
were thus to become key sites within which the quest for health, 
profit and efficiency would be addressed. Experts of varying kinds, 
including cost accountants, industrial psychologists and others, 
were to act upon individuals in such locales. Attempts to improve 
the efficiency of individuals in such settings would, or so it was 
hoped, foster national efficiency. Fbr if the purpose of government 
was to promote the 'good life' of its citizens, it would be able to do 
so successfully only by acting upon the individual in those most 
'private' of domains. 

The transformation of cost accounting brought about by the 
invention of standard costing and budgeting was profound, and was 
part of a wider ensemble of practices that sought to individualize 
and normalize efficiency, and to make it calculable. The search for 
efficiency within the factory was reinforced by a wider quest for effi
ciency, one that took place in diverse locales. Within the factory, 
ideas and devices that had hitherto been the province of engineers 
rather than accountants were initially borrowed, and then made the 
cornerstone of a transformed cost accounting. Cost accounting gave 
monetary form and visibility to the ambitions and concerns of 
other bodies of expertise within the factory. Those such as Towne 
had sought to construe the engineer as an economist. And those 
such as Emerson had envisaged engineers and accountants collabo
rating in the task of detecting and analysing inefficiencies. But it 
was only when these concerns were articulated in the language and 
devices of cost accounting, when they were made visible and calcu
lable in monetary terms, that they could become central to the gov
ernment of economic life within the factory. 

The redefinition of the boundaries of accounting is an ongoing 
process, rather than a fixed accomplishment. Cost accounting and 
management accounting continue to remain permeable to the con
cerns of those bodies of expertise such as engineering that seek to 
manage production processes by recourse to non-financial means. 
This permeability of accounting to other bodies of expertise that 
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appear to be closer to the product and production processes has 
been a particularly notable feature of the past decade. 

Across the 1980s, management accounting has been problema
tized increasingly within an ensemble of arguments and practices 
that has been termed elsewhere the 'politics of the product' (Miller 
and O'Leary, 19930. A 'rediscovery of the factory' within American 
political and economic debates has entailed an indictment of the 
nation's factories for producing products of low quality. American 
manufacturing industry has been criticised for inefficiency, for the · 
relatively low educational and skill levels of its workforce, and for 
seeking short-term profits at the expense of long-term goals. Just as 
the objects and objectives of cost accounting were redefined in the 
early years of this century through standard costing, so too is  man- ·
agement accounting currently being modified at the margins in rela- ·. 
tion to an intensified concern with the product. ..

This 'rediscovery of the factory' has had major implications for 
management accounting. Whilst management accounting once held 
out the promise of making enterprises governable at a distance, and '
according to the financial facts, it is precisely this distant nature of'. 
such expertise that is now held to be the problem. The ·ideal of 
managing the factory and the enterprise at a distance, through the 
financial numbers alone, is increasingly questioned. For the preoc•· '
cupation with short-term cost reduction rather than long-term coni• .'
petitiveness, and with financial restructuring to bolster profits 
than technological innovation, is held to have arisen out of 
financial mentality that dominates the management of A "'"'r'""'" 
manufacturing industry. Accounting has come to be regarded as .·
part of the problem, rather than the solution. 

It is difficult to assess the extent to which this questioning 
management accounting will transform the government of the fac· ' ·
tory in western economies. And it is also difficult to estimate the 
extent to which management accounting will be modified in the :
process, or will lose out to other bodies of expertise that promise to. '
bring the government of the factory into closer proximity with 'the 
product'. It is certainly the case that increasing appeal is being made · 

within management accounting to a wide range of · 

measures, including set-up times, inventory levels, defect and 
work rates, material and product velocity within the factory, 
much else besides. Issues of strategy are coming to be seen as part 
the legitimate ambit of management accounting. And other · 
and aspirations, such as those of transforming modes of .
citizenship', of enabling worker 'empowerment', and of installing ,
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'customer-driven manufacturing' are permeating the domain of 
management accounting. Even if one recognizes the discrepancy 
between such ideals and factory life, their transformative potential 
is considerable. 

However, there are also developments which go in the other direc
tion, inwards towards accounting's ideal of producing a factual and 
financial calculus of economic relations, rather than outwards 
towards adjacent bodies of expertise. The current enthusiasm for 
activity-based-costing can be regarded as one such attempt to 
restore the legitimacy of one key area of cost accounting, without 
fundamentally transforming its calculative practices or its ideals. 
The hope seems to be that management accounting might be rein
vigorated in this way, by a revival of that elusive dream of getting 
ever closer to 'true' product costs. 

But an attempted recuperation of management accounting's 
existing apparatus is not necessarily at odds with an extension of its 
territory. Nor do these developments conflict with the argument 
here for examining the margins of accounting. For whatever the 
precise outcome of this current period of intense questioning of 
management accounting, there seems little doubt that its bound
aries are being redefined, its ideals modified, and its calculative 
technologies supplemented. Management consultants, textbook 
writers, academics, and commentators of various kinds are appeal
ing increasingly for a more direct and immediate way of grasping 
and making visible the product and production processes. Once 
again, management accounting is being modified at the margins. 

Conclusions 

By looking at the margins of accounting, we can understand how 
this influential body of expertise is formed and transformed. A 
number of aspects of this process can be noted. Firstly, the alter
ation of accounting at the margins takes place in multiple sites and 
has multiple sources. From even the brief discussion provided above, 
it is clear that accounting innovation is not the preserve of any sin
gle group. 'Practitioners' are not the sole or even principal source of 
innovation. Nor is any other single group the source or origin of a 
particular accounting practice. Instead, the transformation of 
accounting as a body of expertise takes place within and through an 
historically specific ensemble of relations formed between a complex 
of actors and agencies, arguments and ideals, calculative devices 
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and mechanisms. It is such ensembles or assemblages that need tQ
be addressed. 

Secondly, a concern with the margins of accounting makes appar�
ent the extent to which accounting is permeable to other bodies 
expertise. Accounting has been made and re-made by 
calculative technologies and rationales from a disparate range 
knowledges and associated ideals. Accounting, one might say, has 
low epistemological threshold. Even though there are often 
arguments and disputes when a new way of calculating is 
duced, and appeals are made to various matters of principle, 
malleability of accounting is quite remarkable. The criteria for 
can count as accounting are historically contingent and only 
porarily stabilised. Accounting is riven with tensions as to its 
tity and its boundaries. Proposals for new ways of "'a''"'u.•a"'"!i
merely serve to heighten these tensions, and to make them ........... �., 

Thirdly, and perhaps most fundamentally, the implication of 
above is that accounting is little more than an ad hoc accretion 
previous margins. If accounting is made and re-made at its ••• � .. 0 ... �
and out of components borrowed from other social practices, 
there is no essence or core to accounting. Accounting is instead 
form of bricolage, an activity whose tools are largely improvised 
adapted to the tasks and materials at hand. There are no 5..., •• ...,.,
principles by which one might be able to arbitrate as to what 
be inside and what outside accounting. For what is outside 
ing today can be a central and taken-for-granted part of 
within as little as a decade. There is a lesson here for all those 
modernists' who have discovered 'fragmentation', and are busy 
ing it everywhere, including within accounting. Fragmentation 
intrinsic to accounting, to managerial expertise more generally, 
no doubt to other socially legitimated bodies of expertise. 

Finally, a word of caution may be in order. The above 
might appear to some to amount to saying that accounting does 
really exist, or that the connections between its various practices 
so tenuous and insubstantial as to question its rationale and 
tence. This is certainly not what is intended by my arguments 
The aim instead has been to draw attention to the ways in which 
calculative practices and rationales of accounting have been 
bled in an ad hoc fashion in relation to historically and ""',...'"r"'" 
cally localized concerns and issues. In this, accounting may 
much in common with other bodies of expertise, ranging from 
most strongly legitimated ones such as law and medicine, to 
more weakly established forms of know-how such as business 
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egy, psychotherapy and marketing. The aim has also been to offer 
an historical snapshot of some key aspects of accounting. To the 
extent that accounting has come to be almost synonymous with 
management in certain countries since World War II, this historical 
snapshot hopefully tells us something about the ways in which 
enterprises have come to be governed over that same period. 

Notes 

The examples provided below are taken from Anglo-American contexts, and thus 
provide a particular view of the margins of accounting. A study of different 
national contexts would provide a different set of margins, and a different picture 
of the changing boundaries of managerial expertise. I take as self-evident that the 
'margins' discussed here are not universal. 

2 The clearest and most developed example of this is the utility maximizing 
approach to the choice of accounting methods advocated in Watts & Zimmerman 
( 1986). 

3 Interestingly, Edwards stated that contemporary textbooks 'give too much space' 
to the concern with ways of increasing efficiency (Edwards, 1981,  p. 87). He was 
clearly sceptical of standard costing systems, not least because some of them were 
'exceedingly complicated' (ibid., p. 88). 

4 Indeed, they required such little effort that each article was typed late on a 
Wednesday night, and delivered to the office of the Accountant by his wife whilst 
he slept. They appeared in print the following Saturday (Coase, 198 1 ,  p. 97). 

5 On the development of cost accounting in the UK in the early decades of the 20th 
century, see Loft (1994). 

6 See in particular Barnard (1938) for a clear statement of these links. On these 
developments more generally, see Miller and O'Leary ( 1989). On the links 
between administrative theory and the 'subjective' · theory of cost, see Thirlby 
( 1952). 

7 My discussion here is deliberately brief, as I have discussed the first two of these 
moments extensively in Miller ( 199 1). 

8 Discounting is a calculation for translating future cash flows (such as those aris
ing from an investment) into present values. It is based on the notion of the time 
value of money, the idea that £1 today is worth more than £ 1  in one year's time 
because the use of money has a cost (called the cost of capital, or interest rate). 

9 The Accountant, 1938, pp. 609-610. 
10 The Accountant, 1 5  October 1938, p. 5 19. 
1 1  The Accountant, 15 October 1938, p. 522. 
12 The Accountant, 1 5  October 1938, p. 522. 
13 The Accountant, 6 February 1 965, pp. 145-146. DCF is the commonly used 

abbreviation for Discounted Cost Figure. On this concept see fn. 8. 
14 See Miller (1991)  pp. 743 ff. for a more detailed discussion of this literature. 
15  For a more extended discussion of these issues, see Miller and O'Leary ( 1993). 
16 See Miller and O'Leary (1997) on the development by a major US corporation 

(Caterpillar Inc) of a broader framework for evaluating investments in modem 
manufacture. 
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Another discipline for the market economy: 
marketing as a performative knowledge and
know-how for capitalism 

Franck Cochoy 

Thanks to various circumstances . . .  one discovered how to 
disconnect experiences from the businesses in which they had 
been acquired, to gather, keep and transmit them as an objective 
form of capital. It is this formidable mass of experience that 
entails, when used, the forwarding of economic rationalism to the 
highest degree of perfection. (Sombart, 1966) 

How does the market economy work? On the one hand; orthodox
economists have long argued that market equilibrium depends on

l the automatic adjustment of supply and demand; on the othert hand, heterodox economists (Williamson, 1985; Arthur, 1989), but
also historians (Chandler, 1977; Tedlow, 1990) and sociologists 
(Prus, 1 989) have tried to show that supply and demand are socially 
constructed (Granovetter and Swedberg, 1992), that managerial
practice shapes the contours of the market. 

Our objective in revisiting this debate is not so much to radicalize 
the classical opposition between the two camps but, paradoxically, ,
to outline their common ground. Firstly, the arguments of both 
groups are always rooted in an examination of supply and demand 
and of their 'natural' or contingent aspect; secondly, their proposi-
tions always entail a separation of science (economics) from 
practice (management) in order to investigate the complex corre
spondences between the one and the other. 

Discussing the foundations of this endless dispute seems to be a 
good way to resolve it. In order to understand the market economy, 

r A 
One Can J?.9_k __ �Q!!!�)YQ�fe .else, .. a.Qq, ��\\. . .· .. .. . . 

eA..v->-'i'-''! 'fvnctiQ.ViP.!L9l...!!!�E��t�.J:�ly,�_on . . · .

t; �'. �· �t.ru!:n!ilJ.loes the functioning of markets rest on processes other 
�"""'·�· than those of science (economics) and/or practice (management)? In ·

asking those questions, one discovers that, between economics and 
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managerial practices, there lies the relatively unknown set of 
management sciences. These 'sciences of practices' or 'practices 
equipped by science' work to perform the whole economic game 
(both theoretical and empirical). 

Let us go a bit further. Among management sciences, among the 
third parties animating the market, marketers surely deserve a par
ticular attention. We intend to show how marketing experts have 
long played a mediating role, and have occupied a central position 
in the history of modern capitalism. J!_alf::lY.a.Y.:J��!.�.t?�l.LP!�ducers 
and consumers, half-way between economics and managerial-pfac:· 

-"tic"es;-marketTng- specialists have gradually re-invented the funda
mental market actors and processes; they have succeeded in 
disciplining (mastering/codifying) the market economy. 

How have marketers performed the market economy? Our argu
ment is that the progressive 'performation' 1 of the economy by mar
keting followed a fourfold process. Firstly, marketing pioneers tried 
to train themselves in the empirical study of markets and to educate 
similar specialists (performation through peer-formation). 
Marketers reached that first objective by inventing special human 
and conceptual frames for market knowledge and practice (perfor
mation through pre-formating). From that point onward, the adepts 
of the discipline of markets played the game of managers and man
agement, of economists and the economy (performation as perfor
mance: acting and playing). Eventually, they reshaped their own 
activity, but also the market and the economy altogether (performa
tion through reformation). 

Performation through peer-formation: marketing as learning 
and teaching 

Of course, the discipline of marketing (the control of markets) began 
well before the discipline of marketing (the science of markets). 
From that point of view, speaking of marketing as a contributor to 
the construction of markets is not particularly innovative. 
Numerous studies have long documented the fact that the market
ing know-how of managers played a decisive role in the rise of con
temporary capitalism: since the middle of the 1 9th century, the 
progressive internalization of markets in big companies (Cochran, 
1972; Chandler, 1977), the recurrent practice of market segmenta
tion (Tedlow, 1990), or even the social construction of demand 
(McKendrick et a/., 1982; Mukerji, 1 983; Campbell, 1 987; Strasser, 
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1989; Ohmann, 1 996) have confirmed the victory of the 'visible 
hand' of managers over the invisible hand of the market. As long as 
marketing is no more than an ordinary weapon of business forces, its 
study does no more than reinforce the idea of a social construction 
of markets. As long as marketing is viewed as the simple extension
cord of supply power over demand, one can conclude that the 
theoretical economy is an obvious by-product of classical economic 
interactions: ie, between the producer and the consumer. 

However, the 
separation of marketing knowledge from market practices. The 
objective of this paper is to show that the birth of marketing as a 
distinct body of knowledge located half way between supply and 
demand, but also between science and practice, changes everything: 
the emergence of marketing as an alternative discipline (rule/refer
ence) of the market economy favours the circulation of knowledge, 
the improvement of new men and concepts, thus the implementa-' 
tion of new ideas and practices. In turn, these transformations are 

\)able to renew not only the social identity of marketing actors but 

.' also to modify the general orientation of economic activities. 

From economics to marketing: marketing as learning 

In order to understand how the emergence of marketing as a man,� 
agement discipline contributed to the functioning of markets, it is
useful to observe that, from its very beginnings, the academic study.'

of marketing found its origins in the science of economics itself. Tb�!
founding fathers of modern marketing theory were economists of
the American Middle West who were disciples of the German his• .
torical school of economics. They were economists, because at that 
time economics was the only discipline dealing with market phe· 
nomena (Bartels, 1 976). But as disciples of the German 
school of economics, their dual education contrasted sharply with 
the classical orientations of their peers educated in the United
States: the German historical school insisted that the approach to 
economic matters should be simultaneously historical, statistical, 
and practical; in short oriented toward the empirical study of real
markets (Jones and Monieson, 1990). Eventually, they were Mid· .
West economists who, as members of Land Grant Universities, were,
exposed on a daily basis in the complex difficulties of agricultural'

exchanges, which led them to study the functioning of real mar� 
keting channels, and more precisely the shipment of perishable com· 
modities from rural areas to urban places (Converse P.D., 1959). 
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Distanced from classical economics and remote from the business 
world, the economists who founded marketing were forced to invent 
everything. This extreme marginality paradoxically was also their 
source of strength. In order to build a new knowledge, these men 
undertook to follow physically the movement of commodities along 
marketing channels; they decided to make an inventory of mar
keting institutions, procedures and practices. From that point of 
view, the testimony of L.D.H. Weld, who authored the very first 
marketing textbook, is particularly enlightening: 

When I began to teach marketing in the fall of 19 13 there was 
practically no literature on the subject. I had to get out and dig 
up my own information. I studied at first-hand the movement of 
grain through and the use of future trading in the Minneapolis 

· Chamber of Commerce . . . .  I personally followed shipments of 
butter and eggs and other commodities from the country shipper 
in Minnesota through the wholesalers, jobbers, and retailers to 
New York, Chicago, and other cities. I analyzed each item of 
expense involved in this passage through the channels of trade. I 
studied the methods of determining price quotations, the opera
tions of butter and egg exchanges, and the auction markets in 
Eastern cities. I also studied at the first hand the operations of the 
co-operative shipping associations of Minnesota and issued 
bulletins on this subject. (Weld, 1941) 

As a man from 'nowhere', knowing nothing, the future marketing 
teacher goes through the domains of others and picks up their 
knowledge. In visiting other areas, he builds a transversal know
ledge. Before him, knowledge existed, but concealed in every link in 
the chain After him, the knowledge is revealed, integrated, redistrib
uted. The whole picture is eventually ready to be displayed: 

By the end of two years of this work I had written my book, 'The 
Marketing of Farm Products'. (Weld, 1 941) 

The academic doesn't know anything, but when he learns some
thing, he tries to teach it. And from that point onward, this out
sider, this intruder in the historical competition between private 
actors, proposes a transversal dissemination of his stolen/new 
knowledge; he anticipates a possible performation of the economy 
by his new management science. 
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From marketing practices to marketing classes: marketing as teaching 

But in order to fully perform the market economy, the marketer had 
still to become the trainer of merchants. In the early years, this was 
far from obvious: why would businessmen listen to the lessons of
teachers who until then knew less than themselves? Why would they 
give up learning on the spot, through practice? Why would they 
accept the inventory and divulgation of their precious knowledge, a� 
the risk of losing their expertise and market advantages? Why would 
they barter a local but improved knowledge for a general but uncer· 
tain science. · 

When trying to answer this fourfold question, one may begin by 
observing that the invention of academic marketing coincided with 
the grouping of two important movements. On the business side, . at ·
the beginning of the century, executives emerged as a distinctive ·
social group, and gave birth in 1919 to the American Administrative 
Management Association (in 1925, it became the American· 
Management Association). At the same time, university education 
developed and unified itself: the Association of American University 1,
was created in 1900, the American Association of U,.,.·;""''rc;t,; 
Professors in 19 15, the American Council on Education in 1918 .  

Business activities were growing, and management became a pro- ,
fession-the profession of executives. Universities were spreading, 
and higher education became a profession-the profession of acad- ,
emics. The professionalization of the one was indistinguishable frorn .· 
the professionalization of the other. The mission of universities was :,'
to carry on the standardization of education and the criteria of 
careers. Educational institutions were the only bodies which could · 
set up the diplomas that would testify to the skills of the anony� . 
mous actors arriving on the new labour market of management spe
cialists. In return the executives, having no other wealth than their 
exclusive know-how, were the only persons in the business world 
who were directly interested in the construction of the sciences that 
could legitimate their action, warrant their jobs, and build a com� 
mon identity for them well away from the group of stockholders. . 

Here lie the reasons why the business schools grew and gathered, 
in 1 916, around an American Association of Collegiate Schools of 
Business. Business schools were the rallying point of the convergent 
rise of executives and universities. The business schools, as their 
name implies, allowed the mixing of business and knowledge, a new 
definition for each side. From that point of view, it is necessary to 
outline how marketing pioneers were hybrid-men, easily crossing 
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and combining the identities of manager and academic. They went 
from the university to business, then from business back to the uni
versity (Cochoy, 1 995). 

The first group of men (the group of deviant economists who 
became marketers: Ralph Starr Butler, L.D.H. Weld, Paul H. 
Nystrom) was able, through the alternation of academic and busi
ness positions, to develop the marginal knowledge of business mar
gins gathered by marginal men, so that it finally reached the centre, 
the knowledge and power places of the big American Universities 
(NYU, Columbia) and businesses (Procter and Gamble, U.S. 
Rubber). Just like the bees that carry pollen from flower to flower, 
these men could cross-fertilize each of the fields encountered with 
the knowledge acquired in the others. 

The second group of men, by migrating from business to acade
mia, obtained the distant and over-arching position necessary to 
integrate business experiences, Arch W. Shaw in particular, as a 
businessman who had interests in several companies of Chicago and 
was thus inclined to compare and synthetize the varied situations he 
encountered, was successively hired by Harvard and Northwestern 
University to contribute to the development of business curricula. 
Shaw took advantage of the broad perspective provided him by the 
multiplicity of his positions in order to invent the references, devices 
and methods that could gather and unify the new community of 
management specialists. 

On the business side, Shaw founded System, the Magazine of 
Business (the direct ancestor of our modern Business Week), a 
forum where business professionals could discover general ideas on 
business conduct, a place where they could share and improve their 
common wisdom, beliefs, and experiences. On the academic side, 
Shaw made two decisive innovations. On the one hand, he estab
lished the first business laboratory-the bureau of business 
research. This institution permitted the construction of a system
atic, cumulative and transversal body of knowledge and thus made 
academic business skills superior to individual business visions. On 
the other hand, Shaw developed the case method. This educational 
device made it possible to transfer practice to the classroom and 
thus gave business teachers the privilege of a pedagogy of practice, 
but also a means to simulate real business operations, to gather 
business experiences (as knowledge) by the conduct of experiences 
(as experiments)--to learn practice without the risks of a real job. 

All these first endeavours aiming at generalizing local business 
practices and knowledge soon favoured the emergence of some 
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global unifying procedures, and this occurred because the circula• 
tion of men in the market economy (the invention of executive 
careers) demanded the standardization of their languages, qualifica· 
tions, and skills. In marketing, this standardization followed a ·  
double path. 

Performation as pre-formating: the discipline of marketing 

The first standardization of marketing: from marketing knowledge to · 

marketing people 

The first standardization of marketing was ascending and interac� 
tive. It was the progressive connection between the observations and .� 
knowledge acquired in local fields about marketing commodities, 
institutions, and functions. We already saw that in order to elucidate · 
the mysteries of marketing channels, the economist-marketer had 
chosen to follow the movement of products. The following of com-. 
modities led to the naming of their origin, transit, and destination 
places. In the second and third decade of the 20th century, the 
founding fathers of modern marketing-who received their back·" 
ground education in institutional economics (Brown, 1951)-under
took to describe all the institutions involved in the marketing 
process, from big wholesale establishments to the smallest retail '1 
store (Bartels, 1 976). From this double inventory (what circulates: 
commodities; what they circulates through: institutions) a first gen
eralization became possible. The double entry through products and 
institutions led to the functional approach, at a time when, pre� 
cisely, the 'marketing function' began to be institutionalized· in 
American companies (Faria, 1 983). 

The study of marketing functions was introduced by Arch W; , 

Shaw ( 1912) who proposed a taxonomy of the 'general functions of 
middlemen' (ibid.) .  The functions he described were the sharing of · 

risk, transportation, financing, selling. Because it separated men, 
things, and concepts, the functional approach led to a transversal 1 

generalization and integration of local knowledge. Indeed, this 
approach was reproduced in the first marketing textbooks which, 
from Weld's Marketing of Farm Products ( 1916) to Clark's 
Principles of Marketing (1922), tried to complete, refine and gener
alize Shaw's original taxonomy. 

Thus, step by step, the knowledge of networks led to a network of 
knowledge; the empirical and inductive approach going from pro- , 
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ducts to institutions, then from institutions to functions, gave birth 
to an entirely new body of disciplines and group of specialists. As a 
consequence, the ascending and decentralized standardization of 
marketing knowledge was soon furthered by a descending and cen
tralized standardization of marketing people. 

The second standardization of marketing: from marketing people to 
the marketing discipline 

The academics interested in the marketing world met in the context 
of the professional associations they originally belonged to. The 
Associated Advertising Clubs of the World favoured the meeting of 
marginal psychologists among the new advertising community; the 
American Economic Association facilitated the recognition of mar
ginal economists among the crowd of their orthodox peers. Indeed, 
the meeting of professional associations gave to deviant persons the 
opportunity not only to discover their marginality among their for
mer community but also to gather together. The two groups of 
deviant economists and deviant psychologists, because they shared 
a common interest for marketing activities and a common identity 
as deviant academics, ended up merging into a National 
Association of Teachers of Marketing and Advertising (Agney, 
1941).  Eventually, this first group was soon joined by a third one: 
the group of executives and technicians specialized in market sur
veys who, because they felt they were on the margins of business 
power and academic knowledge, had gathered since 193 1 in an 
American Marketing Society. The marginal specialists of the man
agement of margins decided to merge:' on January 1 st, 1937, they 
launched the American Marketing Association (Agnew, 1 94 1). 

The appearance of an ad hoc professional association helped mar
keting men to increase their control over business education and 
management-thus over the American economy as a whole. We 
have already suggested that the implementation of new knowledge 
and know-how depended on their generalization and abstraction by 
means of pedagogic devices. However, this first ascending standard
ization, because of its iterative and decentralized character, was 
slow and uncertain; it relied on hazardous encounters, on providen
tial discoveries, on the variable availability of references, or on the 
goodwill and perspicacity of authors and publishers. On the con
trary, a professional association provided the means that were 
necessary to overcome such difficulties. As early as in the 1 920s, 
the AMA's ancestor-the National Association of Teachers of 
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Advertising-set up a Committee on Teachers' Materials. This com-
mittee was asked to gather pedagogical elements from advertisers 
and publishers. Later on, the NATA launched its own editorial 
activity: it published the proceedings of its annual meeting through .
special bulletins (Agnew, 1941).  Gathering and publishing texts 
helped the marketing community to have a simultaneous access to 
the same type of references: marketers, through these writings, were.
for the first time able to communicate, to know about the action or
the others, to adjust their own positions to the one of their 
colleagues. 

The gathering was eventually possible but it created more prob� 
lems than it solved. Indeed, the publication of the different works: 
emphasized the heterogeneity of local endeavours, the proliferation
of concepts, the extreme polysemy of the 'marketing' word, which 
was alternatively synonymous with selling, distribution, advertising, .
and so forth. The comparison was possible, of course, but it pro�

.

duced an impression of cacophony that jeopardized the 
· · 

and social coherence of the association. That is why the association 
leaders decided in a second movement on a reordering of the ele
ments they had helped to collect; that is why they undertook to 
build a common language. 

In 1 930 they instituted a Committee on Definitions, whose mem-
bers were commissioned to legislate, to standardize, to construct the 
official vocabulary of marketing. Because the AMA occupied a cen-
tral position, it could harmonize, then redistribute, the meaning of 
words and things, and thus put together a glossary. Because the 
actors-members and non-members-had other things to do, and 
because they found it convenient that someone worked on their 
behalf for them to codify their language, improve their communica-
tion and ease both their exchanges and their personal affairs, they 
became more and more inclined to adopt the AMA definitions. Any 
objections they might have voiced if they had participated directly 
in the negotiation of marketing terms were waived by delegating the 
standardization problem, thereby saving time and energy. 

But the aim of marketers was not only to produce words and con
cepts, it was also to make sure that their concepts and words were 
adopted and adapted in business practices, that this gathering con
stituted an implementable body of references-that marketing 
would perform the market economy. To prevent A MA definitions ·

from becoming a dead language, one had to show how those tools 
could play together; one had to quit the paradigm for the syntagm; 
one had to organize the vocabulary into a coherent whole, so that it 
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could be used by its potential locutors. Meanwhile, because the 
interest for market surveys was arising, and because AMA members 
were far from becoming the only persons to master this type of sur
veys, it was urgent to find how to remain in the race, it was neces
sary to itemize and piece together the knowledge acquired here and 
there into a coherent whole. In order to do so, the AMA launched 
in 1 937 a Committee on Marketing Techniques, which all of a sud
den published a reference book (Wheeler, 1937). Thanks to this 
book, the AMA could reinforce its role as a reference-institution 
(but also as an institution that produced references) for the disci
pline as a whole and for its clients. 

However, AMA leaders, thanks to their identities as marketing 
specialists, were well aware that any attempt at acquiring a mono
poly position was condemned to failure; they knew that neither lan
guage nor knowledge could be fixed for ever. How could they 
reconcile the reference (the fixed marker) with the upgrading of ref
erences (the continuous revision of knowledge)? In order to consoli
date their reference position, AMA men had to invent a device that 
could stabilize their disciplinary and institutional identity and 
enable its ongoing revision. This device was the Journal of 
Marketing. A journal is a place where knowledge is always evalu
ated and updated. But a journal is also the official outlet of a 
particular domain, always recognizable as such through its perma
nent title. Scientific journals are always the same and nevertheless 
different. They can bring a community together, but they can also 
register, trigger and communicate the displacements, the move
ments, the transformations that reach it. 

A survey of the first 10 years of the Journal of Marketing made it 
clear that the original themes (agricultural marketing, relations 
between economic theories and marketing, teaching and marketing) 
had progressively given way to new orientations, such as sales man
agement or market surveys (Applebaum, 1947). The initial concerns 
aimed at building the conceptual . foundations of the new discipline, 
describing marketing practices, and finding the proper methods of 
business teaching. But this first marketing scholarship, which 
started from the outside to discover the internal knowledge of busi
ness, had progressively given rise to a set of concepts, principles and 
techniques liable to master the relationships between a business and 
its market. 

Marketing texts underwent a thematic evolution through the 
standardization and generalization of marketing vocabulary and 
know-how, the spreading of lexicons, directories, textbooks and 
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journals. The resulting maturation of marketing institutions, meet•
ings and human societies-the progressive pre-formating of market•
ing practice by marketing knowledge and networks-testified to the
implementation of a tight link between knowledge and practice. In
short, it permitted the performation of concepts through 
frames that were both disciplinary and managerial. From that point
onward, through the double action of marketing teaching (at the
local level) and marketing standardization (at the global level), 
tion became synonymous with management. The tight vVJ.U>�''-'"'VII
between teaching materials and persons was successful in moving 
whole marketing world together in spirit if not in totality. In 
and practice, the discipline of marketing influenced the general 
tation of the American economy, at both the micro and macro 

Performation as performance: playing with and within the 
economy 

A microeconomic performation: on taylorian marketing 
.... ---"�-.... �--....... ... , .. 

At the micro level, the pacing of American marketing by a .. v•cuu.•v''
spirit and toolkit was prepared and furthered by the nrn,crrP'"";,,M. 
interrelation of the new science of markets and the principles of 
ing taylorism. Since the 'scientific management' of work gave 
agement the means for a better control of production orJ�aruz;atiiDDi 
some thought that the taylorian model could be transferred 
adapted to the marketing world so that the distribution system 
could be scientifically mastered (Cochoy, 1994b). 

First, as early as 1912, a man named Charles W. Hoyt managed
to taylorize the sales department in the same way as Taylor had tay�
lorized the workplace. In Hoyt's proposals, the definition of sales 
quotas, the description of precise selling routes, and the prescription ·
of a standardized sales education became for the salesmen what ' 
production objectives, analysis of working tasks, and planning pro�. ,
cedures had been for the taylorized worker (Hoyt, 19 12). For the 
first time in history, the inception of a 'scientific sales management' '
programme extended the scientific management of work outside the 
workplace, it spread the optimization of managerial activities 
beyond the business plant. 

Then, in 1927, another author named Percival White radicalized 
and generalized Hoyt's project. Hoyt had extended the taylorian 
control of production towards the realm of sales; White 
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proposed to reverse the relation, ie, to start from a 'scientific mar
keting management' in order to control production as a whole. 
Foreshadowing the marketing concept and marketing management 
of the 1950s-which, as we will see, aimed at subordinating the 
management of the firm to the prerequisites of consumer satisfac
tion-White proposed putting the entire productive process under 
the scientific mastery not only of sales, but also of advertising, of 
distribution, and more generally of the market and the consumer 
(White, 1 927). With this taylorian marketing, the taylorism within 
was eventually framed by a taylorism without; from one end of the 
American market to the other, from production to consumption, or 
rather from consumption to production, the American market was 
trapped, defined, managed and optimized through the implementa
tion of the same doctrine, the same procedure and the same control. 

Between 19 12  and 1927, from Hoyt's propositions to White's for
mulations, in the background of the shift from a simple sales man
agement to a management inspired by the methodical observation 
and control of the market, there occurred the maturation of market
ing knowledge, of marketing glossaries, of marketing techniques, of 
marketing associations, networks, and institutions. The taylorian 
marketing of the one and the more descriptive marketing of the 
other were not the same. But the two·forms of marketing went for
ward on parallel routes, they reinforced each other, they made it 
possible to apply to American businesses a whole set of concepts 
and devices thanks to which one could conceive each business no 
longer as a single atom lost in the marketing universe, but as a uni
verse that encompassed its own market. With marketing, the circle 
of scientific management was closed: the whole economic circuit, 
from each business to the big market, was amenable to a systematic 
control-marketing was smoothly but surely sliding from microeco
nomics to macroeconomics. 

A macro performation the marketing of the New Deal 

At this point of our account, it is important to observe to what 
extent the rise of company and disciplinary marketing coincides 
with a sudden weakness of the autoregulative market economy. The 
decisive affirmation of marketing, both as a management science 
and as a management technique, is contemporary with the 1929 cri
sis. In the 1930s, marketers took over a new research domain-the 
governmental regulation of marketing-and their community 
welcomed a new type of members-the civil servants of the Federal 
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State. A few signs show it: during the crisis years, in the Journal of
Marketing pages, governmental concerns had taken second place
( 16.7 per cent of the papers) and state personnel represented the
third human force of the American Marketing Association ( 15 . 1  per
cent of its members) (Applebaum, 1 947). What had happened? 

For us, who know the end of the story, the answer is easy: the
economic crisis of the 1930s had gone that way, the context had pro 
duced its effect, the economy had performed marketing rather than
the contrary. But for the actors of the 1 930s, things were not 
obvious. In those years, it was not the context which imposed · 

effects on the actors, it was rather the actors who took advantage. 
the context in order to forward their own position. From this point
of view, the very first issue of The American Marketing Journa/1
published in 1934, included a suggestive foreword from its editors: 

[1] All of us realize that extremely important problems in business
during the next decade or more will almost certainly fall in the 
field of marketing and distribution. [2] As this first issue goes to 
press, the National Recovery Administration and the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration are making bold attempts to hasten . :
the return of prosperity. [3] Whatever may be their ultimate 
success and accomplishment, they will certainly have made a 
lasting impression upon business thinking. [4] Under the descend·
ing spiral of the depression, business men have developed a frame
of mind which makes them willing to accept leadership along 
lines which a few years ago they would not have been willing to ' .
consider. [5] The Administration assumes that steady employ
ment and adequate wages are of first importance in providing a · 
mass market for our mass production, and the nation is united in 
a great practical effort to put this conception into universal 
operation. [6] The results will be watched closely by marketing 
executives, who will give greater attention to data on wages and 
hours, as indices of sales possibilities . . . .  [7] The purpose of the 
American Marketing Journal is first of all to present worthwhile 
material which will be of interest to those in charge of marketing ,
operations in business organizations. [8] In other words, we hope 
to be one factor in helping to sell the results of true market 
research to management. [9] One of the troubles with much 
business research is that its practical results are seldom placed 
before management in such a way that they can be used in 
modifying the methods of buying and selling commodities. (The 
American Marketing Journal, 1934) 
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The great depression, because it was disastrous for business, was 
a fantastic opportunity for the new marketing specialists. The eco
nomic chaos jeopardized the beliefs of the old managers, and so it 
made them more receptive to the implementation of new manage
ment principles. Of course, for the new marketers, the crisis was 
positive only as far its effects favoured the new expertise. That is 
why they carefully managed to associate the economic disorder with 
marketing problems [1] .  'Your problems are marketing problems, 
and you cannot solve them by yourself anymore': this was the way 
marketers spoke about the crisis to managers-their clients [7; 8]. 
Actions by the Roosevelt administration gave an ultimate endorse
ment to marketers. Not only did economic conditions change, but 
management principles were not the same anymore. The autoregu
lative economy was being replaced by the Federal interventionism, 
with its array of codes, rules, specialized agencies, accounting 
devices, new economic principles [2]. Because the acceptance of the 
New Deal was universal [5], to the point that the business commu
nity itself seemed to accept its fatality [3; 4], one had more or less to 
'cope with it', one had to rethink the whole of business life along 
the lines of an economy giving a larger role to the State regulative 
action [6] . The new discipline of marketing took note of the New 
Deal, it formulated concepts adapted to its effects, it offered busi
nesses the means of microeconomic interventionism [8]. The 
Journal, from that point would carry on the job aiming at gathering 
and codifying these means, and bringing them to its public know
ledge [9]. 

The New Deal, as a macroeconomic context with capital letters, 
became a new deal, a microsocial complex with small letters. The 
Federal State project served the formulation of a new discipline. The 
state rejection of market autoregulation gave marketing the oppor
tunity to quit the economics of its origins (one would take the eco
nomic world as it was, and not as what it should be); the setting of 
the new principles of economic action would serve as a basis for the 
construction of new marketing techniques. 

Just as in the case of the modern welfare state, marketing was 
built at a time when everything collapsed (Fullerton, 1 988b); mar
keting was dwelling upon the weaknesses of the invisible hand in 
order to impose its own mediation. For the Prince counsellors as for 
the management consultants, the jolts of the liberal economy served 
as foundations for the building of new sciences; the representatives 
of the public and private sectors advocated the consequences of 
the lack of an adequate economic science in order to justify the 
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emergence of macroeconomics on the one hand, of marketing on 
the other hand. On both sides, a general reappraisal of the market
was being proposed-the visible hand of the manager and the prov·
ident hand of the State were supposed to gain a decisive control
over economic fluctuations, providing that they unified their effort. 

The parallelism between the two projects deserved to be noticed.
While marketers were trying to organize themselves, by promoting
the AMA regulation over their profession, the Roosevelt adminis·
tration was working to master the economy, by putting it under the
State regulative action. On the one hand, marketers were defending
market surveys as a means to answer the precise wants of con·
sumers. On the other hand, the Federal State was strongly support·
ing the use of industrial standardization as a tool that could
increase market visibility. The definition of industrial codes was
particularly close to marketing thought: if the State aimed at the
construction of conventions that could help a better identification of
products (in Lewis' sense [Lewis, 1969] ), marketers saw the same
device as a strategic weapon for the conquest of competitive advan-
tages: the State opened the door to a technical management of mar·
ket exchange, the building of conventions (at the global level) was
becoming the key-tool of product differentiation and market seg�
mentation (at the local level). 

Moreover, State interventionism-the taking over of the eco.
nomy-contributed to legitimate market studies. The State shifted
the emphasis from the study of local markets to the study of the
national market: it gave a universal implementation and justification
to what, until now, had only been a local and peculiar practice. 
Thus, the launching in 1929 of the first national Census of 
Distribution justified not only the study of marketing phenomena
(the completion of the census worked as an implicit recognition of
the importance of studying distribution channels) but also its meth·
ods (the bureaucratic use of statistics legitimized their increasing use
in business [Desrosieres, 1993] ) and its aims (the State recognized
the importance, for businessmen, of the availability of general fac· 
tual information upon which they could develop their action
[Brown, 1 951 ]  )-as Luc Boyer and Noel Equilbey (1990) put it: 
'Marketing found its letters patent of nobility in this market crisis'. 

Thus, the parallelism between marketing and the New Deal was 
shifting into a convergence: marketers wished to rely on the existing
connections between their project and the Roosevelt administration
policy in order to justify their action; they bet on the success of the
macroeconomic regulation in order to promote their own science of
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market regulation. The performation of the market by marketers 
met the performation of the economy by public management. Thus, 
from the 1 930s, the development of the public statistical apparatus 
became indistinguishable from the formidable rise of market surveys 
and corresponding methodologies (correlation measurement, sam· 
pling theory, multivariate analysis, panel studies) (Bartels, 1976). 
Indeed, the contribution of the new economic policy to the advance
ment of marketing was not only symbolic. Firstly, the production of 
federal data provided useful information for the improvement and 
development of new techniques and knowledge (Converse J., 1 987; 
Boyer and Equilbey, 1990). Secondly, at a time when business 
employment was dropping, the development of high technical skill 
positions within the federal administration offered alternative job 
opportunities to the young executives educated in the business 
schools (Cochran, 1972). Thirdly, and foremost, the conceptual 
renewal of economics led to a radical shift of marketing thought. 
The New Deal argument justified the discarding of the old know
ledge and techniques, which had been developed to master a world 
now obsolete. The codification of the prevalent practices was no 
more relevant: why would marketers have pursued the inventory of 
skills that did not work anymore? Economic matters now being dif
ferent, marketers soon conceived the project of abandoning the 
inductive approach of their beginnings for a more deductive orien
tation-it would be worthwhile to construct, ex nihilo, the new sci
ence of marketing: 

In the future, we may hope for a very high degree of perfection in 
the development of scientific procedure in research in which the 
American Marketing Association will certainly lead. But develop
ing technique is not enough-important as it is. What we need 
most is to get some basic principles which shall be the guidance 
for marketing processes . . . .  We have passed the place where we 
teach only what business does. We do not hesitate to criticize 
business where it is inefficient in method or uneconomic in 
purpose. Those members who are practitioners, with few excep
tions, are no longer satisfied merely to get the answer the 'boss' 
wants. Rather they have reached the position where, if their 
answer is the one the boss wants, they are dubious of their own 
accuracy. In short, we are well on our way to become a profes
sion. (Agnew, 1 941)  
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Performation as re-formation: from the reform of management 
sciences to the reformation of marketing scientists 

The reform of management sciences 

'In the future': at the end of the interwar period, a few marketer$ 
were dreaming of a marketing that would be really scientific; they 
dreamed of a marketing that would reverse the historical relation;:. 
ship between managerial knowledge and practice. In essence, they .
wanted to escape from a more or less scientific management in 
order to build a true management science. Instead of deriving their 
knowledge from practice (instead of accepting that marketing pro-
ceeds from management) they called for knowledge to lead practice: 
(they wished for a science that would precede management). 

'

Of course, the formulation of the first marketing concepts 
principles, the improvement of market survey techniques, and fore� .
most Hoyt's and White's proposals had paved the way. But the 
notions were only codifying practice and the first studies . ..... .,.J, .. .., ... 
mostly descriptive. Moreover, as can be seen from the literature oC:
the times, although the idea of a scientific marketing management 
was extremely novel, it nevertheless received rather limited attention 
from marketing academics. '

In the 1950s, however, a further important innovation ,,."""'"'""'11 
in the American marketing realm: the so-called 'marketing "v·'"''·�· 
The marketing concept proposed a link between profit 
and consumer satisfaction and called for management operations tQ •
be submitted to the scientific study of markets in order to place all ·

other business departments under the supervision of the 
department. The novelty was less the idea itself, which was reminis� 
cent of White's scientific marketing management, but rather its sys-
tematic and enthusiastic use within American management circles: 

The most striking and perplexing feature of the marketing concept; 
however, was not its potential performative impact over the Americai1 .
economy but rather its evident lack of cognitive effects upon the · . .:
munity of academic marketers. Although businessmen had been expe� 
riencing or celebrating the marketing concept throughout the 1950s, it ,
was only at the beginning of the 1960s that academic marketers imple· 
mented it in their own speeches and activities. What is the reason for 
such a discrepancy? Why did academic marketers resist so long? And
why did they eventually give up at the turn of the 1960s? 

'

At first sight, the reluctance of academics to accept the marketing 
concept may seem surprising: in placing the consumer at the centre 
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of marketing and the producer at the periphery (Keith, 1 960), the 
marketing concept was giving academics the means to fulfill their 
wishes, ie, to turn marketing into a science in its own right and put 
practice under its guidance. But we don't have to forget the discipli
nary identity of the first marketers, and the particular type of sci
ence that the marketing concept was calling for. Let us remember: 
the pioneers of marketing, educated in institutional economics and 
in the descriptive analysis of marketing channels, were of course 
able to conduct market surveys, but they had none of the skills that 
were necessary to explain the mysteries of consumer behaviour 
and/or to draw quantitative models of the functioning of markets. 

The first marketers were conscious of the vulnerability of their 
own positions: while observing the business world, they were per
fectly conscious that the marketing concept was attracting all sorts 
of consulting agents, the Ernest Dichter, Burleigh Gardner or 
Sidney Levy-all those who proposed their 'motivation studies', all 
those who promoted a psychoanalysis of the consumer as a new 
way to control the markets (Kassarjian, 1994). In looking at 
American social science, marketing pioneers saw clearly that the 
specialists of the new technologies brought by the war-operations 
research, econometrics, general systems theory-were looking 
toward management in order to ensure their conversion in a civilian 
context (Reidenbach and Oliva, 1983), and they saw .to what extent 
a marketing management based on the consumer could serve as an 
anchor point for the implementation of this kind of techniques. 
Thus, they concluded that in order to safeguard their position, it 
was imperative to prevent the 'consumer' object from becoming the 
Trojan horse of the new specialists by speaking again in terms of 
markets, products, institutions and functions of marketing-in 
brief: one had better mistrust the marketing concept. 

In 1959, however, the Ford and Carnegie Foundations launched 
an important funding programme aiming at reforming the manage
ment sciences. This programme was conducted by Robert Gordon 
and James Howell, two economists who were favourable to the new 
social and quantitative sciences. Their idea was to fund the business 
schools that would, first, abandon the descriptive and · inductive 
approach of the pre-war period and, second, adopt a perspective 
grounded in the implementation of both quantitative techniques 
and behavioural sciences (Gordon and Howell, 1959). 

For the old generation, the alternative was cruel: refusing the 
Ford Foundation's recommendations meant missing enticing grants 
for their own business school; accepting the reform meant being 
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superseded by approaches they lacked the skill to implement and 
thus losing their professional identity. The alternative was cruel but . , 
was not without a solution. In order to reconcile the irreconcilable, 

· 

in order to preserve the contradictory interests of their personal 
career and collective institutions, the seniors realized they should 
make a little move: renouncing the fields of teaching and research, 
they migrated towards administrative positions inside their own 
schools. In accepting the role of organizing that which outstripped 
them, in becoming the administrators of the reform-in managing . .  
the importation of quantitative techniques and behavioural sciences , 
to management sciences-the old business teachers were able to stay: 
at the centre of business schools while firmly implementing the new 
orientations (Cochoy, 1 995). 

In marketing, reform was accepted all the more willingly since it 
could be presented as the logical extension of the marketing con· 
cept. Once institutional economics was abandoned, quantitative , , 
techniques and consumer psychology could be introduced as the .. 
'natural' tools of a management founded on the 'consumer orienta�. ;• 
tion', and the era of marketing management could begin. Thanks to': 
the hiring of young specialists trained in the new social, economic . 
and quantitative sciences, the marketing of the 1 960s moved in a · ; 
double direction. On the one hand, the implementation of opera• .. · 

tions research and econometrics led to the birth of so-called 'mar{ · 

keting science': a research stream that could model and optimize · 
market activities. On the other hand, the importation of statistics, • 
psychology and behavioural analysis gave birth to the so-called · 
'consumer research': an approach that introduced a systematic : 
study of consumer behaviour. 

From this double orientation, one could proceed beyond Wendell , 
R. Smith's intuition, who proposed, well before the reform, to use 
the economic theory of imperfect competition developed by the 
Cambridge school of economics in order to clarify the old practices 
of market segmentation and product differentiation (Smith, 1956i , 
Alderson, 1957). Thanks to quantitative techniques and behavi� . 
oural sciences, one could develop the concepts and the procedures . 
necessary for a true 'marketing management' -for a technical and · 
integrated administration of markets. More precisely, the marketing 
management programme entailed two main proposals. First, it pre- · 

sen ted the idea of marketing mix (Borden, 1964), which seeks to set 
the best marketing policy as an optimal and controlled combination 
of price, promotion, place and product strategies (McCarthy, 1 960). 
Second, it pretended to complete and reinforce this marketing mix · 
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model thanks to the systematic use of the taylorian model of plan
ning, analysis and control (Kotler, 1 967). 

Around the marketing concept/marketing management/market
ing mix triptych, the rising implementation of statistical devices in 
marketing increasingly showed that, beyond prices, the result of 
competition depended on the management of the multidimensional 
aspects of products-above all brands, services, packaging (Green, 
1 963). It showed that one had to play on these many,dimensions in 
order to shape the markets; the rise ofcompute;�:-�����iietiics�-and 
m-oaertin!rmethods aJso led nntr� construction of real black boxes 
for a technical management of markets (Little, 1979). The concepts 
of social science and the systematic study of consumption practices 
made possible not only the modelling of buyer behaviour, but also 
the implementation of these models for the conduct of marketing 
strategies (Howard and Sheth, 1 969). 

Thus, the consequence of the reform of the 1960s was the rapid 
implementation of a double performation of economic matters 
(economy/economics). On the one hand, the reform performed eco
nomics, in forcing it to migrate from State to business, in adding to 
the modelling of the whole economic circuit an analogous framing 
of managerial practices. On the other hand, the reform performed 
the economy, since the general implementation of the same frame
works, techniques and devices, from the State to business units, 
through all distribution channels, was bound to reinforce the effi
ciency of a management of markets. 

The contemporary phrases of 'public management' (Laufer and 
Paradeise, 1 990) or 'business governance' (Gomez, 1 996) further 
demonstrate the extent to which economics and management sci
ences migrated towards politics/political sciences, and joined eco
nomics and management. As the result of a gigantic translation and 
combination process of modern sciences and practices, economics, 
management and political sciences ended up being only different 
dimensions of a single socio-technical network (Calion, 1991). On 
the one hand, at the national and public level, one had the general 
macroeconomic regulation, the national accounting and political 
apparatus; on the other, at the local and private level, one eventually 
obtained a microeconomic managerial regulation. 

However, it has been little noticed that the one did not go without 
the other: if modern marketing, as we have seen, is the natural child 
of economic and scientific innovations of the New Deal and post
war years, modern economics is greatly indebted, as far as its rele
vance is concerned, to its effective performation in and through 
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managerial sciences and practices. The microeconomic empirical
management of markets is the only way to have a 'self-fulfilling
economy'; it is only through the generalization of the same
approaches, methods and tools-that is: through the action of 
double apparatus of economic policy on one side and of m>l;rlc�•tin 
management on another-that modern marketing practices 
definitely quit the autoregulation of the smithian market and enter
the regular frame of political, technical and managerial control. 

From new forms of marketing management to the reformation of 
marketing scientists 

By the end of the 1960s, however, the success of the marketing . 
cept, marketing management and marketing mix were producing
some unexpected consequences. As previously outlined, if the new.
orientations were eventually implemented, i t  was only thanks to the
hiring of new individuals; the coming of specialists was the 
pensable corollary of marketing quantification and 'socialization'.•
Now, if the business schools were inclined to favour the use of the
new sciences for managerial concerns, the new scientists were often
less concerned with the managerial use of their knowledge than
with the pursuit, within marketing itself, of their 'original' orienta·
tions and disciplines. 

In consequence, a split in the ranks emerged during the endemic
protest atmosphere of the late 1960s. Whereas some proposed a
broadened concept of marketing liable to serve as the basis for a
social marketing, that is: for a marketing liable to be applied to non� 
business organizations (Kotler and Levy, 1 969; Lazer, 1969; Kotler
and Zaltman, 1 971), others saw this programme as a call for a soci-
etal marketing, that is: a marketing of a more fundamental charac
ter, a marketing that would be more preoccupied with the social role 
of commercial practices than with the search for profit and rna-
nagerial efficiency (Spratlen, 1970; Sweeney, 1972; Tucker, 1 974; 
Dixon, 1978). To some extent, the idea of societal marketing helped
its adepts not only to establish some political distance from the 
managerial orientation, but its most significant effect was to restore 
the relative Scientific independence cOf the psychology, sociology or 
theoretical economics from which they came. Social/societal mar-
keting thus opened the opportunity for a certain 'disapplication' of
applied science. 

The marketing of the 1970s-1980s ended up juxtaposing on the 
one hand the more technical, practical and applied marketing and, 
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on the other hand, a marketing more and more oriented towards 
social protest and/or towards fundamental research, towards the 
study of the consumer for its own sake, rather than towards the 
study of the consumer for the optimization of markets (Hunt, 
1 976). How should we interpret this drift? Did the liberation of spe
cialists entail a less effective performation of the market economy 
by the marketing discipline? The double thematic and disciplinary 
broadening of marketing, the relative disapplication of the applied 
science, the proliferation of contradictory research streams without 
any managerial orientation, certainly entailed a loosening of the 
links between science and management, knowledge and power. A 
closer look, however, reveals that the slackening of the technical, 
cognitive and human networks of marketing led more to their 
reconfiguration than to their rupture, and for three reasons. 

Firstly, the invention of social marketing made the spreading of 
marketing beyond the tiny circle of private business activities pos
sible. The social marketing idea, far from breaking with the man
agerial roots of the discipline, ensured on the contrary the extension 
of these roots to a few sectors which, until now, had been outside its 
influence: the invention of political marketing, of cause-related mar
keting, of public marketing (etc.) ended up placing under the mar
keting management umbrella a whole set of institutions which, a 
priori, were totally alien to it. Just as the concept of marketing mix 
could apply the logic of competition far beyond the unique price 
variable, the broadened concept of marketing could extend market
ing knowledge far beyond the private sector. Secondly, the transfor
mation of social marketing into a societal marketing resulted in a 
tightening of the links between profit and not-for-profit marketing, 
thanks to the growing intervention of consumer research specialists 
in governmental services and agencies designed for consumer pro
tection-Federal Trade Commission, Federal Drug Administration, 
Consumer Product Safety Commission, Office of Consumer Affairs, 
Office of Consumers' Education (Bloom and Greyser, 1981). The 
development of consumerism, paradoxically enough, far from con
demning marketing for not meeting its commitments, ratified its 
efficiency, and thus contributed to reinforce the need and presence 
of marketers in the economy. Thanks to consumers' protest, mar
keting specialists and their research methods were called for, as 
expert witnesses and devices, in order to help courts when they had 
to examine cases of deceptive advertising, commercial frauds and 
other marketing abuses against the consumer (Kassarjian, 1 994). 
The faults and virtues of marketing thus contributed to the general-
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ization of marketing methods, concepts and persons inside allAmerican institutions, from private companies to federal agenciesand judicial institutions. Thirdly and finally, the interpretation ofsocietal marketing as a 'pure' or 'fundamental' marketing favoured the migration of other specialists or specialities, such as epistemo• logy, anthropology (Sherry, 1986), history (Fullerton, 1 988al Cochoy, 1 994a), postmodernism (Firat, 1991)  or even semiotics and literary criticism (Stern, 1 990; Holbrook and Hirschman, 1992), Just like the segmentation of marketing between business marketing and not-for-profit marketing eventually put all the compartments of the American society under the guidance of the micro-marketing governance, the segmentation of marketing between fundamental marketing and applied marketing resulted in the enrolment of all humanities and social sciences around the systematic analysis of markets. 

Conclusion: the two meanings of discipline 

As we have seen, the marketing performation of the market eco· nomy took four successive and embedded aspects. The first two pe�• formations-performation through peer-formation; performation through the double standardization of knowledge and practice� dwelled upon the empirical orientations of German institutional economics in order to develop a network of market knowledge and · experts. The third performation-the economic performance of marketing-took advantage both of the great crisis of the market economy and of the technical and economic innovations of taylorism and the New Deal in order to promote a more active man· agement of markets, a micro-marketing policy for company use. �ventually,. the fourth perf ormation-the immersion of marketing m an ever-mcreasing set of disciplines and fields-tried to reverse the first three performations; it aimed at replacing the theories of practices with a practice inspired by theory, along with the double model of quantitative macroeconomics and behavioural sciences. Here, the bringing together of the four performations is more than a mere concluding device. The historical summary shows that .at each stage, marketing came from economics in order to perforrrt the economy without any direct use of economic frameworks! Former economists left economics in order to observe the economy, and subsequently used the economic collapse in order to reshape along their own lines the new economic interventionism. Then, the 
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same marketers ended up importing the specialists and frameworks 
of macroeconomics and econometrics in order to develop the tools 
upon which they could perform a marketing management of busi
ness. Meanwhile, the market was more and more embedded in a 
double set of rules and procedures, of concepts and experts, that 
both defined and shaped it. 

Naturally, the efficiency of marketing is still unclear (Marion, 
1 995). Its performances are hard to describe, complex to evaluate, 
and difficult to measure empirically. But in this difficulty lies the dis
tinctive character of performative sciences. These sciences are truly 
disciplines, in the double meaning of the word: in their case, one 
cannot separate science from practice, the discipline-knowledge 
from he discipline-control since, by definition, these sciences arise in 
and through practice (Latour, 1996). Managers go through market
ing, marketers go through management. Of course, history shows us 
that the one and the other can do whatever they want with market
ing and management, that the one like the other can overcome or 
override them. But marketing management, for both of them, is 
always a reference for action, and its imprints are found wherever 
the observer of the capitalist economy may go: marketing presence, 
action and effects are daily evidenced in toll free numbers, market 
surveys, brand responsibility, consumer culture, and foremost in the 
extreme generalization of marketing vocabulary, that is: in the con
stant use, by all sorts of actors in every kind of situations, of the 
metaphors of segmentation, positioning, advertising, targets and 
niches. 

The best sign of the economiC performance of marketing lies per
haps less in its direct effect on the market than in its indirect impact 
on economists. Economists, ever since the works of the Cambridge 
School, have theorized imperfect competition, which is itself per
fectly managed by marketers. Today, economists, sociologists, and 
socio-economists examine the many aspects of 'non price competi
tion' (Debonneuil and Delattre, 1987; Guellec, 1990; Lancaster, 
1 975; Oliveira-Martins, 1990), the 'economics of quality' (Karpik, 
1 989) and the diverse 'conventions' framing the definition of mar
kets and the qualifying of products (Eymard-Duvernay, 1989). But 
what did marketing do, long before the economists, if not provide 
suppliers and consumers with the conventions liable to help them 
qualify the products? What did marketing do, if not develop the rel
evant tools to overcome price constraints and play on product qual
ity, services, design, and so on? Contemporary analysts of the 
market economy are often running, without even knowing it, after 
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the �no��edge_ o� �arketers. If economics was, from the beginnin&1
t�e mspmng dtsctph�e of marketing, one can speculate if marketina
dtd not become, as time went on, the unseen spirit of both the mar ..
ket economy and economics. 

Note 

The word 'performation' is coined on Austin's notion of 'performative utterance'in linguistics. According to Austin (1962), a performative utterance is an utterancethat �ays and d?es what. it says .s�multaneously (for example: 'I declare the meeting open ). Accordmg to th1s defimtlon, and thanks to a suggestion by Bruno Latour( 1996) and Michel Calion (see introduction of this book), a performative science isa science that simultaneously describes and constructs its subject matter. In thisrespect, the 'performation' of the economy by marketing directly refers to the dou-hie as�ect of marketing action: conceptualizing and enacting the economy at tho same trme. 
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, 
The unlikely encounter between economics 
and a market: the case of the cement 
industry 

Herve Dumez and Alain Jeunemaitre 

Economics emerged as a social science in the 18th century with the · . theory of markets. Adam Smith and French economists provided '' 
demonstration that free markets were ensuring the optimal allocation of resources in the economy. 

At that time their theoretical work was echoing very pragmatic · debates on the organization of markets. In particular, there was the . sensitive issue of the corn markets. In 1 774, the French economist · 
Turgot, then Controleur General des Finances, liberalised the' corn trade in France, breaking away from the mercantile tradition and putting into practice the free market economy principles. At the start, the relationship between economics as a social science and the pragmatic organization of markets seemed selfevident. Economists would provide the practitioners with the appropriate analytical tools to decide upon the suitable market arrangements. 

But, the dialogue between theory and practice changed. Firstly, the structuration of a scientific field had an impact on the development of economic think�ng. Secondly, markets were diverse and complex. · 

At the end of the 19th century, economic knowledge was produ�e� in 
_
academic institutions and published in scientific journals. Gammg m autonomy, the discipline . became increasingly isolated from the day-to-day work of markets. �eside�, . busine

_
ssmen have always emphasized the specificity of their activity which they pictured as hard to reconcile with the reductionist approach of the economists. Either investments are said to be capital intensive with a long life expectancy, or immaterial and enabling entry at low-cost. The product is durable, or it is not. The manufacturing technology is regarded as simple or complex. The various production stages necessitate or not the employment of 
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The unlikely encounter between economics and a market 

skilled labour. The innovation process is fast or slow. Buyers of the 
product are themselves either the final consumers or intermediaries 
such as wholesalers, retailers or other industries. Hence, are the eco
nomic concepts adjusted to such diversity? Can they help in formu
lating guidelines for the organization of markets? 

These two points raise a fundamental issue: how and when do 
economists and their modelling encounter the practicalities of the 
market economy? In broader terms, how does a given market enter 
economics textbooks, and how does economic theory impact on its 
working and organization? The case study approach of the cement 
industry will provide insights on these issues. 

Why the cement industry? 

The cement industry is used as a standard material in industrial 
economics textbooks. The industry is among the most studied and 
modelled. Yet, in economic terms, the sector is rather negligible. As 
noted Robert R. Salyard, one of the prominent managers of 
American Cement Co,: 

Total annual sales volume of the cement industry ($ 1 .45 billion) is 
the same as that of the retail sales of the greeting card or the carpet 
industry. This is not a huge industry, and it cannot realistically be 
thought of as if it were in the same size category as oil, steel, or 
autos. In 1970, there were 84 U.S. industrial corporations with 
individual annual sales greater that the total cement industry. 1 

Moreover, the industry is strikingly simple. Lee Cummings of 
Lehigh Portland Cement Company observed: 'This is an uncompli- \1 
cated industry we're in. We've got one product sold at one price' 1 
(quoted in US District Court of Arizona, 1983). The product has 
also changed little since it was marketed at the beginning of the 
1 9th century. Cement has well defined technical specifications, and 
even if there are differences in cement consumption according to 
climates, the product can be said to be undifferentiated and homo
geneous. 

Another feature of the industry is that the production process has 
evolved through technological leaps and the industry itself is capital 
intensive with high · economies of scale in production. In other 
words, the larger the plant, the lower the unit production cost. 

But cement is also a ponderous product with high storage 
and transportation costs. Therefore, in a given location, a market 
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equilibri�m is foun� b�tw�en the. size of the production capaciW 

. 
�n� the stze of the dtstnbutton radms. Thus, competition is oligopo• listie �nd locall� oriented. Cement plants are few and deliver moat • of their output m the near vicinity. · 

How has such a trivial and simple industry entered economiol • �extbook� and been th� focus of e�onomic analysis? The answer Ilea · m t�e extstenc� of antitrust cases. The economic characteristics of �he mdustry raise a competitive issue, straightforwardly formulated m 1 934 by the Chairman of Riverside Cement Co., John Treanor, ;rom �n of�en quoted letter (in particular, Machlup (1949:41n): Ours IS �n mdustry .
that cannot stand free competition, that must sy�tematica!ly restram competition or be ruined.' The sentence, wntten dur�n� the Great Depression of the 1 930s, is certainly over• state? but It . Is a 

.
good shorthand for expressing the competitive predicament m which producers can find themselves. The wealt� of �he cement industry hinges on the business cycles of the constructw.n mdustry. In times of boom, cement producers invest and �om�ete, simultaneously setting up and acquiring plants and pro. ductwn Sites (because of the transportation costs, the producers that control the best locations, the best quarries at close proximity to the , urban zones and construction sites have a competitive advantage). In the downward trend of the �usiness c�cle, each producer is tempted to take 

_
customers away from h1s competitors in order to improve its pro· �uctwn capacity utilization rate and therefore to restore his profitabil· tty. As. cement is a commodity product type, a few cents difference in the pnce per t�n im�ediately attracts the attention of buyers. Sales volume can easily be mcreased by offering secret rebates. Of course in the ��d, secret rebates disseminate and become known to all market participants, triggering price wars. The dynamics of such competitive process has been set out by the Chairman of Kaiser Cement in December 1973: '�enerally, falling prices follow an insidious path. They often start With an oral price-cut by one company to a few ac�o�nts, and then they spread. Usually, when the new, low level of pnce Is met by all the manufacturers, the downward spiral starts again b� a 

.
company hoping to secure more volume through pricing. ' (US Dtstnct C�urt for t?e District of Arizona, 1983:A-57-58). The out-come of P.nce wars Is the collapse of the industry as the total cement consumptiOn cannot be increased by a fall in prices. Consequently in ad.vers� demand conditions, the cement producers seek to stabilize pnces m an orderly manner and �o shift competition away from price to ot_her aspects such as cost savmgs, the rationalizing of plants and locatiOns, the search for productivity gains. 
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These attempts to stabilize the competitive game are investigated 
by the antitrust authorities. Since the end of t�e. 19th century, t�e 
antitrust device is a noticeable feature of the political and economic 
US system. Two main institutions, the Department of Ju�tice (DOJ) 
and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), �re �esponstble fo� 

.
the 

antitrust policy. In the American way of thmkmg about p�lit
.
Ical 

institutions one competes with the other. Except for cnmmal 
offences fo; which the DOJ has sole authority, both the DOJ and 
the FTC deal with the antitrust cases. In practice, they work in co
ordination and share out the review of the various markets. But 
rivalry between the two institutions remains intense. As 

_
regards the 

cement industry, the FTC has the leading role. In th� antitrust cases, 
the opinion of economists is called for and they testify as experts. 

The basing point system 

The first key antitrust case started with an inquiry into. the competi
tive effects of the so-called basing point system which regulated 
cement prices in the 1930s. The case was only �efinit�ly set

_
tled_ in 

1948 by a ruling of the Supreme Court. The antitrust �nvestlgatw
_
n 

lasted 1 5  years and required considerable investment m economic 
thinking from the defendants and the administration. To gr�sp. the 
competitive issue at stake, the case shall be looked upon wtthm a 
historical context. 

At the end of the 19th century,3 the big construction sites were 
mainly located in the East Coast, close to the largest limestone 
quarries in the Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania. The first cementylants 
were therefore set up in this location. From there, long distance 
deliveries were made by rail. 

The US cement producers priced cement according to the bas�ng 
point system. They published a base P?int pri�e in the Lehtgh 
Valley and delivered prices for any locati?n (whtch we;e the .base 
point price plus the cost of transport by ratl to the buyer s locatiOn). 
Under the basing point system, all buyers were able to reck?n the 
delivered cement prices charged by the cement producers m a_ny 
location of the US territory. This mechanism ensured full pnce 
transparency. · 

Gradually, the construction activity moved west and new cement 
plants were set up between the Lehigh Valley and these new mar�ets 
locations. At the start, the new plants rarely had the productio_n 
capacity to saturate the surrounding regional markets. In their 
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vicinity, part of the deliveries were still made by the distant produo• · ers of the Lehigh Valley. Then, for the newly established plants, ft · was reasonable enough to carry on pricing according to the base point price, published by the distant producers plus the rail trans� portation costs from their locations. For example, a small cement · plant set up between the Lehigh Valley and Philadelphia. The pro• ducer ch�se not to publish a mill price-i.e., not to be a base point from which a buyer would reckon delivered prices. Instead he a�igned his �hiladelphia delivered prices to the prices charged by the distant Lehigh Valley cement plants. Thus, the basing point system ended up in a paradoxical situation. A buyer in the vicinity of the small cement plant close to Philadelphia would pay as much as if . the cement had been shipped from the distant plants located in the Lehigh Valley. The buyer would be charged a high transport cost corresponding to a long haul while the actual transportation cost was much lower. Such pricing principle was referred to as the 'phan• tom freight' practice. Even more puzzling, the prices charged by the local Philadelphia cement plant would decrease as fast as he would · ' delive� on the way to the Lehigh Valley while the transportation costs Increased. The outcome of such a pricing mechanism was that the basing point system allowed the largest producers to sell in the entire market and the small producers to prosper in their local mar· kets. The latter would thrive in the umbrella of the former. 
In dynamics, if the cement demand in Philadelphia increases and becomes highly remunerative, the small producer has an interest in investing in production capacity to capture the whole Philadelphia 

�arket. He will then publish his mill price and become a base point himself. In this new competitive environment, if the Lehigh Valley c�ment pr�duc�rs �till wish to sell in the Philadelphia market, they wdl practice Freight absorption' that is to say align to the �hiladelphia producer prices and not pass on in full the transportation cost to the customer. 
. 
Little by little, new base points appeared in the neighbourhood of highly dense areas of cement consumption in order to make these markets as unattractive as possible to distant cement producers. This is precisely what happened in the US cement market (Loescher, 1959:Ch. 4). New cement plants were set up in southern and western regions following the urbanization of new States and the Lehigh Valley progressively lost its dominance. In 1 902, 'there was 

?nly one
. 
base point, the Lehigh Valley. In 1 908, two more appeared, m Hanmbal (Missouri), and in lola (Kansas). By 1940, base mills were scattered all over the US territory. 
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The basing point system did not eliminate price c�mpetition but it 
organized it through a transparent pricing m�chamsm. If a _cement 
plant was willing to increase its market share, It w�uld �ower Its pub
lished mill price and therefore all its delivered pnces m the mark�t 
place. It could also absorb part of the transportation to compet� m 
distant markets. Therefore, a certain amount of cross haulmg 
occurred within the boundaries of the cement plants markets. . 

Two key events disrupted the system in the 1 920s and 
_
193?s. In 

the first place, trucking generalized in cement transp�rtatwn m the 
1920s throughout the US territory. The cost of truckmg decrease�. 
Buyers asked if they could pick-up and load the ce�ent at the mill 
preferably to having it delivered by theylant a

_
nd be�ng cha:ged the 

rail freight price. This new way of domg busmess Jeopardized
. 
the 

entire price system, the coherence and stability of which wa� denve� 
from the use of delivered prices reckoned from computenzed rail 
freight prices. . The second event was the Great Depression. The co�stru��10n 
sector plunged into economic recession. The rate of capacity utiliza
tion of the cement plants dropped dramatically. In 1928, the average 
national capacity utilisation rate was 72.3 per cent and fell to 28.3 
per cent in 1932. At such low activity levels, �he cement plants were 
tempted to offer secret rebates to increase their returns. 

The industry was quick to respond to both threats. In many 
areas, the cement producers started by not allowing �he cu.stomer 
pick-up. In addition, they reaffirmed the use of the basmg

_ 
pomt sys

tem, and the cement trade association, the Cement Institute,
_ 
pub

lished rail freight price schedule to make sure .that all del�vered 
prices were computed from identical transportation co�ts. Fmally, 
as soon as a cement producer was suspected of proposi�g a

_ 
secret 

rebate to a buyer, his competitors w�uld retal�ate �y considenng the 
secret rebate as an official drop in his base mill pnce. Subseq�e�tly, 
competitors would offer to all his customers a discoun� �f a  Similar 
magnitude to that of the secret rebate. Therefore, the pncmg. mecha
nism allowed for orderly and foreseeable retaliation and remforced 
the discipline and the use of the basing point system. . These measures proved effective. Despite the Great DepressiOn 
and while the rate of capacity utilization of the cement plan�s was 
bumping along the bottom, the cement producers succeeded m sta-
bilizing prices and, for some years, even in making profits.

. . . The New Deal launched under the Roosevelt administratiOn 
changed the economic environment. It relied upon inf:astructure 
investment to stimulate the economy. New roads were bmlt, and the 
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Federal government, the State authorities, and the local councils 
placed cement orders. This created temporary new markets that 
were frequently situated outside the main urban centres and distant 
from the plants. In order to reduce costs and to get large volume 
discounts, they neither placed orders with wholesalers, nor negoti· 
ated directly with the producers. They used public procurement pro
cedur�s. Tenders were submitted under sealed offers and, strikingly, 
the pnces quoted by the producers turned out to be identical, as far 
as th� decimal P?ints, reflecting the use of the basing point pricing. · 

For dtstant locatwns, where no market existed, the producers used a , 

more sophisticated formula. In 1 933, the governor of Illinois tried a 
different approach. He publicly announced an order of 3.3 million 
barrels of cement for the year to come, and requested the cement 
pr�du�ers to submi� w.ritten offers specifying a f.o.b. (free on board) 
mtll pnce. No submtsstons were sent to his office. 

In 193 1 ,  the Senate had already asked the Chairman of the FTC 
to examine the competitive situation in the cement industry. The 
FTC reported to the Senate in March 1932 (US FTC, 1 932). Her 
main finding was that the basing point system introduced stickiness 
in the price system and reduced competition. Meanwhile, coni� 
plaints had been flooding in from State authorities and the Federal 
Government. Governor Horner of Illinois played a key role in . the 
legal dispute about the basing point system. In July 1937, a formal 
inquiry was launched. Four years later, in 1941 ,  the FTC staff made 
known the results of the inquiry and outlined the anti-competitive 
effects of the basing point system. On 17  July 1943, the FTC issued 
an order to 'cease and desist'. The decision was brought before the 
courts of justice and finally, the Supreme Court published its ruling 
in 1 948. 

Throughout the legal procedures, economists were heard as they 
de?ated the competitive and anti-competitive effects of the basing 
pomt system. 

On the side of the FTC was Frank Albert Fetter, Professor at 
Princet.o� University, who testified before the Congress 
Commtsstons and the courts. Fetter had a clear-cut view about 
cement pricing practices. In his opinion, only the uniform f.o. b. mill 
pricing should be allowed. Under this pricing mechanism, each 
cement plant publishes a mill price and buyers manage their own 
transportation from the plant. As there is no freight absorption, 
each plant dominates in its geographical market. The size of the 
natural market of a plant hinges on its competitive aggressiveness 
when setting its mill price. If a plant is willing to expand or reduce 
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the size of its geographical market, it simply modifies its mill price. 
Fetter considered that all other pricing mechanisms should be pro
hibited. He was backed by two prominent economists, Vernon A. 
Mund (Washington University) and Fritz Machlup (John Hopkins 
University). 

On the side of the defendants, the cement industry, were Nathaniel 
H. Engle (Washington University), Melvin T. Copeland (Harvard 
Graduate School of Business) and above all John M. Clark 
(Columbia University). In 1934, the board of the Cement Institute 
appointed Clark as their economic expert, and he remained in that 
position for four years. He gave a synthesized account of his views in 
1938, and years later, in 1949, he issued a comment on the Court rul
ing. He argued that a multi-basing point system based on the use of 
railways transport price schedules, but allowing the customer to pick
up cement from the plant, was the optimal solution. 

To all appearances, Fetter won the economic contest. He proved 
very skillful at dealing with the various aspects of the debate. In the 
first place, he managed to convince key persons in the decision
making process. Many economists in antitrust agencies had been 
Fetter's students. Moreover, he had rallied Walter B. Wooden, the 
FTC Chief Attorney to his economic ideas. Walter Wooden occu
pied this position at the FTC from the early 1 920s to the end of the 
1940s and was the voice of the FTC in the main antitrust Courts 
cases-Salt producers, Staley, Corn Products, Pittsburgh Plus, 
Cement Institute, Malsters, Ice Cream Can, Crepe Paper, and Book 
Paper. He chaired an internal FTC Committee, the 'basing point 
committee' which was set up to elaborate the Commission's doc
trine on the basing point. 

Fetter also made judicious use of his neutral scientific status and 
discredited the economists supporting the cement industry. During 
a hearing session of a Congress Commission, in 1 936, he introduced 
himself in this manner: 

I will say, Mr. Chairman, that I speak as a mere theorist. A 
theorist according to one definition is a fellow who is very much 
interested in understanding what makes the grindstone turn but 
hasn't any axes of his own to grind. It is a sort of unpractical 
attitude, and my interest in this or any other subject of this kind 
is simply the same as any citizen would have. I am interested in it 
as a student of the subject and trying to understand it, having no 
antipathy, no feuds, and no favourites in the matter. (Simon, 
1950:22) 
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A few years later, once again during a Congress Commission 
hearing, he spoke of his economist colleagues who were at odds with him in the following terms: 

You will observe that every one of them is connected with a 
business school whose main purpose is to train students to make 
profits in private business. (idem) 
Last but not least, Fetter very cleverly used legal argument to support his economic analysis. Allowing the freight absorption 

practice would have meant agreeing on price discrimination between customers which was under the suspicion of antitrust authorities. Fetter argued that such a decision would prove unwork• able. If freight absorption was to be authorized, the Court woqld have to review all business practices on a case-by-case approach to determine which of them would be permitted and which of them would not. He noted that it would require an army of investigators which would result in endless bureaucratic controls. By contrast, consent on the uniform f.o.b. mill pricing, a system that eliminates price discrimination, would introduce legal certainty and simplicity. 
J.M. Clark adopted a different perspective. In his opinion, the ' handling of the basing point issue required a two step analysis: 

1 .  To analyse and to reflect upon the pricing mechanism alterna· tives. Which were they and what were their practical competitive advantages and shortcomings; 2. To study the consequences ofthe 
possible Court rulings. 

When the Supreme Court decision was finally published, Fetter 
rejoiced, in a paper published in the American Economic Review 
(Fetter, 1948). However, his achievement was anything but convincing; · 

The Court ruling prohibited all collective arrangements that would support a rigid implementation of the basing point system: the attempts to get rid of customer pick-up and trucking; the refusal to sell directly to contractors (a way of maintaining the dominance 
of traditional sales distribution channels consisting of dealers and 
wholesalers, and a way of avoiding direct price competition); the 
freight absorption from the systematic use of the basing point formula; the exchange of information between producers. 

But, the Court authorized the basing point system when managed on an individual basis, and simply required the producers to agree to sell at the mill gate. It allowed the producer to charge non
systematic and significant freight absorption if aimed at competing with other producers. Indeed, too small or too high freight absorption would have meant too little competition.4 
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The case which dealt with a complex issue is still difficult to inter
pret and to portray within a short comment. According to the scope 
of the paper, three points deserve attention. 

Firstly, although economics and law were in appearance at the 
forefront in the dispute, politics also had its say. Neither the FTC, 
nor the Courts, nor even the Supreme Court, had the power to 
impose the uniform f.o.b. mill pricing to the US business commu
nity. At the end of 1 948 and the beginning of 1 949, the Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce Committee launched a thorough study on 
the merits of the uniform f.o. b. mill pricing. It surfaced-and it was 
self-evident from the start-that it ensured a monopoly power for 
each cement plant in the boundary of its natural market, and also 
that it could help the largest plants to co-ordinate on price. By tacit 
agreement, they would in the first place lower their price to elimi
nate the smallest plants, before increasing them once having got rid 
of the small competitors. Small businesses had such a political 
weight5 that the recommendation of Fetter was never implemented. 

Secondly, in 1 950, two years after the Supreme Court ruling, no 
one thought that the FTC had seriously considered imposing the 
uniform f.o.b. mill pricing in the US markets (Simon, 1 950:55). In 
other words, a shift in economic thinking was at work. Already, the 
view that price discrimination was anti-competitive was out of date 
and the competitive drawbacks of the uniform mill pricing were 
widely recognized. As Fetter thought that his ideas were prevailing 
through the Supreme Court decision, most economists thought that 
these ideas were actually outdated. 

Thirdly, although the J.M. Clark economic contention did not 
convince the Courts, the case gave him the opportunity to write a 
seminal article, one of the most prominent papers in economics, on 
the concept of 'workable competition' (Clark, 1940). The general 
theme of the article stands as follows. Where there is a need to 
improve competition in a given market, the working of which has lit
tle to do with the perfect atomistic market of the economic theory, 
there is no added value in assessing competition in the light of the 
perfect market compilation used in the economic textbooks. When 
one of the conditions for perfect competition is relaxed, it does not 
follow that more competition will ensue if the other conditions are 
implemented. Conversely, to improve competition, it is sometimes 
necessary to move away from the reference to perfect competition. 

Later reworked, the concept of 'workable competition' was to be 
used as the basis of competition policy in countries such as Germany, 
and particularly when setting up the Bunderskartellamt doctrine.6 
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The vertical integration case 

The Supreme Court ruling on the basing point system had little practical impact. In the mid 1950s, US economic growth was strona and the cement plants had difficulty in meeting demand. In the eCO• nomic euphoria, massive investments in production capacity were made. With a time lag, they were operational at the end of the 1 950s, by which time cement demand had slowed down, resulting in excess capacity in the industry (the average rate of capacity utiliza. tion dropped from above 90 per cent in the mid 1 950s to around 70 per cent in the early 1960s). 
Reacting to the excess capacity situation, the cement producers began to acquire Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) companies. 7 From 1956 to 1 969, 55 vertical acquisitions deals occurred (Allen, 1971). The FTC requested its bureau of economics to report on vertical integration (US FTC, 1966a). Following the report, the Commission organized public hearings, and invited cement producers and concrete companies to comment (RP, Stearn, August 1966). The outcome of recent antitrust investigations and findings from the economic report and the hearings, were that, in January 1 967, the FTC issued a 'statement of general policy enforcement' prohibiting cement producers from taking over RMC companies. Once again, economic analysis infringed on . business market practices. 

The debate focused on the findings of the report of the FTC economists. 
The report gathered evidence and put forward an economic interpretation. There was little arguing about the collection of facts and data, but the interpretation stirred up controversy. The facts were complex. The integration vertical moves were the result of diverse business strategies. 
There had been forward integration strategies-cement producers taking over RMC companies-and backward integration strategies-RMC companies investing in cement production assets. Part of the strategic moves were defensive-a cement producer would buy large RMC customers to prevent entry in his market. Others were offinsive-a cement producer would buy RMC companies to penetrate a competitor's market. The vertical integration moves went from the extreme case of full acquisition to the development of vertical links, for example a cement producer would lend money to a concrete company in return for an exclusive purchasing obliga-
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tion. All vertical control strategies were entangled and adopted 
simultaneously by the cement producers in the marketplace, .off�n
sive and defensive vertical moves responding to each other, bnngmg 
about a flow of vertical acquisitions. 

The economic context was as follows. On a national basis, the 
concentration of the cement market was relatively low but increas
ing. Although new entries had occurred (particularly from steel and 
RMC companies-backward integration), the number of cement 
producers diminished by a quarter between 1950 . and 196.0 . . The 
RMC companies were numerous (4000) and delivered w1thm a 
short distance radius (rarely above 30 miles). But 12 per cent of the 
RMC companies accounted for a 60 per cent share of the national 
market. Therefore, the concrete market was a mix of large Ready 
Mix groups controlling a substantial share of the US local markets 
and small RMC companies. Of course, the cement producers tar
geted in the first place the largest concrete busin�s��s. Actually, cost 
savings were not expected to follow from acqulSlt.wns . . There was 
also no convincing evidence that the returns were higher m the con-
crete industry than in the cement industry. . The hearings organized by the FTC subsequent to the publica
tion of the FTC economists' report asserted the complexity of the 
vertical integration circumstances. Ideal, a major cement producer, 
was on the eve of acquiring Builders Supply Co., a Houston RMC 
firm when the FTC prohibited the deal. W.J. Conway, executive and 
Vice-Chairman of Ideal praised the FTC decision. Ideal had bidden 
for Builders, one of his regular customers, only to prevent one of his 
competitors from taking it over. Conway was openly in favour of a 
general ban on vertical integration. Raymond S. Chase, the th.en 
marketing Vice-President of Dundee cement, was of the same opm
ion. He explained that vertical integration moves were used by 
incumbent producers to prevent the entry of more efficient ones. 
Other cement producers backed the integration moves. One of th�m 
was Lehigh cement. Lehigh resisted buying concrete compames 
until 1965 and from then onwards, acquired massive holdings in the 
concrete business. In the following years, Lehigh totalled 50 per cent 
of the RMC acquisitions. Among the largest deals, in 1965, it 
acquired two RMC companies in Florida, one in Virginia and in 
1966 one in Kentucky. Lehigh hired Merton J. Peck, Professor of 
Eco�omics at Yale University, to contradict the findings of the FTC 
report on vertical integration. 

As regards the FTC, it gave its view about the moves. As more 
and more cement producers would integrate the downstream 
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concrete market, the remaining producers would be left with little 
business opportunities and will not survive. Subsequently, horizontal 
concentration would increase. The smallest RMC firms that would 
remain independent would only account for a small share of the 
market and would not be a significant competitive force. The inte
grated producers would increase cement prices without facing an 
important independent bargaining power, the largest RMC firms 
being taken over. The returns of the smallest RMC Qt'ms would 
therefore be squeezed between a high cement pricing and low con
crete pricing by the largest integrated cement producers. As a result, 
entry in both markets would be less likely due to the lack of business 
opportunity in the concrete market for new cement entrants and the 
increasing market power of the incumbent cement producers. 

Peck and MacGowan argued that the FTC definition of the rele
vant market was flawed (Peck and MacGowan, 1 967) The FTC had 
based its findings on State data and in its more detailed analysis on 
data from what it referred to as the '22 metropolitan areas' From 
the data, the horizontal concentration ratios were high. But techno
logical innovation, enabling transport in bulk (pneumatic loading 
and unloading systems) impacted on the relevant geographical 
market of each cement producer. It enlarged the size of the natural 
market of the cement plants. Hence, Peck and MacGowan con
tended that a proper economic assessment should be based on geo
graphical markets that could overlap US States markets. If one 
would consider these larger markets as the relevant competitive 
markets, the horizontal concentration ratios would drop dramati
cally. But Peck and MacGowan argued that anti-competitive issues 
on vertical integration only arise when horizontal concentration in 
the cement markets is high. Besides, in their view, the vertical inte
gration wave or the vertical integration reaction chain was not 
empirically demonstrated. They stressed that the moves were at first 
backward vertical integration, that is to say, RMC companies 
investing in cement production. Therefore, it had nothing to do with 
defensive attempts to foreclose the market. 

Other economists pointed out the contradictions in the FTC 
interpretation (in particular, Liebeler, 1 968). The FTC was inconsis
tent when dealing with the issue of cement price discrimination. On 
the one hand, it forbade the acquisitions of the large RMC firms on 
the grounds that, after the acquisitions, the cement producers would 
price differently between their RMC subsidiaries and the remaining 
independent RMC firms to get the latter out of the market. On the 
other hand, it considered it vital to maintain large independent 
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RMC firms as pro-competitive because of their bargaining power. 
But precisely, large independent RMC firms make use of their bar
gaining power to get lower cement prices and therefore introduce 
price discrimination in the market and benefit from a price advan
tage to exit the independent smallest RMC firms. 

At this point, it remained to get a clear understanding of the flow 
of :vertical integration moves and their economic gains. 

Allen ( 1971) studied the fluctuations of securities of the cement 
groups on the Exchanges. In most cases, once a takeover bid on an 
RMC company was announced, the value of the cement security 
increased. One year later, it was at its highest. But, from then on, 
the value decreased, below the value prior to the announcement of 
the bid. The vertical integration strategy proved to be a financial 
fiasco. Many of the deals ended up in financial losses. Allen put for
ward the idea that the vertical integration wave had no effect on 
market foreclosure and had been of no help in the management of 
the excess capacity production crisis. Ironically, in prohibiting the 
vertical integration moves, the FTC had protected the cement 
industry against its own faux pas. But was it the role of the antitrust 
agency? 

MacBride modelled the vertical integration wave from the follow
ing observation. The cement producers thought that vertical integra
tion would work. The economists of the FTC thought that because 
it would work it would prove anti-competitive. The academic econo
mists generally thought that it would not be financially successful. 
To reconcile these opinions, MacBride explained the phenomenon in 
terms of first-mover advantage. The first to acquire concrete assets 
would invest in a large RMC company in the most profitable loca
tion. The first to duplicate this strategy would still find interesting 
companies to buy. But the last to join the bandwagon would only get 
small, scattered and uninteresting RMC companies.8 Therefore the 
first producer to make a significant vertical integration move would 
initiate a race to vertical acquisitions with a fall in profits as a 
market outcome. Therefore, the cement industry paid a high price 
for the vertical integration strategy. The costs of acquisitions proved 
high and excess production capacity remained. 

On 6 February 1985, the FTC rescinded its 'Enforcement Policy 
with Respect to Vertical Mergers in the Cement Industry'. It did not 
comment on the decision which, actually, did not attract attention. 
The vertical integration was an issue of the past even if acquisitions 
in the concrete industry started to pick up again (Hulita, 
1 990:a&b). 
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Three main observations deserve to be outlined from the vertical 
integration case. 

In 1967, the FTC ruled on vertical integration not on the basis of 
a competitive assessment of individual cases9 but on the basis of the 
competitive consequences of a flow of vertical moves which would 
drastically change the market structure. However, it did not have the 
analytical economic tools to deal with the issue. The economists 
who backed its ruling did not succeed in formulating clearly the 
issue at stake and the appropriate economic approach to tackle it 
(Wilk, 1 968; Meehan, 1972). Perhaps it also lacked the legal tools to 
circumscribe the phenomenon. Therefore it put forward the concept 
of 'market foreclosure' which proved to have little robustness and 
little relevance. Then, it was opposed by academics coming from the 
dominant economic stream (Peck and MacGowan, 1967; Liebeler, 
1968). who highlighted the pitfalls of the market foreclosure 
approach in individual cases of vertical integration. In rescinding 
the ban on vertical integration, the FTC rallied the view commonly 
shared by academic economists while some of them were elaborat
ing a theory on waves of strategic business moves (MacBride, 1983). 

The shift in the FTC thinking with regard to the working of the 
cement markets needs to be interpreted in its historical context. 
From the end of the 1950s to the end of the 1970s, the US antitrust 
authorities were firmly opposed to vertical integration which they 
considered anti-competitive. The rulings of the Courts of justice 
backed this general view. The most well-known decision was the 
Supreme Court ruling in the Brown Shoe case (Brown Shoe Co. v. 
United States, 1 962). The period ended up with another Supreme 
Court ruling, GTE/Sylvania in 1977. In the economic mainstream, 
vertical integration was no longer considered per se anti-competi
tive. Instead the view was that it should be individually assessed, 
according to a 'rule of reason' principle. The view expressed by Peck 
and MacGowan at the time of the FTC report on the cement indus
try-that vertical integration was not a competitive issue where the 
horizontal concentration was little-gained momentum. Johnson 
and Parkman (1987) commented the 1983 FTC rescind as-at 
last-the victory of economic analysis over the political approach 
to antitrust which had prevailed since 1967. 

Finally, another factor played an important role. In the mid 
1970s, the US cement industry was in deep financial difficulties. 
Insofar as the FTC prevented horizontal concentration and banned 
vertical integration, the cement producers diversified their activities 
(in 1968, Lehigh invested in the furniture, the carpet and the yarn 
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industries). These diversification attempts failed. In the early 1970s, 
the Clean Air Act increased production costs by 10  per cent by 
requiring additional plant investment. The industry was n� lon�er 
able to finance its modernization. From 1974 onwards (startmg wtth 
the acquisition of National cement by Ciments Vicat, a French pro
ducer), foreign producers, most of them European, took ov�r the 
US cement producers. Foreign ownership accounted for shghtl� 
under 5 per cent of the production capacity in 1975; by 1980, 1t 
jumped to 22.8 per cent and continued to increase, reachi�g 46.8 
per cent in the mid 1980s (PCA, 1992). In such an eco�om1c con
text, the ban on vertical integration was no longer a mam focus of 
attention. 

Conclusion 

Economic analysis does not encounter the market in a straight�or
ward dialogue. It weighs on the organization of markets at particu
lar times, specially when a regulatory issue arises. What should be 
the rules governing markets? How restrictive should they be? Su�h 
issues are usually dealt with at the time of litigation cases, and m 
particular of antitrust cases in the US or competition policy cases in 
Europe. The encounter between economics and �arkets is therefore 
channelled through legal disputes and constramed by the legal 
dimension. 

Important consequences follow. . . 1 .  The interaction between economics and markets 1s a dtscon
tinuous process. It is set in motion by the judicial agenda on regula
tory issues. In between interactions, markets a

_
re �ut off from the 

evolution of academic economics. Another pomt 1s that the legal 
dimension compels the economists to analyse markets in a histori
cal perspective rather than to reflect upon the prospec�ive dyna�ics 
of markets and the likely competitive outcome of particular ruhngs. 
In the final stages of the basing point case J.M. Clark made the fol
lowing thoughtful, but disenchanted, remark: 

'So the method remains a hybrid, of the baffling sort in which 
years are spent arguing everything about the case except the 
effects (legal and economic) of the order that will finally be 
issued. During the basic litigation, economic considerations are 
elbowed out or distorted by legalistic exigencies, both sides 
probably producing about equally bad or irrelevant or one-sided 
economics. Since serious and realistic consideration of the effects 
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of an �r�er cannot begin until after the order is issued, economic 
analysis IS backward, though the heart of legality in these cases is 
economic. This is unfortunate, but it seems to be the way our 
present system works.' (Clark, 1949:43 1) 

. 
2. Since the dialogue between economics and markets is discon

tmuous-the antitrust cases come out unexpectedly-a gap may 
devel?p between the economic thinking of academics and business 
practice�. It has been stressed that the theorization of the vertical 
IntegratiOn wave postdated the antitrust cases, and paradoxically 
�ccurre� when the FTC shifted its attitude towards vertical integra
tiOn. It Is one of the feature of academic economics to re-interpret 
and debate endle_ssly on past antitrust cases using new analytical 
tools a�d the�retical developments. Thus the competitive effects of 
the basmg pomt system were still discussed in the 1980s, 40 years 
after the Supreme Court ruling (Haddock, 1 982 and 1 990; Benson, 
Greenhut and Norman, 1 990a and 1 990b). 

3 .
. 
Beca�se 

_
of the publicity in the media, and the judicial form of 

the InvestigatiOns, the dialoftue between economics and markets 
takes pl�ce throu�h rhetoric and controversy. In the legal process, 
economists are viewed as experts. When one of them testifies on 
be�al� of the defendants, another one will testify on behalf of the 
plamtiffs. Therefore, the exchange between economic theory and 
markets takes place not through direct application of theoretical 
models to _markets situations but rather through the confrontation 
of contr�diC�ory economic analysis. And experts debates before non 
ec�nomists (judges and juries) who decide. So the situation is com
plicated. 

The economist argues in a tricky environment. One economist 
�nows th

_
at other economists will deconstruct and oppose his find

mgs. l_fe I� also aware that, as expert, he draws his legitimacy from 
the scientific field. If his contention appears too simple, he can be 
opposed b� more sop�isticated analysis from his colleagues. 
Converse!�, If

_ 
too sophisticated, he will run the risk of burying the 

case by onenti�g the debate in a controversy between experts that is 
obscure to t�e Judges and the juries who make the final decision. J O  
The ec

_
onoi?IC analysis will then lose its persuasive power and will 

be
_ 
of httle Impact

_ 
an� added value in the decision making process. 

It IS therefor� o�v1tal Importance that economists do not trap them
selves by stickmg to their theoretical perspective and analytical 
tools. �hey should allow themselves to grasp the ins and outs of the 
legal dispute and the thinking of decision makers. Thus, Fetter 
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explained his preference for the uniform f.o.b. mill pricing arguing 
from a legal perspective. It was a fair and simple pricing rule to 
implement. In his opinion, allowing price discrimination in particu
lar cases and not in others would mean that an antitrust assessment 
on a case by case study would prove unworkable. Lawyers and 
judges are highly interested in economic analytical tools that helped 
them to delineate and draw clear lines of demarcation in antitrust 
issues, on admissible business practices, business practices that 
should be prohibited and business practices that deserve a case by 
case economic appraisal. Economists can be tempted to play with 
these expectations, but doing those doing so run the risk of losing 
their legitimacy. 

4. In the legal disputes, economists argue on both sides, the prose
cution and the defence. But their status and the way they are per
ceived, are not symmetrical. A first asymmetry lies in their position. 
Some of the economists are civil servants of antitrust authorities, or 
testify on their account. They are supposed to be in charge of the 
public interest. Others are hired by industries or trade associati�ns. 
They are connected with private interests and suspected of lackmg 
independent thinking. As a matter of fact, the antitrust economists 
consider the business practices from an outer perspective. The vision 
is external to the industry. The economists hired by the industry have 
an inner perspective which they develop from a reflexive dialogue. 
The industry looks at itself in the eyes of the economist which acts as 
a mirror to find out its own substance and potential ways of exoner
ate itself. The asymmetry and the importance of the economic status 
were clearly perceived by Fetter, who made use of all the strategies to 
impose the f.o.b. mill pricing. Paradoxically, J.M. Clark although the 
economist of the industry, was much less judgmental. 

5. Another dissymmetry relates to the legal process, the onus of 
proof ('onus probandi') . In the vertical integration case, the FTC 
economists had to define a doctrine on vertical integration enabling 
for indictment. The economists backing the views of the industry 
did not have to formulate a theory. They would just pinpoint the 
weaknesses of the FTC argumentation. They were in a cosier situa
tion. Conversely, in other cases, the antitrust authorities stick to the 
evidence gathered from their investigations and regard the latter as 
sufficiently convincing to decide upon the existence of an infringe
ment. The economists of the defendants are then left with no other 
choice than to interpret the seized documents and other pieces of 
evidence within a theoretical framework in an attempt to exonerate 
the industry. 
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6. In spite of the ambiguous relationship between economic 
analysis and legal rulings, the circumstances in which the rules are 
elaborated provide the economists with material and data to check
proof their models and formulate new economic insights. The con
cept of 'workable competition' is, as has been illustrated, a direct 
consequence of the economic debates on the basing point system. 
And as the basing point and vertical cases illustrate, data and facts 
on antitrust cases continue to generate new economic analysis in 
scientific journals long after the Courts' rulings. 

Notes 

1 'What cement's future hinges on'. Rock Products, May 1972, pp. 107. 
2 The study will focus on the US antitrust cases although there has been similar 

cases in Europe (Germany, the UK, the EC) and in Japan. Antidumping cases 
have_ come in addition to antitrust cases. See Dumez and Jeunemaltre (1997). 

3 Previously wood was the main building material and builders made also use of 
natural cement. 

4 The DoJ had, in the very early stages of the case, endorsed a similar view. In its 
opinion, the two key factors that would enable competition in the cement indus
try were,_ the authorization of customer pick-up, which would prevent trucking 
from bemg controlled, and non-systematic price discrimination with freight 
absorption. 

5 'Of the more th_an 100 witnesses heard by the subcommittee, the large majority 
wer: _small bu

_
smessmen. The subcommittee was particularly concerned with 

recelVlng the views of small-business men in this controversial subject.' (Simon 
1950:50-5 1) ' 

6 In the earliest 1 957 legislation setting up the German competition policy, para
graph 22 states on the control of abuse of dominance and refers to the US con
cept of 'workable competition'. (Muller-Henneberg and Schwartz, 1958: 1 1 66; see 
also, Kantzenbach, 1 966 and Hoppeman, 1967). 

7 The RMC companies are the main buyers of cement, concrete being produced 
from mixing cement with gravel and sand. 

8 This view was shared by the business community. As noted the Vice-President of 
Atlantic cement: 'While perhaps half of the balance [of cement work] is done by 
contractors buymg for state highway work, it is work that is scattered. It is not 
concentrated. Work on highway jobs may be 75 miles away. It is not the concen
trated, high volume tonnage that is easily accessible to the Atlantic Cement �ompan�, for example, its terminals. It forces us into different selling opera
tiOns-with added transport costs, smaller customers and more salesmen' (US 
FTC, 1966b:466), or else the opinion expressed by the Chairman of Nicholson 
Concrete and Supply Co.: 'ease of entry into the concrete business with a few 
�ixers is one thing. Ease of entry into the position on the basis of controlling an 
Import�nt s�are of markets is something entirely different' (US FTC, 1966b:325). 

9 Taken mdlVldually, the vertical integration moves involved a small share of the 
market, adding little credential to the foreclosure market assumption (Johnson 
and Parkman, 1987). 
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10 In another cement industry antitrust case, this time in Europe, an economist 
modelled the competitive game from a game theory perspective. The aim was to 
give evidence that the decision not to enter the market of a competitor �o�ld 
result from a non-co-operative game between competotprs. The EC Commission 
in its lengthy decision ( 158 pages) dismissed the evidence in the following terms: 
'The last comment concerns the existence of oligopolies in the various markets, 
and consequently, the fact that each operator must, before deciding to enter the 
market of another, take account of the reactions of competitors and of the retal
iatory measures which they might take. Without wishing to enter into game the
ory and the "prisoner's dilemma", it might be pointed out that it is not certain 
that each operator gains more by remaining on his own market, since game the
ory also shows that each operator decides to enter the others' mark�t an� risk 
retaliation when it considers that his long-run advantages are greater If he IS pre
sent on several markets rather than only one. In addition, games between oligop
olists are not simple to resolve, since there are many elements of uncertainty 
involved and not just the possible retaliation of one operator or another. ' (EEC, 
1994 § 1 i .6). The game theory models are complex and according to the various 
assumptions may result in contradictory findings with potential endless debates 
among experts. 
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An essay on framing and overflowing: 
economic externalities revisited by 
sociology 

Michel Calion 

When reviewing the conditions required for the · existence of mar
kets, no concept is more useful or appropriate than that of 'exter
nality' . The concept of externality is effectively central both to 
economies and to economics. So an attempt to clarify its signifi
cance and scope represents a suitable point of departure for 
renewed efforts at co-operation between sociologists and econo
mists. Rather than highlighting the limitations and weaknesses of 
the concept with a view to attacking the limitations and weaknesses 
of economic theory, I intend to show just how useful it is as a tool 
for understanding the dynamics of markets, drawing upon sociology 
as an additional resource. 

I shall approach this task from the perspective of the sociologist 
of science and techniques. This will allow me not only to highlight 
the role of investment-in particular technological-in the emer
gence of economic agents that are capable of strategies and calcula
tion; it will also serve as an incentive to take the 'performative' role 
of the sciences-and hence also of economics and sociology-more 
seriously. 

I shall start by putting my economist's hat on in order briefly 
to remind my fellow sociologists of the various ways in which the 
concept of externality can be defined, together with its practical and 
theoretical implications. This will lead on to a discussion of the var
ious mechanisms upon which the concept is predicated. I shall then 
touch first upon what I shall here refer to as 'framing/overflowing' 
and upon the various issues associated with the identification, mea
suring and containment of such overflows. I shall subsequently 
focus my attention on the role played by the technosciences in the 
proliferation of overflows, highlighting the active role of the social 
sciences-alongside the natural sciences-in the identification and 
management of externalities. Finally, I shall draw one of the most 
© The Editorial Board of The Sociological Review 1998. Published by Blackwell Publishers, 
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An essay on framing and overflowing 

1 .  Definition(s) and issues 

1.1. Definitions 

Since this text is intended as much for sociologists as for econo
mists, I shall start by spending a little time defining the concept of 
externality, since many sociologists are currently unfamiliar with it. 

The simplest approach is to start with an example. A metaller
gical factory produces aluminium and emits chlorinated fumes. 
These spread out over the countryside, representing a threat to 
neighbouring livestock and crop farmers. In order to combat or 
eliminate the noxious or toxic effects of these fumes (which cause 
weight loss in livestock and reduce crop yields), the affected farmers 
must make certain investments. It is here that the concept of exter
nality becomes pertinent, in the sense that in the absence of any 
incentives to do so, the chemical cotp.t?any fails to account in its cal
culations for the costs that it is imp�sing upon agents (in this case, 
the neighbouring farmers) whSkR.t(Spite the fact that they are penal
ized by its activities, remain extJrnai to the sphere of economic rela
tionships in which the company itself operates. This failure gives 
rise to externalities-in this case negative. The farmers' interests are 
compromised and they are unable to assert their own preferences 
since, in order to remain commercially viable, they must make 
investments for which they can not negotiate any compensation. 

But externalities can also be positive. Consider the example of a 
pharmaceutical company with research and development (R&D) 
laboratories that use screening methods to test large numbers of 
molecules prior to undertaking clinical tests once the various active 
substances have been identified. To protect its findings and the 
potential profits it can expect from related monopolies, the com
pany files patents which disclose some of the information that has 
ben produced. The latter thus becomes available to competitors and 
may inspire them to rethink the direction of their own research . 
Such transpositions are all the more straightforward and productive 
because they are predicated upon very similar knowledge buses 
(Richardson, 1 972). Competitors may thus benefit, free of charge, 
from the efforts and investments of a company which has hnd to 
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bear the associated costs and risks on its own. This case is a classic 
example of 'positive externalities', the mirror image of the preceding 
kind. It is easy enough to show that such situations are common
place wherever business activities result in the production of infor
mation with the potential for large-scale application. 

It appears that the concept could be extended to include behaviour 
which is not exclusively economic in nature. Take the case of a 
teenager living in a terraced house who decides to arrange a birthday 
party. The celebrations go on late into the night. Driven by a heady 
mix of booze and bopping, the volume of the music steadily 
mcreases. Unfortunately he did not invite his neighbours to the party. 
If we imagine that there is no legislation banning such late-night fes
tivities, the situation becomes comparable to that of the factory pol
luting the surrounding environment. The person holding the party 
maximizes his own well-being, but only to the detriment of his neigh
bours, who have no legal means of eliminating the source of the nui
sance and so must devote a portion of their resources, time and 
energy to combating the noise. Effects of this kind are not necessarily 
negative in themselves. If my house is off the beaten track and my 
neighbour decides to build a service road, my well-being is improved 
without any related expenditure on my part. If, like me, my neigh
bour enjoys French Baroque music and plays it loudly enough for me 
to hear every note clearly, my well-being is enhanced despite the fact 
that I have not had to make any investment myself. 

The analysis could be extended still further. The applicability of 
such a generalization is clearly demonstrated by the now classic 
sociological issues underlying the systematic negation of the invest
ment and work required to create a situation which subsequently 
appears to be an entirely natural 'given'. In this case, certain agents 
pursue courses of action the costs of which are borne by other 
agents, with no visible transfer taking place. 1 The concept is strik
ingly expressed by the American feminist slogan of the '70s: 'Behind 
every successful man is an exhausted woman' . 

I won't discuss such wider applications of the concept of external
ity, which poses the now classic question of how best to extend eco
nomic categories (such as cost, preference or interest) to cover all 
human activity. I shall restrict the discussion to an issue that is more 
specific, more technical and also more interesting: namely the indi
rect (ie, non-commercial) effects of commercial activities unfolding 
within a framework of market relationships. 

The preceding examples and the restriction that I have just 
imposed on this discussion suggest the following definition of the 
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concept of externality: 
Let A, B, C etc. be agents involved in a commercial transaction, 

or more generally in the negotiation of a contract. In the course of 
the transaction or contract negotiation, these agents express their 
preferences or interests and then evaluate the various possible deci
sions arising from them. The decision they finally take has positive 
or negative effects, here referred to as externalities, on another set of 
agents X, Y and Z (as distinct from A, B, and C); the latter are not 
involved in this transaction or negotiation, either because they have 
no way of intervening or because they have no wish to do so. 

1.2. Issues at stake 

In itself, the existence of externalities is not in the least outrageous. 
That certain people should pay for others or profit from others 
without bearing the associated costs is not disgusting or disturbing. 
Such transfers are inevitable: after all, the laws of thermodynamics 
teach us that you cannot have order without paying the price of 
chaos. So it is not on moral grounds, but on the grounds of collec
tive efficiency and the optimization of resource allocation that the 
existence of externalities and various possible ways of eliminating 
them preoccupy economists to such an extent. 

In economics, the concept of externality is linked to a more gen
eral category: that of market failures.2 At this point, it is important 
to obviate any misunderstandings. The term 'market failure' does 
not mean that nothing good was produced. Its meaning is more pre
cise: as expressed in terms of efficiency or in terms of the provision 
of socially · desirable goods, the best result that could have been 
obtained was not achieved in practice. 

fSo what are the consequences of externalities in terms of the role 
\_played by the market and prices in the allocation of resources? 

Within the framework of economic doctrine, the answer to this 
question is simple. _§_xternalities, whether positive or negative, 
render the- market at least artially) inefficient because the are 
resp;;-nsible for a gap betweett-pnvate mar in:ll.l!l.��_ay.&mar-�vwussentence mig t\�eellr:"obscure to a 
non-economist. But the argument is easy to understand. Take the 
factory mentioned earlier, belching out chlorin���d fumes that pol
lute the surrounding countrysiderAccording to the hypotheses of 
standard economic theory on this subject, the factory will set the 
volume of its aluminium production in such a way as to ensure that 
its marginal income (ie, income corresponding to the last ton or 
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other unit of aluminium sold) is equal to the additional cost 
incurred in producing this extra ton or unit. According to a number 
of hypotheses-space, alas, prevents us from discussing them here
economic theory shows that the equilibrium, resulting from the 
equalization of marginal costs and income, is an optimal one. But if 
externalities are present, this private calculation, which is supposed 
automatically to guarantee a soc:ial optimum, is biased: it does not 
take into account the investments which the farmers must make in 
order to protect themselves from the fumes. In this case, in . the 
absence of appropriate incentives, the !Jlarket-as a device for 
obtaining the social optimum-is deficient. This reasoning applies 
equally to what are known as 'positive' externalities: a medical · · 

pharmaceutical company can sit back and wait for its competitors · 

to invest in R&D in the expectation of profiting from the results .. 

J
/ 

without spending anything at all. In their anxiety to prevent others 
.. from taking advantage of them, players in the sector avoid commit

ting resources, and this in turn means th�(th� collective welfare is 
substantially lower_!J1an it could be if a

.
p

.
propriate investment

. 
incen

tives were in plac>2. Negative externalitil?s im..I?lY social costs t�� 
�!o. account by private decision-makers; positive exter
nalities discourage private investment by socializing the benefits.:..... � ,...---The definition of externalities seems to be clear. In reality, it raises 
a series of questions which I now propose to e,x.amine in more detail, 
and which will allow me to outline the terms-of a new contract of co
operation between economics and constructivist sociology. 

2. Framing and overflowing 

Beneath the concept of externality lies the more fundamental con
cept of framing, which implies the possibility of identifying over
flows and containing them. Economists do not use this concept, 
which I am borrowing from Goffman for the purposes of this argu
ment. Once I have reminded my readers of its significance I will 
emphasize, along with constructivist sociology, the size of the 
investments required to frame interactions and contain overflows. 

2. 1. Framing interactions 

In his description of interpersonal relationships (of which the rela
tionships involved in arranging the negotiation of a contract repre
sent one archetype), Goffman resorts to the concept of the frame 
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(Goffman, 1 971). The frame establishes a boundary within which 
interactions-the significance and content of which are self-evident 
to the protagonists-take place more or less independently of their 
surrounding context. Goffman emphasizes the dual nature of this 
framing process. Clearly it presupposes actors who are bringing to 
bear cognitive resources as well as forms of behaviour and strategies 
which have been shaped and structured by previous experience: the 
actors are capable of agreeing (an agreement which does not have to 
be explicit) on the frame within which their interactions will take 
place and on the courses of action open to them. But the framing 
process does not just depend on this commitment by the actors 
themselves; it is rooted in the outside world, in various physical and 
organizational devices. This is why framing puts the outside world 
in brackets, as it were, but does not actually abolish all links with it. 

In order to illustrate this definition, Goffman-who loves theatri
cal metaphors-frequently takes the example of a stage perfor
mance. Given the series of interconnected expectations upon which 
such performances are predicated, they could not take place with
out the tacit agreement of all those taking part. The spectators 
know what 'watching a theatrical production' entails and what rules 
they should obey (so for example they know that as the curtain falls 
in preparation for the next act, they may break the silence by cough
ing or clearing their throats). In the same way, the actors on stage 
know what is expected of them, as do the usherettes and cashiers. 
But these tacit agreements would swiftly fall apart if they were not 
contained within a suitable physical framework. A whole series of 
material means are used to demarcate the theatrical space and the 
actions that take place within it: the building itself; its internal 
architedure; the bell, dimmed lights and raising of the curtain that 
indicate the start of the performance. Similarly, the end of the per
formance is framed by a series of devices linked in such a way as to 
make the uncertain spectator aware that this is 'THE END' rather 
than just another interval. The various elements that form the phys
ical frame are themselves contained within an institutional frame
work (author's rights, safety regulations, tax incentives etc.) which 
helps to ensure their preservation and reproduction. 

This 'bracketing', which assumes that boundaries are drawn 
between the actors interacting with one another on the one hand 
and the rest of the world on the other, does not imply a total 
absence of relationships. On the contrary: for Goffman, framing 
would be inexplicable if there was not a network of connections 
with the outside world: 'We cannot say the worlds are created one 
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spot because, whether we refer to a game of cards or to teamwork 
during surgery, use is usually made of traditional equipment having 
a social history of its own in the wider society and a wide consensus 
of understanding regarding the meanings that are to be generated 
from it', (GotTman, 1961) .  GotTman thus emphasizes the fact that 
everything mobilized in the framed setting guarantees, simply by 
virtue of its presence, that the outside world is also present. The 
concept of habitus proposed by Elias and Bourdieu is clearly one 
way of describing this link and the manner in which it is expressed 
in the course of the action, but GotTman suggests that over and 
above the human beings themselves and their disciplined bodies, 
objects and things, the theatre stage, its walls and sounds, all play a 
role in setting up these interdependencies.3 

This concept of framing is easily applied to the interactions that 
interest economists, whether in the form of classic commercial 
transactions or contract negotiations. To negotiate a contract or 
perform a commercial transaction effectively presupposes a framing 
of the action without which it would be impossible to reach an 
agreement, in the same way that in order to play a game of chess, 
two players must agree to submit to the rules and sit down at a 
chessboard which physically circumscribes the world within which 
the action will take place. 

It is possible to respond to this concept of framing, which is 
essential to any understanding and description of interactions of 
whatever kind, by adopting one of two diametrically opposed atti
tudes which I will now examine in turn. Each of them gives prefer
ence to one of the two dimensions of framing, either by 
emphasizing the closure of the interactions on themselves and the 
role of the players' mutual agreement in creating this closed situa
tion or, conversely, by highlighting the omnipresence of connections 
with the outside world and the irrepressible and productive over
flows which the latter encourage. 

2.2. When framing is the norm and overflows are leaks 

The first approach tends to believe that framing is the norm-in the 
double sense of something that is desirable and also stat'istically pre
dominant-and that overflows are exceptions which must be con
tained and channelled with the help of appropriate investments. 

This position is adopted by micro-sociology, which focuses on 
interpersonal relationships without considering the factors that sus
tain these interactions.4 It is also popular in economic theory, where 
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one of the central preoccupations is to postulate the existence of 
configurations within which a series of agents develop (commercial) 
relationships with each other that are sufficient in themselves to 
account for all co-ordination requirements. The concept of framing 
indicates that such closure is possible: individuals, whether two or 
2,000 in number, whether by communicating through prices or tak
ing turns to negotiate contracts, together regulate problems of 
resource allocation or property transfer while simultaneously estab
lishing a temporarily impenetrable barrier between themselves and 
the rest of the world. In this way, any two agents can undertake-in 
an agreement that depends solely on the exercise of their wills-to 
interact in a negotiation and then return to anonymity once the 
transaction is complete. This effectively postulates the actual possi
bility that a market could exist as a system of relationships between 
agents (consumers and producers) who reach an equilibrium or har
monious accord. 

Framing defines the effectiveness of the market because, in this 
closed interactional space, each individual can take into account the 
viewpoint of every other individual when reaching a decision. In 
this sense, it is possible to assert that externalities are simply the 
results of imperfections or failures in the framing process. Yet in 
certain cases framing is either impossible to achieve or is deliber
ately transgressed by the actors:5 this produces overflows which 
cause the barriers to become permeable. Economic theory seems 
predisposed to the hypothesis that these overflows should be 
regarded as accidental and consequently that framing should be 
perceived as the norm towards which everything should tend. 

By prioritizing the creation of frames designed to avoid prema
ture overflows, economists are obliged to focus much of their atten
tion on the various forms of overflow that can take place and how 
best to contain them; ie, on all the repercussions of the contracts 
linking A, B and C on those not involved in the negotiations (X, Y 
and Z). This has two consequences. The first is to cause economists 
to focus their efforts-with evident success-on the identification of 
leaks and the formulation of devices for creating more effective 
frames.6 The second is to facilitate, in certain typical situations, the 
establishment of tried-and-tested frames: as recently shown by 
DHL's decision to set up its European hub in Strasbourg, the harm
ful effects associated with the presence of an airport are no longer 
simply accounted for after the event; they are brought into the 
frame in the initial stages of contract negotiation. 
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2.3. Overflows are the norm: framing is expensive and always 
imperfoct 

The second attitude, typical of constructivist sociology in particular, 
takes the view that overflowing is the rule; that framing-when pre
sent at all-is a rare and expensive outcome; in short, is very costly 
to set up. Without the theatre building and its physical devices; 
without years of training and hours of rehearsal put in by the 
actors; without the habitual mindset of the audience and carefully 
written dramas which deliberately limit the range of prepro
grammed interactions, the framing of a stage performance would be 
quite simply inconceivable. This viewpoint is thus the exact opposite 
of the preceding one: instead of regarding framing as something 
that happens of itself, and overflows as a kind of accident which 
must be put right, overflows are the rule and framing is a fragile, 
artificial result based upon substantial investments. 7 Constructivist 
sociology does not deny that it is possible to achieve such clarity or 
put such frameworks in place, nor that such an objective is worth 
pursuing (see below for a' more detailed discussion of this point). 
But it is primarily interested in showing that such a framing process, 
in addition to requiring expensive physical and symbolic devices, is 
always incomplete and that without this incompleteness would in 
fact be wholly ineffectual. 

Let us start by considering the concept of embeddedness first put 
forward by Polanyi (Polanyi, 1975) and subsequently taken up by 
Granovetter (Granovetter, 1 985). This does not so much represent 
yet another expression of the implacable hostility between sociology 
and economics8 as an affirmation of the omnipresence of overflows. 
E. Friedberg rightly highlights the habitual misinterpretation of this 
concept (Friedberg, 1 993). Its significance, which is both profound 
and radical (and incidentally the main theme of Granovetter's cele
brated article) centres on the hypothesis that the objectives, inten
tions, interests and projects of a given actor, and indeed his or her 
will, are not simply a set of attributes that define his or her own per
sonal, unchangeable identity which the actor could simply by intel
lectual application, access or express-even unconsciously-if she 
or he were given the opportunity (this being the meaning of the 
expression 'to reveal one's preferences'). Nor are they the result of 
values, norms or institutions which reduce the actor to the status o 
the 'cultural dope' so justifiably ridiculed by Garfinkel. In fact, they 
cannot be dissociated from the network of interdependencies in 
which the actor is enmeshed and to which he or she is continuously 
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contributing (Burt, 1992), (Calion and Law, 1997). In short, the 
actor's ontology is variable: his or her objectives, interests, will and 
thus identity are caught up in a process of continual reconfigura
tion, a process that is intimately related to the constant reconfigura
tion of the network of interactions in which he or she is involved. 

From this perspective, all framing thus represents a violent effort 
to extricate the agents concerned from this network of interactions 
and push them onto a clearly demarcated 'stage' which has been 
specially prepared and fitted out. But their links with the 'outside' 
world-links that betray their existence simply by the fact that the 
agents are simultaneously involved in other worlds from which they 
can never be wholly detached-cannot be reduced to personal rela
tionships alone.9 Overflows have many sources and can flow in 
many directions, which tends to indicate that frames are even more 
problematic than Granovetter suggests. 

Take the example of a research contract drawn up between an aca
demic research unit and a commercial enterprise, nowadays a com
monplace occurrence. Such a contract does not bind one human 
being to another, but one legal entity to another legal entity. Each of 
them is a more or less integrated complex comprised of human 
beings, equipment (instruments, machinery), libraries and financial 
resources. The contract provides for the performance of certain 
actions, defines the terms under which any property rights arising 
from the results of these actions will be shared, and defines the con
ditions for monitoring the proper performance of the contract. The 
text of the contract sets out the joint venture's objectives. The defini
tion of these objectives is frequently-but not exclusively-couched 
in terms of concepts and ideas borrowed from accepted scientific 
theory (for example: 'the work shall contribute to the development 
of an enzymatic electrode capable of functioning in aqueous media' 
(Cassier, 1995) ); it also implies the application and/or possible 
development of experimental tools or procedures which are men
tioned or described in a wealth of technical detail; it generally 
includes the name(s) of the researcher(s) or research team(s) who 
will be in charge of the research programme. The contractual under
takings may be more or less specific or complete; clearly all this is 
dependent on the degree of stability and predictability of the rele
vant area of research. Clauses providing for the renegotiation of the 
contract if certain events should take place may also be appended. In 
short, the aim of the contract is to frame the interaction in as unam
biguous a way as possible and/or formulate an agreement on any 
reframing procedures which may have to be implemented. 
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But what are the conditions governing the stability (or lack of it) 
of a contract-or rather, of the framing process that it applies by 
defining a limited number of actions to be undertaken in an infinite 
world of possible relationships? As many have remarked since 
Durkheim, the framing of a contract presupposes the existence of 
courts of law, as well as the existence of a body of legal texts defin
ing, for example, the content and scope of property rights, as well as 
the existence of solicitors entrusted with recording the state of know
ledge held by each of the contracting parties before the contract 
comes into force, and so on. But-and this is m:ore interesting for 
our purposes-such general devices, all of which have a cost, in fact 
only play a peripheral role, as Williamson clearly perceived. The 
actual text of the contract introduces a series of tangible and intan
gible elements (concepts, materials, substances, experimental devices, 
researchers etc.) which help to delineate and structure the frame 
within which it will be performed. The contract could not be framed 
and 'fulfilled' without the participation or requisition of each of 
these elements: they are involved in the same plot, the same scenario; 
each of them is obliged to play a predefined role. The actions within 
the frame are prepared and structured by the equipment, the theo
retical statements, the skilled persons of the researchers and techni
cians, the procedures and reports; all these elements ensure that they 
are not scattered or dispersed. But-and here we come to the crux of 
the argument-each of these elements, at the very same time as it is 
helping to structure and frame the interaction of which it more or 
less forms the substance, is simultaneously a potential conduit for 
overflows. The researchers interact with colleagues, take part in con
ferences, may move temporarily or permanently to different compa
nies or research laboratories. Scientific ideas and concepts circulate 
on the Internet or through the intermediary of scientific journals, 
becoming the subject matter for debates and controversies which 
refine their meaning both within the group and outside it. If theories 
did not have a public life, they would not exist as certified know
ledge. As for the instruments, materials or substances: they are cali
brated, standardized and exist in various locations; the way they are 
modified or perform in one location may have direct repercussions 
on their performance in other locations. 

The different elements constituting the research programme and 
by extension the research contract are simultaneously resources and 
intermediaries (Calion, 1 99 1); they frame the interactions and rep
resent openings onto wider networks, to which they give access. It is 
this dual nature that guarantees the productivity of the entire com-
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plex represented by the programme which thus becomes capable of 
capitalizing to some extent on what is being done elsewhere, on 
what has been done in the past and on what will be done in the 
future. No contract is capable of, or has an interest in, systemati
cally suppressing all connections, burning all bridges or eliminating 
the dual nature of every element involved. Which is why the hetero
geneous elements, that are linked together in order to frame the 
contract and its performance, in reality take part in its overflowing: 
and it is precisely because they are sources of overflows that they 
make the contract productive. This can be expressed in terms of a 
paradox: a totally successful frame would condemn the contract to 
the sterile reiteration of existing knowledge. 10 It is therefore illusory 
to suppose that one can internalize every externality by drawing up 
an all-embracing contract that provides for every eventuality, just as 
it would be erroneous to equate the incompleteness of the frame 
with the incompleteness of the contract: the potential sources of 
overflow are to be found in precisely those elements that give it its 
solidity, rather than in any areas left unmentioned. 

To recap: (i) framing is costly because overflows happen all the 
time, since they are fed by multiple sources and flow down multiple 
channels. Framing cannot be achieved by contractual incentives 
alone, because it is bound up with the equipment, objects and spe
cialists involved in the interaction: it is they who, in their stubborn 
and obstinate way-to paraphrase a suggestive remark by 
Whitehead-ensure that certain courses of action are followed and 
at the same time generate externalities; (ii) this costly framing 
process is necessarily incomplete: first because a wholly hermetic 
frame is a contradiction in terms, and second because flows are 
always bidirectional, overflows simply being the inevitable corollary 
of the requisite links with the surrounding environment. Without 
overflows, it would not be feasible to add value locally; thus the 
only way to stamp out 'reverse engineering' would be to bring all 
industrial and commercial activity to a standstill! It is because an 
actor's output gets necessarily beyond her entire control so as to 
generate profits, that the actor him- or herself is unable to avoid 
externalities. 1 1 

3. In order to be framed, overflows must be made measurable 

In a recent article, Williamson defines the economic approach as 
follows: 'Calculativeness is the general condition that I associate 
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with the economic approach and with the progressive extension of 
economics into the related social sciences' (Williamson, 1 993). 
Without calculative agents and without the minimum level of in
formation that allows such calculations to take place, market co
ordination is bound to fail. This is why economists-and it is one of 
their great virtues-demonstrate such an obstinate desire to define 
the conditions in which actions become calculable, and to think up 
devices that will encourage such conditions to emerge. It is by 
allowing each agent to have preferences, to hierarchize them, and 
then to reveal and negotiate them-in a word, to calculate his or her 
interests, express them and defend them-that transactions · are 
allowed to take place, resulting in a robust and legitimate, if not 
necessarily, optimal re-allocation of resources and property rights. 
It is at precisely this point that sociology can make its contribution. 
By focusing on the omnipresence of overflows, on their usefulness, 
but also on the cost of actions intended (partially) to contain them, 
constructivist sociology highlights the importance of the operations 
required to identify and measure these overflows. It also encourages 
us to question the mechanisms used to create frames by suggesting 
ways in which the social sciences might help to develop .or to con
fine such such spaces of calculability. 

3. 1. Identifying and measuring 

The very definition of externalities (see 1 . 1  above) implies that it is possible to identify not only actors A, B and C but also the effects produced by their activities. Only once this double identification has taken place is it possible to draw up a list of agents who benefit or suffer from these externalities (X, Y and Z). 
These processes are often regarded as self-evident and selfexplanatory. That this is not in fact the case is clearly shown by the controversies surrounding the reality of the existence of externalities. Three problems arise: 
(i) The first is how to identify the effects,ie, how to prove the reality of the overflow. The latter-and this is a point that sociologists will take pleasure in highlighting----cannot be intangible. For something to happen that affects agents outside the frame, it is essential that something should cross or break through the boundary drawn up round the commercial interactions within the frame. Let us call these entities that secretly cross the frame's boundaries intermediaries: they may be che�ical substances, sound waves rippling outwards, texts, scientific articles, patents, or researchers or engineers 
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on secondment or moving to other institutions. No externality can 
exist without relationships; no link can exist unless it follows a tra
jectory plotted by a material object acting as the mediu� for the 
externality. The existence of the latter is predicated upon thts simple 
but unavoidable quality of tangibility: for an overflow to take place, 
something must overflow. But identifying the actual intermediaries 
is anything but straightforward. 

Some of them, by their very nature, are difficult to identify; others, 
like spy planes, are deliberately camouflaged by those who send or 
receive them. Between industrial espionage at one extreme and the 
publication of patents at the other, for example, there is an entire 
gamut of intermediate practices which are more or less easy to track 
down· between the colourful pollutant that indicates the presence of 
a leak and the odourless, colourless fumes that baffie the most vigi
lant observer, there is a wide variety of effluents that are more or less 
easy to identify. In short, with very few exceptions, specific w?rk 
must be done in order to provide incontrovertible proof of the sim
ple existence of an overflow or leak, implying at the very least the 
implementation of monitoring procedures and sensors. 

Like the natural sciences, the social sciences are obviously 
involved in these devices, which without them could not exist. When 
a sociologist demonstrates that hauliers are effectively relying on car 
drivers to subsidize the cost of their business activities, he is taking 
part in the process of designing and implementing �uch sensors. 
When an economist formulates methods of calculatiOn and con
structs proxies designed to test for the existence of technological 
spillovers (another term for overflows) from on� industrial sector 

.
to 

another he is contributing to this endless trackmg process. The atm 
of the �rocess is to map, as realistically as possible, the tr�jectories 
of the various intermediaries which are constantly escapmg from 
the interactional frames that gave birth to them and scattering down 
a multiplicity of unpredictable pathways. Similarly, a chemist taking 
and analysing water or atmospheric samples is partic�pating in t�is 
immense work of identification; occasionally it turns mto a real-hfe 
police inquiry, as in the infamous case of the Seveso barrels. . . (ii) Providing proof of the tangible existence of over�ows ts me�
tricably linked to the identification of their sources and tmpacts. It ts 
not enough to demonstrate the reality and consistency of overflows; 
it is also necessary to establish who is responsible for them and who 
is affected by them. Once again, the effort required is often 
immense. Various environmental issues provide dramatic evidence 
of this. It is quite possible to uncover trafficking in toxic waste 
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between Germany and France without necessarily being able to 
trace the channel back to its source. In some cases, establishing the 
nature and tangible existence of the effects of overflows presupposes 
ever-increasing levels of investment. Are CFCs really responsible for 
the hole in the ozone layer? What are the consequences of global 
warming, for whom? Does asbestos cause damage to health? Can 
prions from mad cows be transmitted to human beings and if so, 
are they communicated through animal feed? Above what levels of 
atmospheric concentration of dioxin do the lesions caused in cells 
become irreversible? 

In order to draw up these two lists-the list of sources (A, B and 
C in our earlier definition) and the list of targets (X, Y and Z)-spe
cific studies must be undertaken, sometimes obliging us to create 
appropriate instruments. The situation is further complicated by the 
fact that the agents concerned may very well not possess an individ
ual existence or identity until such time as the overflows have been 
confirmed. In this case, the identity of the group and the awareness 
of its members that they form a part of it are the outcome of the 
process of discovering and highlighting the externalities. Riverside 
farmers in the polluted Loue region; pregnant women under 30 who 
were prescribed thalidomide; manufacturers of luxury goods who 
export their products to South-East Asia only to become the 'vic
tims' of counterfeiters: none of them existed as clearly defined 
groups with interests to defend and a voice to make themselves 
heard until researchers had succeeded in proving-albeit in ways 
that are always open to contention-the reality and nature of the 
overflows involved. There are many other examples of the kind of 
investigative effort required-involving experts and counter-experts, 
measuring instruments and diagnostics-in order to arrive at an 
acceptable description of the externalities and agents involved. 

The devices that allow us to visualize the existence of the exter
nalities play a crucial role in this descriptive process. They play a 
potent part in the formation of the groups concerned and in the 
growth of their self-awareness: when Parisians read in their daily 
newspapers that the pollution index has risen above the danger 
level, or illuminated signs inform the citizens of Florence that ozone 
concentrations are above the critical threshold, they find it easy to 
experience themselves either as the victims of motor traffic or con
versely, as the drivers responsible for environmental pollution. This 
real-life experience-sometimes referred to as subjectivity-is 
largely dependent on the instruments used to identify overflows. 

(iii) From the perspective of economic theory, it is not enough to 
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record-those familiar with debates within the social sciences unre
lated to economics will have gathered that I would prefer to say: 
perform-these externalities. Overflows are devoid of economic sig
nificance unless they give rise to evaluations and measurements. The 
theory of externalities requires a metrological framework-ie, mea
suring instruments-that allows the different agents to negotiate an 
agreement by calculating their respective interests. The possibility 
and viability of this negotiation both depend on the availability of 
instruments capable of producing incontrovertible measurements: 
clearly no negotiation can sidestep the need to respond to issues 
concerning the extent and scope of the overflows in question. For 
the farmer working alongside the polluting factory to be able to 
define his interests and quantify the impact of the overflows on the 
efficiency of his operation, he must have recourse to legitimate, rec
ognized measuring instruments. 

Without calibrated sensors, without epidemiological studies, no 
negotiation is possible. Agents are unable to establish the cause of 
their problems or benefits, or the extent of their losses or gains; so it 
is elear that no compromise can be reached in the absence of such a 
metrological structure. This is another point at which the natural 
and social sciences can make a contribution. The chemist who per
fects an instrument which is officially approved and can be moved 
from one place to another without detriment to its performance is 
providing 'objective' data, usually quantifiable, which allows the 
agents to measure the externalities and enter into rational negotia
tion (Mallard, 1 996b ) . 12 The econometrician who uses patent statis
tics to measure the overflow from one sector to another is clearly 
taking part in such an exercise, as is the psychosociologist who uses 
psychometric scales to rank personality disorders that may be due 
to the sufferers' social environments or the potentially detrimental 
actions of certain agents. 

Once the overflows, source agents and target agents have all been 
correctly identified and described, and once measuring instruments 
for quantifying and comparing them have been set up, it becomes 
possible to reframe the interactions. At this point it is meaningful to 
assert that X, Y and Z should be allowed to participate in negotia
tions concerning contracts between A, B and C from which they 
were formerly excluded. This is the tangible result of the invest
ments we have just described in all their scope and diversity: to give 
the option of internalizing the externalities, or to put it another way, 
of reframing hitherto uncontained overflows. These investments 
apply and produce both knowledge, in that they cause hitherto 
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invisible links to appear, and also a reconfigured collective in which 
these now visible and calculable links have been renegotiated. The 
social sciences contribute to this dynamic. 

3.2. Tracing the mechanisms by which controversial situations
where overflowing is the rule-become calculable, in other words 
capable of being framed 

For calculative agents to be able to calculate the decisions they take, 
they must at the very least be able to a) draw up a list of possible 
world states; b) hierarchize and rank these world states; c) identify 
and describe the actions required to produce each of the possible 
world states. Once these actions have become calculable, transac
tions and negotiations can take place between the different agents. 
In the light of the discussion in the preceding section, I shall now 
concentrate on the role of the technosciences in the dynamics of 
overflows and on the possible contributions that could be made by 
sociology and economics respectively towards framing them and 
making them calculable. 

(i) In 'hot' situations, everything becomes controversial: the iden
tification of intermediaries and overflows, the distribution of source 
and target agents, the way effects are measured. These controversies 
which indicate the absence of a stabilized knowledge base, usuall; 
involve a wide variety of actors. The actual list of actors, as well as 
their identities, will fluctuate in the course of the controversy itself 
and they will put forward mutually incompatible descriptions of 
future world states. 

A. Rip and myself have suggested that these highly confused sit
uations should be given the name of 'hybrid forums', because facts 
and values have become entangled to such an extent that it is no 
longer possible to distinguish between two successive stages: first, 
the production and dissemination of information or knowledge, and 
second, the decision-making process itself. Such forums have been 
proliferating ever since the emergence of the controversy over the 
hole in the ozone layer in 1974. The crisis relating to mad cow dis
ease is a classic example: here, the turmoil has reached its apogee, 
foreshadowing situations which will probably become very common 
in the near future. This hybrid forum is overflowing continuously, 
with an ever-growing, ever-more-varied cast of characters beside 
which Leporello's catalogo pales into insignificance. By turns we 
hear from vets, farmers, manufacturers of animal feed, proponents 
of Thatcherite deregulation, Cordelia (daughter of the British agri-
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cultural minister, who appeared on television with her father, eating 
a beef-burger with evident enjoyment), Brussels, the British govern
ment denouncing protectionism, the Germans (accused in passing 
of 'perfidy' by the British), outraged members of the public, the 
media, prions (or rather the biologists studying them), butchers 
frantically acquiring every quality certificate going, politicians los
ing their heads. The controversy lurches first one way, then the 
other-because nothing is certain, neither the knowledge base nor 
the methods of measurement. Not only are the various actors and 
their interests in constant fluctuation, but even when they enter the 
debate they are incapable of reaching agreement either on the facts 
or on the decisions that should be taken. Framing-predicated 
upon the assumption that actions and their effects are known and 
measured-is a chaotic process, the implementation and control of 
which depend directly on the evolution of the controversies involved 
and on the construction of an agreement regarding the reality and 
scope of the overflows. 

(ii) In 'cold' situations, on the other hand, agreement regarding 
ongoing overflows is swiftly achieved. Actors are identified, interests 
are stabilized, preferences can be expressed, responsibilities are 
acknowledged and accepted. The possible world states are already 
known or easy to identify: calculated decisions can be taken. The 
sudden but nevertheless foreseeable-because already experienced
pollution of a watercourse by a chemical factory falls into this cate
gory: sensors are already calibrated, analytical procedures are 
codified; the protagonists already know how to calculate their costs 
and benefits and are ready to negotiate (if necessary on the basis of 
clearly formulated insurance contracts) in order to determine the 
level of compensation payable. 

(iii) 'Hot' and 'cold' situations have co-existed ever since the sci
ences and technology first rose to pre-eminence in Western culture. 
But the 'hot' source of this mysterious Carnot1 cycle is becoming 
increasingly invasive and omnipresent, for at least two reasons: 
- The first relates to the growing complexity of industrialized soci

eties, a level of sophistication due in large part to the movements 
of the technosciences, which are causing connections and interde
pendencies to proliferate. Here again, the crisis over mad cow dis
ease has a symbolic value. The current situation is the result of 
the intertwining of a whole series of decisions and interrelated 
actions, initially autonomous but gradually weaving a web over 
time that is proving very difficult to pick apart in retrospect, so 
numerous and heterogeneous are the elements bound up within it. 
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A regulatory decision (to stop imposing a minimum temperature 
for the preparation of animal feeds) results following a complex 
but initially unsuspected-because unheard-of-interplay of 
interdependencies, in the possible infection of human brains. 
Within this labyrinth of unexpected and rapidly proliferating con
nections, establishing the facts (can prions infect human beings?) 
and interpreting them give birth to widespread debate fuelled by 
radical uncertainties which can only be resolved by making mas
sive investments, by initiating vast and exceedingly costly 
inquiries. The local and the global are in constant interaction
the profits of the butcher serving the little town of Antony, where 
I live, are directly affected by a decision by John Major-and it is 
very difficult to distinguish between spheres of action or institu
tions separated by clearly defined boundaries, so complex has the 
fabric of the social structure become. Reassuring certainties give 
way to tormented perplexities. 
The second relates to the conditions in which knowledge is pro
duced, and more particularly, to methods of experimentation. In 
a 'cold' situation, it is enough to call upon the experts and their 
laboratories. But in 'hot' situations, experts or scientists on their 
own, working in their usual way-ie, shut away in their laborato
ries-can do nothing. In order to trace links, correlate findings, 
produce and test hypotheses, they will always be forced to deal 
with non-specialists. At a stroke, this turns the latter into key 
players in the production of knowledge and the processing of the 
measurements required to map out the externalities. Once again, 
mad cows and their prions provide a useful source of insights. 
There is no way of establishing the facts without organizing epi
demiological studies, without shedding light on the networks for 
selling and distributing animal feeds, without implementing pro
cedures for tracing animal carcasses etc. Society as a whole must 
agree to take action in order to produce an officially recognized 
body of knowledge and measurements-in the metrological 
sense-in the absence of which the existence and geography of the 
externalities cannot be regarded as defined; that is to say, without 
which measurements-in the political sense-cannot be taken 
with any legitimacy. 
(iv) Not only are 'hot' situations becoming more commonplace, 

more visible and more pervasive, thereby indicating that our soci
eties are now thoroughly permeated by the technosciences; but more 
importantly it is becoming exceedingly difficult to cool them down, 
ie, arrive at a consensus on how the situation should be described 
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and how it is likely to develop. Externalities are at the centre of pub
lic debates. with no obvious conclusions. Firstly, the experts tend to 
emphasize their differences, because they do not wish to run the risk 
of making facile commitments. Secondly, economic agents can no 
longer be kept at a distance from the investigations which by the 
same token, they help to hamper: some of them have an interest in 
maintaining the state of controversy and ignorance1 3  and do not 
hesitate to commit substantial resources to doing so because they 
can influence the content of conclusions by introducing arguments 
and problems hitherto absent from the debate. 

(v) In this 'hot' world, which is becoming increasingly difficult to 
cool down, the work of economists is becoming ever more arduous 
because the actors they are tracking are faced by non-calculable 
decisions. This is the point at which it would make sense to draw up 
a new contract between sociology and economics. The anthropol
ogy of science and technology (AST) has acquired some useful tools 
for describing the dynamics of these confused situations or 'hybrid 
forums' (Calion, Law and Rip, 1986; Latour, 1 987). Hence it is in a 
position t6 keep track of controversies and the experiments they 
engender without giving precedence to any one point of view, whilst 
at the same time revealing the socio-technological maps produced 
by the actors involved as well as the progressive development of 
instruments for making world states calculable. Thus AST can help 
with the work of framing interactions by improving the visibility of 
various efforts to keep track of overflows as well as the visibility of 
the disagreements or agreements to which they give rise. Like those 
satellite imaging systems that enable navigators to keep track of 
their relative positions at all times, the anthropology of science and 
technology can provide the actors with a cartographical outline of 
overflows in progress, thereby paving the way for preliminary 'nego
tiations. 

While the anthropologist of science and techniques and the econ
omist could choose to ignore each other without major inconve
nience-the one fascinated by science as it is being brought into 
existence in laboratories cut off from the world, the other more 
interested in companies which, out there in the cold world, are 
applying science already in existence-their insights are becoming 
complementary and increasingly difficult to treat separately. 
Wherever they appear, the technosciences breed uncertainty and 
controversy: our societies are 'hot' thanks to the technosciences, 
which is why interdisciplinary collaboration is becoming essential to 
our understanding of them. This is the price we must pay if we wish 
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to keep track of the mechanisms by which social spaces are formed 
in which decisions taken by actors with recognized identities and 
interests become calculable. 

This does not necessarily mean that sociologists should be slaving 
alongside their fellow economists in order to ensure that a market 
can continue to exist whatever happens. Naturally some will decide 
to do so; others who are more critical or doubtful of the benefits of 
the marketplace will prefer to invest their energies in the production 
of charts designed to reveal the ever-expanding network of invisible 
and increasingly uncontrollable connections. The former will regard 
framing as the solution and so attach more importance to the effec
tiveness of cold calculation; the latter will be more interested in 
overflows and the heat they generate. But whatever they decide to 
do, they will be unable to evade the logic of framing/overflowing. 
They are already a part of it. 

4. The negotiated market 

On several occasions I have used the idea of negotiation to describe 
the relationships which come into being in hybrid forums: the actors 
negotiate their own identities and interests as well as the existence, 
nature and volume of overflows. The concept of negotiation, which 
lies at the heart of the analysis of science in the making, evokes the 
theoretical framework proposed by Coase in his analysis of exter
nalities and how we deal with them (Coase, 1 960). I intend to dis
cuss this framework in more detail below. My aim is to show that 
once again, the different approaches are necessarily complementary. 

For Coase, who is essentially preoccupied by the conditions gov
erning intervention by the public authorities, agents are quite capa
ble of sorting out the issue of externalities on their own, ie, of 
internalizing them by means of bilateral negotiations, provided that 
the two following conditions prevail: (a) property rights are clearly 
defined and (b) transaction costs are nil. Only in cases where prop
erty rights are difficult to establish (so in the presence of indivisible 
entities, for example: it is quite impossible to establish a property 
right to the atmosphere with a view to resolving pollution-related 
issues) is state intervention required. Coase proposes an elegant 
solution: the existence of an institutional framework which allows 
negotiations to take place. 

This model is beautiful by virtue of its simplicity and the general 
applicability of the underlying hypotheses, but it presupposes the 
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existence of (i) identified agents (A, B, C and X, Y and Z in my defi
nition), (ii) who are capable of negotiating with each other, ie, of 
defining their interests and measuring the benefits accruing to them 
or conversely, the harmful effects of which they are the victims; 14 
Coase also needs (iii) overflows that have been confirmed and 
acknowledged and (iv) property rights allocated in such a way that 
the identities and responsibilities of the source agents can be estab
lished, as can those of the target agents. 

We have just seen that these hypotheses, which are straightforward 
enough in the kinds of situations we earlier described as 'cold', in 
reality become very cumbersome as soon as we turn our attention to 
'hot' situations, where each of these conditions can only be satisfied 
by making substantial investments in order progressively to accumu
late knowledge and create metrological frameworks. They are the 
result, rather than the starting point, of a lengthy 'cooling' process. 

What Coase wants to avoid-and in this he adheres to a tradition 
with its roots in the political philosophy of the Enlightenment-is 
that state of nature in which conflicts and antagonisms are resolved 
by violence. Negotiation and the drawing-up of contracts: these are 
the methods of co-ordination that he holds up as the ultimate foun
dation stones of civilization. 1 5  But in his preoccupation with 'cool' 
situations in which world states are already known or easy to iden
tify, Coase clearly forgets that this pacification is only possible if it is 
upheld by instruments that impose upon the agents' subjective (and 
consequently irreconcilable) viewpoints the transcendence of instru
ments which-once they have found universal acceptance-guaran
tee the objectivity of the facts, to which everyone then agrees to 
submit. The very fact that negotiation is possible-or to put it 
another way, that human relationships are peaceable-has less to do 
with laws and institutions (a clear attribution of property rights) 
than with the existence of this technical infrastructure; ie, to the 
existence of these instruments and their infallible measurements. In 
order to achieve such measured behaviour-the word says it all
one must first prove that behaviour is measurable. 

Thus Coase's theorem only has a limited value. To fully convey 
this point it may be useful to draw a parallel with the distinction 
made between Newtonian physics ('cold') and Einsteinian physics 
('hot'): the world views and analytical instruments developed by 
these two paradigms are different but they are compatible when the 
ratio of the velocity of bodies in motion .to the speed of light tends 
towards zero. Similarly, Coase's theorem has considerable value in 
'cold' situations, ie, when developments only happen slowly or, to 
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put it another way, when the actions required to stabilize the actual 
world states and their descriptions are negligible, in terms of costs 
and commitments, compared to the difficult and demanding negoti
ations between agents attempting to reach agreement on the redistri
bution of resources or exchange of property rights. But things 
change once controversies start to dominate and situations start to 
heat up: now actions that involve the identification and measure
ment of externalities take priority. The emphasis shifts towards the 
production of an acceptable knowledge base and calibrated, certified 
measuring instruments that make it possible to map overflows with 
accuracy. As we have seen, if there is negotiation, it relates to the 
existence and nature of the overflows, to the identity of the source 
and target agents. Only once the controversy has been resolved can 
the other kind of negotiation-involving the transfer of resources, 
property rights etc.-begin. Those who like to set up family trees 
would put the negotiation regarding the existence of overflows at the 
top, because this is the one that determines how actors and external
ities are identified. Without it, framing-in this case, the initiation of 
negotiations on property rights-is impossible. This distinction 
invites us to differentiate between two different types of negotiations: 
(a) negotiations aimed at identifying overflows, or 'hot' negotiations, 
and (b) negotiations aimed at framing them, or 'cold' negotiations. 
The creation of commercial relationships presupposes that both 
kinds of negotiations take place, one after the other. 

Thus the concept of framing/overflowing helps us to understand 
why speeches-optimistic as well as pessimistic-on 'the inexorable 
growth of the marketplace' have no foundation in fact. If only 
because of the role played by the technosciences in what we are 
pleased to call advanced societies-technosciences which cause 
entanglements and networks of interdependencies to proliferate at 
their leisure-the market must be constantly reformed and built up 
from scratch: it never ceases to emerge and re-emerge in the course 
of long and stormy negotiations in which the social sciences have no 
choice but to participate. 

Notes 

Cf. Strauss's groundbreaking work on the mechanisms by which the imminent 
death of a terminally-ill patient in hospital is made invisible in the eyes of the 
patient himself (Glaser and Strauss, 1965). This topic was examined in more 
detail by L. Star when she studied how 'the prior and ongoing work disappears 
into the doneness' (Star, 1991). 
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2 Externalities only represent one kind of market failure among others, from which 
they cannot easily be differentiated in their entirety: the public goods (which pro
duce externalities which are generally positive); asymmetries of information and 
their effects ('moral hazard' and 'adverse selection'); resources which are com
mon property (ie, which are not owned by anyone but can be used by anybody). 

3 The most radical presentation of the central role of objects in the framing of 
interactions is put forward by Latour (Latour, 1994). 

4 Certain currents of symbolic interactionism, along with ethnomethodology, take 
this viewpoint (and support it by reference to arguments that are at once both 
theoretical and methodological). 

5 A very orthodox viewpoint would certainly regard externalities as a purely invol
untary-ie, accidental--effect. 

6 It would be appropriate here to cite numerous works-in particular on environ
mental economics-that aim to formulate more effective procedures for framing 
commercial transactions. 

7 Here I am arguing from the standpoint of constructivist sociology-ie, that soci
ety is an achievement-rather than that of structuralist sociology, which regards 
society as the medium in which actors are immersed and sometimes drowned! 

8 This antagonism is summed up in masterly fashion by Duesenberry in his oft
cited phrase: 'Economics is all about how people make choices; sociology is all 
about how they don't have any choices to make' (Duesenberry, 1960). 

9 Here we rediscover one of the basic truths intuited by H. Becker and A. Strauss: 
that actors belong simultaneously to several social worlds and any analysis must 
take this multiple identity into account in order to trace the dynamics of the 
interactions. 

10 This proposal is merely the consequence of what we should probably call a new 
.theory of action in which what counts are the mediations and not the sources: 
(Calion, 1991), (Hennion, 1993), (Latour, 1993). 

1 1  It is possible to demonstrate the general applicability of this principle, which 
relates not just to the commercial transaction but also to the different methods of 
co-ordination. It is no easier to frame political relationships (between those repre
sented and those who represent them) or personal relationships between people
to take just two well-known and omnipresent forms of interaction. 

12 Mallard reminds us of the study undertaken by the monthly journal Que Choisir 
in April 1993: small reactive strips were included with the magazine enabling 
readers to measure the hardness of their water and its nitrate content for them
selves: 'the darker the strip, the higher the level of invisible pollution' read the text 
accompanying the instrument, and it included a colour-coded list of numerical 
equivalents. As Mallard clearly demonstrates, the role of these instruments goes 
far beyond their crucial contribution to the process of calculating respective inter
ests. They also allow us to make the transition from economic space to legal 
space: a traffic pollution analyzer (CO/C02) provides us with more than a figure: 
as part of a metrological framework in which every element is certified, it allows 
us to act directly on the legal decision-making process (Mallard, 1996a). 

13 Tobacco companies played an important role in sustaining the controversy 
regarding the ill-effects of cigarettes. By financing the research, they have been 
actively contributing to the prolongation of a state of doubt and ignorance. 

14 Those seeking to show the limitations or suggest a toned-down formulation of 
Coase's theorem must do more than simply point out the existence of transaction 
costs relating to the quest for and identification of the source actors, the recon-
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struction of the relevant information and finally, the negotiation itself. After 
the transaction costs are based on the assumption that the reality of the phc,no•m
ena and the existence of the agents involved have been stabilized. But over 
above that, what I have in mind are the actual conditions of a negotiation 
is only feasible if agreement can be reached on how best to define the OVI!rftclW
Such an agreement can only be achieved if calibrated measuring instrumenta 
available. 

1 5  It was the same century and the same authors who explored the concepts 
property rights to their limits. The philosophy of the contract and that of 
erty rights are closely interdependent; see for example: Hesse, 1990; 
1984. 
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